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Abstract

The continuing decrease of power requirements of electronic circuits offers the potential to deploy wireless systems as embedded sensors for cars or industrial tools, and implanted medical devices. Harvesting ambient vibrations by an appropriate energy harvesting (EH) device allows to avoid an undesirable battery replacement. At the scale of micro-electromechanical systems, where severe size constraints must be met, microfabricated EH devices with piezoelectric thin films offer the best energy density. Ferroelectric lead zirconate titanate (PZT) thin films with interdigitated electrode (IDE) appear as the most promising device design for this purpose.

Accurate characterization of the thin film response is necessary to determine the PZT composition and doping, the electrode geometry, and the stack design for maximum EH efficiency. Unfortunately, there is no rigorous description of the physical behavior of the IDE system to date. One goal of this thesis was thus to provide a better understanding of the experimental observations made by previous researchers. In addition, only a limited PZT composition and doping range has been investigated in this configuration. It was the second goal of this thesis to widen this range in order to determine the combination that yields the best EH efficiency. Finally, the risk of partial or total depoling over the device lifetime is always present in ferroelectric materials. The phenomena of aging and self-poling are of great interest to ensure proper retention of the poled state and, thus, the reliability of the harvesting device. Neither of the two are well understood. It was the third goal of this thesis to investigate the aging behavior and methods to promote self-poling.

In this thesis work, we have proposed a description of the physical behavior of the IDE system, and we have developed an analytical model for extracting the effective material properties from standard characterization measurements, which is well supported by both finite element (FE) simulations and experimental data. We found that if the substrate is conductive enough, a parasitic capacitance is present in parallel to the material response. We have provided a method to subtract the contribution of the parasitic capacitance, which has an accuracy of better than 4% in a wide range of IDE geometries as determined by FE simulations.

We have investigated the performances of doped PZT thin films with IDE for several combinations of dopant and composition. We have improved an existing fabrication route to obtain textured PZT films on an insulating MgO layer. We found that dopants systematically reduced the piezoelectric response and retention capability, and increased the dielectric constant. All three are detrimental for EH. Undoped compositions should be chosen.
Abstract

We have studied methods to improve the stability of the poled state through aging and self-poling. Introducing the latter into the IDE configuration did not provide sufficiently strong effects to be of practical interest. On the contrary, the aging process may allow to tune the extrinsic contributions to the dielectric and piezoelectric response. It is likely caused by polarization discontinuities at grain boundaries. Further work is needed for fully optimizing this phenomenon.

Finally, from the previous investigations, we could deduce and propose golden rules for the design of IDE structures, and discuss typical applications where they are advantageous.

Key words: energy harvesting, MEMS, piezoelectric thin film, ferroelectric thin film, lead zirconate titanate, interdigitated electrodes
Résumé

La diminution continuelle des besoins en puissance des circuits électroniques permet le déploiement de systèmes sans fil tels que des capteurs, incorporés dans des voitures ou des équipements industriels, ou des appareils médicaux implantés. La récupération de l’énergie des vibrations ambiantes par un appareil de récupération d’énergie permet d’éviter des remplacements de batterie indésirables. À l’échelle des microsystèmes électromécaniques, pour lesquels de rigoureuses contraintes de taille doivent être respectées, les récupérateurs d’énergie avec couche mince piézoélectrique offrent la densité d’énergie la plus élevée. Le zirconate titanate de plomb (PZT), matériau ferroélectrique, sous forme de couche mince avec électrodes interdigitales (EID), apparaît comme le design le plus prometteur pour accomplir cet objectif.

La caractérisation précise de la réponse du matériau en couche mince est nécessaire pour déterminer la composition et le dopage du PZT, la géométrie des EID, et l’architecture des couches successives qui maximisent l’efficacité de la récupération d’énergie. Malheureusement, il n’existe à ce jour aucune description rigoureuse du comportement physique du système avec EID. L’un des objectifs de ce travail de thèse était donc d’offrir une meilleure compréhension des résultats expérimentaux obtenus par de précédentes études. De plus, seul un nombre restreint de compositions et de dopages ont été étudiés dans cette configuration. Le second objectif de ce travail de thèse était donc d’étendre ce champ d’investigation, afin de déterminer quelle combinaison de composition et de dopage maximise l’efficacité de la récupération d’énergie. Enfin, le risque de dépolarisation partielle ou totale au cours de la durée de vie du système est un risque intrinsèque aux matériaux ferroélectriques. Les phénomènes de vieillissement et d’autopolarisation sont d’un grand intérêt pour assurer la permanence de l’état polarisé, et ainsi la fiabilité du récupérateur d’énergie. Aucun de ces deux phénomènes n’est bien compris. Ainsi, le troisième objectif de ce travail de thèse était d’étudier le phénomène de vieillissement et de déterminer des méthodes pour provoquer l’autopolarisation du matériau.

Dans ce travail de thèse, nous avons proposé une description du comportement physique du système avec EID, et nous avons développé un modèle analytique qui permet d’extraire des mesures de caractérisation standard les propriétés effectives du matériau. Nos conclusions sont en accord avec les résultats expérimentaux et les simulations par éléments finis. Nous avons découvert que, si le substrat est suffisamment conductif, une capacité parasite est présente en parallèle de la réponse électrique du matériau. Nous avons fourni une méthode pour soustraire la contribution de cette capacité parasite, qui a une précision meilleure que 4 %.
Résumé

pour un large champ de géométrie des EID d’après des résultats de simulations par éléments finis.
Nous avons étudié les performances de couches minces de PZT dopées, avec EID, pour plusieurs combinaisons de composition et de dopant. Nous avons amélioré un procédé de fabrication existant, qui permet désormais de faire croître des films minces texturés de PZT sur une couche isolante de MgO. Nous avons observé que les dopants réduisent systématiquement la réponse piézoélectrique et les capacités de rétention du matériau, et qu’ils augmentent la constante diélectrique. Ces trois propriétés sont néfastes pour la récupération d’énergie. Il est donc nécessaire d’employer des compositions sans dopage.
Nous avons étudié des méthodes pour améliorer la stabilité de l’état polarisé par l’intermédiaire des phénomènes de vieillissement et d’autopolarisation. Nous avons pu provoquer ce dernier dans la configuration avec EID, mais les effets observés ne sont pas assez prononcés pour être d’un quelconque intérêt pratique. Au contraire, le phénomène de vieillissement pourrait permettre d’ajuster les contributions extrinsèques aux réponses diélectrique et piézoélectrique. Il est vraisemblablement dû à la discontinuité de polarisation qui existe à l’emplacement des joints de grain. Des investigations supplémentaires sont nécessaires afin d’exploiter pleinement ce phénomène.
Enfin, d’après les études précédentes, nous avons pu déduire et proposer des règles d’or pour la conception de structures avec EID, ainsi que discuter des applications possibles où l’usage de ces structures est avantageux.

Mots clefs : récupération d’énergie, MEMS, couche mince piézoélectrique, couche mince ferroélectrique, zirconate titanate de plomb, électrodes interdigitales
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1 Introduction

In this chapter, we will present the piezoelectric effect and the ferroelectric effect. The piezoelectric properties of a body are described with a set of constitutive equations which allow to deal with the anisotropic properties inherent to the existence of piezoelectricity. The principal features of the physical behavior of ferroelectric crystals will be presented. We will then briefly introduce lead zirconate titanate (PZT), which is the ferroelectric material on which our work is focused. We will present the principal features of PZT for its use as a thin film in microsystems. One such microsystem is an energy harvester, whose purpose is the scavenging of ambient mechanical energy sources to power wireless low power systems. We will show how piezoelectric energy harvesting is a very promising approach at the MEMS scale. We will present the principles of operation of such systems, and illustrate them with a short review of published devices. We will then present what is the best route for improvement, and finally conclude by exposing the aims for this PhD work and the outline of the thesis.

1.1 Constitutive equations of piezoelectricity

1.1.1 Tensor description

A crystal can be described by two sets of tensors: matter tensors and field tensors [1]. Matter tensors refer to properties that are intrinsic to the crystal being considered, such as its dielectric permittivity. Field tensors refer to external actions that act upon the crystal; examples include the electric field or the mechanical stress. The tensor formalism is rendered necessary by the anisotropic nature of crystal properties in general, and offers a convenient way to obtain any of these properties along an arbitrary direction thanks to transformation rules. Typically a small set of tensor variables, combining matter and field tensors, are sufficient to describe the state of the crystal under an external action. In addition, the situation often allows to consider that changes are small enough so that the crystal response can be approximated, with good accuracy, as a linear response. This is the case when elastic behavior is assumed; the elements of the stress tensor $\sigma$ and those of the strain tensor $\epsilon$ are then related to each other by the...
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following equivalent equations:

\[ \varepsilon_{ij} = s_{ijkl} \sigma_{kl} \quad (1.1a) \]
\[ \sigma_{ij} = c_{ijkl} \varepsilon_{kl} \quad (1.1b) \]

where \( i, j = 1, 2, 3 \) for all equations written in the tensor notation. Throughout the text, we will also use the convention of summation for repeated indices. Hence for example for \( i = j = 1 \):

\[ \varepsilon_{11} = s_{11kl} \sigma_{kl} = \sum_{k=1}^{3} \sum_{l=1}^{3} s_{11kl} \sigma_{kl} \quad (1.2) \]

\( \sigma \) and \( \varepsilon \) are second-rank tensors and \( s \) and \( c \) are fourth-rank tensors. \( s \) is the compliance tensor and \( c \) is the stiffness tensor, and \( s = c^{-1} \) (meaning their product yields the unity fourth-rank tensor). \( \sigma \) and \( \varepsilon \) are field tensors and their elements can take any value for a given crystal, i.e. they are not necessarily homogeneous; on the contrary, \( s \) and \( c \) are matter tensors and once the coordinate system is chosen, their elements are fixed for a given crystal and are the same at any point in the crystal — under the assumption that they do not depend on \( \sigma \) nor on \( \varepsilon \). In other words, they are a material property.

Matter tensors relate the value of field tensors within the crystal. A small change in temperature \( dT \) (zero-rank tensor i.e. scalar value), electric field \( dE \) (first-rank tensor) or stress \( d\sigma \) imposed on the crystal will induce a small change in entropy \( dS \) (scalar), dielectric displacement \( dD \) (first-rank tensor) or strain \( d\varepsilon \), respectively, according to the following equations:

\[ dS = C \frac{dT}{T} \quad (1.3a) \]
\[ dD_i = \varepsilon_0 dE_i + \varepsilon_0 \chi_{ij} dE_j \quad (1.3b) \]
\[ d\varepsilon_{ij} = s_{ijkl} d\sigma_{kl} \quad (1.3c) \]

\( C \) is the heat capacity, \( \varepsilon_0 \) the dielectric permittivity of vacuum, \( \chi \) the dielectric susceptibility tensor of the crystal (rank-two tensor). The polarization tensor \( P \) (first-rank) of the crystal is defined as:

\[ P_i = \varepsilon_0 \chi_{ij} E_j \quad (1.4) \]

And we can write:

\[ D_i = \varepsilon_0 E_i + P_i \quad (1.5) \]
\[ D_i = \kappa_{ij} E_j \quad (1.6) \]

where the \( \kappa_{ij} = \varepsilon_0 (\delta_{ij} + \chi_{ij}) \) are the elements of the dielectric permittivity tensor \( \kappa \) (rank-two tensor) and \( \delta_{ij} \) is Kronecker’s symbol. The elements of the dielectric constant tensor (rank-two tensor) are given by \( \kappa_{ij}/\varepsilon_0 \). \( P \) has the unit of an electrical dipole moment per unit volume, or
of a charge per unit area. If an electric field is applied orthogonal to a slate-shaped crystal, then a charge $P \cdot S$ will appear on one of the slate surfaces $S$, and a charge $-P \cdot S$ will appear on the other. Here bold letters denote vector variables (which is an equivalent way of describing first-rank tensors), and $S = Sn$ where $n$ is the unit vector normal to the surface $S$ and pointing outward.

The previous relations constitute the so-called principal effects. There exist so-called coupled effects as well, relating field tensors of different ranks with one another. One of them is the direct piezoelectric effect, from the Greek word πιεζεῖν meaning “to press”. It quantifies the polarization change $dP$ caused by the application of a stress $d\sigma$ thanks to the piezoelectric tensor $d$ (rank-three tensor):

$$dP_i = d_{ijk} d\sigma_{jk}$$ (1.7)

The converse piezoelectric effect quantifies the strain change $d\epsilon$ caused by the application of an electric field $dE$. It can be shown that the same tensor $d$ quantifies this effect, and we have:

$$d\epsilon_{ij} = d_{kij} dE_k$$ (1.8)

Note that unlike equation 1.7, in equation 1.8 the sum on the right-hand side is along the first subscript of $d$. The $d_{ijk}$ are called the piezoelectric coefficients. Figure 1.1 shows the direct and coupled effects connecting the field tensors for mechanical, electrical and thermal properties.

If we write all the equations for all the coupled effects, we find that only 3 variables among $T$, $S$, $E$, $D$, $\sigma$ and $\epsilon$ are in fact independent, and that the principal effects and coupled effects equations can be used to write the thermodynamical equations of state of the crystal as a function of these 3 variables [1]. The 3 independent variables are usually chosen so that they closely represent experimental conditions. The matter tensors then naturally appear as partial derivatives with reference to one (or more) of the independent variable, while the remaining independent variables are held constant; and similarly to the direct and converse piezoelectric effects being quantified by the same tensor, a reduced number of matter tensors is found to link various couples of field tensors. Because they can be regarded as partial derivatives, the matter tensor values will usually depend on the experimental conditions; the variable(s) held constant are then specified as a superscript of the tensor element. In integrated form, choosing $(\sigma, E, T)$ as the 3 independent variables and choosing 0 as integration constant for $\sigma$ and $E$, we can write, following Nye [1]:

$$\epsilon_{ij} = E_{ij}, T T_{ijkl} \sigma_{kl} + d_{kij} E_k + \alpha_{ij} E \Delta T$$ (1.9a)

$$D_i = d_{ijk} \sigma_{jk} + \kappa_{ij} T E_j + p_i E \Delta T$$ (1.9b)

$$\Delta S = \alpha_{ij} \sigma_{ij} + p_i E_i + C_{ij} E \Delta T$$ (1.9c)

The $\alpha_{ij}$ are the thermal expansion coefficients and the $p_i$ are the pyroelectric coefficients.
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Electromechanical effects (rank 3)
Electrothermal effects (rank 1)
Thermoelastic effects (rank 2)

Figure 1.1 – Diagram showing direct and coupled effects, after Nye [1]. The lines connecting $\sigma$ and $E$ and $\epsilon$ and $D$ are associated with the piezoelectric coefficient $e$ (see section 1.1.2). The line connecting $E$ and $T$ is associated with $-t$, where $t$ is the heat of polarization coefficient. The rank of the matter tensors for each side is specified in brackets. The rank of the field tensors is denoted by the number of bars below the symbol.

1.1.2 The matrix notation

Physical arguments or construction rules result in the stress and strain tensors being symmetrical tensors, i.e. $\sigma_{ij} = \sigma_{ji}$ and $\epsilon_{ij} = \epsilon_{ji}$ for $i, j = 1, 2, 3$. This can be extended to the other matter tensors in the following way:

$$\alpha_{ij} = \alpha_{ji} \quad (1.10a)$$
$$d_{ijk} = d_{ikj} \quad (1.10b)$$
$$s_{ijkl} = s_{jikl} = s_{jikl} \quad (1.11a)$$
$$c_{ijkl} = c_{ijlk} = c_{jikl} \quad (1.11b)$$

This allows to use the so-called matrix notation or Voigt notation, which makes the relations of equations 1.9a to 1.9c less cumbersome to manipulate. The stress tensor is written as:

$$\begin{pmatrix}
\sigma_{11} & \sigma_{12} & \sigma_{13} \\
\sigma_{12} & \sigma_{22} & \sigma_{23} \\
\sigma_{13} & \sigma_{23} & \sigma_{33}
\end{pmatrix} = \begin{pmatrix}
\sigma_{1} \\
\sigma_{6} \\
\sigma_{2} \\
\sigma_{5} \\
\sigma_{4} \\
\sigma_{3}
\end{pmatrix} = \begin{pmatrix}
\sigma_{1} \\
\sigma_{2} \\
\vdots \\
\sigma_{6}
\end{pmatrix} \quad (1.12)$$
1.1. Constitutive equations of piezoelectricity

The stress tensor $\sigma$ is now written as a vector where the longitudinal components receive the single index $i = 1, 2, 3$, and the shear components receive the single index $j = 4, 5, 6$. This is extended to the other tensors in the following way: the couples 11, 22 and 33 are replaced by the single index 1, 2, 3 respectively; the couples 12 or 21, 13 or 31, and 23 or 32 are replaced by the single index 6, 5, 4, respectively. This is summarized in Table 1.1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Tensor notation</th>
<th>11</th>
<th>22</th>
<th>33</th>
<th>23 or 32</th>
<th>13 or 31</th>
<th>12 or 21</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Matrix notation</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

This rule is sufficient for the stress tensor $\sigma$ and the elastic stiffness tensor $c$. However for the strain, thermal expansion, piezoelectric coefficient and elastic compliance tensors, the new components are given by the following equations in addition to the previous rule:

$\epsilon_m = \epsilon_{ij} \quad \text{for} \quad m = 1, 2, 3 \quad (1.13a)$

$\epsilon_m = 2\epsilon_{ij} \quad \text{for} \quad m = 4, 5, 6 \quad (1.13b)$

$\alpha_m = \alpha_{ij} \quad \text{for} \quad m = 1, 2, 3 \quad (1.13c)$

$\alpha_m = 2\alpha_{ij} \quad \text{for} \quad m = 4, 5, 6 \quad (1.13d)$

$d_{im} = d_{ijk} \quad \text{for} \quad m = 1, 2, 3 \quad (1.14a)$

$d_{im} = 2d_{ijk} \quad \text{for} \quad m = 4, 5, 6 \quad (1.14b)$

$s_{mn} = s_{ijkl} \quad \text{for} \quad m = 1, 2, 3 \quad (1.14c)$

$s_{mn} = 2s_{ijkl} \quad \text{for} \quad m = 4, 5, 6 \quad (1.14d)$

$s_{mn} = 4s_{ijkl} \quad \text{for both} \quad m, n = 4, 5, 6 \quad (1.14e)$

The dielectric permittivity and pyroelectricity tensors are unchanged. Note that the piezoelectric coefficient matrix $d$ is a rectangular matrix with 3 rows and 6 columns. In this way, all variables from equations 1.9a to 1.9c are now either vectors or matrices and can be written out on a sheet of paper for hand calculation using matrix product rules:

$\epsilon_i = s_{ij}^T \sigma_j + d_{ij}^T E_j + \alpha_i^E \Delta T \quad (1.15a)$

$D_i = d_{ij}^T \sigma_j + s_{ij}^\alpha T E_j + p_i^\alpha \Delta T \quad (1.15b)$

$\Delta S = \alpha_i^\tau \sigma_i + p_i^\tau E_i + \frac{C_{ij}^\alpha E_j}{T} \Delta T \quad (1.15c)$

where $i, j = 1\ldots6$ for all equations written in the matrix notation. Note that in equation 1.15a the transposed piezoelectric coefficient matrix $d^T$ is used. In this form, the matrices do not obey the tensor transformation rules. If the coordinate frame is changed, the original tensors must be transformed, and the new matrices obtained from the transformed tensors.

In practice, it is sometimes more convenient to write equations 1.15a and 1.15b in terms of other variables. Under isothermal conditions, omitting the superscript $T$, they are given by, both in tensor or matrix notation [2]:

\[ \epsilon_i = s_{ij} \sigma_j + d_{ij} E_j + \alpha_i^E \Delta T \]
\[ D_i = d_{ij} \sigma_j + s_{ij}^\alpha E_j + p_i^\alpha \Delta T \]
\[ \Delta S = \alpha_i^\tau \sigma_i + p_i^\tau E_i + \frac{C_{ij}^\alpha E_j}{T} \Delta T \]
\[ \epsilon = s^D \sigma + g D \quad \text{(1.16a)} \]
\[ \sigma = c^E \epsilon - e E \quad \text{(1.17a)} \]
\[ E = -g \sigma + \beta^\sigma D \quad \text{(1.16b)} \]
\[ D = e \epsilon + \kappa^\epsilon E \quad \text{(1.17b)} \]
\[ \sigma = c^D \epsilon - h D \quad \text{(1.18a)} \]
\[ E = -h \epsilon + \beta^\epsilon D \quad \text{(1.18b)} \]

where \( \beta = \kappa^{-1} \) (this is true both in matrix and tensor notation) and the various piezoelectric coefficient tensors \( d, g, e \) and \( h \) are related to each other by the following equations in tensor notation:

\[ d = \kappa^\sigma g = es^E \quad \text{(1.19a)} \]
\[ g = \beta^\sigma d = hs^D \quad \text{(1.19b)} \]
\[ e = \kappa^\epsilon h = dc^E \quad \text{(1.19c)} \]
\[ h = \beta^\epsilon e = gc^D \quad \text{(1.19d)} \]

These equations are also valid in matrix notation [2]. Note that the exponent, i.e., the boundary conditions, is not the same depending on which set of variables is used. The consequence is that the physical properties of a piezoelectric material depend on the boundary conditions, as we already mentioned before. It is therefore crucial, to properly estimate the material properties, to choose the set of variables and equations which describes the experimental conditions the most accurately.

### 1.1.3 Crystal symmetry

The symmetry of the crystal imposes constraints on the number of elements of the matter tensors which are independent or non-zero. The higher the symmetry, the less the number of non-zero or independent coefficients. An important particular case for piezoelectricity is centrosymmetry. If a centrosymmetric crystal is put under stress, a charge should appear on its surface according to the direct piezoelectric effect. If the crystal is now rotated by 180° about its center of symmetry, an opposite charge should appear; however since the crystal is centrosymmetric, this charge should also be the same as before. Therefore, the appearing charge is zero and all the piezoelectric coefficients are actually zero. Centrosymmetric crystals do not show any piezoelectric coupling. This is also true for the point group 432, even though it is not centrosymmetric.

The symmetry classes 4mm (tetragonal), 6mm (hexagonal) and \( \infty m \) (poled, randomly oriented polycrystalline materials) are often encountered in practical situations. By convention, axis 3 is often used as the polar axis; the following tensors of interest are, for those symmetry classes,
1.1. Constitutive equations of piezoelectricity in matrix notation [1, 2]:

\[
\kappa = \begin{pmatrix} \kappa_{11} & 0 & 0 \\ 0 & \kappa_{11} & 0 \\ 0 & 0 & \kappa_{33} \end{pmatrix}
\] (1.20a)

\[
d = \begin{pmatrix} 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & d_{15} & 0 \\ 0 & 0 & 0 & d_{15} & 0 & 0 \\ d_{13} & d_{13} & d_{33} & 0 & 0 & 0 \end{pmatrix}
\] (1.20b)

\[
s = \begin{pmatrix} s_{11} & s_{12} & s_{13} & 0 & 0 & 0 \\ s_{12} & s_{11} & s_{13} & 0 & 0 & 0 \\ s_{13} & s_{13} & s_{33} & 0 & 0 & 0 \\ 0 & 0 & 0 & s_{44} & 0 & 0 \\ 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & s_{44} & 0 \\ 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & s_{66} \end{pmatrix}
\] (1.20c)

For the symmetry classes 6mm and \(\infty m\), \(s_{66}\) is not independent and is given by \(2(s_{11} - s_{12})\).

The elastic stiffness matrix \(c\) and the piezoelectric \(e\) coefficient matrix will be useful in a number of measurements and are given below for the same symmetry classes [2, 3]:

\[
e = \begin{pmatrix} 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & e_{15} & 0 \\ 0 & 0 & 0 & e_{15} & 0 & 0 \\ e_{13} & e_{13} & e_{33} & 0 & 0 & 0 \end{pmatrix}
\] (1.21a)

\[
c = \begin{pmatrix} c_{11} & c_{12} & c_{13} & 0 & 0 & 0 \\ c_{12} & c_{11} & c_{13} & 0 & 0 & 0 \\ c_{13} & c_{13} & c_{33} & 0 & 0 & 0 \\ 0 & 0 & 0 & c_{44} & 0 & 0 \\ 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & c_{44} & 0 \\ 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & 0 & c_{66} \end{pmatrix}
\] (1.21b)

For the symmetry classes 6mm and \(\infty m\), \(c_{66}\) is not independent and is given by \(1/2(c_{11} - c_{12})\). The \(e\) coefficients are obtained from equation 1.19d [2]:

\[
e_{31} = d_{31}(c_{11}^{E} + c_{12}^{E}) + d_{33}c_{13}^{E}
\] (1.22a)

\[
e_{33} = 2d_{31}c_{13}^{E} + d_{33}c_{33}^{E}
\] (1.22b)

\[
e_{15} = d_{15}c_{44}^{E}
\] (1.22c)

1.1.4 Standard notations for piezoelectricity

The notations used above are the common notations for the fields of crystallography, thermodynamics or continuum mechanics. However some of these notations conflict when usages from other fields are brought together : for instance, the dielectric permittivity is often written
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as $\varepsilon$ in material science, very close to the notation for the strain $\epsilon$ adopted in this section. For this reason, in the rest of the text, we will sometimes follow the notation of the IEEE Standard on Piezoelectricity [4], where the notable differences with the above are:

1. The strain is noted $S$.
2. The stress is noted $T$.
3. The dielectric constant is noted $\varepsilon$.

The intended meaning shall be sufficiently clear whenever a different notation is employed. In publications on piezoelectricity, the strain is also sometimes written $\xi$.

1.2 Ferroelectricity

As we saw in the previous section, materials from a crystal class which is not centrosymmetric and does not belong to point group 432 may be piezoelectric. One such material is quartz. The symmetry of the quartz single crystal allows piezoelectricity to exist. However, a compound made of polycrystalline quartz in which the grains have a random orientation, such as a quartz ceramic, would display a global spherical symmetry. The spherical symmetry possesses centrosymmetry; therefore, such a compound would not be piezoelectric. Physically speaking, the random orientation of the crystallites implies that under the action of a stress or an electric field, the responses of the crystallites will compensate each other, so that the net macroscopic effect is zero.

Fortunately, piezoelectricity is not restricted to single crystals. Polycrystalline materials composed of piezoelectric grains may be used if the orientation of the grains is not random, and not centrosymmetric. Ordered growth along a specific crystalline direction is realized for thin films possessing a texture, *i.e.* a predominant out-of-plane orientation. This allows the use of piezoelectricity in micro-electromechanical systems (MEMS). AlN is an important technological example, since it is widely used as the oscillating element in radio-frequency (RF) filters [5]. AlN is in addition a polar material: It exhibits a permanent electrical dipole moment within the unit cell; its direction is called the polar axis.

The direction of the permanent dipole moment of an AlN crystal cannot be changed. For this reason, an AlN ceramic would not be piezoelectric either, because the grains are randomly oriented. Materials possessing a permanent electrical dipole moment are called pyroelectric. If the direction of the dipole moment can be changed by the application of a sufficiently large electric field, *i.e.* if its direction can be reversed, then the material is said to be ferroelectric. A ferroelectric ceramic can be piezoelectric: after applying a strong enough electric field, the misaligned permanent dipoles are reoriented to point towards the direction of the electric field — as much as they are allowed to by the symmetry of the crystallite. This process is called poling and is schematically shown in Figure 1.2. A poled ferroelectric ceramic possesses
1.2. Ferroelectricity

![Figure 1.2 – Schematic picture of the poling process. The dipole moment of each hexagonal crystallite is shown by an arrow, which is red when there is a component which goes against the poling field. When the poling field is applied, the red arrows switch by 180° and are now aligned with the direction of the external field.](image)

a conic symmetry $\infty m$, and there is a net macroscopic dipole moment pointing towards a unique direction: this material is thus piezoelectric. Note that it is also ferroelectric, since the net macroscopic dipole moment may be reversed by reversing the direction of the electric field. The existence of a net dipole moment makes it also pyroelectric. Hence, each material class is a subclass of the others, as pictured in Figure 1.3.

![Figure 1.3 – Subclasses of piezoelectric materials. Some representative materials are indicated for each class.](image)

The magnitude of the net dipole moment obtained after the poling process can be estimated by measuring the surface charge which has appeared on the material surface orthogonal to the direction of the poling electric field. This value is called the polarization; it also has the unit of a dipole moment per volume. Its value is generally given in $\mu C/cm^2$. By analogy, the microscopic dipole moment is generally referred to as the polarization, although the formal definition of polarization is more complex [6].

In ferroelectric materials, the new direction of the dipole moments is retained after the electric field is removed: The polarization shows a hysteretic behavior. Typically, ferroelectric mater-
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Materials possess a number of stable polar states at room temperature, and the dipole moment of the unit cell can be reoriented along any of them under the action of an appropriately directed electric field of sufficient magnitude. As a consequence, a ferroelectric crystal may be split into various regions with homogeneous dipole moment orientation. Such regions are called domains, and the boundary between them are called domain walls. If the crystal displays several domains, it is said to be in a polydomain state. Under the action of an electric field of sufficient magnitude, it is possible to align the polarization along the same direction everywhere in the crystal, which then consists of only one domain: It is said to be in a single domain or monodomain state. Many ferroelectric materials possess a high symmetry paraelectric phase at high temperatures which is non-ferroelectric [7]; the ferroelectric phase appears when the material is cooled down below a phase transition temperature called the Curie temperature. When this critical temperature is reached, the crystal will spontaneously split into domains in order to minimize the electrostatic energy (by avoiding the creation of charged surfaces) and the elastic energy (by orientating the polar axis so as to relieve existing stresses). As a consequence, as-fabricated samples, even single crystals, are generally not piezoelectric and must be poled to exhibit a piezoelectric response. Therefore, there are two disorders which poling will cancel: the polycrystalline disorder within the sample, and the polydomain disorder within each crystallite.

![Figure 1.4](image.png)

Figure 1.4 – Schematical illustration of the electrical and mechanical compatibility rules in a ferroelectric with a tetragonal unit cell for a 180°-domain wall in (a) and a 90° domain wall in (b). The polarization is directed along the long axis of the tetragonal unit cell. From Damjanovic [8].

Domain walls are named after the angle between the polarization directions of the two domains they separate. Two classes of domain walls can be distinguished. 180° domain walls are ferroelectric domain walls and spontaneously appear to minimize the electrostatic energy. They can be moved by the application of an electric field, but not by the application of a stress [8]. Non-180° domain walls are ferroelectric-ferroelastic domain walls. They can minimize both the electrostatic energy and the elastic energy of the crystal [8]. They will respond to both an electric field and a stress. Domain walls have specific orientations with respect to the domains they separate, to ensure both electrical compatibility (the domain wall is not charged).
1.3. Lead zirconate titanate

and mechanical compatibility (between adjacent unit cells with a different polar axis). This is schematically shown in Fig. 1.4. At the first order, the motion of 180° domain walls contributes to the dielectric response of the crystal only, whereas the motion of non-180° domain walls contributes to both the dielectric and piezoelectric response. In a polycrystalline sample, many internal stresses may exist after fabrication, so that the crystallites will spontaneously split into both ferroelectric and ferroelastic domains in order to minimize the total electrostatic and elastic energy [9]. An optical microscope image of the resulting domain pattern for a ceramic sample is shown in Fig. 1.5. The inset shows how the domains are arranged: In this case, all the boundaries between domains of different orientations are 90° domain walls.

Figure 1.5 – Domain pattern inside ferroelectric BaTiO$_3$ ceramic grains. The ceramic was cut, polished and etched to reveal this pattern. The complex intertwining of 90° domain walls indicates domain splitting for stress relief. The contrast in this optical micrograph picture is given by the change of refractive index for different domain orientations. The inset [10] shows how the polarization vector is arranged. From Arlt [9].

1.3 Lead zirconate titanate

Lead zirconate titanate PbZr$_x$Ti$_{1-x}$O$_3$ (PZT) is a solid solution of PbTiO$_3$ (PTO) and PbZrO$_3$ (PZO) which is ferroelectric at room temperature for $x < 0.95$ [11]. This material is used both in ceramics [12] and thin film form [13] for its large piezoelectric coupling coefficients, and its tunability of properties by aliovalent doping makes it well-suited for a variety of applications, such as precision actuators or ultrasonic power generators [12]. It has a perovskite structure, where Pb atoms occupy the A-sites and Ti or Zr atoms occupy the B-sites, as pictured in Fig. 1.6 (a) and (b) for PTO. It has a paraelectric cubic phase at high temperature, which becomes tetragonal for Ti-rich compositions and rhombohedral for Zr-rich compositions below the
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Curie temperature $T_C$ [11]. Both phases are ferroelectric but do not have the same polar axis: For the tetragonal structure, the polar axis is situated along the long axis of the tetragonal unit cell, while for the rhombohedral phase, it is situated along the elongated body diagonal of the unit cell. The phase diagram of PZT is shown in Figure 1.6 (c). The compositional phase transition happens at $x \approx 0.52$, which is called the morphotropic phase boundary (MPB). A number of material properties, including the piezoelectric response, are peaking at this composition [14].

![Figure 1.6](image)

Figure 1.6 – (a): Unit cell for PbTiO$_3$ in the tetragonal phase. (b): Tetragonal unit cell with displacement of O and Ti atoms with reference to Pb atoms [15]. The tetragonal strain and the atomic displacements are exaggerated for clarity. (c): Phase diagram of PZT. The polar axis of the ferroelectric phases is shown in blue. The dashed line indicates the phase transition to the rhombohedral low temperature phase (above 5 at.% PTO content) or to the orthorhombic antiferroelectric low temperature phase (below 5 at.% PTO content). From Jaffe et al. [11].

The thermodynamics of the ferroelectric properties of PZT can be described by the Landau-Ginsburg-Devonshire phenomenology [7]. The full set of thermodynamic coefficients for the entire phase diagram of PZT was determined and discussed by Haun and coworkers in a series of papers [16–20]. This provides a framework to explain the origin of the change of properties induced by varying the Zr/(Zr+Ti) ratio. The enhanced properties at the MPB were thus explained by a large transverse and anisotropic susceptibility of the polar axis at this composition [21]. These coefficients are also used to estimate the theoretical maximum for piezoelectric coefficients in thin films [22], for which properties differ significantly from that of bulk ceramics, so that direct comparison is often not relevant.

The overall response of PZT samples greatly depends on the domain wall contributions [21]. For the dielectric or the piezoelectric response, the response $r$ may be written as:

$$ r = r_{\text{int}} + r_{\text{ext}} \tag{1.23} $$

where $r_{\text{int}}$ denotes the lattice contribution and $r_{\text{ext}}$ the domain wall contribution. $r_{\text{ext}}$ can be comparable or larger in magnitude to the intrinsic contribution [23] and its magnitude can be tuned by the addition of dopants [12]. The domain wall contribution to the overall response, as well as the influence of the most common types of dopants, are discussed in more
details in chapter 5, where we show how it is possible to take advantage of them to improve the performance of piezoelectric energy harvesting devices with PZT thin films.

1.4 PZT thin films for MEMS

The great interest in MEMS lies in the opportunity to offer more diverse functionalities to microfabricated chips by the addition of mechanical components [13]. Piezoelectric thin films are attractive materials for MEMS, since they display an electromechanical coupling which is intrinsic to the material; this allows straightforward downscaling and simple architectures for resonant structures in addition to low power requirements [24]. PZT thin films are the material of choice if the desired output is a force, a displacement amplitude, or a large output power, whereas AlN is preferred if the size of the output voltage or if the power efficiency are more important [25]. PZT has been employed for a variety of applications including micromotors [26], IR-detection arrays [27], photoacoustic gas sensors [22], ultrasonic transducers [28], ink-jet printing heads [29], microscanners for various optical applications [30], non-volatile memory storage [31], or energy harvesting [32].

PZT can be deposited by all the major techniques: physical vapor deposition (PVD), metal-organic chemical vapor deposition (MOCVD), pulsed laser deposition (PLD) and chemical solution deposition (CSD or sol-gel) [25]. A precise control of stoichiometry is required to avoid the appearance of competing, non-ferroelectric phases which are more tolerant to off-stoichiometric compositions than the perovskite phase [33].

![Parallel Plate Electrode Configuration](image1.png)

![Interdigitated Electrode Configuration](image2.png)

Figure 1.7 – (a): parallel plate electrode configuration. (b): interdigitated electrode configuration.

The integration of PZT is not straightforward, since PZT cannot be grown directly on Si and requires high processing temperatures [33]. To address the former, an adequate set of buffer layers preventing interdiffusion must be used, typically Ti/SiO$_2$/Si [33]. The high processing temperature means that the bottom electrode must be a noble metal or a conductive oxide to prevent oxidation during processing, if the parallel plate electrode configuration (PPE) is used (Fig. 1.7 (a)); Pt, RuO$_2$ or SrTiO$_3$ are commonly used [33]. Growth of PZT on insulating layers for use with interdigitated electrodes (IDE) (Fig. 1.7 (b)) is not yet fully mastered, and ZrO$_2$ [34] as well as MgO [35] have been proposed to prevent lead interdiffusion or to promote textured growth. The following enumeration compares the features of the PPE and IDE designs:
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PPE configuration:
• Low voltage output in direct mode
• Low driving voltage in converse mode
• Tensile stress generated in the film
• Transverse piezoelectric coefficient
• Lower polarization retention and larger losses
• Well-established process route

IDE configuration:
• High voltage output in direct mode
• High driving voltage in converse mode
• Compressive stress generated in the film
• Longitudinal piezoelectric coefficient
• Better polarization retention and lower losses
• Process route not fully established

As mentioned, the interest in PZT thin films for MEMS lies in the large force or displacement output they can provide; reports therefore usually focus on the determination of the piezoelectric coefficients, which are a good indication of the performances in this case. In the PPE configuration for use in a cantilever beam, the piezoelectric coefficient of interest is an effective transverse coefficient called $e_{31, f}$. It is different from the piezoelectric coefficient $e_{31}$ because the PZT thin film is clamped by the substrate [36] — it is actually larger in absolute value. This coefficient is often reported as a measure of the piezoelectric response of piezoelectric thin films, because it is relatively straightforward to measure [37]. The cantilever architecture is well representative of practical situations, since many MEMS devices are based on the bending of flexural structures by the stress generated in the active piezoelectric layer [38], so that thin film characterization is often performed with this type of device. In particular, this is an architecture very similar to piezoelectric energy harvesting devices with piezoelectric thin films (see section 1.5), so that the literature values for $e_{31, f}$ can be directly used to estimate the film performance for energy harvesting. This is an important point for the device design: The high cost of MEMS processing means that it is very desirable to optimize all the design parameters with test structures before reaching the prototyping phase. Accurate characterization of the thin film performances is therefore valuable, since it allows to determine the proper material fabrication route for optimal performances.

$e_{31, f}$ may be measured in two ways: either with the direct piezoelectric effect after poling [39] (often called “direct mode” measurement), or with the converse piezoelectric effect [40] (called “converse mode” measurement). Several techniques exist for the direct effect $e_{31, f}$ measurement, including cantilever bending [39], four-point bending [41] and the wafer flexure technique [42]. Although the cantilever bending technique is more complex, due to the inhomogeneous strain imposed on the bending beam [43], it allows to measure both direct and converse $e_{31, f}$ on the same sample, so that the influence of the boundary conditions on the film properties can be readily evaluated. This is valuable for complex architectures such as the IDE configuration, which is better suited for energy harvesting applications than the PPE configuration (see section 1.5).

In converse mode, the cantilever is typically clamped at one end and the tip excursion is measured by interferometry by shining a laser beam onto a dedicated reflector at the tip, or with a photonic sensor placed at the same location [40]. The excursion then allows the determination of $e_{31, f}$. There is, unfortunately, no common standard for the measurement of
the converse $e_{31,f}$ coefficient [40]. It shows a pronounced dependence on the electric field and on the prehistory, so that, as discussed by Mazzalai and coworkers [40], it is best to report the full $e_{31,f}$ vs. field curve for an accurate assessment of the performances. Other groups simply use the peak-to-peak tip displacement without providing this curve [37]. In direct mode, the value of $e_{31,f}$ also depends on the poling conditions and the thickness of the film [44] as well as on the static strain imposed on the sample during the measurement [39]. In all cases, the frequency of the oscillating strain or voltage must be away from the cantilever resonance, where $e_{31,f}$ is peaking [37, 40] and is thus not representative of the properties of the film.

For the IDE configuration, effective coefficients were proposed by Chidambaram and coworkers: $e_{IDE}$ for direct mode [43] and $e_{33,if}$ for converse mode measurements [35]. Note that these coefficients are positive whereas $e_{31,f}$ is negative; this is because a negative (compressive) stress $\sigma$ is generated in the PZT film with the IDE configuration, and $\sigma = -e_{33,if}E$ where $E$ is the electric field. $e_{IDE}$ and $e_{33,if}$ can be considered equal with good accuracy, as is shown in appendix B. In the IDE configuration, the Poisson's ratio of the substrate is included in the definition of $e_{IDE}$ (but not in the approximation $e_{IDE} = e_{33,if}$), so that comparison with the PPE case for direct mode should be done by defining $e_{PPE} = e_{31,f}(1 - \nu_s)$, where $\nu_s$ is the Poisson's ratio of the substrate [43, 45]. The IDE coefficients can be evaluated with the same techniques used to obtain $e_{31,f}$.

Figure 1.8 – Effective transverse piezoelectric coefficient $e_{31,f}$ of PZT thin films as a function of the Zr/(Ti+Zr) ratio for the {100} and {111} texture. From Muralt [13].

In the PPE configuration, the performances depend greatly on the composition and on the film texture [13], as shown in Fig. 1.8. The significant drop of $e_{31,f}$ when the texture differ from {100} is the reason why texture control is very desirable for PZT thin films. In the IDE configuration, no such study on texture is available, but the texture will determine the maximum reachable polarization after poling [45]; low polarization is detrimental for the value of $e_{33,if}$. Note that in chapter 3, we provide values for the maximum reachable polarization which are more accurate than the ones given in Ref. [45]. A number of reported $e_{31,f}$, $e_{33,if}$ and $e_{IDE}$ values are
Table 1.2 – Reported $e_{31,f}$ and $e_{33,if}$ (converse mode) or $e_{IDE}$ (direct mode) values. Negative values are $e_{31,f}$ values and positive values are $e_{33,if}$ or $e_{IDE}$ values.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Reference</th>
<th>$e$ value ($C/m^2$)</th>
<th>Mode</th>
<th>Deposition route</th>
<th>Year</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Ref. [44]</td>
<td>−13</td>
<td>direct</td>
<td>sol-gel</td>
<td>2003</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ref. [46]</td>
<td>−15</td>
<td>direct</td>
<td>sol-gel</td>
<td>2007</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ref. [47]</td>
<td>−18</td>
<td>direct</td>
<td>sol-gel</td>
<td>2007</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ref. [41]</td>
<td>−12</td>
<td>direct</td>
<td>sol-gel</td>
<td>2007</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ref. [42]</td>
<td>−6</td>
<td>direct</td>
<td>sol-gel</td>
<td>2012</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ref. [45]</td>
<td>−11</td>
<td>direct</td>
<td>sol-gel</td>
<td>2013</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ref. [48]</td>
<td>−23</td>
<td>converse</td>
<td>RF-sputtered</td>
<td>2014</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ref. [35]</td>
<td>−15</td>
<td>converse</td>
<td>sol-gel</td>
<td>2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ref. [37]</td>
<td>−15</td>
<td>converse</td>
<td>RF-sputtered</td>
<td>2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ref. [45]</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>direct</td>
<td>sol-gel</td>
<td>2013</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ref. [35]</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>converse</td>
<td>sol-gel</td>
<td>2015</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

shown in Table 1.2. In all cases, the films had the MPB composition. There is no clear trend, but recent publications usually reach at least 15 $C/m^2$ in absolute value for either of these coefficients; this value can therefore be considered as state-of-the-art. Note that all the values were rounded to the nearest integer for clarity.

1.4.1 PZT thin films by CSD

As we saw above, CSD or sol-gel has a large predominance in the literature. Indeed, this is an inexpensive method which allows to easily work with various compositions and dopants, by the preparation of the appropriate precursors using simple chemical methods. Sol-gel PZT films are very dense [13], and as seen in Table 1.2, state-of-the-art piezoelectric response may be obtained. Even though the single-target RF sputtering route is also mentioned in Table 1.2, it offers little flexibility since a new target must be prepared whenever a different composition is desired. It is possible to vary the composition of sputtered films with a single tool by co-sputtering from 3 metal targets [23]; but this technique is seldom reported in the recent literature, and it anyhow requires all the equipments needed to operate a vacuum chamber dedicated to sputtering, whereas for the sol-gel method, only a chemical bench and an annealing tool are necessary. CSD therefore provides an ideal testbed for fundamental research as well as for prototyping [49].

Sol-gel deposited PZT thin films are typically dense and smooth with columnar grains [44], and have a similar microstructure for growth on Pt or MgO [35]. Texture control is realized by the use of an appropriate seed layer [25]: PTO is generally used for (100) growth and a thin TiO$_2$ seed layer is chosen for (111) growth, resulting in more than 90 % of the film volume having the desired orientation for a large range of Ti/(Ti+Zr) ratio [50]. PTO has also been used as a seed layer to obtain (100) films on MgO [35], albeit with limited reproducibility [51].
If only one precursor solution is used for all spinning steps, the final film shows a gradient of composition within each crystallized layer [44]. It is possible to reduce the dispersion around the nominal composition from ±12 at.% to ±2.5 at.% by using a set of 4 solutions with graded compositions opposing the natural Zr/(Zr+Ti) gradient, as shown by Calame and Muralt [47]; this is the so-called gradient-free route. This results in a 20 % larger $e_{31,f}$ as compared to a film fabricated with the one-composition route, for a nominal composition at the MPB. This is the highest $e_{31,f}$ value for sol-gel PZT shown in Table 1.2. This route requires the preparation of more precursor solutions (4 instead of 2), and is therefore more expensive to pursue, so that the one-composition route remains sometimes preferred despite the non-maximal performance it provides.

In this work, we have exclusively used the gradient-free route to exclude any possible effect due to the presence of a composition gradient. A few more details on this deposition technique are given in appendix A.

### 1.5 Piezoelectric energy harvesting

#### 1.5.1 Motivations

Energy harvesting broadly defines the scavenging of ambient energy sources for specific purposes. Watermills and windmills are centuries-old examples of energy harvesting systems which have been used by many cultures. The industrial age has brought in large-scale application of the same principle in the form of the renewable energy sources exploited for the supply of the power grid — such as wind, tide, or sunlight energy.

At a much smaller scale, the continuing decrease in the power requirements of electronic circuits offers the potential for the deployment of wireless systems in a variety of situations [52]. As an example, we mention structural health monitoring of large civil infrastructures, which is particularly interesting to better understand their behavior under test loads or real loads [53, 54]. Thermal effects and wind interactions with suspension bridges remain not fully understood [54] and require on-site monitoring for proper assessment of their impact on the structure. Wired sensors distributed over the structure offer a reliable way for data collection, but such systems are very expensive to install and to maintain, leading to insufficient node density and the continuing necessity for human inspection [53]. Because they are cheaper to install and do not require maintenance, wireless monitoring devices are attracting a lot of attention in the structural health monitoring community. Equipped with on-board chips, they can perform local data treatment and take decisions based on the outcome, with the prospect of turning the monitoring of the structure into a completely automated process [53]. In order to fully attain this maintenance-free situation, it is highly desirable that the monitoring node includes its own power source in the form of an energy harvesting device. Ambient sources of energy available for harvesting, apart from sunlight, include the vibration of the bridge structure induced by the traffic [55] and wind energy [56]. In this case, the lifetime of the
device would be limited by the lifetime of its internal components only, virtually removing the need for on-site human intervention entirely. Wireless sensor nodes (WSN) are not restricted to the monitoring of large civil infrastructures, but can also be applied as embedded sensors on cars, airplanes, or industrial tools. Another potential application is the powering of low-power equipment, such as lamplights or low power integrated circuits, whenever wiring is costly or unpractical. WSN have power requirements of the order of $100\mu W$ [52], and the decreasing need for power requirement combined with increasing refinement in energy harvesting technology creates the prospect of large-scale production of such autonomous wireless systems in the near future.

Another important area of interest concerns implanted medical devices (IMD). Here battery replacement sometimes means invasive surgery on a patient already suffering from a condition, with all the risks this implies. Autonomous powering of such systems, provided that the general lifetime of the equipment is sufficiently long, could remove the necessity for device maintenance, whatever the form it takes, for the entire lifetime of the patient. Ambient energy sources that can be harvested in the human body are numerous, and include temperature gradients, joint rotation, deformation of tissues, and others [57]. In the following, we will discuss energy harvesting with WSN or IMD as the targeted applications.

![Figure 1.9 – Power density of solar and ambient vibrations compared to conventional battery technology (for a single charge). From Ref. [58].](image)

Roundy et al. have shown that, if sunlight is not available, harvesting ambient vibrations is a serious alternative to conventional batteries whenever the WSN lifetime exceeds several years [58]. Indeed, for a single charge, the power density of batteries decreases with time, so that they ultimately must be recharged or replaced; on the contrary, ambient vibrations provide a large and constant power density, as shown in Fig. 1.9. The authors analyzed the power spectra of several possible vibration sources and investigated the merits of electrostatic and piezoelectric energy harvesting as a powering solution.

Piezoelectric energy harvesters (PEH) refer to energy harvesting systems whose working principle rely on the deformation of piezoelectric materials. They can be used for low or very low scale energy production, from the mW range down to the $\mu W$ range. For vibration energy harvesting in this power range, two other methods are also available: electrostatic energy
Table 1.3 – Theoretical maximum energy density for three principles of vibration energy harvesting. From Ref. [62].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Principle</th>
<th>Energy density (mJ/cm$^3$)</th>
<th>Figure of merit</th>
<th>Assumptions</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Piezoelectric</td>
<td>35.4</td>
<td>(1/2)$\sigma^2k^2/2c$</td>
<td>PZT 5H</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Electromagnetic</td>
<td>24.8</td>
<td>(1/2)$B^2/\mu_0$</td>
<td>$B = 0.25T$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Electrostatic</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>(1/2)$\varepsilon_0E^2$</td>
<td>$E = 3 \times 10^7 V/m$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

harvesting [58, 59], where the distance between two electrodes separated by a dielectric is varied; and electromagnetic harvesters [60, 61], where the relative movement of a coil in a magnetic field causes current to flow in the coil. Roundy and Wright [62] have compared the energy density provided by these three approaches. The result is shown in Table 1.3. They were obtained with typical values for the physical parameters involved: $\sigma$ is the stress, $k$ is the piezoelectric coupling coefficient, $c$ is the elastic constant relevant to the system configuration, $B$ is the magnetic field, $\mu_0$ the permeability of vacuum, $E$ the electric field, and $\varepsilon_0$ the permittivity of vacuum. We observe that piezoelectric energy harvesters offer the highest energy density of the three, which is advantageous for WSN and IMD, where size is often a critical factor. With the constant advances in device miniaturization, piezoelectric energy harvesting has therefore attracted much more attention than the other two approaches in recent years [63].

In the following, we will describe in more details the working principle for vibration-based piezoelectric energy harvesters, a configuration which is often adopted in the literature.

### 1.5.2 Principle of operation

Figure 1.10 (a) shows a bimorph cantilever beam with seismic mass, which is a typical configuration of many PEH designs, because it has the lowest stiffness for a given size, and yields a large average strain for a given force [58]. The seismic mass is coupled to the external vibration source by the beam and moves up and down as a consequence. The mechanical properties can be adjusted by inserting a shim between the two piezoelectric layers. The presence of a shim is actually necessary in the unimorph configuration, so that the neutral axis is not situated within the piezoelectric layer; this would result in self-compensating charge generation because both compressive and tensile strains will exist in the polar material.

In first approximation, this system can be modeled by the equivalent mechanical system shown in Fig. 1.10 (b) [58]. The system has a mass $M$ and its position $z(t)$ is inertially coupled to the external vibration source having function $y(t)$. The stiffness $k$ represents the stiffness of the oscillating structure, while the damping coefficients $b_e$ and $b_m$ represent the piezoelectric damping (converting mechanical energy into electrical energy through the direct piezoelectric effect and taking it away from the system, i. e. this is the harvesting term) and the mechanical damping (mostly air in typical situations), respectively.
Figure 1.10 – (a): bimorph cantilever beam with seismic mass, composed of two layers of piezoelectric material with opposite polarization. The series connection of the two layers is shown; parallel connection is also possible. (b): equivalent mechanical systems for the cantilever beam in (a).

The equation of movement of the mass $M$ is:

$$M \ddot{z} + (b_e + b_m) \dot{z} + kz = -M \ddot{y}$$  \hspace{1cm} (1.24)

The resonance frequency is $\omega_0 / 2 \pi$, where $\omega_0 = \sqrt{k/M}$. At resonance, the harvested power $P$ is given by [60]:

$$P = \frac{M \zeta_e A^2}{4 \omega_0 (\zeta_e + \zeta_m)^2}$$  \hspace{1cm} (1.25)

where $\zeta_e = b_e / (2M \omega_0)$ and $\zeta_m = b_m / (2M \omega_0)$ are normalized damping factors, and $A = Y \omega_0^2$ is the input acceleration amplitude, $Y > 0$ being the displacement amplitude of the source vibration.

This equation shows that designs operating with a large mass and at low frequencies are the most efficient. Typical frequency spectra of ambient vibrations show a high power density peak at some frequency below 200 Hz [58], to which, therefore, the harvester should ideally be tuned. A large value of $\zeta_m$ is detrimental for the output power, because most of the harvested energy is then dissipated mechanically and not by the piezoelectric material. The optimum output power is obtained for $\zeta_e = \zeta_m$ and the relative damping should thus also be optimized by the chosen design. An expression for $\zeta_e$ was derived analytically by Roundy and coworkers [58] with beam theory and piezoelectric constitutive equations, yielding:

$$\zeta_e = \frac{\omega_0 k_{31}^2}{\sqrt{\omega_0^2 + (RC)^{-2}}}$$  \hspace{1cm} (1.26)

$$k_{31}^2 = \frac{E_p d_{31}^2}{\varepsilon_p}$$  \hspace{1cm} (1.27)

where $k_{31}^2$ is the coupling coefficient for the piezoelectric transverse mode, $E_p$ and $\varepsilon_p$ are
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respectively the Young’s modulus and dielectric constant of the piezoelectric material, $C$ is the capacitance of the piezoelectric layers, and $R$ is the load resistance. The performance of the PEH depends both on the piezoelectric material and on the load circuit: There is an optimal load $R$ for which we can achieve the condition $\zeta_e = \zeta_m$ for optimal output power. In addition, regarding the piezoelectric material itself, the transverse piezoelectric coefficient $d_{31}$ should be large while the dielectric constant $\epsilon_p$ should be small for maximal electrical damping, i.e. maximal conversion of the input mechanical power into output electrical power.

The model of Fig. 1.10 (b) is only an approximation, however; these equations were originally introduced by Williams and Yates [60] for electromagnetic harvesters and they do not describe the electromechanical damping accurately [64]. For instance, the physical properties of the piezoelectric material will vary depending on the electrical boundary conditions, i.e. the load resistance; this effect is not addressed by this model. Erturk and Inman proposed more accurate equations for the unimorph and bimorph configurations in two later publications [65, 66]. However this analytical approach is rather complex, and finite element (FE) modeling can prove to be simpler and more helpful for the designing process [48]. Nevertheless, Eq. 1.25 captures the essential trade-offs of the PEH system, and can be used for an initial designing phase.

For piezoelectric thin films, the figure of merit for the harvesting performance is the product of the effective piezoelectric coefficients $eh$ [43]:

- $e_{PPE}h_{PPE}$ for PPE, where $e_{PPE} = (1 - \nu_s)e_{31,t}$ and $h_{PPE} = (1 - \nu_s)h_{31,t}$, where $\nu_s$ is the Poisson’s ratio of the substrate;

- $e_{IDE}h_{IDE}(1 - \eta)$ for IDE, where $\eta = b/(a + b)$ is the metalization ratio, $b$ the electrode finger width and $a$ the IDE gap.

The product $eh$ has the unit of an energy density. The $h$ coefficient is measured in direct mode in open circuit conditions (see chapter 2). It can be approximated as $h \approx e/\epsilon_0\epsilon_p$, where $\epsilon_p$ is the dielectric constant of the piezoelectric layer; so that the product $eh$ may be obtained as:

$$eh \approx \frac{e^2}{\epsilon_0\epsilon_p}$$

(1.28)

If a full device is fabricated, the effective electromechanical coupling coefficient $k_{eff}^2$ can be estimated with the knowledge of the resonance and antiresonance frequencies $f_r$ and $f_a$, which can be obtained by driving the device with a frequency sweep and recording the impedance. It quantifies the amount of mechanical energy transformed into electrical energy by the piezoelectric transducer. It is given by [32]:

$$k_{eff}^2 = \frac{2(f_a - f_r)}{f_r}$$

(1.29)
Table 1.4 – Acceleration and low frequency peak position for selected sources. 1 g is taken as $9.81 \text{ m/s}^2$. From Ref. [58].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Vibration source</th>
<th>Acceleration (g)</th>
<th>Freq. of power density peak (Hz)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Car engine compartment</td>
<td>1.2</td>
<td>200</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Base of 3-axis machine tool</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clothes dryer</td>
<td>0.36</td>
<td>121</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

1.5.3 PEH for MEMS applications

One of the difficulties in using vibration-based energy harvesting for micro-electromechanical systems (MEMS), is that the seismic mass is necessarily limited by the small dimensions of the device. According to Eq. 1.25, since the output power is proportional to the mass for a given acceleration, it is crucial to attempt to match the resonance frequency of the system with the highest power density peak of the ambient vibration spectrum. For the same reason, such PEH should be used only when sufficient accelerations are present, due to the $A^2$ dependence of the output power. Table 1.4 shows a selection of sources where microscale PEH could be employed due to their high acceleration value. The frequency peak is at maximum located at a few hundreds of Hz. All the other examples provided by Roundy et al. [58] have the highest power density peak lower than 125 Hz. Extracting power from slow oscillations with a vibration-based device demands excellent performance, since the acceleration level for such sources is generally low, because of the acceleration dependence on the square of the frequency.

For a cantilever system with a proof mass whose dimensions are much smaller than the cantilever length, the resonance frequency is proportional to $\sqrt{K/(M_e + M)}$, where $M$ is the proof mass, and $K$ and $M_e$ are respectively the effective stiffness and effective mass of the cantilever, and are given by [67]:

\[
K = \frac{3Dw}{L^3} \tag{1.30}
\]

\[
D = \frac{E_{\text{eff}}h^3}{12} \tag{1.31}
\]

\[
M_e = 0.236mwL \tag{1.32}
\]

where $L$, $w$ and $h$ are the length, width and height of the cantilever, respectively. $E_{\text{eff}}$ is the effective Young's modulus of the cantilever, and $m$ is the mass per unit width. $D$ is the bending modulus per unit width. Therefore, for a fixed proof mass $M$, the main route for lowering the resonance frequency is to reduce the effective cantilever stiffness. This can be achieved by using mechanically compliant materials and by diminishing the cantilever height to length ratio $h/L$. Since piezoelectric ceramics are rather stiff, softer underlayers can be used, and the ratio between the thickness of the underlayer and the thickness of the piezoelectric layer should be optimized — a thinner piezoelectric ceramic layer will be more compliant, but also
generate less power. Increasing $L$ may be prevented by size constraints, but reducing $h$ is relatively simple with regular microfabrication techniques, and for this reason many cantilever designs are suspended like the one shown in Fig. 1.11 and fabricated by Jeon et al. [68]. For such structures, the residual stress of the active layer and underlayers should be properly controlled for optimal operation. The authors used dry etching to release the structures. The active layer is a 0.5 $\mu$m-thick sol-gel PZT thin film with the MPB composition. The authors did not use a proof mass, resulting in a high fundamental resonance frequency of 13.9 kHz and an output power of 1 $\mu$W for the optimal load after rectification, for an acceleration of about 10 g.

![Figure 1.11 – Thin cantilever structures from Jeon et al. [68].](image)

A similar device, this time with a proof mass, using a 2 $\mu$m-thick sol-gel PZT thin film, was later fabricated by Muralt et al. [32]. The Si from the wafer was used as the seismic mass, and an optimized PZT/Si thickness ratio, combined with the growth of a SiO$_2$ underlayer for PZT stress compensation, resulted in a coupling constant of 5% and an output power per acceleration and unit area of 220 $\mu$W/cm$^2$/g. The resonance frequency was 855 Hz and 1 $\mu$W was obtained at an acceleration of 1.5 g, with an output voltage of about 1.4 V. The output voltage is of importance because the AC voltage output of a PEH generally needs to be rectified, since many microelectronic circuits are powered with DC voltage. The efficiency of the rectifier quickly drops below a threshold voltage of about 0.5 V [32]. For this reason, the IDE configuration used by Ref. [68] and [32] is often chosen when materials with a large dielectric constant like PZT are used, since the finger spacing can be adjusted to several times the film thickness, reducing the capacitance of the device as compared to the parallel plate (PPE) configuration. The PEH converts mechanical power into electrical power through the direct piezoelectric effect, and therefore generates charges; for a given amount of charge, the output voltage will be larger if the capacitance is lower, according to the relation $Q = CV$. In addition, the IDE configuration uses the longitudinal piezoelectric coefficient instead of the transverse coefficient, which should increase the figure of merit for the PEH [43]. A larger poling voltage is however required, and the film volume situated below the electrode fingers is not active [35], so that, for a given device size, designs with larger finger widths have a reduced power output.

Along PZT thin films, AlN thin films are also often used in PEH [63]. The reason for this is twofold. The first reason is an easier integration with the CMOS process. A high thermal budget is needed for the deposition of PZT thin films, usually above 500–600 °C either by sputtering or sol-gel, due to the high energy required to crystallize the ferroelectric perovskite...
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phase. In addition, safety measures must be taken to protect the workers from the toxicity of Pb and to avoid cross-contamination. No such precautions are needed with AlN, which can be deposited by sputtering at temperatures down to 300 °C, a much more acceptable thermal budget. The second reason is that, even though the transverse piezoelectric coefficient of AlN is 10 times less than that of PZT, its dielectric constant is about a hundred times lower; thus a similar coupling coefficient is obtained (see Eq. 1.27), but with the benefit of a large decrease of the capacitance of the device, providing higher voltage output for a similar design. Note that, since AlN is a pyroelectric material, grown with the polar axis out of the plane, it cannot be used in the IDE configuration but only in the PPE configuration. Sc-doped AlN films show higher transverse piezoelectric coefficients than undoped films [69] and could be a promising candidate for future PEH, provided that the doping does not increase the dielectric constant nor the dielectric losses too much.

The lower coupling of AlN cantilevers can be compensated by the reduction of the mechanical damping coefficient thanks to vacuum packaging, as reported by Elfrink et al. [70] and Defosseux and coworkers [71]. Elfrink et al. [70] observed a 4-fold increase and a narrowing of the power output resonance peak when testing their device under vacuum. The resonance frequency was close to 600 Hz. They could power a small temperature-reading WSN mounted on a shaker with an acceleration of 0.64 g at 353 Hz. Unfortunately, the slow leaking of air into the package means that the vacuum condition cannot be maintained over time. Defosseux and coworkers [71] employed a tapered cantilever design, enlarging near the clamped end in a rounded fashion to distribute the bending stress over a larger area. Their device had a resonance frequency at 214 Hz and a power output of 0.6 µW at 0.15 g of acceleration under vacuum, compared to about 0.25 µW at the same acceleration but under air. Higher accelerations did not provide higher outputs because the packaging limited the excursion of the device, in order to prevent mechanical failure from large strains. 2.2 V output voltage were reached at 0.25 g. Note that due to their high Q factors, such devices display narrow resonance peaks, and are therefore restricted to situations with a well-defined vibration resonance frequency which does not vary with time. This is typically the case for industrial equipments.

Reducing the stiffness of the PEH structure can also be achieved by using an architecture other than the cantilever design. Liu and coworkers designed a meandering cantilever connected

Figure 1.12 – S-shaped cantilever structure from Liu et al. [72].
to a proof mass to reduce the stiffness of the structure [72], as pictured in Fig. 1.12. This design allowed them to decrease the resonance frequency down to 27 Hz. The active layer is a 2.5 µm-thick sol-gel PZT thin film with the MPB composition. They tested only very low accelerations of a few 0.01 g and report an output power of the order of the nW with an output RMS voltage of 40 mV.

Figure 1.13 – (a): Picture of the full device designed by Deterre and coworkers. (b) : Optical microscope image of the fabricated spiral bimorph. From Deterre et al. [73].

A related design was recently proposed by Deterre et al. [73] for harvesting the blood pressure change in the heart ventricles occurring at every heart beat. This is a very low frequency situation of between 1 Hz and 3 Hz. They used a sealed package with a cylindrical, 10 µm-thick corrugated metal casing, which is compressed due to the pressure change, and transmits a strain to a spiral-like cantilever bimorph with thin PZT ceramic sheets of 130 µm thickness. The situation is shown in Fig. 1.13 (a). This is an example of a direct-force generator, where a transducer generates power by opposing the movement of a proof mass acted upon by an external force, as opposed to the inertial generators so far discussed. The spiral has multiple arms, as displayed in Fig. 1.13 (b), to effectively occupy the limited space offered by the packaging case, which must fit inside a heart ventricle. Because the spiral arm experiences both bending and torsion, the sign of the stress during deformation must be estimated by FE modeling to pattern the electrodes in such a way that regions with opposite signs of stress are not in electrical contact — this would cancel out their contribution to the harvested power. The PZT bimorph is patterned into the spiral shape with femto-second laser micromachining. The same technique is used to pattern the electrodes. The device is designed to operate away from resonance, in a quasi-static fashion. With an optimal resistive load, an output power of 22 nW was obtained at a frequency of 1.5 Hz and a force amplitude of 180 mN; that is an energy of 33 µJ per cycle. The open circuit output voltage was 1.5 V. Such a design does not seem very promising as a vibration energy harvesting device, however. If we replace the mobile case by a seismic mass, about 18 g would be required to produce the same power output at an acceleration of 1 g. This means about 2 cm³ of stainless steel (of density around 8 g/cm³),
which is a rather large volume if size constraints must be respected. Higher density materials should be used; using tungsten for instance (of density near 20 g/cm$^3$), the necessary volume is reduced to less than 1 cm$^3$.

If tuning to one of the power density peak of the vibration source is not practical — for instance because of an intermittent or variable source — excursion-based systems can be used when the resonance frequency of the device is much larger than the source frequency \[74\]. At every cycle of the source frequency, the PEH experiences an excursion from its equilibrium position and is then left free to oscillate at its natural resonance frequency until the next cycle, as pictured in Fig. 1.14. This is the so-called frequency up-conversion technique \[75\]. In this free oscillation regime, electrical and mechanical damping are directly competing: The higher of the two will dissipate most of the elastic energy stored in the system during the excursion phase. Therefore, in such devices, the electrical damping must be made as large as possible. Pozzi and Zhu \[75\] used a bimorph cantilever made of two 125 µm-thick sheets of ceramic PZT 5H with a free length of 26 mm for tests with a plucking plectrum. For the largest deflection before release they tested, the energy dissipated in the load resistor of 25 kΩ after complete damping of the free oscillations was 40 µJ. Even though there exists an optimal plucking frequency at which a maximum average power can be delivered, their system was designed for the energy harvesting of human motion, where the frequency of the targeted activity is expected to be quite variable.

![Figure 1.14 – Principle of operation for the excursion-based PEH devices. Time goes from left to right. From Ref. [75].](image)

Similar devices with PZT and Al$_{1-x}$Sc$_x$N thin films were investigated by Mazzalai and Muralt \[48\]. They used a cantilever beam configuration with seismic mass, like for vibration energy harvesters, with IDE for the PZT thin films and PPE for the Al$_{1-x}$Sc$_x$N film. In this case, the magnitude of the initial deflection is limited by the failure stress of the layers. The cantilevers were 7 mm long and could deliver up to 0.75 µJ after 40 ms of free oscillations, for a 50 µm-thick sample. The best coupling coefficient of 2.8 % was obtained for a 10 µm-thick cantilever, with a maximum peak-to-peak voltage of 18 V, which is excellent for rectification. This sample had a resonance frequency of 81 Hz and could, therefore, equally be used as a vibration PEH. The best Al$_{1-x}$Sc$_x$N-based device tested had slightly lower peak-to-peak voltage at 15 V but a significantly lower coupling coefficient of 0.72 %, and a similar resonance frequency. Both of those samples harvested about the same amount of energy after 200 ms, at about 0.35 µJ. This shows the potential of the IDE configuration for PZT-based PEH, combining high coupling coefficients while allowing large output voltages as well.
Proper output power management is very important for the performance of the full device [74]. The electrical output of a PEH cannot generally be used as such and must be rectified for DC powering. In addition, the voltage is generally too high for most microelectronic applications; therefore, a voltage regulator must be used. The latter has the additional advantage that it can also address the sometimes intermittent nature of the source. The low power output of harvesters often impose low duty cycle operations for WSN applications, such as wireless transmitters which require a large peak power. For this reason, the harvested energy must be stored, either via a rechargeable battery, or a capacitor with sufficiently large capacitance for supplying the whole device operation energy. The latter solution is preferred if a high power density is required. Fig. 1.15 pictures the typical pathway for power formatting of the PEH output.

As an example of a complete WSN, a bridge health monitoring node, which we designed in collaboration with Anthony Beaumont under the supervision of Dr. Danick Briand from LMTS Laboratory at EPFL, is shown in Fig. 1.16. It harvests the vibration of the bridge structure caused by the passing vehicles. This design uses only commercially available off-the-shelf components and contains:

1. A PEH array with PZT ceramic bimorphs;
2. A voltage regulator which includes a rectifier;
3. Capacitors for energy storage at the input and output of the voltage regulator;
4. A micro-controller for sensor and energy management;
5. Four types of environmental sensors: a temperature sensor, an accelerometer, a linear displacement sensor and a strain sensor;
6. A transceiver for wireless communication between the node and the base station.

This is a low duty cycle design measuring and emitting about every 30 min. This active period lasts for only a few seconds. At the capacitor situated at the output of the voltage regulator, there is a DC bus of 3.3 V, which provides electrical power to the micro-controller, the wireless transceiver, the digital sensor (accelerometer) and to the sensor power switch. The switch then distributes the power to the individual sensors selected by the micro-controller, and each sensor in return provides its data signals (analog or digital) to the micro-controller. The voltage regulator and the switch are equipped with digital inputs and outputs connected to...
Table 1.5 – Power consumption of the bridge monitoring WSN during the sleep period. The power requirement of the full circuit is 64 µW after rectification.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Power sink</th>
<th>Fraction of harvested power</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Power loss in rectifier</td>
<td>20 %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Quiescent power of the voltage regulator</td>
<td>8 %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Capacitors leakage</td>
<td>34 %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sleep mode power consumption</td>
<td>16 %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Energy accumulation for the active period</td>
<td>22 %</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

the micro-controller for the energy management. The wireless transceiver and accelerator sensor are equipped with digital serial ports connected to the micro-controller for both energy management and data signal transfer.

During the sleep period, energy is accumulated in the supercapacitor, situated at the input of the voltage regulator, by the harvesting action of the PEH array. The voltage regulator continuously transfers sleep power to the output during this phase. The sleep period lasts until enough energy is accumulated at the input capacitor so that 3.3 V can be maintained at the output of the voltage regulator for the entire duration of the measuring and transmission phase.

Table 1.5 shows how the harvested power is consumed by the full circuit during the sleep period. Since we must accumulate energy for a long time from a low power source, much of the harvested energy is lost in the leakage of the capacitors. The rectifier is also a significant source of loss. The proposed system is not optimized, but it nonetheless shows the great impact that circuit design and component selection have on the overall performance of a PEH-powered device.
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Figure 1.16 – Block-diagram of the bridge monitoring WSN. Courtesy A. Beaumont.
In conclusion, the field of PEH is very broad. A number of diverse and interesting solutions are being explored in order to take advantage of the many ambient sources of energy which could allow the ubiquitous deployment of multi-functional, low power integrated circuits. Good performances were obtained with the devices of Elfrink et al. [70], Defosseux et al. [71] and Mazzalai and Muralt [48]. The demonstrator of Elfrink et al. [70] shows how it is possible to power an actual WSN with a piezoelectric thin film-based PEH. The strategy to lower the mechanical damping coefficient where no margin of progress is available for the electrical damping, as is the case with AlN thin films for which the performances are already mature, appears successful. However, air leak into the vacuum package shows that this strategy still suffers from reliability issues. On the contrary, increasing the electrical damping to reach the value of the mechanical damping seems more promising. This was actually achieved by Mazzalai and Muralt [48], and, combined with the large voltage output and the low resonance frequency of their devices, shows the potential of cantilever-based PEH with PZT thin films in the IDE configuration. This system has a complexity comparable to that of the systems of Elfrink et al. [70] and Defosseux et al. [71], but without the need for packaging, reducing cost, increasing reliability and facilitating integration into a larger device; at the expense, however, of a higher thermal budget and the use of a material which is more complex to fabricate. Nonetheless, from the performance point of view, PZT thin films with IDE structures seem the most promising approach for the improvement of PEH with piezoelectric thin films.

1.6 Aims of the work

We have seen how the large voltage response of PZT thin films with the IDE configuration is beneficial for PEH operations, as it combines the best of both worlds: the large piezoelectric coefficients of PZT and the large voltage output of AlN. Even though vacuum packaging allows to bring down the mechanical damping coefficient so that AlN-based PEH may reach high performances, this technique is not yet reliable due the slow leakage of air into the package. The alternative route, i.e. increasing the electrical damping coefficient to attain parity with the mechanical damping coefficient, without the need for any packaging, appears more promising; in this situation, PZT is the material of choice. There is little interest, however, in pursuing research into the PPE configuration for PEH with PZT thin films. Indeed, in addition to the larger voltage output, the IDE configuration also offers a better polarization stability of the poled state and lower dielectric losses [45]. The former is of primary importance, because it ensures the reliability of the PEH device, which is a very critical point as it is the power source of the entire microsystem. The high cost of MEMS processing means that it is very desirable to optimize the material performance with test structures before reaching the prototyping phase. Accurate characterization of the thin film response is necessary to determine the proper fabrication route, composition and doping for maximum harvesting efficiency and voltage output. Unfortunately, IDE structure characterization is not straightforward, because of the inhomogeneous electric field: When the structures are biased, neither the direction nor the intensity of the
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The electric field is uniform inside the film [35]. A number of corrections have been proposed in previous works by Chidambaram et al. [35, 45] to address this point. However, these previous approaches are incomplete: They do not explain the observed scaling of the coercive field with the IDE gap distance; they assume an effective surface to obtain the polarization value from the current integration by analogy with an equivalent PPE configuration, without providing theoretical support for this approximation; finally, a significant dependence of the dielectric constant on the gap distance is still present. There is no clear understanding for these experimental observations. No rigorous description of the physical behavior of the IDE system is available to date. This is very detrimental for the device design, since improper interpretation of the characterization results may lead to suboptimal material design and device architecture.

In addition, a systematic characterization of the IDE system is lacking. Previous studies by Chidambaram et al. [35, 43, 45] have focused on undoped films with the MPB composition. Scanning a wider portion of the composition range and introducing dopants could reveal more appropriate combinations to achieve higher output power for PEH.

Finally, even if the IDE design already displays good retention capabilities, it is still desirable to reduce the risk of depoling as much as possible. In this regard, the phenomena of aging and self-poling deserve some attention, since they both provide improved stability of the poled state. Unfortunately, neither of them is well understood, and, to our knowledge, they have not been studied for the IDE configuration yet. Understanding the underlying mechanisms of each could make it possible to improve the device reliability even more.

In light of this discussion, this PhD thesis work is organized in six chapters. Chapter 2 will briefly introduce the standard techniques for ferroelectric thin film characterization which will be used throughout the work. Chapter 3 addresses the physical behavior of PZT thin films with IDE; it provides a physical description of the IDE system which explains the experimental observations, and presents analytical formulas which make it possible to accurately extract the effective material properties from standard characterization measurements, for a range of geometries useful for PEH. Chapter 4 presents the results of systematic characterization of PZT thin films with IDE for various combinations of composition and dopant; it determines the best combinations for PEH and discusses the relative advantages of the other combinations. In chapter 5, we review the literature available on the topic of aging in ferroelectric compounds with a focus on PZT, and we introduce less standard measurement techniques which are precious for investigating this phenomenon; we then present the results of our own investigations, and the benefits that aging can bring for PEH. Chapter 6 studies the possibility of introducing self-poling into the IDE system, with the desire to improve the stability of the poled state to ensure the reliability of the harvesting operation. Finally, from the results of the previous chapters, chapter 7 shortly outlines design rules for the optimal performance of IDE systems, and discusses the most interesting applications for this configuration.
Characterization methods for ferroelectric thin films

In this section, we will review the standard characterization techniques for a ferroelectric thin film with a cantilever architecture, both in the IDE and PPE configuration. Due to the hysteretic behavior of ferroelectric materials, typical characterization involves recording the film response to a bipolar excitation. This provides so-called loops when the response is plotted vs. the electric field. Polarization, capacitance, losses, and cantilever tip displacement are recorded. The latter gives access, on the basis of theoretical models describing the cantilever bending, to the ferroelectric film stress and to the piezoelectric coefficient. We will first review the two characterization regimes, and we will then present the equations to extract the piezoelectric coefficient from the tip displacement measurement in converse and direct mode.

2.1 Standard characterization measurements

Two regimes are used for characterization: the large-signal measurement and the small-signal measurement. In the large-signal measurement, a triangle wave is applied to the sample and the response is recorded continuously. In the small-signal regime, a small oscillating voltage of high frequency (typically 1 kHz) is applied on top of a DC voltage (or a low frequency triangle wave). The DC voltage is varied in a step-by-step fashion, and the sample response at the frequency of the small signal is recorded at each step. The two types of driving signals are schematically shown in Fig. 2.1.

Large signal measurements are used to obtain the polarization. A virtual ground is used to record the polarization current induced in the sample by the cycling voltage. In the absence of leakage currents, the polarization is obtained by integration of the current loop:

$$\frac{1}{A} \int_{0}^{t_0} i(t) \, dt = P(V(t_0)) - P(V(0))$$  \hspace{1cm} (2.1)

where $t_0$ is the time at which the polarization is calculated, $P(t_0) = P(V(t_0))$ is the polarization and $A$ is the area of the sample. Since $P(V(0))$ is not known, a convention must be used. In this
work, we set the integration constant so that \( P(V_{\text{max}}) = -P(-V_{\text{max}}) \). This gives a polarization vs. voltage or vs. field loop (PV loop). The displacement of the cantilever tip is recorded at the same time, setting the initial position as the reference position. The stress is then extracted from this measurement, yielding a stress-field loop.

In the small-signal regime, the capacitance and losses of the samples are recorded at each DC voltage step. This gives a capacitance vs. DC voltage or vs. DC field loop (CV loop) and a loss vs. field loop. The oscillation amplitude of the tip at the frequency of the small signal is recorded at each DC voltage step; the piezoelectric coefficient is extracted from this measurement, yielding a small-signal coefficient vs. field loop.

The PV loop may be open or closed; Fig. 2.2 shows a typical open PV loop. Closed PV loops are obtained when applying a continuous AC voltage to the film and recording the current response, for instance thanks to a charge amplifier connected to an oscilloscope. Open PV loops are obtained by integration of the current response when applying a single period of the AC signal. Typically, two triangle waves are sent in a sequence and the current is recorded for the second wave only. Because of the hysteretic behavior of the polarization, the film is initially in the polarization state imposed upon by the first triangle wave, i.e., the negative polarization state. The polarization then increases while domains switch polarization one after the other, until reaching the saturating polarization \( P_{\text{max}} \); then, the polarization starts...
to decrease when the field decreases. This is because some domains spontaneously switch back. The combination of back-switching and actual switching brings the polarization to the saturating negative value \(-P_{\text{max}}\), which then decreases in absolute value while the field is brought back to zero. The initial polarization at zero field is called remanent polarization \(P_R\); it is different from the polarization obtained at the end of the measurement because of the back-switching. For this reason, the loop is open: there is a gap between the initial and final polarization value. Typically, the two triangle waves are sent 1 s apart, so that this gap can be used as a standard measure of the retention capability of the sample. The coercive field, \(i.e.\) the electric field causing polarization reversal, is obtained at the maximum of the \(\partial P/\partial E\) curve. There is one coercive field for switching from the negative to the positive polarization state, \(E_c^+\), and one coercive field for switching from the positive to the negative polarization state, \(E_c^-\). If \(E_c^+ \neq E_c^-\), the PV loop is said to show a field offset or voltage offset. Since closed loops are obtained by cycling the sample continuously, it is not possible to directly estimate the retention capability of the sample with a closed loop. For this reason, in this work, we performed open loop only.

Fig. 2.3 right shows a typical CV loop. The value at zero field is larger than the value at large field due to the larger number of domain walls present, which are generated by the back-switching. The dielectric constant peaks at the coercive fields, where the domain wall density reaches a maximum. Similarly, the losses peak at this field as well. With good accuracy, the lattice does not contribute to the losses, so that they are representative of the current number of domain walls. In the PPE configuration, the dielectric constant of the ferroelectric film \(\varepsilon_f\) is
readily obtained as:

$$\varepsilon_f = \frac{C}{\varepsilon_0} \frac{t_f}{A}$$  \hspace{1cm} (2.2)

where $C$ is the measured capacitance, $\varepsilon_0$ is the permittivity of vacuum, $t_f$ is the ferroelectric film thickness and $A$ is the capacitor area. The calculation of $\varepsilon_f$ from the value of $C$ in the IDE case will be treated in chapter 3.

### 2.2 Piezoelectric coefficient in converse mode

Figure 2.4 pictures a typical configuration for the converse mode measurement of a cantilever beam with IDE. The cantilever is clamped at the start of the interdigitation zone, which is the active zone. When the electrodes are biased, compressive stress builds up between the IDE fingers, which bends the substrate downward. Note that, because of polarization reversal, only compressive stress can be obtained whenever the applied voltage exceeds the coercive voltage. In a PPE cantilever, tensile stress would be developed and the beam would bend upward. The curvature of the active zone is amplified by the slope of the cantilever in the inactive zone. The cantilever tip excursion is measured by interferometry by shining a laser beam onto a dedicated reflector at the sample end, or with a photonic sensor positioned at the same location [40].

The full derivation of how to obtain the piezoelectric coefficients from the tip displacement is given in appendix B, where the previous approaches from Mazzalai et al. [40] and Chidambaram et al. [35] are presented and discussed; in this section, only the final results are shown for brevity.
2.2. Piezoelectric coefficient in converse mode

2.2.1 Cantilever bending geometry

The origin of lengths is set at the start of the unclamped zone, which coincides with the start of the active area. Constant curvature is assumed in the active area (extending from 0 to \( x_1 \)), caused by the stress in the PZT film from the converse piezoelectric effect; and zero curvature in the inactive area (which extends from \( x_1 \) to the end of the cantilever). \( w(x) \) is the (small) excursion of the point at coordinate \( x \). The laser spot shines onto the point of coordinate \( x_2 \). The situation is pictured in Figure 2.4. In the PPE configuration, a tensile stress will appear in the film upon biasing, causing the cantilever to bend upward instead of downward as pictured. Downward bending will happen in the IDE configuration, where a compressive stress is developed instead. \( \kappa \) is the curvature of the active zone: \( \kappa = \frac{1}{R} \) where \( R \) is the radius of curvature. It is linked to the tip excursion by:

\[
\frac{1}{R} = \kappa = \frac{2w(x_2)}{x_1(2x_2 - x_1)} \quad (2.3)
\]

Therefore, measuring the tip excursion and knowing the sample geometry gives access to the curvature of the active region. The latter, in turn, can be related to the ferroelectric film stress. The PPE and IDE cases must be treated separately and are presented below.

2.2.2 Parallel plate electrodes

This case is treated by Mazzalai and coworkers [40]. If we write as \( c_f \) the electrode width to cantilever width ratio \( c_f = \frac{w_{el}}{w_{ca}} \), or electrode coverage factor, the film equi-biaxial stress \( \sigma_f \) in the active zone is obtained by:

\[
\sigma_f = \frac{1}{6R(1 - \nu_s)c_ft_f} \left( (1 - \nu_s)(1 - c_f) + c_f \right) \quad (2.4)
\]

where \( E_s \) and \( \nu_s \) are Young’s modulus and Poisson’s ratio of the substrate, respectively, \( t_f \) is the ferroelectric film thickness and \( t_s \) is the substrate thickness.

Thanks to equation 2.3 we can link the tip displacement and the film stress as follows:

\[
\sigma_f = \frac{1}{3} \frac{E_s t_f^2}{(1 - \nu_s)c_ft_f} \left( (1 - \nu_s)(1 - c_f) + c_f \right) \frac{w(x_2)}{x_1(2x_2 - x_1)} \quad (2.5)
\]

Single crystal Si wafers are not isotropic materials. Hence, in equation 2.5, orientational Young’s modulus and Poisson’s ratio must be used. Our cantilever long axis is along the Si [110] direction (parallel to the main flat) and the orthogonal axis is along the [\( \bar{1}10 \)] direction, hence we should use \( E_s = 169 \) GPa and \( \nu_s = 0.064 \) [40, 76].

Dividing by the electric field strength in the out-of-plane direction \( E_3 = V/t_f \), where \( V \) is the bias across the parallel plate electrodes, we obtain the effective transverse piezoelectric...
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Coefficient $e_{31, f}$ [40]:

$$e_{31, f} = -\frac{1}{3} \frac{E_s t^2}{V(1 - v_s) c_f} \left( (1 - v_3)(1 - c_f) + c_f \right) \frac{w(x_2)}{x_1(2x_2 - x_1)}$$

This latter formula is used to obtain $e_{31, f}$ from small-signal measurements; $V$ is then the small-signal amplitude and $w(x_2)$ the tip displacement amplitude. For large signal measurements, one should rather calculate $\sigma_f$ from equation 2.5 and then use $e_{31, f} = d\sigma_f / dE_3$ as discussed by Mazzalai and coworkers [40], to capture both the field and history-dependence of $e_{31, f}$ in ferroelectric thin films. $e_{31, f}$ is negative and is obtained from the material properties as follows [39]:

$$e_{31, f} = e_{31} - e_{33} \frac{c_{13}}{c_{33}} = \frac{d_{31}}{s_{11}^f + s_{12}^f}$$

2.2.3 Interdigitated electrodes

This case is treated by Chidambaram et al. [35]. Here, we must first determine the equation for the stress between the IDE fingers, and then propose a model for the bending of the interdigitation zone. The stress between the IDE fingers $\sigma_3$ is uniaxial in first approximation [35]. We show in appendix B that this approximation is accurate. We thus have:

$$\sigma_3 = \frac{1}{6R} \frac{E_s t^2}{t_f}$$

Now we must link the curvature within the gap to the cantilever tip displacement. The regions below the electrode fingers are inactive and as such, show no stress [35]. $a$ is the gap distance and $b$ the finger width, and $\eta = b/(a + b)$ the metalization ratio. We assume that the Si substrate shows a constant, averaged curvature within the interdigitation zone, given by $(1 - \eta)/R$ [35]. Assuming uniaxial stress in the substrate outside of the interdigitation zone, we obtain, with the same notations as before [35]:

$$\sigma_3 = \frac{w(x_2)}{3x_1(2x_2 - x_1)(1 - \eta) c_f t_f} \frac{E_s t^2}{c_f t_f}$$

Lastly, dividing by the electric field within the gap region $E_3 = V/a$, we find $e_{33, if}$ as a function of the tip displacement:

$$e_{33, if} = -\frac{w(x_2)}{3x_1(2x_2 - x_1)(1 - \eta)} \frac{aE_s t^2}{V c_f t_f}$$

where $e_{33, if} > 0$ is an effective piezoelectric coefficient describing the cantilever bending in the IDE case, like $e_{31, f}$ for the PPE case. It includes a mixture of longitudinal and transverse
Table 2.1 – Effective piezoelectric coefficients for standard PZT ceramic grades.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>PZT grade</th>
<th>$e_{31}$ (C/m$^2$)</th>
<th>$e_{33}$ (C/m$^2$)</th>
<th>$e_{31, f}$ (C/m$^2$)</th>
<th>$e_{33, if}$ (C/m$^2$)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>PZT-4</td>
<td>−5.2</td>
<td>15.1</td>
<td>−15</td>
<td>17.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PZT-5H</td>
<td>−6.55</td>
<td>23.3</td>
<td>−23.3</td>
<td>27.7</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Piezoelectric coefficients and is given by [35]:

$$e_{33, if} = e_{33} - \frac{c_{13}^E}{c_{11}^E} e_{31}$$  (2.11)

As will be seen in chapter 3, it is more accurate to write $E_3 = V / (a + \Delta a)$ where $a + \Delta a$ is an effective gap for electrical properties. In this case we have:

$$e_{33, if} = - \frac{w(x_2)}{3x_1(2x_2 - x_1)(1 - \eta)} \frac{(a + \Delta a)E_is t_f^2}{V c_f t_f}$$  (2.12)

Table 2.1 shows the values of the effective piezoelectric coefficients for two common commercial PZT ceramic grades. We have $e_{33, if} > e_{33}$ and $|e_{31, f}| > |e_{31}|$. This means that the film clamping improves the piezoelectric response in the IDE case, which is also true in the PPE case as was shown by Muralt [36], although the improvement is less pronounced for IDE. We expect a larger piezoelectric response in the IDE configuration, since $e_{33, if} > |e_{31, f}|$.

### 2.3 Piezoelectric coefficient in direct mode

#### 2.3.1 Setup description and cantilever bending geometry

For measuring the transverse piezoelectric coefficient through the direct piezoelectric effect, a setup first proposed by Dubois and Muralt [39] is used. In this setup, a cantilever beam is clamped at one end and a piezoelectric actuator applies an alternating displacement on the beam other end. The setup is pictured in Figure 2.5. Since the piezoelectric film is much thinner than the substrate, it is assumed to experience the same strain as that induced at the surface of the bent substrate. The electrodes are connected either to a charge amplifier to collect the piezoelectric charges generated by the oscillating strain — the piezoelectric film is then in closed-circuit condition, since the charge amplifier input behaves as a virtual ground; or to a voltage amplifier to measure the voltage difference induced by the oscillating strain — the open-circuit condition is then realized in the film. An oscilloscope is used to record the peak-to-peak variation of the charge (resp. the voltage). This allows to obtain the effective $e$ and $h$ coefficients, respectively.

We set $x = 0$ at the clamping position and $x = l > 0$ at the point where the actuator is in contact with the substrate at zero excursion. The actuator peak-to-peak displacement is written as
Figure 2.5 – Configuration of the clamping stage for direct transverse piezoelectric effect measurements. The dimensions are not to scale. The cantilever excursion \( y \) is exaggerated for clarity. The piezoelectric actuator moves back and forth as indicated by arrows, causing a small excursion oscillation around an average excursion value.

\[ \Delta y_{\text{act}}, \] imposed on the cantilever beam at \( x = l \). The active zone starts at \( x = 0 \). The full derivation of the coefficients is given in appendix B; here, only the final results are presented.

### 2.3.2 Parallel plate electrodes

This case is treated by Dubois and Muralt [39]. Let \( d \) be the length of the top electrode along the \( x \) direction. As before we name \( w_{\text{el}} \) the (rectangular) top electrode width. \( e_{31,f} \) is given as function of the sample geometry, peak-to-peak actuator displacement and recorded peak-to-peak charge signal \( \Delta Q \) as follows:

\[
e_{31,f} = -\frac{2l^3 \Delta Q}{3 \Delta y_{\text{act}} t_s (1 - v_s) w_{\text{el}} d \left( l - \frac{d}{2} \right)} \tag{2.13}
\]

And \( h_{31,f} \) is obtained from the measured peak-to-peak voltage \( \Delta V \) by:

\[
h_{31,f} = \frac{2l^3 \Delta V}{3 \Delta y_{\text{act}} t_s (1 - v_s) t_f \left( l - \frac{d}{2} \right)} \tag{2.14}
\]
2.3.3 Interdigitated electrodes

This case is treated by Chidambaram et al. [43]. We must define, unlike for the PPE case, a new effective piezoelectric coefficient $e_{\text{IDE}}$:

$$e_{\text{IDE}} = e_{31} \left( \nu_s c_{12}^E - c_{13}^E \right) c_{11}^E - \nu_s + e_{33}$$  \hspace{1cm} (2.15)

Note that $e_{\text{IDE}}$ is not a material parameter but depends on the Poisson’s ratio of the substrate. We show in appendix B that it can be approximated by $e_{33}$, if with good accuracy.

With the same notations as before, $e_{\text{IDE}}$ is given by [43]:

$$e_{\text{IDE}} = -\frac{2l^3 \Delta Q}{3 \Delta y_{\text{act}} t_s \omega_d \tau_f N_g \left( l - \frac{d}{2} \right)}$$  \hspace{1cm} (2.16)

where $N_g$ is the number of IDE gaps and $d = N_g(a + b)$ is the length of the interdigitation zone.

The open circuit coefficient is also a new coefficient, defined as:

$$h_{\text{IDE}} = h_{31} \left( \nu_s c_{12}^D - c_{13}^D \right) c_{11}^D - \nu_s + h_{33}$$  \hspace{1cm} (2.17)

With the same notations as before, we have:

$$h_{\text{IDE}} = \frac{2l^3 \Delta V}{3 \Delta y_{\text{act}} t_s \left( l - \frac{d}{2} \right)}$$  \hspace{1cm} (2.18)

As will be seen in chapter 3, it is more accurate to use an effective gap value of $a + \Delta a$. The formula then becomes:

$$h_{\text{IDE}} = \frac{2l^3 \Delta V}{3 \Delta y_{\text{act}} t_s (a + \Delta a) \left( l - \frac{d}{2} \right)}$$  \hspace{1cm} (2.19)
3 Physical behavior of ferroelectric thin films with IDE and characterization methodology

3.1 Introduction

The interdigitated electrode (IDE) configuration allows for a large voltage response [32], which is important when using ferroelectric thin films with high dielectric constants such as PbZr$_{x}$Ti$_{1-x}$O$_{3}$ (PZT). It offers a number of further advantages: better polarization stability at small fields due to less polarization back-switching [45], a lower hysteresis in the unipolar mode [35], and lower dielectric losses [45]. There is therefore a large interest to improve characterization of such devices. The main difficulty to characterize ferroelectric properties in ferroelectric films with IDE lies in the inhomogeneous and curved electric field, resulting in much more complex patterns than in the PPE case. When the structures are biased, neither the direction nor the intensity of the electric field is uniform inside the film [35]. For this reason, a number of corrections are required if one wants to extract the material properties from standard measurements [35, 45, 77]. There are particularly questions about the interpretation of a ferroelectric loop. How is the polarization derived from the charges captured by the ID electrodes? And how should one correct the electric field to obtain the real coercive field?

In this chapter, we first review the previous approaches to this problem. There is the simple model assuming that the electrodes traverse the ferroelectric thin film, approximating the IDE with parallel plate capacitors that are connected in parallel. This model underestimates the dielectric constant [45]. Much better agreement with expected dielectric constants is obtained by applying a conformal mapping transformation approach following Gevorgian and coworkers [78] or Igreja and Dias [79]. However, this approach does not give an answer on how one has to transform electric fields, and to the question of how polarization charges are transmitted to the interdigitated electrodes. We will show that for typical geometries — with a film thickness smaller than the electrode gap — one can simplify the expressions of Gevorgian’s and Igreja’s methods to extract the dielectric constant, and that the electric field between the fingers can be considered as homogeneous, depending on the gap distance and the ferroelectric film thickness only. We also calculate the effective area that should be
used to obtain the polarization from switching current measurements; and we show that the Si substrate — though separated through 2 µm of SiO₂ and only weakly doped — adds a parasitic capacitance that should be removed. Our corrections result in polarization versus field (PV) and permittivity versus field (CV) loops that overlap for a large value range of IDE gaps, showing that they must be close to intrinsic material values.

Figure 3.1 (b) defines the geometrical quantities used to describe the IDE structure. \(a\) is the finger distance or gap, \(b\) is the finger width, \(W\) is the finger length (only considering the distance over which fingers of opposite polarity are facing each other), \(N\) is the number of fingers for each electrode (thus \(2N\) is the total number of fingers), and \(t_f\) is the ferroelectric film thickness. \(V\) is the potential difference applied across the IDE capacitor. Our PZT films are grown on a 100-nm-thick MgO layer on Si substrate with 2 µm wet oxide to provide electrical insulation, as pictured in Figure 3.1 (a). The detailed fabrication route can be found in a previous publication [35].

This chapter is adapted from the following publications:
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### 3.2 The simple formula

The simplest approximation for a mathematical description is to assume that the electrode fingers extend all the way down to the bottom of the ferroelectric film [45, 82], as depicted in Figure 3.2. In this case the IDE structure is equivalent to \(2N - 1\) PPE capacitors in parallel,
3.3. The Gevorgian formula for the capacitance of IDE capacitors

A more accurate approach was proposed by Chidambaram et al. [45]. The simple model was maintained to quantify the PV loop. For the extraction of the dielectric constant from the CV loop, however, a dedicated formula was applied based on the works of Gevorgian et al. [78] and Vendik et al. [83], who treated the problem to calculate the capacitance of an interdigitated structure on a multilayered dielectric stack in case of homogeneous dielectric properties in each layer. Their calculations involve a conformal mapping method with a Schwartz–Christoffel transformation, turning the IDE structure into an equivalent PPE structure of thickness and surface related to the IDE geometry through transformation functions. They use the partial capacitance method for multilayered stacks (see section 3.4). Gevorgian and coworkers also consider the stray field at the end of the IDE fingers, as well as the stray fields for the first and last finger of the interdigitation zone. Chidambaram et al. [45] reversed the formula given by Gevorgian et al. to extract the dielectric constant of the ferroelectric layer from a capacitance measurement. This method is expected to yield a more accurate result than that given by equation 3.1. Their approach neglects the presence of underlayers.
below the PZT film and considers only the capacitance due to the volume of the film present below and between fingers (in green in Figure 3.3). They omitted the contribution from stray fields at the tip of the fingers and at each end of the interdigitation zone, which is justified when the finger length is much larger than any other dimension (close to 1 mm, whereas the dimensions of the gap and the finger width are within the range 1–20 µm in our devices) and when the number of fingers is large ($2N = 100$ or 200 in our case). Applying Gevorgian’s model, the PZT film is assumed to be a dielectric material with isotropic and homogeneous dielectric properties throughout the film. The presence of domain walls and any dielectric anisotropy, common in ferroelectrics and which gives a different dielectric constant along and orthogonal to the polar axis, is therefore ignored. This is a reasonable approximation at large fields, where it is expected that the polarization vector is aligned with the field lines everywhere inside the PZT film, especially if the film has the morphotropic phase boundary (MPB) composition. At switching and subswitching fields, or with compositions away from the MPB, this approximation will be less accurate.

Under all these assumptions, and applying Gevorgian’s derivation, the capacitance $C$ of the ferroelectric film with IDE structures is obtained by the following equations [78]:

\[ C = \frac{1}{2} \varepsilon_f \varepsilon_0 \frac{K(k)}{K(k')} (2N - 1) W \]  \hspace{1cm} (3.3a)

\[ K(k) = \int_0^1 \frac{dt}{\sqrt{(1 - t^2)(1 - k^2 t^2)}} \]  \hspace{1cm} (3.3b)

\[ k = \frac{\sinh \left( \frac{\pi b}{4 t_f} \right)}{\sinh \left( \frac{\pi (a+b)}{4 t_f} \right)} \times \]  \hspace{1cm} (3.3c)

\[ k' = \sqrt{1 - k^2} \]  \hspace{1cm} (3.3d)
K is the complete elliptical integral of the first kind and accepts arguments \( k \in [0, 1[ \), and \( K(k) \xrightarrow{k \to 1} +\infty \). Elliptical integrals appear in the Schwartz-Christoffel transformation used to obtain the equivalent length in a parallel plate configuration of the curved electric field lines of the IDE system. These integrals were given this name in the seventeenth century as mathematicians of the time used them to evaluate arc lengths of ellipses [84]. The argument \( k \) then corresponds to the eccentricity of the ellipse, which is 0 for a circle and approaches 1 for very elongated ellipses. Appendix C shortly presents the use of conformal mapping techniques to solve Laplace’s equation in boundary-value problems.

Chidambaram et al. have used the parameter \( \alpha \), given by [45]:

\[
\alpha = \frac{C_{\text{simple}}}{C_{\text{Gevorgian}}} = \frac{2t_f K(k')}{a K(k)} \tag{3.4a}
\]

\[\text{where } a \] quantifies the divergence of the two procedures as a function of the IDE geometry. The cited work [45] details the dependences of \( \alpha \). As expected, it is close to 1 for large \( a/t_f \) ratios, and increases for decreasing \( a \) and increasing \( t_f \), as the geometry becomes more and more distant from the simple model geometry. \( a \) also has a moderate dependence on \( b \), increasing slightly with decreasing \( b \). To compare the accuracy of different models for various geometries, it is more convenient to use the value \( 1/\alpha \), which is proportional to the capacitance of the model being considered.

### 3.4 The partial capacitance method for multilayers

As discussed in the work of Gevorgian and coworkers [78], the previous formula can be used to calculate the capacitance of a multi-layered IDE capacitor using the so-called partial capacitance method. This method is simply an application of the superposition principle. For a two-layer IDE capacitor, the capacitance of the stack \( C_{\text{tot}} \) is given by:

\[
C_{\text{tot}} = C_G(a, b, t_1, \varepsilon_1) + C_G(a, b, t_1 + t_2, \varepsilon_2) - C_G(a, b, t_1, \varepsilon_2) \tag{3.5}
\]

where \( t_1, t_2 \) and \( \varepsilon_1, \varepsilon_2 \) are respectively the thickness and the dielectric constant of the top layer and the bottom layer, respectively, and \( C_G \) is the function of the IDE geometry that gives the capacitance using the Gevorgian formula (we omitted the dependence on \( N \) and \( W \) for brevity). We can also write:

\[
C_{\text{tot}} = C_G(a, b, t_1, \varepsilon_1 - \varepsilon_2) + C_G(a, b, t_1 + t_2, \varepsilon_2) \tag{3.6}
\]

The subtraction comes from the fact that in \( C_G(a, b, t_1 + t_2, \varepsilon_2) \), we have an extra contribution of \( C_G(a, b, t_1, \varepsilon_2) \) which must be removed to obtain the contribution of the underlayer only.
The process is schematically illustrated in Figure 3.4.

In a similar way, the capacitance of an arbitrary stack can be obtained, as well as the capacitance due to air on top of the IDE structures by using the formula with a dielectric constant of 1; and also for buried IDE structures.

### 3.5 Simplification of the Gevorgian procedure for specific geometries

In the regime where \( a, b > t_f \), \( k \) is very close to zero. This feature can greatly simplify the evaluation of \( k \) and \( K(k) \). The complete derivation is given in appendix D. We find that the elliptic integral ratio is given by, in the first order for \( a, b > t_f \):

\[
\frac{K(k)}{K(k')} = \frac{2t_f}{a + \Delta a} \tag{3.7}
\]

where we wrote:

\[
\Delta a = \frac{4\ln(2\sqrt{2})}{\pi} t_f \tag{3.8a}
\]

\[
\approx 1.324 t_f \tag{3.8b}
\]

The capacitance of the ferroelectric film with IDE structures is then obtained thanks to equation 3.3a:

\[
C = \varepsilon_f \varepsilon_0 \frac{(2N - 1) W t_f}{a + \Delta a} \tag{3.9}
\]

This is similar to equation 3.1 giving the capacitance for the simple model, but replacing the finger distance \( a \) by an effective finger distance \( a + \Delta a \), where \( \Delta a > 0 \) is proportional to \( t_f \) as...
The Igreja formula for the capacitance of IDE capacitors

3.6 The Igreja formula for the capacitance of IDE capacitors

Igreja and Dias [79] also propose a method involving a Schwartz-Christoffel transformation to calculate the capacitance of an IDE capacitor with underlayers. The total capacitance for the IDE structure is given by, if $2N > 3$:

$$C = \frac{1}{2} C_I (2N - 3) W + 2 \frac{C_I C_E}{C_I + C_E}$$

(3.11)

$C_I$ is the capacitance per unit finger length for one finger located in the interior of the interdigitation zone, and $C_E$ is the capacitance per unit finger length for one finger situated at the end of the interdigitation zone. $C_I$ and $C_E$ are expressed with elliptic and hyperbolic functions as follows:

seen from equation 3.8a. It follows that in this case, the factor $a$ is given by:

$$a = \frac{a + \Delta a}{a}$$

(3.10)

It is remarkable that, in the regime of interest, there is no dependence on the finger width $b$, and that $\Delta a$ is simply proportional to the film thickness $t_f$.

Figure 3.5 shows the value of $(\alpha_G - \alpha_A)/\alpha_G$ — where $\alpha_G$ is computed exactly from equation 3.4b, and $\alpha_A$ is given by equation 3.10 — as a function of $a/t_f$ for several values of $b/t_f$. The approximation is very accurate even for relatively small values of $a/t_f$ and $b/t_f$, because of the negative exponential dependence of $A$ and $B$ on $a/t_f$ and $b/t_f$, respectively. The approximation is better than 1% for $a > t_f$ and $b > 3t_f$, and also for $b > 2t_f$ if $a > 4t_f$. Outside of this zone, the approximation will be poorer, in particular for $b \leq 2t_f$.

3.6 The Igreja formula for the capacitance of IDE capacitors
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\[ C_I = \varepsilon_f \varepsilon_0 \frac{K(k_1)}{K(k_1')} \] (3.12a)

\[ C_E = \varepsilon_f \varepsilon_0 \frac{K(k_E)}{K(k_E')} \] (3.13a)

\[ k_1 = t_2 \sqrt{\frac{t_4^2 - 1}{t_4^2 - t_2^2}} \] (3.12b)

\[ k_E = \frac{1}{t_3} \sqrt{\frac{t_5^2 - t_3^2}{t_5^2 - 1}} \] (3.13b)

\[ k_1' = \sqrt{1 - k_1^2} \] (3.12c)

\[ k_E' = \sqrt{1 - k_E^2} \] (3.13c)

\[ t_2 = \text{sn} \left( K(k) \eta, k \right) \] (3.12d)

\[ t_3 = \cosh \left( \frac{\pi(1 - \eta)}{8r} \right) \] (3.13d)

\[ t_4 = \frac{1}{k} \] (3.12e)

\[ t_5 = \cosh \left( \frac{\pi(1 + \eta)}{8r} \right) \] (3.13e)

\[ k = \frac{\vartheta_2 \left( 0, q \right)^2}{\vartheta_3 \left( 0, q \right)^2} \] (3.12f)

\[ q = \exp \left( -4\pi r \right) \] (3.12g)

Here \( \text{sn} \) is the sine amplitude Jacobi elliptic function, and \( \vartheta_2 \) and \( \vartheta_3 \) are Jacobi theta functions. \( q \) is called the nome — which must satisfy \(|q| < 1\) — and \( k \) is the modulus. \( \eta = 2b/\lambda \) is the metallization ratio and \( r = t_f/\lambda \) is the thickness-to-period ratio, where \( \lambda = 2(a + b) \) is the IDE period. See appendix C for definitions of elliptic and theta functions and a brief explanation of why these functions enter the calculations.

Like for the Gevorgian formula, the formula for multilayered stacks or buried IDE structures is obtained with the partial capacitance method.

### 3.7 Simplification of the Igreja procedure for specific geometries

Like for the Gevorgian formula, it is possible to simplify \( C_I \) in the regime where \( a, b \gg t_f \). The complete derivation is given in appendix E. The capacitance \( C \) of the ferroelectric film with IDE structures is then given by, assuming that \( C_E = C_I \) for simplicity:

\[ C = \varepsilon_f \varepsilon_0 \frac{(2N - 1) W t_f}{a + \Delta a} \] (3.14)

where we wrote:

\[ \Delta a = \frac{4\ln(2)}{\pi} t_f \] (3.15a)

\[ \approx 0.883 t_f \] (3.15b)
3.8 Comparison with finite element simulation

Figure 3.6 – \((a_1 - a_\Lambda)/a_1\) as a function of \(a/\tau_f\) for several values of \(b/\tau_f\), in linear scale in (a) and in logarithmic scale in (b). The color code is given in (b).

Equation 3.15a is remarkably close to Equation 3.8a obtained after simplification of the Gevorgian formula; they differ only by a factor \(\sqrt{2}\) in the logarithm.

Figure 3.6 shows the value of \((a_1 - a_\Lambda)/a_1\) — where \(a_1\) is computed exactly from equation 3.12a, and \(a_\Lambda\) is given by equation 3.10 using equation 3.15a for \(\Delta a\) — as a function of \(a/\tau_f\) for several values of \(b/\tau_f\). The approximation shows nearly identical behavior to that of the Gevorgian model shown in Figure 3.5. The approximation is better than 1% for \(a > \tau_f\) and \(b > 3\tau_f\), and also for \(b > 2\tau_f\) if \(a > 4\tau_f\). Outside of this zone, the approximation will be poorer, in particular for \(b \leq 2\tau_f\).

3.8 Comparison with finite element simulation

To evaluate the accuracy of each approach, we developed a finite element (FE) model with the software Comsol for comparison. Full details on the FE model are given in section 3.9. We have modeled a two-dimensional portion of the interdigitation zone containing two fingers, with a geometry close to that of our samples: A 500 nm-thick layer of dielectric material of dielectric constant 1000 on top of a 2 µm-thick layer of dielectric material with dielectric constant of 4.2 — the built-in value for SiO₂ in Comsol — with periodic boundary conditions on each side and zero charge at the top and bottom interfaces. We have obtained the capacitance using a so-called “terminal” interface provided by the software. \(a\) varied between 2.5 µm and 20 µm and \(b\) was held constant at 5 µm. Figure 3.7 shows the capacitance per unit length obtained with the FE model, and calculated with the exact Gevorgian and Igreja analytical formulas (using \(C_1\) for the Igreja formula). The same procedure with \(b = 2.5\) µm yielded almost identical values, showing again the fact that for sufficiently large \(a/\tau_f\) and \(b/\tau_f\) ratios, the capacitance is independent of \(b\).

We observe that the Gevorgian analytical formula systematically underestimates the FEM capacitance, while the Igreja formula provides very good agreement. The discrepancy between
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Figure 3.7 – Comparison between the Gevorgian and Igreja analytical formulas, and the FEM model. (a) : capacitance per unit length values; (b) : values normalized to $C_{\text{simple}}$ for each gap.

the Gevorgian formula and the FE model increases for decreasing gap values. We observe a similar, but much less pronounced, dependence for the Igreja formula, which even for the smallest gap investigated, remains very close to the FE value. The reason for the discrepancy between the two analytical models is not clear. Gevorgian and coworkers do not use the same sequence of conformal mapping transformations as Igreja and Dias, who also observe that the Gevorgian formula underestimates the capacitance, and who did not find a more satisfying explanation [79].

We thus conclude that the Igreja formula provides the better accuracy for the purpose of extracting the dielectric constant from capacitance-voltage measurement. This will be experimentally verified in section 3.13.

3.9 Electric field reduction

Equations 3.9 and 3.14 suggest that, in the geometry regime where the approximations derived in section 3.5 and section 3.7 are accurate, the ferroelectric film with IDE structures is equivalent to a PPE capacitor with surface $(2N-1)Wt_f$ and thickness $a+\Delta a$. The length $a+\Delta a$ would represent the average length of the field lines joining fingers of opposite polarity, where $\Delta a$ is proportional to the film thickness $t_f$. This situation is illustrated in Figure 3.8.

In the regime where the previously derived simplification is applicable, the system behaves as if the field lines could be split into two parts: a straight line of length $a$ running within the gap through the bulk of the film, and two curved lines of length $\Delta a/2$ joining the straight line to each electrode. The fact that there is no dependence on the finger width $b$ means that the electrode charges are concentrated at the edges of the fingers. When $a$ is changed, the geometry of the curved part of the field lines is not changed. However when $t_f$ is increased while $a$ is kept constant, the length of the curved part increases on average since some of the field lines are then located further away from the fingers. $\Delta a$ is independent from the electrode spacing $a$ because the size and shape of the curved regions are independent of
3.9. Electric field reduction

Figure 3.8 – Schematic drawing a ferroelectric film with IDE structures for different combinations of finger distance and film thickness. A field line running through the middle height of the film is indicated in blue in each picture. The two top pictures have the same thickness but different gaps; the top and bottom pictures have the same gap but different thicknesses. The total length of the blue field line is the sum of its straight portion of length $a_1$ and its two curved portions, each of length $\Delta a(t_1)/2$.

$a$. This qualitatively explains the observed dependencies of the expressions derived in the previous sections.

Such effective capacitor gap of $a + \Delta a$ implies that the effective electric field inside the gap amounts to $V/(a + \Delta a)$, which can be notably smaller than $V/a$ and this even for large $a/t_f$ ratio. An electric field smaller than $V/a$ was already observed in FE simulations previously published [35]. The reduced electric field picture is supported by the fact that, in ferroelectric films with IDE structures, the coercive field as extracted from the PV loops scales with the IDE gap, with a proportionality factor equal to $\alpha$ [45]. Indeed, the ferroelectric properties of the film should not depend on the finger distance, and thus, the coercive field should be the same for all samples.

We have performed FE modelling with the software Comsol to calculate the electric field, and to compare it with the effective field defined above. We modelled the interdigitation zone of the IDE system for a three-layer-stack of dielectric materials: The top one of thickness $t_f = 0.5 \mu$m or $1 \mu$m with dielectric constant of 1000 or 300 representing PZT, the middle one of thickness $0.1 \mu$m and dielectric constant 10 representing MgO [85], and the bottom one of thickness $2 \mu$m with dielectric constant 4.2 (the built-in value in Comsol) representing SiO$_2$. The situation is pictured in Figure 3.9. A positive voltage $V$ was applied to the electrodes on the sides, such as $V/a = 100$kV/cm for all $a$, while the middle electrode was grounded. Periodic boundary conditions were applied to the side of the layers. The top surface of the PZT layer was kept uncharged, and the bottom of the SiO$_2$ layer was set as a floating potential. This is because the RC constant of the circuit formed by the two series capacitors of PZT-MgO-SiO$_2$ connected through the resistance formed by the Si substrate, which exhibits a conductivity of the order of $10\Omega$.cm on average, is several orders of magnitude smaller than the period of
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Figure 3.9 – Simulation result for $V = 100\, \text{V}$, $b = 5\, \mu\text{m}$ and $a = 10\, \mu\text{m}$. The $x$ coordinate of the electric field is shown on the top while the $y$ coordinate is shown on the bottom. The dashed line in the $E_y$ plot shows the middle line along which we have plotted $E_x$ in Figure 3.10. Note that a periodic boundary condition was applied, so that the right and left edges of the model are identical: Each half electrode belongs to the same electrode finger.

Figure 3.11 shows the value of $E_x$ at mid-film (mid-height of the PZT film) and midgap for various simulation conditions. In all cases $E_x$ was the same at the top, middle and bottom of...
3.9. Electric field reduction

Figure 3.10 – Line scans data from FE model (FEM) simulations for $b = 5 \mu m$, with $a = 5 \mu m$ on the left charts and $a = 20 \mu m$ on the right charts. The top charts show the case when PZT has an MgO/SiO$_2$/Si underlayer while the bottom charts show the case when the PZT layer is taken alone in vacuum. In all cases $V$ was chosen such as $V/a = 100kV/cm$.

the film. Using $b = 2.5 \mu m$ instead of $b = 5 \mu m$ has no influence on the value of $E_x$ at midgap for $t_f = 0.5 \mu m$ (Fig. 3.11 (a)), while it occasionned a drop of less than $0.5kV/cm$ for $t_f = 1 \mu m$, which is less than 1% (Fig. 3.11 (b)). This is in agreement with the previous finding that $b$ has little influence on the properties if the ratio $b/t_f$ is sufficiently large. Working with a smaller $b/t_f$ ratio will increase the inhomogeneity of the electric field : $E_x$ will decrease when closer to the bottom of the PZT layer, and $E_y$ below the fingers will become non-zero in a larger zone.

Figure 3.11 (a) shows that for a fixed $V/a$ ratio the electric field at mid-film and midgap shows a maximum for medium gap values and decreases when the gap increases and decreases. We already discussed the former case. For the latter case, this is due to the fact that $V / (a + \Delta a)$ becomes an increasingly smaller fraction of $V/a$ as $a$ decreases, since $\Delta a$ is not dependent on $a$. Taking $\epsilon_f = 300$ greatly reduced the field at mid-film and midgap for large $a$ values, while it has a small influence for low gaps (Fig. 3.11 (a)); the maximum field is shifted towards a lower gap value. A similar, but less pronounced dependence is observed in Figure 3.11 (b) for $t_f = 1 \mu m$.

$V / (a + \Delta a)$, computed with the Igreja formula, is observed to be an overestimate for large gaps and an increasingly good estimate for lower gaps, as seen in Figure 3.11 (c) and (d). Since the Igreja formula does not take the floating bottom interface into account, it is not able to capture the decrease of the electric field at mid-film and mid-gap for larger gap values. The same can be said of the $V / (a + \Delta a)$ value computed with the Gevorgian model; it is found to be an overestimate of the actual electric field for large gaps and an underestimate for low gaps,
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(a) : FE electric field at mid-gap for \( t_f = 500 \) nm

(b) : FE electric field at mid-gap for \( t_f = 1 \) µm

(c) : Model comparison for \( t_f = 500 \) nm

(d) : Model comparison for \( t_f = 1 \) µm

Figure 3.11 – \( E_x \) at mid-film and midgap from FEM simulations for gap values. (a) : comparison between \( b = 5 \) µm and 2.5 µm for \( t_f = 500 \) nm. (b) : comparison between \( b = 5 \) µm and 2.5 µm for \( t_f = 1 \) µm. (c) : comparison with analytical models for \( t_f = 500 \) nm. (d) : comparison with analytical models for \( t_f = 1 \) µm. The data for \( b = 5 \) µm is the same in all charts for a given \( t_f \).

While being a good estimate for intermediate gaps. For both formulas the estimate is better if \( \varepsilon_f = 1000 \), because this situation is closer to the case when no floating bottom interface is present. Conversely, both estimates perform the worst at large gaps with \( \varepsilon_f = 300 \).

3.10 Parasitic capacitance

3.10.1 Origin and estimates

Because the Si subtrate behaves as a floating electrode, it not only influences the electric field, but leads in addition to a parasitic capacitance in combination with the large electrode structures (contact pads and bus lines) outside of the interdigitation zone, as depicted in Figure 3.12. Similarly, as suggested from the \( E_y \) plot from the FE simulation shown in Figure 3.9, each finger will also act as a capacitor parallel to the part of the PZT film situated within the IDE gap. The equivalent circuit for the interdigitation zone is pictured in Figure 3.13 (a).
The parasitic capacitance outside of the interdigitation zone $C_{str.\,par}$ can be measured by cleaving away the interdigitation zone, and contacting the contact pads to measure the impedance of the remaining structures. Knowing the area covered by the structures gives an experimental capacitance per area value, which can then be used to evaluate the parasitic capacitance for the complete device, and for all geometries. The inclusion of the parasitic capacitance due to the fingers in the interdigitation zone $C_{fing.\,par}$ is discussed below. Both capacitances can also be estimated from the dielectric constant of the underlying layers, with the Si substrate acting as a resistance connecting two identical PZT/MgO/SiO$_2$ stacks in series — however, we found that this did not yield an accurate evaluation. Our PZT films with IDE structures typically have a relatively small capacitance of a few tens to a few hundreds of pF (depending on the geometry); the total parasitic capacitance was calculated and measured to be of the order of 10 pF (here also depending on the geometry), therefore contributing to a noticeable extent to the PV and CV loop measurements in some cases.

The frequency dependence of the parasitic capacitance needs also to be discussed to determine the limiting frequency below which the Si substrate must be considered as a conductor at some floating potential. Our Si substrates have a resistivity around $\rho_{Si} = 10\,\Omega\cdot$cm. Assuming a conductive channel below the PZT film of length $a$ and depth $d$ both of the order of 10 $\mu$m, being as wide as the finger length $W$, the resistance of the Si substrate between the fingers can be estimated as $R = 100\,\Omega$. The capacitance between finger and silicon is evaluated as 0.1 pF. The resulting RC time constant within the interdigitation zone is thus of the order of 10 ps, corresponding to a frequency of roughly 10 GHz. This is very far from the Hz to kHz frequencies usually used for PV and CV loop measurements. We cleaved away the interdigitation zone to find out the time constant of the parasitic circuit made by the rest of the structure (bus lines and contact pads). We found a capacitance resonance at 30 MHz, again much beyond the frequency range used for electrical characterization of our samples.
Figure 3.13 – Equivalent circuit to the layers in the interdigitation zone. We omitted the MgO layer for simplicity. (a) : equivalent circuit of the general situation. (b) : equivalent circuit within the empirical parallel plate model approximation. (c) : equivalent circuit with the conformal mapping approach.
3.10. Parasitic capacitance

3.10.2 Evaluation

As discussed, $C_{\text{str.} \text{par}}$ is readily evaluated as a function of the bus bar length by cleaving the structures at various distances from the contact pads, removing the interdigitation zone in the process, and measuring the capacitance with an impedance-meter. We conducted this evaluation for several wafers and always found a linear dependence of $C_{\text{str} \text{par}}$ on the bus bar length, as well as variations of $C_{\text{str} \text{par}} / A_{\text{str}}$ of less than 1% across wafers, where $A_{\text{str}}$ is the area of the remaining structures.

The effect of the parasitic capacitance of the fingers $C_{\text{fing} \text{par}}$ due to the silicon substrate is included in the FEM calculations. In order to compare these results with the analytical models, we need to include $C_{\text{fing} \text{par}}$ in the latter. Two approaches have been developed for this purpose: an empirical approach and a conformal mapping approach, which are discussed below.

**Empirical approach**

In the empirical approach, we assume that each finger forms a parallel plate capacitor of surface $bW$ and thickness $t_{\text{SiO}_2}$. The situation is pictured in Figure 3.13 (b). The capacitance per unit electrode area is evaluated from the capacitance of the cleaved structures $C_{\text{str} \text{par}}$, whose area $A_{\text{str}}$ is measured with an optical microscope. The capacitance $C_{\text{fing} \text{par}}$ is then given by:

$$C_{\text{fing} \text{par}} = 2N bW \frac{C_{\text{str} \text{par}}}{A_{\text{str}}}$$

(3.16)

Here $A_{\text{str}}$ is the area of both sides of the IDE.

**Conformal mapping approach**

This second approach employs conformal mapping to obtain an analytical formula for the finger-to-substrate capacitance. This approach was proposed by C. H. Nguyen in a collaboration work [81].

Cattaneo [86] uses conformal mapping to provide analytical formulas to obtain the strip-to-ground capacitance for a single dielectric layer with IDE electrodes and a bottom electrode, where the IDE are biased and the bottom electrode is grounded. It cannot be used directly for our geometry because we have a multilayered stack. However, since the layers are all connected in series and the capacitance of the SiO$_2$ layer is much less than that of either the PZT or the MgO layers, we can neglect both the latter ones in first approximation. Since the IDE fingers are not in direct contact with the SiO$_2$ layer, we must use an effective IDE gap and finger width to evaluate the capacitance with the Cattaneo formula. C. H. Nguyen proposes to use the effective finger width $b_{\text{eff}} = b + at_f/(t_f + t_{\text{SiO}_2})$, obtained geometrically as the intersection between the top of the SiO$_2$ layer and the line connecting the finger edge to the Si substrate at mid-gap, neglecting the MgO layer, as pictured in Figure 3.13 (c).
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effective gap is then given by \( a_{\text{eff}} = a + b - b_{\text{eff}} \).

The finger-to-ground capacitance per unit length \( C_{\text{fing}} \) is then evaluated thanks to the following relations given by Cattaneo [86]:

\[
C_{\text{fing}} = 2 \varepsilon f \varepsilon_0 K(k_2) K(k_1') \tag{3.17a}
\]

\[
k_2 = k_1 \text{sn}(K(k_1) \eta_{\text{eff}}, k_1) \tag{3.17b}
\]

\[
k_1' = \sqrt{1 - k_1^2} \tag{3.17c}
\]

\[
k_1 = \frac{\theta_3(0, q)^2}{\theta_2(0, q)^2} \tag{3.17d}
\]

\[
q = \exp\left(-4\pi r_{\text{SiO}_2}\right) \tag{3.17e}
\]

where \( \eta_{\text{eff}} = b_{\text{eff}}/(a + b) \) is the effective metallization ratio, and \( r_{\text{SiO}_2} = t_{\text{SiO}_2} / \lambda \) is the SiO\(_2\) layer thickness-to-period ratio, where \( \lambda = 2(a + b) \). Note that by construction, using the effective values \( b_{\text{eff}} \) and \( a_{\text{eff}} \) does not change the value of the half period \( a + b \), nor that of the period \( 2(a + b) \) of the IDE geometry.

For our configuration, since two fingers are always connected in series through the conductive Si substrate, the parasitic finger capacitance per unit length and per pair of two half fingers is \( C_{\text{fing}}/4 \), therefore for \( 2N \) fingers of active length \( W \) with have the total capacitance \( C_{\text{par}} \) given by:

\[
C_{\text{par}} = 2NW \frac{C_{\text{fing}}}{4} \tag{3.18}
\]

Comparison of the various approaches with FE modelling

Figure 3.14 compares various analytical models with FEM results. The capacitance in the FEM model \( C_{\text{FEM}} \) has been obtained by integration of the energy density \( D \cdot E/2 \) over the volume \( \Omega \) occupied by the various dielectric materials, and equating with the total energy stored \( U = C_{\text{FEM}} V^2/2 \), where \( V \) is the voltage difference across the electrodes:

\[
C_{\text{FEM}} = \frac{1}{V^2} \int_\Omega D \cdot E \, d\Omega \tag{3.19}
\]

This is to minimize the error due to the singularities at the edge of the electrode fingers. The FEM model assumed a dielectric constant of 1000 and a thickness of 580 nm for PZT, and a thickness of 2 \( \mu \)m and a dielectric constant of 4.2 for SiO\(_2\). \( b \) was kept constant at 6 \( \mu \)m while the gap \( a \) was varied. These dimensions were chosen since they are close to that of the samples used for the experimental verification of section 3.13.
Figure 3.14 – Calculated capacitance per unit finger length for a PZT layer thickness of 580 nm, of finger width \( b = 6 \mu m \), of dielectric constant 1000, on a 2\( \mu m \)-thick underlayer of SiO\(_2\) with dielectric constant 4.2 with floating potential at the bottom, for various gaps and various models. (a) : the capacitance normalized to the simple capacitance of the same geometry. (b) : the relative difference to the FEM result. The line style and color code is the same as in (a).

Figure 3.14 (a) and (b) show that the empirical PPE model for the finger parasitic capacitance always performs worse than the conformal mapping model, in conjunction with either the Gevorgian or the Igreja formula to obtain the capacitance of the gap region. Although for large gaps, the Gevorgian formula in conjunction with the conformal mapping model is closer to the FEM result, the Igreja formula in conjunction with the conformal mapping model is nearly independent of the gap and closer than 2 % to the FEM results for the entire range of gaps investigated (Fig. 3.14 (b)). The Gevorgian model with the conformal mapping model is always an underestimate and this underestimation is more pronounced for lower gap values. This is likely a consequence of the fact that the Gevorgian model underestimates the gap capacitance for all gaps, and even more so for smaller gaps, as we have seen before. On the contrary, we found earlier that the Igreja formula was a good estimate for the gap capacitance. This suggests that the proposed conformal mapping model is a slight, nearly gap-independent overestimate of the actual parasitic capacitance of the fingers. This gap-independence is a very desirable feature, since any significant gap-dependence of the PZT dielectric constant extracted with this model can then be readily attributed to the material behavior. Figure 3.15 shows the ratio of the Igreja formula with the conformal mapping model to the capacitance estimated by FE modelling for a wide range of IDE geometries, for a 2\( \mu m \)-thick underlayer of SiO\(_2\) and constant \( b = 6 \mu m \). The maximum error is less that 4 %, showing the very good accuracy of this model.
Figure 3.15 – Ratio of the Igreja formula with the conformal mapping model to the capacitance estimated by FE modelling, for a varying PZT thickness $t_p$ and IDE gap $a$. The thickness of the SiO$_2$ layer is constant at 2 $\mu$m, and the finger width $b$ is fixed at $b = 6 \mu$m. Courtesy C. H. Nguyen.

### 3.10.3 Influence on PV and CV loops

The parasitic capacitance $C_{\text{par}} = C_{\text{str-par}} + C_{\text{fing-par}}$ will contribute to the charges $Q_{\text{measured}}$ collected by the measurement apparatus when recording PV loops, as given by the following formula:

$$Q_{\text{measured}} = Q_{\text{ferroelectric film}} + VC_{\text{par}}$$

(3.20)

where $V$ is the voltage applied to the IDE structures and $Q_{\text{ferroelectric film}}$ the charges due to the ferroelectric film polarization change upon application of $V$. For this reason, the measured polarization $P_{\text{measured}}$ must be corrected in the following way to obtain the true polarization $P_{\text{true}}$ of the ferroelectric film:

$$P_{\text{true}} = P_{\text{measured}} - \frac{VC_{\text{par}}}{A}$$

(3.21)

where $A = (2N - 1) \times W \times t_f$ is the area of the IDE capacitor according to the simple model used to extract the polarization from the integrated current, as described in Equation 3.2.

Similarly, $C_{\text{par}}$ should be subtracted to the measured capacitance to obtain the true capacitance and, hence, the true dielectric constant of the ferroelectric film:

$$C_{\text{true}} = C_{\text{measured}} - C_{\text{par}}$$

(3.22)

The simple model, the Gevorgian formula or the Igreja formula can then be used to yield the dielectric constant of the film from the value of $C_{\text{true}}$. 
In section 3.2 we estimated the polarization using an effective surface given by \( A = (2N - 1) W t_f \).

In this section, we will show that this is the value that should indeed be used. This is firstly suggested by the FEM simulation in Figure 3.16 showing the \( D \) field for a similar situation as the electric field displayed in Figure 3.9 (the bold font denotes a vector variable). We observe that the \( D \) field is mainly contained within the PZT layer and between the electrode fingers, and is about two orders of magnitude lower in the MgO and SiO\(_2\) layers.

Secondly, it is supported by the relevant Maxwell equation integrated over an appropriate volume and applying the Gauss theorem:

\[
\iiint \text{div} D \, dV = \iiint \rho_{\text{free}} \, dV \quad (3.23)
\]

\[
\iint D \cdot dS = Q_{\text{free}} \quad (3.24)
\]

where \( Q_{\text{free}} \) is the net free charge enclosed in the volume, and \( dS \) is the infinitesimal surface vector locally orthogonal to the boundary of the volume and pointing outward.

In our situation, the problem is 2-dimensional as \( D \) is always in the \( x \)-\( y \) plane orthogonal to the direction \( z \) of the fingers (in the approximation of infinitely long fingers). The volume
Figure 3.17 – (a) : Close-up view of the area encased in the thick dashed line, with a Gauss rectangle divided in 4 segments of length \(l_i\). The half electrode is shown as a dotted silhouette. The hatches show the electrode parts. (b) : Close-up view of the area encased in the thick dashed line, divided in five segments of length \(l_i\). The half electrode is shown as a dotted silhouette. The hatches show the electrode parts. The charge that each electrode bear is indicated in blue. The \(D\) field flux is schematically shown with red arrows.

For symmetry reasons, we consider only the zone encased in a thick dashed line in Figure 3.16. A schematic close-up view of this area is shown in Figure 3.17. First, we apply the Gauss theorem in the red rectangle shown in Figure 3.17, which contains the film-electrode interface. If \(\Delta q\) is the change of charge integrated over the cross-section (\(x\) and \(y\)) of one electrode finger (\(\Delta q\) is therefore a charge per unit length in the \(z\) direction) for a change of voltage \(\Delta V\), we have:

\[
\int_{\mathcal{C}} \Delta D \cdot dl' = \sum_{i=1}^{4} \int_{\mathcal{C}_i} \Delta D \cdot dl'_i = \frac{\Delta q}{2} \tag{3.25}
\]

where \(\mathcal{C}\) is the contour of the red zone shown in Figure 3.17, \(D\) the electric displacement in the material along this contour, and \(dl'\) the infinitesimal normalized vector locally orthogonal to \(\mathcal{C}\) and pointing towards the outside of the red zone. There is no \(D\) field inside the metal electrode, hence \(\int_{\mathcal{C}_2} \Delta D \cdot dl'_3 = 0\). In addition, we can take \(\mathcal{C}_2\) and \(\mathcal{C}_4\) arbitrarily small. Therefore we can write that, for \(\mathcal{C}_1\) very close to the film-electrode interface, we have:

\[
\int_{\mathcal{C}_1} \Delta D \cdot dl'_1 = \frac{\Delta q}{2} \tag{3.26}
\]

Now we apply the same consideration onto the complete problem, choosing the zone of the ferroelectric film encased in the thick dashed line shown in Figure 3.16. The border of the considered zone can be split in 5 segments as shown in Figure 3.17 (b). There are no free charges inside the PZT, MgO and SiO\(_2\) since they are dielectric materials, so we have:

\[
\int_{\mathcal{C}} \Delta D \cdot dl = \sum_{i=1}^{5} \int_{\mathcal{C}_i} \Delta D \cdot dl_i = 0 \tag{3.27}
\]
3.11. Effective surface

with similar notation as before and \( \mathcal{C}_1, \mathcal{C}_2 \) and \( \mathcal{C}_4 \) arbitrarily close the neighbouring interface.

Within the PZT layer, we can write \( \Delta D = \Delta P \) where \( P \) is the local spontaneous polarization (which is electric field dependent), neglecting as customary the term \( \varepsilon_g \Delta E \), where \( \varepsilon_g \) denotes a background contribution [87, 88] that is estimated to be around 10 [89].

Since \( \mathcal{C}_5 \) is situated on a plane of symmetry, the electric field along this path is purely along \( e_y \); since \( d l_5 \propto e_x \), we have \( D \cdot dl_5 = 0 \) in the SiO\(_2\) and MgO layers, and \( \int_{\mathcal{C}_5} \Delta D \cdot dl_5 = \int_{\mathcal{C}_5} \Delta P_x(y) \, dy \) within the PZT layer. Because the electric field is along \( e_y \), \( P_x \) should not change (the PZT is unpoled in this direction) and hence \( \int_{\mathcal{C}_5} D \cdot dl_5 = 0 \). On the surface of PZT between the electrodes, \( E \propto e_x \) holds along \( \mathcal{C}_2 \), and \( dl_2 \propto e_y \); hence we also have \( \int_{\mathcal{C}_2} \Delta D \cdot dl_2 = \int_{\mathcal{C}_2} \Delta P_y(x) \, dx = 0 \).

From equation 3.26, since \( dl_1 = -dl_1' \), we have \( \int_{\mathcal{C}_1} \Delta D \cdot dl_1 = -\Delta q/2 \). We can write that \( \int_{\mathcal{C}_4} \Delta D \cdot dl_4 = -\Delta q_{\text{par}}/2 \) where \( \Delta q_{\text{par}} \) is the change of charge on the Si floating electrode for one spatial period of the IDE structure, per unit length along the z direction, for a change of voltage \( \Delta V \).

Therefore since \( dl_3 \propto -e_x \):

\[
0 = -\frac{\Delta q}{2} - \int_{t_{\text{SiO}}+t_{\text{MgO}}}^{t_{\text{SiO}}+t_{\text{MgO}}+t_f} \Delta P_{x \text{mid-gap PZT}}(y) \, dy
- \int_{t_{\text{SiO}}}^{t_{\text{SiO}}+t_{\text{MgO}}} \Delta D_{x \text{mid-gap MgO}}(y) \, dy
- \int_{0}^{t_{\text{SiO}}} \Delta D_{x \text{mid-gap SiO}_2}(y) \, dy - \frac{\Delta q_{\text{par}}}{2}
\]

(3.28)

The sum of the \( \Delta D \) field inside the MgO layer at mid-gap corresponds to the field lines directly connecting both electrodes fingers and passing through the PZT and then the MgO layers. Similarly the sum of the \( \Delta D \) field inside the SiO\(_2\) layer corresponds to field lines going through PZT, MgO and then SiO\(_2\) before reaching the other electrode. \( \Delta q_{\text{par}}/2 \) corresponds to the field lines connecting the electrode fingers of opposite polarity via the floating Si substrate. Since the dielectric constants of MgO and SiO\(_2\) are much smaller than that of single domain PZT (which at its smallest should be close to 300, for large electric field values), the sum of the \( \Delta D \) field inside these layers can be neglected in the previous equation. This is also confirmed by the FE simulation result shown in Figure 3.16. Note that in our coordinate system \( P_{x \text{mid-gap PZT}}(y) \) is negative when pointing outward of the volume. We can now write:

\[
\frac{\Delta q}{2} = -t_f \langle P_{x \text{thickness}} \rangle - \frac{\Delta q_{\text{par}}}{2}
\]

(3.29)

where \( \langle \cdot \rangle \) denotes averaging. Thus the charges on the electrode finger compensate for the in-plane polarization in the PZT film at midgap and for the parasitic capacitance due to the Si substrate. Since the finger length \( W \) is much larger than any other dimension, border effects at the finger tips can be neglected, and we can sum along the finger length and multiply by the
number of finger half-pairs \(2N - 1\):

\[
\frac{(2N - 1) W \Delta q}{2} = -(2N - 1) W t_f \Delta \langle P_x \rangle_{\text{midgap surface}}
\]

\[
- \frac{(2N - 1) W \Delta q_{\text{par}}}{2}
\]

(3.30)

\[
\frac{\Delta Q_{\text{meas}}^{\text{fingers}}}{A} = -\Delta \langle P_x \rangle_{\text{midgap surface}} - \frac{C_{\text{fing.}} \Delta V}{A}
\]

(3.31)

where \(A = (2N - 1) W t_f\) is the effective surface used for the simple model as in equation 3.2. For the total charge change of the complete device, the parasitic contribution from the bus lines and contact pads must be taken into account as well.

Thus we find that, once the contribution from the parasitic capacitance from the Si substrate is removed, the change of charge on the electrode fingers compensate exactly for the change of net polarization projected on the plane at mid-gap orthogonal to the electric field direction. This is similar to the parallel plate case. Since, as we found in section 3.9, the electric field at mid-gap is very homogeneous within the PZT film for \(t_f\) much smaller than \(a\) and \(b\), the IDE sample can be accurately represented, as far as the electrical properties are concerned, by an equivalent PPE capacitor of area \(A = (2N - 1) W t_f\) and thickness \(T\) such as the electric field at mid-gap is given by \(E = V / T\). In the approximation presented in section 3.9 this distance is given by \(T = a + \Delta a\), where \(\Delta a\) is obtained either with the Gevorgian or the Igreja formula. If \(t_f\) becomes comparable to \(a\) and \(b\), the previous derivation for the effective surface still holds, but the electric field will not be homogeneous over the mid-gap plane, and it is therefore expected that the electrical behavior will depart from that of a PZT film with parallel plate electrodes — notably, the polarization switching is expected to be spread over a wider voltage range, since different regions of the PZT film will experience a different electric field for the same applied voltage.

### 3.12 Maximum reachable polarization

Table 3.1 shows the maximum reachable polarization after poling of a PZT thin film with IDE structures, for different grain orientations and crystalline structures. For a given distribution of orientations, one needs to take the weighed average using weights corresponding to the proportion of each grain orientation. So-called “hard” and “soft” MPB correspond to two different methods for obtaining the maximum reachable polarization for that composition: In the “hard” MPB approach we consider that 50% of the grains are tetragonal and the remaining 50% are rhombohedral, hence the maximum reachable polarization is the average of the two values for a given orientation; in the “soft” MPB approach, we consider that each grain takes the best phase (tetragonal or rhombohedral) to maximize \(P \cdot E\). This value was obtained by computer calculations. The values for each orientation of the tetragonal and rhombohedral phases are determined explicitly in appendix F, and confirmed by computer calculations. The
method was refined with respect to an earlier publication [45] giving now precise results.

The orientation to achieve the largest polarization after poling depends on the phase: It is {100} for tetragonal compositions; {111} for rhombohedral compositions; {111} for “hard” MPB compositions; and {110} for “soft” MPB compositions. However, whatever the model used, the maximum reachable polarization for the MPB composition shows only a weak dependence on the film texture. This means that for PZT MPB films with IDE, texture control is not necessarily required, which can give some flexibility for device fabrication.

### 3.13 Experimental verification

In the previous sections we have presented a number of corrections and features that need to be taken into account for obtaining the true ferroelectric properties of a ferroelectric film with IDE structures: the use of the Gevorgian or of the Igreja model to extract the dielectric constant of the film from impedance measurements, which can be used in a simplified form when $t_f$ is many times smaller than both $a$ and $b$; the removal of the parasitic capacitance contribution to the PV and the CV loops; and the correction of the electric field governing at mid-gap between the electrode fingers. We also showed that dielectric and polarization properties at mid-gap are the ones that influence most the observed capacitance and polarization properties. In this section we will show how these features fit with observations on ferroelectric films with IDE structures.

For the following measurements we used a single 580-nm-thick sol-gel PZT film with the MPB composition, deposited with the gradient-free route, similarly to a previous publication [35]. IDE structures with various gaps $a$ and finger widths $b$ in the µm range were patterned on the top surface of the PZT film, and then the wafer was diced into $1.5 \text{ mm} \times 15 \text{ mm}$ cantilevers. The finger length was 980 µm and the number of fingers $2N$ either 100 or 200. The chosen PZT film thickness leads to $\Delta a \approx 0.76$ µm with the Gevorgian formula and $\Delta a \approx 0.51$ µm with the Igreja formula. Before measuring, all samples were annealed together in a rapid thermal annealing tool for 10 min at $550^\circ \text{C}$ under 100 sccm of O$_2$ flow. Since the PV and CV loops are quite sensitive to the history of the samples, each set of measurements was accomplished at identical conditions and prehistories. The aixACCT® TF2000 setup was used for the measurements. The large signal measurements (PV loop) were recorded with a triangle wave at 20 Hz, preceded by an identical wave with a 1 s waiting time in between. The small-signal measurements (CV and

### Table 3.1 – Maximum polarization after poling for various grain orientations and crystalline structures for PZT with IDE.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Texture</th>
<th>Tetragonal</th>
<th>Rhombohedral</th>
<th>“Hard” MPB</th>
<th>“Soft” MPB</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>{100}</td>
<td>0.90$P_s$</td>
<td>0.74$P_s$</td>
<td>0.82$P_s$</td>
<td>0.91$P_s$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>{110}</td>
<td>0.78$P_s$</td>
<td>0.89$P_s$</td>
<td>0.835$P_s$</td>
<td>0.95$P_s$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>{111}</td>
<td>0.78$P_s$</td>
<td>0.90$P_s$</td>
<td>0.84$P_s$</td>
<td>0.90$P_s$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
piezoelectric coefficient vs. field loop) were recorded with a triangle wave at a frequency of 100 mHz as the large signal, and a sine wave at 1 kHz and amplitude of 5 kV/cm as the small signal.

### 3.13.1 Simple model

First we have measured PV and CV loops on a set of samples with varying finger distances \( a \) and fixed finger width \( b \) (a nominally constant value for \( b \) on the photolithography design resulted in \( b = 6.5 \) to \( 6.8 \) µm for this series of samples), using a maximum voltage \( V_{\text{max}} \) given by \( V_{\text{max}} = aE_{\text{max}} \) where \( E_{\text{max}} = 150 \) kV/cm. Figure 3.18 (b) shows the PV loops derived according to the simple model. We observe that, similar to the previously cited work [45], the apparent coercive field depends on the finger distance; and that the slope of the saturated branches of the PV loops increases with increasing gap. The step of the dielectric constant curves between low- and large-gap samples in Figure 3.18 (a) corresponds to a change in the number of electrode fingers (200 for low-gap samples, 100 for large-gap samples). Removing the contribution from the parasitic capacitance with the empirical model, and rescaling the x-axis as \( E = V / (a + \Delta a) \) (Gevorgian model), yields a set of PV loops with much better overlap (Figure 3.18 (d)). The coercive fields are hardly distinguishable, and the saturated branches have almost equal slopes, showing somewhat lower polarization values for large gaps. The latter is in agreement with the FE simulation results yielding mid-gap fields that are lower than the \( V / (a + \Delta a) \) value, as presented in section 3.9. For the CV loops the simple model results in an increased dielectric constant for larger gap values (Figure 3.18 (a)). After removal of the parasitic capacitance with the empirical model, applying the single layer Gevorgian formula to extract the dielectric constant from the capacitance, and rescaling of the electric field axis with the same model, a much better overlap of the curves for the various geometries is obtained: The dielectric constant dependence on the finger distance is very much reduced, and the step of dielectric constant observed in Figure 3.18 (a) has disappeared. Still, the coercive field (peak position) seems to increase slightly with larger gap (Figure 3.18 (c)). Also a small dependence of the dielectric constant on the finger distance is still present. This is in part due to fact that the smaller gap samples are less saturated, because the maximum field they experienced, now given by \( V_{\text{max}} / (a + \Delta a) < 150 \) kV/cm, is smaller. In addition, as was shown in section 3.10, it is expected that the accuracy of this method is still somewhat gap-dependent, which can also contribute to the observed discrepancy.
Figure 3.18 – (a) and (b) : as-measured CV and PV loops, respectively. The dielectric constant in (a) has been obtained using the simple model. (c) and (d) : CV and PV loops, respectively, corrected for the parasitic capacitance (empirical model) and the electric field reduction (Gevorgian formula). The dielectric constant in (c) has been obtained using the single layer Gevorgian formula. (e) : finger distances for each curve. Note that, after rescaling the x-axis, the maximum electric field is $V_{\text{max}} / (a + \Delta a)$ and is therefore gap-dependent, since $V_{\text{max}}$ was chosen proportional to $a$. 
Figure 3.19 – (a) and (b) : CV and PV loops, respectively, cycled at a maximum voltage $V_{\text{max}}$ such as $V_{\text{max}} = E_{\text{max}} / (a + \Delta a)$ where $E_{\text{max}} = 150 \text{kV/cm}$ and $\Delta a$ is given by the Gevorgian formula. Both types of loops have been corrected for parasitic capacitance (empirical model) and the x-axis field is given by $V / (a + \Delta a)$ (Gevorgian). The dielectric constant was obtained with the single layer Gevorgian formula. (c) shows the losses and (d) the derivative of the PV loops, both with x-axis given by $V / (a + \Delta a)$ (Gevorgian). (e) : finger distances for each curve and finger capacitance model used.

3.13.2 Gevorgian model

To fully assess the accuracy of the corrections, we have then cycled the same set of samples (after annealing them again as described above) using a maximum voltage $V_{\text{max}}$ given by $V_{\text{max}} = (a + \Delta a) E_{\text{max}}$ where $E_{\text{max}} = 150 \text{kV/cm}$ and $\Delta a$ is given by the Gevorgian formula. The resulting PV loops are shown in Figure 3.19. The field axis shows $V / (a + \Delta a)$ (Gevorgian formula) and the parasitic capacitance (empirical model) has been subtracted. We can see that, as expected, the PV loops overlap already quite well. A small reduction of the coercive field is observed for decreasing gap values, which is attributed to the gap-dependent inaccuracy of approaching the mid-gap electric field by $V / (a + \Delta a)$ (Gevorgian) as discussed before. Figure 3.19 (d) shows that the slopes of the saturated branches of the PV loops are nearly equal for all gap values, which suggests that all the parasitic capacitance sources have been accurately corrected for. The saturated polarization is slightly larger for smaller gaps as before, for which we can advance the same arguments as before.

Figure 3.19 (a) shows the CV loops corrected for all parasitic capacitances (empirical model), extracted using the single layer Gevorgian formula, and with the field axis showing $V / (a + \Delta a)$ (Gevorgian). The same dependence of the coercive field on the gap as for the PV loops is observed. As above we notice that the dielectric constant still shows some dependence on the gap value. This dependence is less pronounced for intermediate gap values. This is consistent
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with the trend we have witnessed in section 3.10, where we observed that the Gevorgian formula is less gap-dependent in this range.

The losses (Figure 3.19 (c)) are considerably larger for smaller gaps. The increase is much more pronounced than in the dielectric constant. We do not have a theory for the correction of the loss tangent. Formally, we can introduce a complex permittivity into the conformal mapping transformation. As the permittivity appears always in a linear way, real and imaginary parts transform with the same multiplication factor. This means that \( \tan \delta \) does not change upon this transformation and should be measured correctly. The larger noise for small gaps is caused by the much smaller applied AC voltage that was also scaled with the gap distance to obtain identical electric field amplitudes. If the apparent increased permittivity at smaller gaps is real, we expect also larger losses for small gaps, because dielectric losses usually depend on a power higher than 1 on the dielectric constant [90]. Parasitic contributions due to the Si substrate are not contributing significantly to the losses. Resistive losses are expected to occur at much higher frequencies than the small signal frequency of 1 kHz, since the observed RC time constant is very short. Also, the 2 \( \mu \)m-thick SiO\textsubscript{2} layer grown by wet oxidation of the Si substrate, which makes the greater part of the parasitic capacitance, is expected to display losses less than 10% of the losses measured for the PZT film. Since \( C_{par} \) makes up 10% of the total capacitance of the device, as a rough approximation, this means that the contribution of the parasitic capacitance should amount to about 1% of the values shown in Figure 3.19 (c), with the rest coming from the PZT film. This does not account for the differences observed for different gap values. A more likely explanation is the drop of electric field within the gap for larger gaps, as discussed previously. Even if the small signal voltage amplitude \( V_{ss} \) was scaled with the gap value such as \( V_{ss} / (a + \Delta a) = 5 \text{kV/cm} \), we saw in section 3.9 that this formula is underestimating (resp. overestimating) the real electric field within the gap for small gap values (resp. for large gap values). Lower small signal amplitudes will cause less irreversible movement of domain walls, which qualitatively explains why the losses appear lower with increasing gap.
Figure 3.20 – (a) and (b) : CV and PV loops, respectively, cycled at a maximum voltage $V_{\text{max}}$ such as $V_{\text{max}} = \frac{E_{\text{max}}}{(a + \Delta a)}$ where $E_{\text{max}} = 150 \text{kV/cm}$ and $\Delta a$ is given by the Gevorgian formula. Both types of loops have been corrected for parasitic capacitance (conformal mapping model) and the x-axis field is given by $V / (a + \Delta a)$ (Gevorgian). The dielectric constant was obtained with the single layer Gevorgian formula. (c) shows the losses and (d) the derivative of the PV loops, both with x-axis given by $V / (a + \Delta a)$ (Gevorgian). (e) : finger distances for each curve and finger capacitance model used.

Figure 3.20 shows the same data as in Figure 3.19 but using the conformal mapping model for the finger parasitic capacitance instead of the empirical model. This further improves the overlap of the CV loops as seen in Figure 3.20 (a). This is as expected, since we saw in section 3.10 that using the conformal mapping model reduces the gap-dependence with the Gevorgian formula, in particular for large gaps. However there is a large dispersion for small gaps, where the gap-dependence of the model is more pronounced. The loops in (b) and (d) (PV loops and their derivative) remain relatively unchanged; this shows that they are less sensitive to the model used for removing the finger parasitic capacitance. The CV loops are better indicators for the accuracy of the analytical model.
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Figure 3.21 – (a) and (b) : CV and PV loops, respectively, cycled at a maximum voltage $V_{\text{max}}$ such as $V_{\text{max}} = E_{\text{max}} / (a + \Delta a)$ where $E_{\text{max}} = 150 \text{kV/cm}$ and $\Delta a$ is given by the Igreja formula. Both types of loops have been corrected for parasitic capacitance (conformal mapping model) and the x-axis field is given by $V / (a + \Delta a)$ (Igreja). The dielectric constant was obtained with the Igreja formula. (c) shows the losses and (d) the derivative of the PV loops, both with x-axis given by $V / (a + \Delta a)$ (Igreja). (e) : finger distances for each curve and finger capacitance model used.

3.13.3 Igreja model

Finally, we have cycled the same set of samples (after one more annealing) using a maximum voltage $V_{\text{max}}$ given by $V_{\text{max}} = (a + \Delta a) E_{\text{max}}$ where $E_{\text{max}} = 150 \text{kV/cm}$ and $\Delta a$ is given by the Igreja formula. The PV loops are shown in Figure 3.21 (b). The field axis shows $V / (a + \Delta a)$ (Igreja formula) and the parasitic capacitance (conformal mapping) has been subtracted. The PV loops overlap slightly better than before. The coercive field is now nearly gap-independent. The saturated branches of the PV loops are virtually equal for all gap values (Figure 3.21 (d)), while the maximum slope is highest for intermediate gap values. The saturated polarization is still slightly larger for smaller gaps, as before.

Figure 3.21 (a) shows the CV loops corrected for all parasitic capacitances (conformal mapping), extracted using the Igreja formula, and with the field axis showing $V / (a + \Delta a)$ (Igreja). Even though the dielectric constant still shows some dependence on the gap value, this is the best overlap for all models investigated; the dielectric constant has very little dispersion at large fields and at the peak of the loops (except for the largest gap for the latter case). This is a great improvement over the simple model shown in Figure 3.18 (a).
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Figure 3.22 – (a) and (b) : CV and PV loops, respectively, cycled at a maximum voltage $V_{\text{max}}$ such as $V_{\text{max}} = E_{\text{max}} / (a + \Delta a)$ where $E_{\text{max}} = 150$ kV/cm and $\Delta a$ is given by the Igreja formula. Both types of loops have been corrected for parasitic capacitance (conformal mapping model) and the x-axis field is given by $V / (a + \Delta a)$ (Igreja). The dielectric constant was obtained with the Igreja formula. (c) shows the losses and (d) the derivative of the PV loops, both with x-axis given by $V / (a + \Delta a)$ (Igreja). (e) : finger width $b$ and gap $a$ for each curve and finger capacitance model used.

Figure 3.22 shows the same as Figure 3.21 but with another set of samples having nearly the same gap and different finger widths. The curves for the samples having $b = 4.4 \mu m$ and $b = 5.5 \mu m$ overlap perfectly, while those for the sample with $b = 7.7 \mu m$ display a slight deviation. The latter sample has a smaller gap than both of the former, and the observed deviation follows the trend discussed before for decreasing gap. In addition, the two smaller finger widths are closer to each other than each is to the largest finger width. This could be a sign that the formula we used to estimate the parasitic capacitance of the fingers has a limited validity range for various values of $b$. In section 3.10 we only investigated the gap dependence of the formula.
3.14 Displacement measurements in converse mode

As described in chapter 2, a single laser beam interferometer is used to measure the cantilever tip excursion in order to extract the stress in the ferroelectric film. The cantilever is clamped at the start of the interdigitation zone, which is the active zone. When the electrodes are biased, compressive stress builds up between the IDE fingers, which bends the substrate downward. The deflection is then amplified by the slope of the cantilever in the inactive zone. The same set of samples as in the previous section was used.

Figure 3.23 (a) and (b) shows the large and small signal displacement measurements, respectively, from which we have extracted the film stress (in (a)) and the piezoelectric coefficient $e_{33,\text{if}}$ (in (a) and (b)), using equation 2.10 from chapter 2, and using the Igreja electric field as the field in the active region. Note that, since the number of gaps is 199, it is equivalent to use either of the geometrical factors $g_1$ or $g_2$ introduced in appendix B. Therefore, our values should correspond to the real material coefficient $e_{33,\text{if}}$ of Chidambaram and coworkers [35]. This indeed yields a very good overlap of the various curves in all cases. In particular, the coercive field is the same for all samples in Figure 3.23 (b). The slope of the small-signal curve on the return branch can be attributed to the increase of the dielectric constant on the return branch of the CV loop (Figure 3.21 (a)). The perfect overlap of the forward and return branches at high fields for the small signal measurements suggests that the domain pattern evolves in an anhysteretic fashion beyond a threshold field: indeed, the slope remains quite constant until the field drops to less than 10 kV/cm in absolute value. This constant slope all the way to nearly 0 bias is also evident on the return branch of the large-signal $e_{33,\text{if}}$ in Figure 3.23 (a),
which is also close to the forward branch at high fields, displaying little hysteresis in this range.

For both large and small signal measurements, we observe that the piezoelectric response is larger for smaller gaps. This is particularly noticeable at remanence in Figure 3.23 (b): the remanent value is $e_{33, if} = 17 \text{C/m}^2$ for $a = 5.5 \mu\text{m}$ and $15 \text{C/m}^2$ for $a = 17.2 \mu\text{m}$. That is more than 10% difference. This effect is less pronounced at high fields. This remanent value is excellent and much larger that what can usually be obtained with the parallel plate configuration; this will be commented in more details in chapter 4.

Note that the dispersion of the film stress and $e_{33, if}$ values cannot be attributed to the variability of the clamping conditions in converse mode measurements, provided that the tip excursion remains of the order of the $\mu\text{m}$. Indeed, if the electrodes start after the end of the clamp, there could in theory be some bending due to the clamping acting on the beam. This is actually also true even if the clamping ends exactly where electrodes start. We are concerned with vertical forces causing a reaction from the clamp. The force generated by the piezoelectric actuation can be written as $F = \sigma_f t_f$; $\sigma_f$ is obtained with the Stoney formula as described in appendix B. The straight part of the beam makes a small angle $\theta$ with the horizontal; $\theta$ is given with good approximation by $w(x_2)/(x_2 - x_1)$, because it is indeed quite small: writing $w(x_2) = 1 \mu\text{m}$ and $x_2 - x_1 = 5 \text{mm}$, this ratio is $5 \times 10^{-3}$. The vertical component of the force is then lower than $F_\perp = F \sin \theta \approx \sigma_f t_f \theta$. The clamp will react with a force of equal strength and opposite direction. This creates a bending moment of the order of $M = F_\perp x_{\text{mid}}$ where $x_{\text{mid}}$ is the distance from the clamp to the middle of the active zone. This bending moment may compete with or add to the bending moment of the substrate caused by the piezoelectric actuation. The latter is of the order of $F \cos \theta t_s \approx \sigma_f t_f t_s$, where $t_s$ is the substrate thickness. Hence the ratio of the clamp moment to the piezoelectric moment is given by $\theta x_{\text{mid}}/t_s = w(x_2) x_{\text{mid}}/(x_2 - x_1) t_s$. This is the same order of magnitude as $w(x_2)/t_s$, which is less than 1% for piezoelectric films on cantilever with full wafer thickness. Note that this estimate is obtained with the same assumptions as for the derivation of the Stoney formula; in particular, it is not valid for the thin substrate case (i.e. if the thickness of the piezoelectric film is an appreciable fraction of the total thickness of the cantilever).

Hence, as long as the clamp does not cover a portion of the active zone, the force situation is not changed. The only source of error which remains is the misestimation of the distances between the laser spot and each of the active zone extremities. These distances enter in the $e_{31, if}$ and $e_{33, if}$ formulas in a linear or inverse way. Since the structure geometry is known from the photolithography mask (or shadow mask) design, or, in any case, can be measured with an optical microscope, the only source of variability originating from the mounting of the samples lies with the positioning of the laser spot — as long as the active zone is fully unclamped. The laser spot must be centered on a circular reflector of diameter 600 $\mu\text{m}$. We estimate that we can position it within 100 $\mu\text{m}$ of the actual reflector center. Since the distance between the center of this reflector and the start of the active zone is 9.5 mm, this amounts to about 2% error for $x_2$. This is less than the observed variations of dielectric constant and $e_{33, if}$ with the IDE gap. Besides, the observed gap-dependence is consistent across the 6 samples.
3.15. Discussion on the gap dependence of the IDE properties

In the previous sections we have noticed a small dependence of the IDE properties on the IDE gap. Since we saw in section 3.10 that the Igreja formula with the conformal mapping model for the finger capacitance is very weakly gap-dependent (about 1% in Fig. 3.14), the gap-dependence of the dielectric constant observed in Fig. 3.21, which is larger than that, can be attributed to the material response. Similarly, with the reasonable assumption that the active zone between two IDE fingers extends over the distance \( a + \Delta a \), where \( \Delta a \) is given by the Igreja model, \( e_{33,if} \) in Fig. 3.24 still shows some gap dependence. Therefore it is likely that the gap dependence of the saturated polarization in Fig. 3.21 (b) is also the consequence of

we measured, which seems too systematic to be due to some external variability. A more likely cause is either a gap-dependence stemming from some inaccuracy in the geometric model we used, or a gap-dependent material response.

Fig. 3.24 shows the same data as in Fig. 3.23, but considering that the active region is not contained within each gap, but extends over a distance of \( a + \Delta a \), where \( \Delta a \) is given by the Igreja model. Since we interpreted the simplified Igreja formula as an indication that the electric field lines have a length \( a + \Delta a \), it is reasonable to assume that the active region in converse mode extends over the same distance. We observe that the overlap is improved in this case, but that a small gap-dependence remains.

Figure 3.24 – (a) : large signal displacement measurements, cycling at a maximum voltage \( V_{\text{max}} \) such as \( V_{\text{max}} = E_{\text{max}} / (a + \Delta a) \) where \( E_{\text{max}} = 150 \text{kV/cm} \) and \( \Delta a \) is given by the Igreja formula. The x-axis field is given by \( V / (a + \Delta a) \) (Igreja). The film stress and the \( e_{33,if} \) coefficients have been obtained considering that the active region has a length of \( a + \Delta a \), where \( \Delta a \) is given by the Igreja formula. (b) : small signal displacement measurement in the same conditions as in (a). (c) : gap for each curve.
a gap-dependent material response. The trend is as follows: higher dielectric constant for small gaps, higher switchable polarization for small gaps, and higher piezoelectric response for small gaps.

All the samples were fabricated with the same PZT film and are taken from the same region of the wafer. The sol-gel process employed for the PZT film deposition yields a very good film uniformity. In addition, a non-uniform film would not display a gap-dependent trend as we observe, but rather a dispersion of values around an average. Thus we must conclude that either the field condition or the mechanical conditions within the film, or both, show some variation when the gap is varied. Figure 3.9 shows that there exists a field concentration zone near the electrode finger edge with non-zero vertical electric field, meaning that the electric field cannot be considered to be in the plane of the film inside this region. FE simulations show that the size of this region is gap-independent (for the range of gaps realized in our samples). This means that the volume of PZT enclosed by this region will be a larger fraction of the active PZT volume (the PZT volume situated within the gap) for small gaps than for large gaps, hence contributing to the measured properties to a larger extent for small gaps.

We still have to explain why the contribution of this zone gives larger permittivity, switchable polarization, and piezoelectric response than the bulk of the active volume. The variations of the electric field in this zone could imply a contribution from $\varepsilon_{\perp}$ to the film properties, and in PZT we have $\varepsilon_{\perp} > \varepsilon_{\parallel}$, in particular at the MPB composition [20]. This would contribute to the permittivity, but also to the piezoresponse, because of the transverse instability of the polar axis at the MPB giving enhanced response away from the polar axis direction [21]. Since this additional volume is poled in addition to the active volume defined by the effective area times the effective gap $A_{\text{eff}}(a + \Delta a)$, its relative weight on the switchable polarization will be slightly larger for small gaps, slightly increasing the apparent saturating polarization. A similar study performed away from the MPB composition could give more precision as to the existence of such an effect.

Another possibility is that the dead zones below the electrode fingers behave as mechanical buffers, reducing the active zone mechanical clamping for small gaps for which the $a/b$ ratio is smaller. This is consistent with the increased dielectric constant for small gaps, since $\varepsilon_{\perp}^{f} < \varepsilon_{\parallel}^{f}$, but not with the larger piezoelectric response for small gaps, since relieving the clamping condition should reduce $\varepsilon_{33,\text{if}}$ as seen in chapter 2. Further FE modeling work should be undertaken to assess the existence and magnitude of such an effect, which should include the electromechanical coupling of the PZT layer unlike in our FE model, with the appropriate mechanical boundary conditions. Such a work is currently in progress within a collaboration work [81].
3.16 Conclusion

In conclusion, we showed that ferroelectric films with IDE structures are subject to a number of artefacts in standard characterization measurements. Except for a small volume fraction along the electrode edges, the electric field experienced by the film is always lower than $V/a$, where $a$ is the finger distance and $V$ the voltage applied to the sample. In addition, the presence of the Si substrate — even when separated by a thick silicon oxide film — causes a parasitic capacitance to exist in parallel with the ferroelectric film. These two features should be corrected for to obtain the true material properties. In this chapter, we developed a correction procedure for this purpose. Several procedures were proposed and tested. We found that the conformal transformation sequence elaborated by Igreja et al. [79] leads to a better overlap of the ferroelectric characterization loops than the ones worked out by Gevorgian et al. [78], and that the parasitic effect of the SiO$_2$ underlayer within the interdigitation zone is best described by the conformal mapping model of Cattaneo [86]. We thus extended the understanding of the conformal mapping transformation from a sole calculation of the effective dielectric constant, to a apprehension of the electric field governing the IDE capacitor. We obtained very satisfying agreements of CV and PV curves for a number of different gaps and finger widths in a typical range of useful IDE geometries for energy harvesting ($a > t_f$). We have shown that the polarization derived after the correction procedure is the average value present at mid-gap between the fingers, and that the coercive field scales well with the effective field we propose from the conformal mapping transformations. Therefore, our results show that the IDE sample can be treated as equivalent to the simple IDE model presented in section 3.2, but replacing the gap distance by $a + \Delta a$ (where $\Delta a$ is obtained with the Igreja model), with a parasitic capacitance $C_{par}$ connected in parallel, as pictured in Fig. 3.25. The theoretical evaluation of the maximal achievable polarization was revisited, and it has been found that more than 74% of the polarization align with the in-plane electric field, whatever the texture or the PZT composition may be.

We also addressed limiting situations. If $a$ and $b$ get closer to $t_f$, deviations from the expected behavior can occur. These deviations are due to the fact that the electric field becomes then much less homogeneous inside the ferroelectric film. Also, if $a$ becomes much larger than...
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\( \frac{\varepsilon_f}{\varepsilon_{SiO_2}} \) each finger will behave as a lone PPE capacitor and there will be no field within the gap between the fingers. This effect is caused by the conducting Si substrate behaving as a floating electrode. Therefore, for proper operation and easier characterization, the ratio \( a/t_f \) should be neither too small nor too large. For the moment, the exact electric field at mid-gap in the presence of a SiO_2 underlayer on top of a conductive Si substrate can only be obtained with FE simulations. A recent publication by Dias and Igreja [91] proposes an recursive image method to obtain the electric potential and electric field for IDE capacitors. Even though it is rather complex, this method could be adapted to our situation to provide an analytical formula for the electric field at midgap. This would give accurate knowledge of the film properties even for a large \( a/t_f \) ratio, which is beneficial since this corresponds to a larger fraction of active PZT volume; and in particular, it would give the precise voltage value required for the sufficient poling of structures with this geometry.

The models used in this work are postulating homogeneous dielectric properties. However, the CV loop shows us that this cannot be the case, since the electric field is not homogeneous. The combination of inhomogeneous electric fields along with the ferroelectric properties (including domains) makes the film response very complex to analyze. Further efforts are needed in this respect to fully understand the behavior of IDE systems, particularly for gaps close to the film thickness. Recent FE simulation results that we have obtained in collaboration with C. H. Nguyen show that, if the inhomogeneity of the dielectric constant due to the inhomogeneous electric field within the sample is taken into account, the overall capacitance of the device at a given voltage value is the same at that obtained with the effective dielectric constant derived from the conformal mapping transformation at the same voltage. The effective dielectric constant then corresponds to an equivalent average value. This result will be discussed in detail in our article in preparation [81].

The phenomenology of ferroelectric materials provides an interesting way for verifying analytical models for capacitance and electric fields. The strong dependence of their properties on the current electric field, and the switching response at precisely the coercive field, offer a testbed against which model predictions can be evaluated, by comparing the expected response of the same film in various configurations: if the model is accurate, the recorded hysteresis loops should overlap.
4 Doped PZT thin films with interdigitated electrodes

4.1 Introduction

A systematic characterization of IDE samples is lacking. We have provided a body of experiments for various electrode geometries in the previous chapter; in this chapter, we will provide the characterization results for 5 different combinations of PZT compositions and dopings, to get a better picture of the behavior of PZT thin films with the IDE configuration, and to determine the compositions and dopings which yield the best performance. The optimized fabrication route that we employed will be presented. We will also compare the performance of an IDE sample and a PPE sample of the same PZT composition and doping.

4.2 Sample fabrication

For the characterization of the performances of PZT thin films with IDE, with various composition and dopants, we have grown thin films following the sol-gel processing route developed by Chidambaram and coworkers [35, 43, 45]. The microstructure of the obtained films will be described in details below; it is similar to that published in Ref. [35].

We used either Nb or Fe as dopants, to obtain compositions of the form Pb(Zr\(_x\)Ti\(_{1-x}\))\(_{1-y}\)Me\(_y\)O\(_3\), where Me is Fe or Nb. For Fe, we set \(y = 0.01\), and for Nb, \(y = 0.02\), that is 1 at.% doping for Fe and 2 at.% doping for Nb. Undoped, Fe-doped and Nb-doped PZT thin films with the 43/57 Zr/Ti nominal composition were prepared; this composition has the tetragonal phase. We also made undoped and Nb-doped PZT thin films with the 53/47 Zr/Ti nominal composition, which is the MPB composition [44]. We will later designate the doped films in the form Me:PZT \(x/1 - x\), where Me is Fe or Nb, and \(x\) is the Zr/(Ti+Zr) ratio; if no dopant is specified, we mean to speak about the undoped film.

We prepared the precursor solutions with a 2-methoxyethanol route adapted from Blum and Gurkovich [92]. The solution preparation procedure is described in detail in Chidambaram’s PhD thesis [93]. For each composition, doped and undoped, 4 solutions were prepared with
the Zr/(Zr+Ti) stoichiometric ratio following the gradient-free route developed by Calame and Muralt [47], which limits deviations from the nominal composition along the growth direction to within ±2.5 at.%. Each precursor solution is spun and pyrolyzed in a sequence going from solution 1 to solution 4, and a crystallization step in a rapid thermal annealing tool (RTA), at 650 °C for 1 min in air under 100 sccm of oxygen flow, is performed after the 4-spinning sequence is complete. This results in a crystallized film thickness of about 250 nm; the sequence is repeated to obtain thicker films. All solutions have 10 at.% lead excess to compensate for lead loss during the RTA step, except solution 4 which was prepared with 30 at.% lead excess. For all films, a 20 nm-thick lead titanate PbTiO$_3$ (PTO) seed layer prepared with 30 at.% lead excess is used to facilitate the nucleation of the perovskite phase and to promote textured growth. This layer is crystallized in the RTA tool, under the same conditions as above, after only 1 spinning and pyrolysis. We used the following precursors for the preparation of the solutions, all purchased from Sigma-Aldrich®:

- For Pb: lead (II) acetate tri-hydrate
- For Ti: titanium (IV) isopropoxide
- For Zr: zirconium (IV) propoxide
- For Nb: niobium (V) ethoxide
- For Fe: iron (III) nitrate non-ahydrate

The stoichiometry was controlled by weight.

We used full-wafer thickness devices for characterization. This has the advantage that all samples are immediately compatible with our existing setups and equipments, while at the same time allowing for simple microprocessing procedures and short fabrication time. We used slightly doped, single-side polished 100 mm single crystal $\langle 100 \rangle$ Si wafers as substrate, with 2 µm wet oxide for electrical insulation from the Si substrate. The conductivity of the Si was either 15–25 Ω cm or 0.1–100 Ω cm. This conductivity difference has no influence on the contribution of the parasitic capacitance at the frequencies encountered in our measurements, as discussed in chapter 3. The wafer thickness was measured with a mechanical profilometer and was between 523 µm and 536 µm for the IDE samples, and was 388 µm for the PPE samples. The PPE samples were kindly provided to us by Dr. Ramin Matloub.

A 100 nm-thick MgO buffer layer was e-beam evaporated onto the wafers. This layer serves to promote the $\langle 100 \rangle$ PTO growth as well as a diffusion barrier to prevent lead interdiffusion at the high temperature of crystallization [35]. Unlike sol-gel PZT growth on $\langle 111 \rangle$ Pt bottom electrodes, for which an overwhelmingly dominant $\langle 100 \rangle$ texture is routinely achieved with the appropriate seed layer [50], the texture control provided by the MgO layer is not fully reproducible and is very sensitive to the ambient moisture: Indeed, MgO readily reacts with water to form magnesium hydroxyde [94]. After evaporation, the wafers are exposed to ambient air during their transfer between the evaporator to the room where we proceed to the spin-coating of the PTO seed layer immediately afterwards. Although the room is equipped with a dehumidifier, good texture control for all the wafers of a given batch could not always
be obtained — note that since we proceed to the PTO deposition one wafer at a time, some wafers are exposed to air during a longer time. During the transfer, the wafers are transported in a sealed wafer box; we found that adding a large quantity of silica gel beads inside this box improves the number of wafers with the (100) PZT texture for a given batch. We managed to obtain almost full texture control for all wafers in a given batch for MgO depositions performed during the winter months, when the ambient air is naturally very dry. If the same route is used for sputter deposition of PZT, the best situation is to proceed to PZT growth directly after the MgO evaporation without breaking the vacuum in between. This is unfortunately not possible for sol-gel processing which takes place in air. In this case therefore, it is recommended that the sol-gel equipment be situated in the same room as, or as near as possible to, the evaporator and that the ambient humidity in this room be made extremely low. This is also beneficial if the precursor solutions were prepared with the 2-methoxyethanol route, since such solutions are sensitive to moisture as well.

Immediately after MgO evaporation, a 20 nm-thick PTO seed layer is deposited by sol-gel and crystallized in the RTA tool as described above. We found that this PTO layer is stable for at least several weeks, with the PZT layer deposited on top at a later time reproducing its texture as expected. Finally, the PZT layers were deposited. Two RTA steps were performed to obtain a film thickness of around 550 nm (that is a total of 8 spinning steps).

The interdigitated top electrodes were patterned by photolithography and lift-off to avoid any damage to the PZT surface, which can lead to surface conduction or electrical breakdown upon biasing. Sputtered Pt was used as the electrode material. Although evaporation is the PVD technique of choice for lift-off processing, evaporated Pt does not adhere well on our sol-gel PZT surfaces [51], whereas sputtered Pt provided good adhesion and was therefore preferred. A number of IDE structures with various gap distances and finger widths were patterned on the PZT film and then diced to obtain elongated cantilevers 15 mm long and 1.5 mm wide. The active area corresponds to the interdigitation zone and occupies only a fraction of the total cantilever surface, namely a few mm in length and 1 mm in width. The fabrications steps are summarized in Figure 4.1. Figure 4.2 shows an optical microscope view of a finished cantilever.
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Figure 4.2 – Optical microscope image of the interdigititation zone after dicing.

Figure 4.3 – XRD scans of the investigated IDE films. The Si (200) peak is present because of the film stress after sol-gel processing.

4.3 Film microstructure

Figure 4.3 shows the XRD scans of the fabricated films. The Si (200) peak at 33° is visible due to non-zero stress present in the PZT films after sol-gel processing. All the layers are fully in the perovskite phase. We note the slight shift of the PZT peaks to lower 2θ angles for the films with the 53/47 composition. The scans overlap very well for a given composition, showing good reproducibility of the deposition process. All films have more than 90 % of the crystallites with the {100} direction out-of-plane. The computed textures for each film were obtained from XRD peak integration (neglecting orientations other than those shown in Figure 4.3) normalized to the intensity of the corresponding orientation and are shown in table 4.1. The intensity for each direction was obtained from published powder diffraction data [95], taking the powder diffraction intensity for the {100}/(001) peak as the sum of the intensities of each separate peak as found in the cited reference.
Table 4.1 – Volume fraction of crystallites for each out-of-plane orientation.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Orientation</th>
<th>PZT 53/47</th>
<th>Nb:PZT 53/47</th>
<th>PZT 43/57</th>
<th>Nb:PZT 43/57</th>
<th>Fe:PZT 43/57</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>{100}/(001)</td>
<td>93 %</td>
<td>93 %</td>
<td>93 %</td>
<td>95 %</td>
<td>93 %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>{110}</td>
<td>5 %</td>
<td>6 %</td>
<td>6 %</td>
<td>4 %</td>
<td>6 %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>{111}</td>
<td>2 %</td>
<td>1 %</td>
<td>1 %</td>
<td>1 %</td>
<td>1 %</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Scanning electron microscope (SEM) images shown in Figure 4.4 (a) to (e) reveal similar surface features and grain sizes for all films — the scale is the same in Figure 4.4 (a) to (e). The undoped and Fe-doped PZT 43/57 films display a significant surface porosity in the form of pores present at the junctions of several grain boundaries, and sometimes within grains as well, whereas they are much less frequent for the other films. Atomic force microscopy (AFM) scans reveal an otherwise very smooth surface, with a roughness root mean square typically comprised between 2 and 3.5 nm. The cross-section view in Figure 4.4 (f) shows a dense film with columnar grains, as expected for this processing route. The cross-section SEM images were similar for all films.
Figure 4.4 – SEM images of the surface of the films under study ((a) to (e)) and SEM image of one of the film cross-section in (f). The scale bar is the same from (a) to (e). Some domains can be distinguished in the big grains in (e).
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Figure 4.5 – Typical bright field (a) and dark field (b) TEM image of the films under study. Some needle-shaped domains making a 45° angle with the film surface can be seen in the top half of the darker grain on the left of the bright field image.

Some of the films were also characterized with transmission electron microscopy (TEM). All the images obtained by TEM were recorded by Dr. Cosmin Sandu. Figures 4.5 (a) and (b) show typical bright field and dark field images of the films, respectively. Here again we notice the dense, columnar PZT growth. We also observe that the MgO layer is composed of crystallites much smaller than the PZT grains, which appear not to always extend across the whole thickness of the film. Between the MgO and SiO$_2$ layers is an amorphous Pb-rich region, as revealed by energy dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (EDX) mapping of the thinned sample in Figure 4.6. The Ti K-α radiation intensity curve shows a small slope within the MgO layer, below the PTO layer situated at about 0.17 μm from the origin of lengths, in Figure 4.6 (d), reaching about zero at the bottom of the MgO film. On the contrary, the Pb K-α radiation intensity is constant within the MgO layer. This suggests that, at the crystallization anneal temperature of 650 °C, the steady state for diffusion was reached for Pb: Two Pb flows of equal strength, but opposite direction, result in an equilibrium, constant Pb atomic concentration within the MgO layer. On the contrary, since the Ti signal varies in intensity within the MgO layer, there is presumably a net flow of Ti atoms towards the SiO$_2$ layer, whose rate is limited...
Figure 4.6 – EDX maps for Mg (a), Pb (b) and Si (c) for the Nb-doped PZT43/57 film. An arrow indicates the PZT growth direction in (b) and (d). (d) shows the integrated X-ray peak intensity vs. the distance along the growth direction starting from a point near the bottom of the image. The Si signal within the PZT layer is an artefact due to the proximity of the Si K-α peak with one low-energy Pb peak. The K-α line was used for Ti and Zr.

by the processing temperature, so that equilibrium cannot be reached within the anneal time of 2 times 1 min (two RTA steps were performed for crystallization). This shows that the MgO layer is actually not suitable as a diffusion barrier for Pb. The Zr and Si signals are both nearly 0 within the MgO layer, showing that they are efficiently prevented from diffusing. The Si signal within the PZT layer is an artefact due to the proximity of the Si K-α peak with one low-energy Pb peak.

Selected area electron diffraction (SAED) was performed in a selected zone containing a portion of both the PZT and the MgO layer. The resulting diffraction pattern is shown in Figure 4.7. It is similar to the one described in Ref. [35]. We observe a well defined growth direction for PZT which corresponds to the {100} set of planes — two directions with a small tilt are actually observed. The many small MgO crystallites are randomly oriented and yield a powder-like diffraction pattern, with many small dots arranged on concentric rings corresponding to the sequence of the crystal planes with the rocksalt structure [96]. This suggests that the {100}/(001) PZT texture is not promoted by a particular set of planes of the MgO structure, and in particular is not due to a favorable epitaxial arrangement of the TiO₂ planes or the PbO planes on the MgO top surface. The final texture of the PZT film reproduces the texture of the PTO seed layer: {100}-textured (resp. random) PTO yields {100}-textured (resp. random)
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Figure 4.7 – SAED of a zone containing both PZT and MgO grains. The growth direction is indicated with an arrow. The blue dashed lines are guide to the eye to spot the ring-like diffraction pattern of MgO. Each ring is numbered and the corresponding set of planes is indicated in the top left corner.

PZT films. Therefore, to understand this behavior, one has to understand the reason for (100)-textured PTO growth on a random MgO underlayer. The SAED was taken at the bottom of the film, where EDX maps show that the PTO seed layer is only partly incorporated into the final PZT film; as a consequence, the diffraction pattern should correspond to nearly pure PTO. We see in Figure 4.7 that the (111) inter-plane distance of MgO corresponds to two times the (100) inter-plane distance in PTO. It is not clear whether this fact can promote any texture. In particular, moisture contamination should not influence the orientation of MgO crystallites, and yet it results in random growth. A more likely explanation is that the as-deposited MgO surface is very smooth and inert, and this promotes the growth of the lowest energy surface, which is (100) for PTO in lead-rich conditions [97] (the PTO precursor solution is prepared with 30 at.% Pb excess). Reaction of the MgO surface with moisture could slowly introduce some roughness, after which no particular orientation is favored, resulting in random growth.
High angle annular dark field (HAADF) images were also recorded and are shown in Figure 4.8. HAADF provides an atomic number contrast; heavier elements appear brighter. This feature is very helpful to evaluate the density of the layer, in addition to the chemical contrast. The Pb-rich layer between MgO and SiO₂ is well visible in Figure 4.8 as brighter than the layers on either side, which is consistent with the fact that Pb is by far the heaviest element in the picture. Similarly, brighter veins are visible within the MgO layer in all images, which could mark the diffusion channels for Pb interdiffusion during the crystallization anneal. The white dots visible in the Pb-rich region in (b) are the result of local crystallization caused by the prolonged exposure to the focused electron beam of the scanning TEM (STEM) imaging mode.
All layers show good density except at the surface or at the interface marking the junction between the two RTA steps. Some porosity is present there, and its extent seems to scale according to the porosity observed at the surface of the films: It is particularly pronounced for the Fe-doped PZT 43/57 film (Figure 4.8 (d) and Figure 4.9) and almost absent in the Nb-doped PZT 43/57 film (Figure 4.8 (b)). This suggests that the surface porosity of the films, whatever its cause, is present at the surface of each crystallized layer and cannot be completely canceled by recrystallization during the second crystallization anneal.
The sol-gel gradient-free route should compensate for the faster incorporation of Ti ions in the crystallizing layer. Figure 4.10 shows the EDX map for Pb, Ti and Zr for two different films. They illustrate the two kinds of typical behavior we observed in all the films. The first kind is shown in Figure 4.10 (a) to (c) for the Nb-doped PZT 53/47 film. For this sample we observe a nearly constant Zr/Ti ratio, as verified by the value of the intensity ratio shown in Figure 4.10 (c) which should be proportional to the ratio of the spatial concentration of the two elements. In this case the graded compositions of the precursor solutions used for spin-coating allowed for a virtual suppression of the composition gradient within the PZT layer. The second kind is shown in Figure 4.10 (d) to (f). In this case the natural gradient is overcompensated and the bottom of each RTA layer is slightly Zr-richer than the top. The reason for the presence of two behaviors is not known. The precursor solutions are prepared with a careful control of their stoichiometry. It is possible that the nominal composition (53/47 or 43/57) plays a role and that the general formula given by Calame and Muralt [47] should be adapted depending on the targeted composition. The spin-coating process itself could also be a source of deviation: Since the precursor solutions are dispensed by hand on the wafer, it is not possible to deposit exactly the same volume of solution with a similar surface coverage at each spinning step. However, the similarity between the two RTA layers for both films suggests good reproducibility nonetheless; the high spinning rate of 3000 r.p.m. for 40 s possibly cancels to a large extent the influence of the variations in volume and coverage introduced before spinning.

For all films, we observe a peak in Zr concentration followed by a peak in Ti concentration (counting distance along the growth direction) at the interface between the two RTA steps. This is surprising given the fact that the bottom of the gel is Ti-poor in the gradient-free route. The cations should not be mobile in the perovskite lattice at the crystallization temperature of 650 °C. However, the formation of a Pb-rich layer within the SiO$_2$ underlayer shows that some interdiffusion does happen. Since the top of the crystallized film should be significantly Ti-richer than the bottom of the amorphous gel with which it is in physical contact, it is possible that over a very short distance, at the onset of nucleation, some recrystallization takes place, and that Ti cations are preferentially incorporated. In this scenario, both diffusion and easier Ti-incorporation would contribute to the effect. The crystallization process then continues as usual, and in the remaining volume, the counter-gradient introduced in the gel compensates well for the faster Ti-incorporation in the perovskite lattice, as expected. This would locally make the top of the first RTA layer Ti-poor, and the bottom of the second RTA layer Ti rich, as compared to the surrounding volume — which is what we observe. The same effect was observed in an undoped 1 μm-thick PZT film with the 43/57 nominal composition, at the junction between each RTA layers (4 RTA steps were performed in total). This scenario is supported by the observation that the PTO seed layer is, in a similar way, partially incorporated into the rest of the film, as revealed by the sharp, and overlapping, Zr and Ti intensity gradients at the bottom of the film in Fig. 4.10 (c) and (f).
4.3. Film microstructure

Figure 4.10 – (a), (b), (d) and (e) show the EDX map for Pb, Ti and Zr for two of the films under study. (c) and (f) show the radiation intensity normalized to 100 for each element as well at their ratio, which should be proportional to the ratio of the atomic concentration. An arrow indicates the growth direction in (a), (c), (d) and (f). For both (c) and (f), the origin of length is chosen slightly below the PTO seed layer. The L-α line was used for Pb.
Figure 4.11 – EDX maps for Fe in (a) and Nb in (b) and (c) for the doped films under study. An arrow indicates the growth direction.

Figure 4.11 (a) to (c) shows the EDX map for the dopants for the doped films. The Nb K-α signal is weak, resulting in a noisy map. The dopant concentration seems well homogeneous throughout the film for both Nb and Fe. A slightly higher intensity near the top of each RTA layer in the Nb signal could possibly indicate a concentration gradient for this dopant; however, the low signal-to-noise ratio makes this observation ambiguous. A basic quantitative analysis of the EDX spectrum of the full layer showed that the actual dopant concentration was close to the nominal concentration, i.e. 1 at.% for Fe and 2 at.% for Nb; a more accurate quantitative analysis was not attempted.
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We have performed systematic large and small signal characterization for the 5 films under study. Four samples with different gap distances were measured for each film, for 3 annealing treatments: as-fabricated, after annealing at 550 °C and after annealing at 650 °C. The annealing steps were done in an RTA tool where the temperature was maintained for 10 min under 100 sccm O₂ flow. The samples were measured in a sequence, and otherwise have a similar prehistory. The recorded curves are usually an average of a number of subsequent measurements. A pre-polarization wave was always applied before any large-signal measurement; it is identical to the triangle wave used for recording the measurement. A waiting time of 1 s was observed between the end of the pre-polarization wave and the measurement wave, as is customary. This allows to compare the retention performance of our films between one another and with measurements found in the literature. The aixACCT® TF2000 setup was used for all the measurements. The large signal measurements (PV loop) were recorded at 20 Hz, and the small-signal measurements (CV and piezoelectric coefficient vs. field loop) were recorded with a triangle wave at a frequency of 100 mHz for the large signal, and a sine wave at 1 kHz and amplitude of 5 kV/cm for the small signal. For all measurements of PZT thin films with IDE, the Igreja formula for the electric field was used, and the Igreja formula with the conformal mapping model for the parasitic capacitance of the fingers was employed to obtain the dielectric constant from the capacitance measurement. The large-signal piezoelectric coefficient $e_{33,\text{f}}$ for IDE samples and $e_{31,\text{f}}$ for PPE samples) was obtained as $e = \partial \sigma_{\text{f}} / \partial E_{3}$ as discussed in chapter 2. The stress was obtained using equation 2.9 from chapter 2. Since we have a large number of gaps (199 or 99), it is equivalent to use either $g_{1}$ or $g_{2}$ in this case (see appendix B). We did not use $a + \Delta a$ as the active zone length, even though we found in chapter 3 that it provides a better overlap between the $e_{33,\text{f}}$ loops for various gap distances. The reason is that the arguments supporting the latter method should be confirmed by proper FE modeling before this method is brought into use; such modeling work has not been performed yet.

Characterization in the IDE configuration requires the knowledge of the actual electrode geometry. Since the final electrode dimensions differ in general from the photolithography mask design, and since these differences vary across the wafer, it is necessary to measure the actual finger distance and finger width for each sample with an optical microscope prior to characterization. A Matlab code was developed by Trygve M. Ræder as part of his master’s thesis work [98] to extract the finger distance and finger width from the optical microscope images in an automatic fashion; the obtained dimensions were then averaged over a number of adjacent IDE cells. A typical result from this code is shown in Fig. 4.12. Such an automatic procedure allows for controlled and reproducible precision for the measurement of the IDE dimensions.

The thickness of the films was taken as the average between the thickness measured on the bright field TEM images and the HAADF STEM images, which usually differed by several percent. The film thicknesses were also measured with SEM on cleaved samples, and were
Figure 4.12 – Result image from the image processing routine. The red channel of the original RGB optical microscope image is used as it offers better contrast. The pink curve is the average of each pixel column. The red curve is the derivative of the pink curve. The peaks of the derivative correspond to the edges of the electrode fingers, whose extension as computed by the routine is shown as the blue curve. Knowing the scale of the image, this curve is used to return the finger width and gap distance.

used when TEM imaging was not performed. The SEM thicknesses were found to be systematic underestimates of the TEM thicknesses (when available), sometimes up to 10% lower. This could be due to the varying orientation of the cross-section profile. Although it is certainly never facing the microscope column orthogonally, the deviation is difficult to judge from the angle under which the cross-section is imaged in the SEM, and can be mistakenly considered as negligible while it is actually significant. Another possible cause is the sample charging by the scanning electron beam, which can stretch or shrink the apparent thickness of the film depending on the charge distribution building up on the sample cross-section — since all the layers in the vicinity of the zone of interest (PZT, MgO, SiO₂) are insulators. This can lead to a 10% overestimate of the piezoresponse, because the $e_{33}$ coefficient is inversely proportional to the film thickness. In the PPE configuration where $e_{31}$ is independent of the film thickness, this is not a source of error.

4.4.1 Effect of annealing

Figure 4.13 shows the typical change of behavior of the PZT film with IDE after each annealing step. The main features are:

1. The switchable polarization increases.
2. The coercive field increases.
3. The PV loop becomes more square.
4. The dielectric constant decreases.
5. The piezoelectric response increases, particularly at low fields.

These features are more or less pronounced depending on the composition and the doping
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Figure 4.13 – Evolution of the electric and piezoelectric response upon various annealing treatments for the undoped PZT 43/57 film with IDE. (a) : large-signals measurements. (b) : small-signals measurements.

Figure 4.13 also shows that the losses slightly decrease after each annealing step (away from the coercive field); this effect was also observed for all compositions and dopants tested, and is also beneficial for energy harvesting.
Chapter 4. Doped PZT thin films with interdigitated electrodes

Figure 4.14 – Electric and piezoelectric response for PZT 43/57 films with IDE for three doping conditions, after annealing at 650 °C. (a) : large-signals measurements. (b) : small-signals measurements.

4.4.2 Effect of doping for the tetragonal composition

Figure 4.14 shows a comparison of the loops for all the tetragonal films after annealing at 650 °C. The PV loop of the undoped tetragonal film is impressively square and displays a higher coercive field, a larger switchable polarization and a larger piezoelectric response than either of the doped films. As expected, the Nb-doped film shows a more slanted PV loop, a reduced coercive field, and a higher dielectric constant. Its piezoelectric response at high fields is comparable to the undoped case, but is lower at low fields, due to reduced retention. The Fe-doped film, unexpectedly, shows features close to the Nb-doped film, albeit in a more moderate way. It has a higher coercive field, a lower dielectric constant, and less slanting of the PV loop than the Nb-doped film; but those features are still closer to the Nb-doped film response than to the undoped film response. In particular, its dielectric constant is significantly larger than that of the undoped film. This is surprising given the fact that Fe-doping is expected to make the PZT film harder, i.e. with a higher coercive field, a lower
dielectric constant, and less losses. However, we observe the opposite.

One cause for the behavior of the Fe-doped film could be the presence of a passive layer near the electrode fingers. Even though the film-electrode interface plays a minor role in the response of PZT thin film with IDE (see chapter 6), the change of properties upon annealing suggests that this influence, however reduced, may be present nonetheless. The significant porosity observed at the top surface of the Fe-doped film, as a zone of lower effective dielectric constant, could contribute to such an effect. Indeed, passive layers at the film-electrode interface are well-known for causing a slanting of the PV loop in PPE devices [99]. This is because, in this case, the voltage drop across the ferroelectric layer depends on the current net polarization of that layer. However, this does not explain the larger dielectric constant of the Fe-doped film. If anything, the porosity, reducing the film density, should also reduce the dielectric constant.

Comparison with Fe-doped ceramics is not straightforward, since the firing temperatures are well above 1000 °C [11], much higher than the film crystallization temperature of 650 °C. In addition, our films are crystallized in a RTA tool, and not in a furnace. These differing conditions have two important consequences: first, the cations (including dopants) are mobile in the amorphous phase only, and their position is frozen in after their incorporation into the perovskite lattice; second, since the cool-down time from the crystallization temperature of 650 °C is of the order of a few minutes, our films can always be considered as quenched from the crystallization temperature, freezing in the movement of oxygen vacancies as well. Using the Kröger-Vink notation for defects, this means that the position of the $\text{V}_O^*$ may not be adjusted to that of $\text{Fe}^{3+}_{Ti}$, which unlike in ceramics, may exist as a lone defect. The concentration of lone $\text{Fe}^{3+}_{Ti}$ defects is reported to be below the detection level of modern electron paramagnetic resonance (EPR) techniques [100, 101]. However, Meštrić and coworkers [100] were working with a powder PTO sample, i.e., after calcination. The calcination temperature is not reported, but it may either have been large enough to allow cation movement in the perovskite phase, or have been maintained for a sufficiently long time to exhaust the concentration of $\text{Fe}^{3+}_{Ti}$ by the formation of $\text{V}_O^*\text{Fe}^{3+}_{Ti}$ associates. Eichel [101] does not specify to what type of samples his statement applies, but all the examples reported in his publication come from ceramic samples, either after calcination or after sintering. Warren et al. [102] do not report the presence or absence of isolated $\text{Fe}^{3+}_{Ti}$ centers, but they do report on the presence of other lone centers such as $\text{Ti}^{4+}$ and $\text{Cu}^{2+}$, again in PZT ceramics. They do report their presence, however, in BTO single crystals [103] and BTO ceramics [104]. It is not immediately clear whether these latter reports support the presence of lone $\text{Fe}^{3+}_{Ti}$ centers also in PZT. Jakes et al. [105] also report on a PZT ceramic sample, and on PZT powder obtained by milling of this ceramic. To our knowledge, no recent EPR study of as-fabricated sol-gel PZT thin film is available, and such a study may not be possible due to the very small volume of material involved. There is, therefore, no clear experimental evidence in favor or against the existence of lone $\text{Fe}^{3+}_{Ti}$ centers in such samples. However, prior to the measurement shown in Fig. 4.14, all samples have been annealed at 650 °C for 10 min. At this temperature, $\text{V}_O^{**}$ are mobile, and the anneal time may be sufficiently long for all $\text{Fe}^{3+}_{Ti}$ and $\text{V}_O^{**}$ to associate.
Figure 4.15 – $P'/\varepsilon_0E_0$, $\delta_1$ and $\delta_3$ for increasing, then decreasing field amplitude, for undoped and doped PZT 43/57 films, 20 min (a), 2 days (b) and 16 days (c) after the initial annealing step. Arrows indicate the direction of the curves. For the $P'/\varepsilon_0E_0$ charts, filled circles indicate the increasing branch and open circles the decreasing branch. The dashed line in the $P'/\varepsilon_0E_0$ charts is a guide to the eyes. The color code is shown in (c).
In any case, the existing $(\text{Fe}^\prime \text{Ti} - \text{V}^\prime \text{O})$ are certainly not aligned with the local polarization, because of the quenching after the end of the annealing time; the alignment of dipolar defect associates would stabilize the domain pattern by a volume effect (see chapter 5 for details). The quenching may explain why the Fe-doped film exhibits properties similar to that of a soft ferroelectric material. The same effect was observed by Morozov and coworkers in a recent publication [106], with a rhombohedral and a tetragonal PZT ceramic doped with 1 at.% of either Fe or Nb. Some Fe-doped samples were quenched to room temperature after a heat treatment at 450 °C, and showed properties qualitatively similar to that of the Nb-doped samples. Unfortunately, the undoped composition was not tested; and this does not explain why the Fe-doped sample has a dielectric constant larger than that of the undoped sample. Note that, since the small-signal frequency used for the measurements shown in Figure 4.14 is 1 kHz, we expect that the dielectric response is dominated by domain wall motion at the exclusion of space-charge contributions, as discussed by Morozov and Damjanovic for rhombohedral ceramics [107].

To investigate further, we have studied the evolution with time of the first 3 harmonics of the polarization response for each of the tetragonal films. The samples were annealed to 550 °C for 10 min under 100 sccm of O$_2$ flow prior to the measurement. The technique employed is described in chapter 5. We refer the reader to section 5.2.3 of that chapter for the definitions of the regimes we will mention; we will nonetheless provide short definitions here for convenience. We used sub-switching field amplitudes, meaning that the domain pattern should remain unchanged on average over the course of the measurement, and that all sources of non-linearity are attributable to the domain wall contributions. We have performed the same measurement 3 times: the first time, 20 min after the end of the annealing step (Fig. 4.15 (a)); the second time, 2 days after the end of the annealing step (Fig. 4.15 (b)); and the last time, 16 days after the end of the annealing step (Fig. 4.15 (c)). Note that, at the end of each measurement, the samples were totally or partially de-aged; but since all the samples have the same history, it is relevant to compare them. In Fig. 4.15, we show 3 quantities: the real part of a so-called “large-signal permittivity”, meaning the real part of the polarization amplitude of the 1$^{\text{st}}$ harmonic, $P_1'$, divided by $\varepsilon_0 E_0$, where $E_0$ is the field amplitude; the phase angle $\delta_1$ of the 1$^{\text{st}}$ harmonic response; and the phase angle $\delta_3$ of the 3$^{\text{rd}}$ harmonic response. The fully unclamped case, where domain walls are moving irreversibly in a random energy landscape, will give a $P_1'/\varepsilon_0 E_0$ increasing linearly with $E_0$ and $\delta_3 = -90^\circ$ (quadrature response); deeply clamped domain walls will give a constant $P_1'/\varepsilon_0 E_0$ and $\delta_3 = -180^\circ$ (in-phase response). Intermediate situations correspond to intermediate clamping strengths. The domain walls will become slowly unclamped under the action of the cycling electric field, whose amplitude is first increased and then decreased; the extent to which the response approaches the unclamped case during the measurement is an indication of how much clamped the domain walls were at the start of the measurement [108]. We have not corrected $P_1'$ for the parasitic capacitance, which behaves purely linearly and therefore, does not contribute to $\delta_3$. The three samples that we measured have a similar geometry, and as such, the parasitic capacitance should just add about the same constant to $P_1'$ for all of them; its contribution to $\delta_1$ should be
small, and again, be the same for all samples.

20 min after annealing, all the samples exhibit about the same clamping situation, as seen in Fig. 4.15 (a): $\delta_3$ starts to deviate from the in-phase response at about the same field amplitude for all samples, and then remains near $-90^\circ$ for decreasing electric field, while at the same time $P'_1/\varepsilon_0 E_0$ is a straight line, meaning that the samples have reached the fully unclamped regime at the end of the measurement. This is not achieved 2 days after annealing, as seen in Fig. 4.15 (b); now all samples remain with $\delta_3 = -180^\circ$ until a larger field is reached, and $\delta_3$ does not reach $-90^\circ$ on the return branch; $P'_1/\varepsilon_0 E_0$ is not a straight line anymore, and $\delta_1$ has decreased. The same observations are made 16 days after annealing (Fig. 4.15 (c)), except that the domain wall clamping has become stronger, and therefore, the differences with Fig. 4.15 (a) are even more pronounced. This reveals the progress of aging, i.e. the progressive reduction of the extrinsic response, with time.

The comparison between the time evolution of the sample responses gives some insight into the behavior of the Fe-doped sample. Also on these charts, the permittivity of the Fe-doped sample is larger than that of the undoped sample, and both are much smaller than that of the Nb-doped sample. However, the progress of aging is faster with the Fe-doped sample. Its permittivity decreases faster than that of the undoped sample, so that after 16 days, they are very close to each other; $\delta_1$, i.e. the dielectric losses, approaches 0 faster than for the other samples; $\delta_3$ does not leave the in-phase response as easily as the other samples, and this becomes more pronounced with time. For all the samples to exhibit the fully unclamped regime as in Fig. 4.15 (a), means that there is some volume within which the domain walls can move along the potential landscape; this means that domain wall motion within the bulk of the grain volume, and not interactions between domain walls and grain boundaries, dominates the overall extrinsic response. The nature of this response alters the fastest for the Fe-doped sample, showing that the mechanisms of aging take place inside the grains, reducing the extrinsic response at the fastest pace. The Nb-doped sample ages the slowest. This behavior is as expected for both dopants [11]. Hence, the dielectric response of the Fe-doped sample behaves qualitatively as expected, only not quantitatively. From this remark, we conclude that the higher dielectric constant of the Fe-doped sample is caused by a higher density of domain walls. Even though the mobility of each wall taken separately is lower in the presence of Fe-doping, the larger number of walls present in the Fe-doped sample overcompensates this fact and results in a larger overall response as compared to the undoped sample. The domain walls responsible for this effect are likely 180$^\circ$ domain walls: indeed, the dielectric response of the Fe-doped samples is much larger than that of the undoped sample, but its piezoelectric response is slightly lower; it would also be larger if a larger number of 90$^\circ$ domain walls was present. Although Arlt and Pertsev mention that a sufficiently small grain size can enhance the domain wall response independently of the domain wall density [109], Figures 4.4 (c) and (e) show that the undoped and Fe-doped PZT 43/57 samples have similar grain sizes. Hence, a larger domain wall density for the Fe-doped PZT 43/57 sample seems the most reasonable explanation.
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The larger number of $180^\circ$ domain walls in the presence of dopants could be explained considering that the $\text{Fe}^{3+}$ ions show some level of segregation in the amorphous phase, since they are impurities. Segregation in the amorphous phase would be passed on to the perovskite phase since the cations are not mobile in the perovskite lattice at the temperatures involved. In particular, segregation at grain boundaries could result in local charges, favoring specific polarization orientations which may exist as small reverse domain seeds, like that proposed to explain polarization fatigue [110]. This would promote the creation of additional domain walls, in order to accommodate these domains. This is schematically shown in Fig. 4.16.

Such a mechanism is made possible by the fact that the polarization vector in orthogonal to the grain boundaries in {100}-textured tetragonal films after poling. The small thickness of the grain boundaries may prevent this segregation from being observed in the EDX maps of Fig. 4.11. $\text{Fe}_\text{Tt}^\prime$, $\text{V}_{\text{O}}^{*}$, and $(\text{Fe}_\text{Tt}^\prime - \text{V}_{\text{O}}^{*})^*$ in the bulk of the grains are all domain wall pinning centers [111], and may prevent the disappearance of $180^\circ$ domain walls at large fields. This is also schematically shown in Fig. 4.16 in the left grain. In the absence of such micro-domains, the undoped sample would exhibit a reduced $180^\circ$ domain wall density as compared to the Fe-doped sample. The presence of these pinning centers could also lead to a more inhomogeneous coercive field, and explain as well the slanting of the PV loop of the Fe-doped sample.
Figure 4.17 – Electric and piezoelectric response for PZT 53/47 films with IDE for two doping conditions, after annealing at 650 °C. (a) : large-signals measurements. (b) : small-signals measurements.

4.4.3 Effect of doping for the MPB composition

Figure 4.17 shows a comparison of the loops for the two films with the MPB composition. We also observe that the undoped film has higher coercive field, larger piezoelectric response, better retention, a more square PV loop (and hence better remanence) than the Nb-doped film. However, the dielectric constant for both films is comparable at high fields; at low fields, the Nb-doped film shows a higher permittivity. In line with the PV loop slanting, the peaks of the dielectric constant and the losses are more spread out for the Nb-doped film, and their maximum is less. Both films display significantly larger switchable polarization, remanent polarization, dielectric constant and piezoelectric response than their tetragonal counterparts discussed before. For the dielectric constant and piezoelectric response, this is as expected. However, the thermodynamic theory of PZT predicts a larger spontaneous polarization for Ti-richer compositions on the tetragonal side of the MPB [20]. Even though the coercive fields are different, saturation was reached for all films at the maximum field of 150 kV/cm. From chapter 3, the maximum reachable polarization for tetragonal and “soft” MPB films with the
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Figure 4.18 – Evolution of the electric and piezoelectric response upon various annealing treatments for a Nb-doped PZT 53/47 film in the PPE configuration. (a) : large-signals measurements. (b) : small-signals measurements.

[100] texture is the same fraction of the spontaneous polarization. The porosity we observed for the undoped and Fe-doped tetragonal films does not seem to be the cause, because the differences listed above include the Nb-doped tetragonal and MPB films which have a similar density. We do not have a reasonable explanation to propose for this observation at present.

4.4.4 Comparison between the IDE and the PPE configurations

Figure 4.18 shows the change of behavior for a Nb-doped PZT 53/47 (MPB) film in the PPE configuration after each annealing step. 5 RTA steps with the gradient-free route were performed to grow this film, with the same precursor solutions as for the PZT thin film with IDE of the same composition and doping presented before. We did not measure the film thickness for this film; however, counting 250 nm per RTA step, we assumed a final PZT thickness of 1.25 µm for extraction of the film stress, the dielectric constant and the electric field. Note that
Figure 4.19 – Comparison of the change of electric response upon various annealing treatments for two Nb-doped PZT 53/47 (MPB) films with the PPE (a) and IDE (b) configuration.

The effective transverse piezoelectric coefficient $e_{31, f}$ does not depend on the film thickness. The main features upon annealing are the following:

1. The switchable polarization increases.
2. The coercive field decreases.
3. The PV loop becomes more square.
4. The dielectric constant increases.
5. The piezoelectric response increases.

The increase of the piezoelectric response at all fields, not just small fields, is a feature which was also present in Nb-doped PZT films with IDE. The biggest change occur after the 550 °C anneal. The PV loop and the loss loop are almost unchanged after the 650 °C anneal, however the dielectric constant continues to increase and the piezoelectric response significantly improves. The as-fabricated film displayed some imprint and self-poling on the negative poled state side. The imprint remains present after each annealing steps. The as-fabricated sample was measured several weeks after fabrication and shows some aging, with the characteristic pinched PV loop. This aging is entirely canceled by the annealing steps.

Some of the above-listed features differ from the behavior observed in the IDE configuration. Fig. 4.19 compares the two behaviors for the same PZT composition and doping in each electrode configuration. Notably, in the IDE configuration, there is a significant change of the PV loop after the 650 °C anneal, and the dielectric constant decreased after each annealing step (Fig. 4.19 (b)). This decrease is slightly more pronounced at high fields. For the PPE configuration, the dielectric constant at high fields remain unchanged whatever the annealing conditions; it increases only at intermediate and low fields (Fig. 4.19 (a)). Also the dielectric constant of the film with PPE reaches much higher values than the film with IDE; this could however be a consequence of the inferred PPE film thickness. Annealing up to 650 °C should not significantly influence the intrinsic dielectric constant of the perovskite lattice, but each
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Annealing treatment is expected to change the defect distribution inside the film to some extent, the higher temperature anneal having a larger effect; and therefore, the domain walls clamping and the extrinsic response will change. If the difference in behavior between the two configurations is solely due to the extrinsic dielectric response, then this means that this response increases upon annealing in the PPE configuration, and decreases in the IDE configuration. An increase in the extrinsic response can be caused either by a larger density of domain walls, by a higher mobility of the walls, or both. Damage from the top electrode sputtering deposition in the PPE configuration likely results in a significant clamping of the domain walls, which will be canceled upon subsequent annealing. On the contrary, interfaces are expected to have little influence on the material response of the film with the IDE configuration. The changes observed for the latter case are also less pronounced. Since annealing under oxygen is unlikely to increase domain wall pinning, the decrease in the dielectric constant should rather be attributed to a lower domain wall density reducing the extrinsic response. Since the piezoelectric response increases after annealing, we conclude that the effect of annealing is to reduce the volume of reversed domains, and hence the density of 180° domain walls. This is also consistent with the more abrupt switching observed for all samples with IDE after annealing.
Figure 4.20 compares the Nb-doped PZT 53/47 (MPB) films in the IDE and PPE configurations, after annealing at 650 °C. The switchable polarization is considerably larger for the IDE film, while the large-signal piezoelectric $e$ coefficients are comparable (Figure 4.20 (a)). The maximum field stress at 150 kV/cm appears larger for the PPE film, but the reliability of this conclusion is limited by the fact that we do not know the PPE film thickness with precision. The dielectric constant is much larger for the PPE film, but here also there is uncertainty on the PPE film thickness. Losses are smaller for the IDE film except at the switching field. The coercive field for the IDE film appears larger on both PV and CV loop, and no imprint is present. This is consistent with the fact that the IDE film is in a perfectly symmetrical configuration, since both IDE top electrodes were deposited at the same time on the same surface, so that both electrode/film interfaces are the same. On the contrary, in the PPE configuration, the
top and bottom electrode do not have the same thermal history, since the bottom electrode experienced one or several crystallization anneal at 650 °C that the top electrode has not. Besides, the electric field is directed along the PZT growth direction, which should show a property gradient, because the bottom layers are expected to have a microstructure different from the top layers; and because of the gradient of $Zr/(Ti+Zr)$ ratio, which is never fully compensated even in the gradient-free route [47]. Finally, the top electrode deposition process can cause some damage at the top of the PZT layer, which may be only partially cured after annealing at 650 °C. The larger coercive field for the IDE sample is particularly visible on the small-signal $e$ coefficient loop in Figure 4.20 (b). The IDE film shows excellent retention and remanence as compared to the PPE film. $e_{33,if}$ is about 14.5 C/m$^2$ at remanence, close to its maximum value of about 17 C/m$^2$, whereas the remanent $e_{31,f}$ is only $-8$ C/m$^2$ for a maximum also of about $-17$ C/m$^2$. This low remanence of $e_{31,f}$ is mostly the consequence of pronounced back-switching at low DC electric field and significant retention loss upon removal of the voltage. The IDE film suffers very little from either of these problems. A similar discussion can be made for the PV loops and the large-signal $e$ loops. Interestingly, the IDE sample shows only a small hysteresis on the return branch, whereas the large-signal $e_{31,f}$ drops by nearly 20% when the field starts to diminish after the maximum field was reached. This feature could be interesting for large field operations of IDE samples, if high precision is needed.

Those remarks are very similar to the observations made by Chidambaram and coworkers when comparing undoped MPB PZT films with the IDE and PPE configurations [35] (note that, however, the parasitic capacitance was not corrected for in the electrical measurements of the IDE sample they present). In particular, we also observe that, on the tip-to-remanence branch, $e_{31,f}$ and $e_{33,if}$ are about the same. This is different from the effective coefficients we estimated for standard PZT ceramic grades as seen in chapter 4, where we found $e_{33,if} > |e_{31,f}|$. Both elastic and piezoelectric coefficients enter in the formula of each effective $e$ coefficients, and they are likely different for thin films and for bulk samples. It is therefore difficult to draw any firm conclusion from this observation, without a more precise knowledge of the material parameters of the thin films involved. That being said, we note in Fig. 4.20 (a) that the large-signal $e_{31,f}$ is larger than the large-signal $e_{33,if}$ for most of the electric field range. Consequently, a larger stress is generated in the PPE sample than between the IDE fingers. This suggests that the extrinsic contribution to $e_{31,f}$ is larger than that to $e_{33,if}$. This is consistent with the different stress situations of the two samples: the residual tensile stress is aggravated after poling in the PPE configuration, resulting in a larger driving force for the formation of ferroelastic domain walls; on the contrary, the residual tensile stress is partly relieved along one direction after poling in the IDE configuration: hence, a lower quantity of ferroelastic domain walls is expected to be present.
Table 4.2 – Summary of the performances of the samples tested after annealing at 650 °C. $\Delta P_R$ is the difference between the initial and final polarization on the PV loop. $\varepsilon_f$ is taken at remanence (rem.). For $\varepsilon_{33, if}$, we took the small-signal (s.-s.) value at remanence. For the PPE sample, the same with $\varepsilon_{31, f}$ is shown.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sample</th>
<th>Rem. s.-s. $\varepsilon_{33, if}$ (C/m²)</th>
<th>$-\sigma_{\text{max}}/E_{\text{max}}$ (C/m²)</th>
<th>Rem. $\varepsilon_f$ (-)</th>
<th>$P_R$ (µC/cm²)</th>
<th>$\Delta P_R/P_R$ (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>PZT 43/57</td>
<td>12.5</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>590</td>
<td>27.1</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nb:PZT 43/57</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>13.3</td>
<td>790</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>8.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fe:PZT 43/57</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>11.3</td>
<td>700</td>
<td>21.6</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PZT 53/47</td>
<td>17.5</td>
<td>17.3</td>
<td>920</td>
<td>28.9</td>
<td>5.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nb:PZT 53/47</td>
<td>14.5</td>
<td>15.3</td>
<td>1050</td>
<td>23.1</td>
<td>11.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nb:PZT 53/47 PPE</td>
<td>−8</td>
<td>−20</td>
<td>1680</td>
<td>9.4</td>
<td>28.7</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4.5 Conclusion

We have performed systematic characterizations of PZT thin films with IDE for several compositions and dopings. The optimized process which we employed yields a good texture control for sol-gel PZT growth on an insulating MgO layer. All the films from a single batch had more than 90 % of the crystallites with the [100] out-of-plane orientation under certain circumstances. A dense and columnar microstructure was obtained for all films, similar to the state-of-the-art sol-gel PZT thin films grown on Pt bottom electrodes. The composition gradient along the growth direction was satisfactorily limited by the gradient-free sol-gel route, and the dopant concentration was well homogeneous within the resolution limit of the STEM EDX tool. We observed that the MgO buffer layer that we used to promote the [100] texture, did not fully prevent lead interdiffusion between the PZT film and the SiO₂ underlayer; however, this appears to have no influence on the device behavior.

Table 4.2 shows a summary of the performances of the tested samples, after the 650 °C anneal. We took the small-signal $\varepsilon$ coefficient at remanence as representative of small-field and direct mode operations; $-\sigma_{\text{max}}/E_{\text{max}}$ is representative of the large-signal performance. $\varepsilon_f$ is taken at remanence and $\Delta P_R/P_R$ is a measure of the retention capability of the sample, where $\Delta P_R$ is the difference between the initial and final polarization on the (open) PV loop. Large $\Delta P_R/P_R$ means poor retention.
Table 4.3 – Figure of merit for energy harvesting calculated as $e^2/\varepsilon_0\varepsilon_f$, where $e = e_{33, if}$ or $(1 - \nu_s)e_{31, f}$ (for IDE and PPE resp.) is the small-signal value at remanence and $\varepsilon_f$ is taken at remanence. For IDE samples, we show both the material value $e^2_{33, if}/\varepsilon_0\varepsilon_f$ and the engineering value $(1 - \eta)e^2_{33, if}/\varepsilon_0\varepsilon_f$. For PPE samples, these two values are the same.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sample</th>
<th>Material figure of merit $e^2/\varepsilon_0\varepsilon_f$ (GJ/m$^3$)</th>
<th>Engineering figure of merit $(1 - \eta)e^2/\varepsilon_0\varepsilon_f$ (GJ/m$^3$)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>PZT 43/57</td>
<td>29.9</td>
<td>17.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nb:PZT 43/57</td>
<td>17.3</td>
<td>10.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fe:PZT 43/57</td>
<td>19.5</td>
<td>12.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PZT 53/47</td>
<td>37.6</td>
<td>22.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nb:PZT 53/47</td>
<td>22.6</td>
<td>13.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nb:PZT 53/47 PPE</td>
<td>4.3</td>
<td>4.3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4.3 shows the energy harvesting figure of merit (FOM) calculated as $e^2/\varepsilon_0\varepsilon_f$, where $e = e_{33, if}$ or $(1 - \nu_s)e_{31, f}$ (for IDE and PPE resp.) is the small-signal value at remanence and $\varepsilon_f$ is taken at remanence. The IDE design was not optimized and we had $1 - \eta = 0.6$ for all IDE samples. We observe that, in spite of its larger dielectric constant, the undoped MPB film has the best FOM thanks to its much larger piezoelectric response. The improvement in lower dielectric constant when choosing the undoped tetragonal film is lost in terms of FOM, because of the large decrease in piezoelectric response. In all cases, doped films have a lower FOM than any of the undoped films, and the PPE sample has the lowest FOM of all, due to a poor $e_{31, f}$ and a large dielectric constant at remanence. Note that hot-poling the films should result in an improved FOM for all samples, since the piezoelectric response should increase and the dielectric constant should decrease.

For all the compositions and dopings tested, the best performances were obtained after annealing at 650 °C, and were a significant improvement over the properties after annealing at the lower temperature of 550 °C, due to a reduction in the number of 180° domain walls. The undoped compositions showed the best performances, because both Nb and Fe doping reduced retention, remanence, and induced a larger dielectric constant. The latter increases the capacitance of the device, which is detrimental for the voltage output of the PEH. The Fe doping of the tetragonal composition resulted in a soft PZT film behavior similar to the properties of the Nb-doped film of the same composition. This was unexpected, and was explained by the larger number of 180° domain walls induced by the Fe dopant as compared to the undoped sample. In short, doping is detrimental for the harvesting performance for both investigated compositions. Undoped compositions should be chosen.

Even though the undoped tetragonal film exhibited the best retention properties of all the composition and dopant combinations we tested, this came at the expense of a significantly reduced piezoelectric response. The latter was partly compensated by the lower dielectric
constant, so that this film showed the second largest FOM. The undoped MPB film showed the largest piezoelectric response, with somewhat reduced retention properties and a significantly larger dielectric constant, and the best FOM. This is an incentive to investigate films with a $\frac{Zr}{(Zr+Ti)}$ ratio between 53 % and 43 %, where a better trade-off between retention, piezoelectric response, and dielectric constant may be achieved. We have not studied rhombohedral compositions; the properties on that side of the MPB may also be interesting for piezoelectric energy harvesting applications.
5 Aging and imprint in PZT thin films with IDE

5.1 Introduction

Aging is most generally the change of properties of a material with time in the absence of any external electrical or mechanical load [112]. In ferroelectrics such as BaTiO$_3$ (BTO) and PZT ceramics or thin films, it results in a decrease of the dielectric constant, the piezoelectric response, and the mechanical and electrical losses; it also manifests itself by a constricted or pinched PV hysteresis loop (in acceptor-doped materials) or an offset of the loop along the voltage axis building up with time (for poled samples) [113]. Aging in the poled state is also called imprint, a term originating from the field of ferroelectric random access memories (Fe-RAM) where this effect can lead to a reading error [114].

It is widely accepted, and supported by a large body of evidence, that the change of properties during aging is related to a stabilization of the domain pattern (even in the single domain state [113]), or, in other words, to a decrease in the mobility of domain walls [112]. Jonker [115] performed a revealing experiment in this respect in 1972: he experimented with ceramics composed of a solid solution of 95 at.% BaTiO$_3$ and 5 at.% BaZrO$_3$, which show a tetragonal to orthorhombic phase transition at 30 °C. Both phases are ferroelectric but with different polar axes. He let the sample age in the unpoled state at 50 °C, that is in the high temperature tetragonal phase, observing the pinched hysteresis. When cooling down below the phase transition temperature and recording the PV loop, the constriction was absent. When the sample was heated up again above the phase transition temperature, returning to the tetragonal phase, the pinched loop reappeared. A symmetric experiment with aging the sample in the orthorhombic phase yielded the symmetric result. This experiment is schematically shown in Fig. 5.1. Jonker found that the constriction of the PV loop was less pronounced after returning to the aged phase if the sample was left longer in the unaged phase, showing that the “memory” of the stabilized state disappears over time. He concluded that aging consists in the stabilization of the current domain pattern by a diffusion process taking place within the sample, and that the memory effect is the consequence of the resulting “diffusion pattern”. A visual evidence of such a stabilization process was more recently provided by Zhang and Ren [116], who observed
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Figure 5.1 – Evolution of the shape of the PV loop for BaTi$_{0.95}$Zr$_{0.05}$O$_3$ with time and temperature-induced phase changes. From Ref. [115].

in situ the domain pattern of an aged sample of Mn-doped BTO single crystal during a slow hysteresis PV loop. They witnessed the nearly identical reproduction of the same ac-domain pattern every time the electric field reached zero, either from the ascending or descending branch, at the PV loop constriction — showing that the crystal kept a very precise memory of the position of each domain, even after their complete disappearance at the tip of the PV loop.

Several underlying mechanisms were proposed to explain aging and, to this day, it remains unclear which one is dominant. They fall in one of the following three categories [117–119]:

1. A volume effect, in which the domain pattern is stabilized because the polarization within the bulk of the domain is stabilized. This can be achieved by the local alignment, along an energetically favorable direction, of polar defect associates such as (Fe$^{+1}_{11}$Zr$^{-}$V$^{0}_{O}$) — to locally minimize the electrostatic or elastic energy, which depends on the orientation of the associates.

2. A domain wall effect, in which point defects diffuse towards domain walls and fix their positions. The driving force for this process can be the reduction of internal stresses and electrostatic forces caused by charged domain walls, or piezoelectric charges related to local deformations.

3. An interface effect, in which a second phase at grain boundaries or at the material-electrode interface, or a polarization mismatch at grain boundaries, causes local uncompensated bound charges to appear. These charges are then compensated over time by the drift of free charges (electronic or charged defects) driven by the local depolarization field thus created.

The volume effect necessitates very local drift of charges or elastic point defects, unlike the domain wall and interface effects which imply defect diffusion over longer distances — depending on the relative density of defects and domain walls. One or more of these
mechanisms could be active at the same time, possibly with comparable contributions to the total effect. Dopants, composition, microstructure, domain pattern or processing conditions could all influence the relative weight of the three processes.

The aging process can be studied in various ways, and we will describe the two routes which are the most popular in the literature. The first possibility is to monitor the change of properties with the progress of aging, under different experimental conditions such as composition, doping, or temperature, as was done for instance by Arlt and Neumann [120]. The relative speeds at which each property is changing for each experimental condition usually allows to draw some conclusion regarding the processes involved. The main difficulty involved in employing this route, is that the performed measurements will influence the aging process, hence, possibly falsifying the experiment. In addition, the rate of aging does not always allow a convenient monitoring procedure: the properties evolve as the logarithm of time [112], i. e. the rate of change greatly varies, from very fast at short time scales to very slow at long time scales; so much so that saturation may not be reached within a reasonable time frame. This is the reason why studying the de-aging process is preferred by some researchers: starting from an aged state, the change of properties upon de-aging of the samples is monitored. This was the route followed e. g. by Carl and Härdtl [117]. De-aging is achieved by cycling the sample with an AC electric field of a sufficiently large amplitude over a sufficiently long period of time. As before, the relative speed of the property change gives some insight into the de-aging process, revealing what caused aging in the first place. The properties evolve according to an exponential time law in de-aging experiments [117], which makes them much more practical to monitor, and time constants can easily be extracted. Since the same AC electric field can be used for both the de-aging and the measurements, even both at the same time as done by Morozov and Damjanovic [118], the monitoring process does not interfere with the progress of de-aging. However, if a well-defined de-aged state is easy to prepare for aging experiments, typically by annealing above the Curie temperature, this is not the case for de-aging experiments, where the extent of aging in a given sample may only be discovered destructively by de-aging it. For this reason, caution must be exercised to compare results across samples in de-aging experiments. One possibility is to let all samples age in the same conditions prior to the experiment. Another one is to use as-fabricated samples, if the samples are naturally aged after the fabrication process; this is typically the case for ceramic samples.
The extent of aging is often quantified by an internal bias $E_i$, both for constricted PV loops and loops with an offset. This internal bias is geometrically defined as shown in Fig. 5.2. Constricted loops are here considered as the superposition of two PV loops, one having an internal bias $E_i$ and the other an internal bias $-E_i$, corresponding microscopically to the concurrent stabilization of parallel and antiparallel domains. The internal bias is not an electric field which exists in the material, but the macroscopic manifestation of the energy difference between the two poling directions [120]. During the aging process, one direction, say 1, is made more stable than the other, say 2, and the internal bias appearing in the PV loop is the consequence of going from state 1 to state 2 and then back to state 1. This process is schematically shown in Figure 5.3. Writing the spontaneous polarization within a domain $P_s$, we may write [120]:

$$E_i P_s = \Delta G_{\text{aging}}(t)$$  \hspace{1cm} (5.1)

where $\Delta G_{\text{aging}}(t) < 0$ is the volumetric free energy difference between state 1 aged during a time $t$ and state 1 at $t = 0$. This energy becomes more negative with time during aging, and decreases in absolute value with time during de-aging experiments.

The internal bias is immediately available in the current-field loop obtained during a PV measurement, and is for this reason often chosen to monitor the aging and the de-aging process, as was done in Ref. [120] and [117] for example. Note that in the above equation, $E_i$
and $P_s$ are taken with their signs, so that the stabilization of the negative polarization state gives a positive $E_i$, as in Fig. 5.2 (a).

There are other ways to monitor the progress of aging and de-aging. Dielectric spectroscopy is one of them. It allows to probe the regime of domain wall motion in the sample; aged samples exhibit specific types of domain wall response which are different from the fully de-aged case. It can also be used as a tool to distinguish precise geometrical features of the PV loop, which are related to the aging process. Finally, we mention the Preisach formalism, which can be used to construct a “map” of internal bias fields inside the sample. Before describing the aging process in more details, we will present these other techniques, some of which were employed in this work.

### 5.2 Harmonic analysis of the polarization response

Ferroelectric materials in general exhibit a pronounced nonlinear and hysteretic behavior [121]. Under some circumstances, the analysis of this behavior can reveal precious information on the microscopic processes taking place in the sample. This can prove very helpful to elucidate the processes of aging, which are still not fully understood. The principal technique which we will discuss for this purpose is the harmonic analysis of the polarization response of the sample, under sub-coercive (or subswitching) electric fields and under switching electric fields. We first present the harmonic description of a response signal; we will show how, from this response, information on the nature of the domain wall motion can be obtained; and we will present the Preisach formalism, which underlies some of the interpretations of the harmonic analysis results, and which can also be used for the analysis of the sample macroscopic response.
5.2.1 Description of the harmonic response

The defining property of ferroelectric materials is the possibility to switch between two stable polarization states. This implies the existence of coercive fields and the hysteresis PV loop. However, hysteresis is not restricted to the polarization reversal of domains. Hysteresis is widely present at all electric field ranges in piezoelectric ceramics — which are polycrystalline compounds of ferroelectric grains poled along their polar axis — in both the dielectric and piezoelectric response [121]. The hysteresis behavior is typically studied in the looping formalism, i.e. the response of the sample under the action of a periodic excitation wave (voltage or stress) is recorded. For linear systems, the response $R(t)$ to a sine wave of the form $F(t) = F_0 \sin(\omega t)$, where $F_0$ is the amplitude of the unspecified driving field $F$ at frequency $f = \omega / (2\pi)$, will be:

$$R(t) = R_0 \sin(\omega t + \varphi)$$ (5.2)

where $R_0$ is the amplitude of the response and $\varphi$ is the phase angle between the response and the driving field. $\varphi$ is a measure of the hysteresis of the system: the response is anhysteretic if $\varphi = 0$. In general, $R_0$ is proportional to $F_0$ and the proportionality factor is a material parameter. $R_0$ and $\varphi$ are sufficient for completely describing the hysteretic response. A linear response for a dielectric (resp. piezoelectric) material means that the dielectric constant (resp. the piezoelectric coefficient of interest) does not depend on the oscillating electric field or stress amplitude, because they are the material parameters mediating the driving field and the material response — the latter being the electric displacement or the strain, depending on the effect under investigation.

In a typical PZT thin film, the shape of the (saturating) CV loops shows that the response cannot be considered as linear. In non-linear systems, the response to an oscillating sine field $F(t) = F_0 \sin(\omega t)$ is the sum of the response at the base frequency $f$ and the responses at all the higher harmonics of $f$, forming a Fourier series:

$$R(t) = \sum_{n=1}^{+\infty} \left( R'_n \sin(n\omega t) + R''_n \cos(n\omega t) \right)$$ (5.3)

The sine components $R'_n \sin(n\omega t)$ are said to be “in-phase” with the exciting wave $F(t)$ while the cosine components $R''_n \cos(n\omega t)$ are said to be in “quadrature” or sometimes “out-of-phase” with the driving field. $R'_n$ (resp. $R''_n$) is called the amplitude of the in-phase (resp. quadrature) component of the $n^{th}$ harmonic of the response $R(t)$. The response is non-linear as soon as any one of those components is non-zero for $n > 1$. The response is anhysteretic if all $R''_n = 0$ for all $n$. The sum can also be written in terms of amplitudes and phase angles:

$$R(t) = \sum_{n=1}^{+\infty} R_n \sin(n\omega t + \varphi_n)$$ (5.4)

$R_n > 0$ is called the amplitude of the $n^{th}$ harmonic of the response $R(t)$ and $\varphi_n$ is the phase
angle of the \( n \)th harmonic. The response is non-linear as soon as there exists one non-zero amplitude for \( n > 1 \). As before, if \( \varphi_n = 0 \) for all \( n \), the response is anhysteretic. The various variables are related as follows:

\[
\begin{align*}
R_n &= \sqrt{(R'_n)^2 + (R''_n)^2} \\
\varphi_n &= \tan^{-1}\left(\frac{R''_n}{R'_n}\right) \\
R'_n &= R_n \cos \varphi_n \\
R''_n &= R_n \sin \varphi_n
\end{align*}
\]  

\( (5.5) \)

### 5.2.2 Intrinsic and extrinsic contributions

The single domain state cannot be achieved in PZT ceramics or thin films, because of the multiple electrical and mechanical constraints brought about by the polycrystalline structure and the random direction of the polar axes of each crystallite after poling. As such, some ferroelectric and ferroelastic domain walls are always present. They contribute to the macroscopic material response as extrinsic contributions [122]. Both ferroelectric and ferroelastic domain walls contribute to the dielectric response, so that the macroscopic dielectric constant can be written as the sum of the lattice (also called intrinsic) contribution, and the extrinsic contribution:

\[
\varepsilon_r = \varepsilon_{\text{int}} + \varepsilon_{\text{ext}}
\]  

\( (5.6) \)

Only ferroelastic domain walls contribute to the piezoelectric coefficient of interest, say \( e \), which we write as:

\[
e = e_{\text{int}} + e_{\text{ext}}
\]  

\( (5.7) \)

The magnitude of the extrinsic contribution can be estimated by comparing the material response at the bias field of interest and the response at very high electric fields, where much less domain walls are expected to be present, while their contribution is limited by the strong field restricting their motion [23]. Another possibility is to measure the response at cryogenic temperatures, where the extrinsic contribution is frozen and only the lattice contributes to the overall response [123, 124]. In the latter case, the room temperature lattice contribution can be extrapolated from a thermodynamic model of the ferroelectric phase [124]. The magnitude of the extrinsic contribution depends on the microstructure of the ceramic or thin film [125] as well as the composition in the case of PZT [126], and can be comparable or larger in magnitude to the intrinsic contribution [23, 126, 127]. The grain size in ceramics was found by several authors to have a significant influence on the domain wall density [128] or on the reduction of the domain wall irreversible movement [126], and hence on the macroscopic response through the extrinsic contribution. Figure 5.4 shows the extent of the extrinsic contribution to
Figure 5.4 – Intrinsic and extrinsic contributions to the relative permittivity for various Zr/(Ti+Zr) ratios in PZT, obtained by comparing the material response with and without a large superimposed DC electric field. From Ref. [23].

The relative permittivity for various Zr/(Ti+Zr) ratios in PZT, as computed by Hiboux et al. [23]. Note the peak of the extrinsic contribution near the MPB, showing enhanced mobility or a higher domain wall density at this composition, or both.

Another important factor for the magnitude of the extrinsic contribution is the use of dopants, which in practical PZT samples are generally aliovalent substituents. They fall into two main categories [11]:

1. Acceptor dopants such as Fe$^{3+}$ or Mn$^{2+}$ on the Ti$^{4+}$ site, which have a lower valence than the cation they replace, and are compensated by charged oxygen vacancies;

2. Donor dopants such as Nb$^{5+}$ on the Ti$^{4+}$ site or La$^{3+}$ on the Pb$^{2+}$ site, which have a higher valence than the cation they replace, and are compensated by charged lead vacancies thanks to the volatility of PbO. The incorporation of those dopants can also be compensated by the consumption of oxygen vacancies [129].

The incorporation reactions for Fe and Nb dopants into the PTO lattice can be written as follows [101]:

$$\begin{align*}
\text{Fe}_2\text{O}_3 + 2\text{PbTiO}_3 & \rightarrow 2\text{Fe}_\text{II}^{'} + 3\text{O}_\text{O}^\times + \text{V}'_\text{O}^\times \\
\text{Nb}_2\text{O}_5 + 2\text{PbTiO}_3 & \rightarrow 2\text{Nb}_\text{II}^{'} + 5\text{O}_\text{O}^\times + \text{V}'_\text{Pb}^\times
\end{align*}$$

(5.8) (5.9)

Because lead oxide is volatile, some lead and oxygen vacancies are spontaneously produced.
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during processing, according to the reaction [130]:

\[
Pb^{\times}_b + O^{\times}_O \rightleftharpoons V^{\bullet\bullet}_{Pb} + V^{\bullet\bullet}_{O} + PbO(g)
\]  

(5.10)

As a consequence, Nb incorporation can also be compensated by the consumption of oxygen vacancies already present in the crystal, as follows [101, 129]:

\[
Nb_2O_5 + V^{\bullet\bullet}_{O} \xrightarrow{2TiO_2} 2 Nb^{\times}_b + 5 O^{\times}_O
\]

(5.11)

Acceptor doping leads to a so-called hardening of the material properties, that is lower dielectric constant, lower losses, higher coercive field, lower piezoelectric response, moderately higher conductivity as compared to the undoped composition. Donor doping leads to material softening giving the opposite change: larger dielectric constant, higher losses, lower coercive field, higher piezoelectric response, lower conductivity as compared to the undoped composition. The difference is attributed to the facilitated (resp. impeded) domain wall movement in soft (resp. hard) compositions [11]. The aging is more (resp. less) pronounced in hard (resp. soft) compositions.

5.2.3 Subswitching driving fields

Two regimes can be identified for the excitation of ferroelectric samples: subswitching driving fields and switching driving fields. If the sample is driven by an electric field \( E(t) = E_0 \sin(\omega t) \) such that \( E_0 < E_c \) where \( E_c \) is the coercive field, then the excitation is said to be subswitching. The domain walls are moving around some equilibrium position and the domain structure is considered as being unchanged on average upon cycling [121]; creation and annihilation of domain walls, nucleation of new domains or merging of neighboring domains are assumed to play a minor role. In this regime, the main source of non-linearity is the extrinsic contribution which is mostly due to the domain wall movement about the rest position [131, 132]. Hence, the analysis of the subswitching response provides direct information on the mobility of domain walls in the system.

The Preisach formalism

A number of mathematical formalisms, along with their microscopic interpretation, are available to describe the hysteresis of non-linear systems. A quite complete review is given by Morozov in his PhD thesis [133]. Here we will present selected elements relevant for this work.

A natural approach to hysteresis processes is to describe the macroscopic hysteresis loop as the sum of the response of a collection of microscopic switching units, each possessing its own coercive field \( E_c \) and internal bias field \( E_i \) (see Fig. 5.5 (a)). Both \( E_c \) and \( E_i \) are randomly distributed and each microscopic switching unit contributes to the polarization by the same amount \( P_u \). \( E_i \) can be either positive or negative and \( E_c \) must be positive. The half-plane defined by the set of the possible \((E_i, E_c)\) values is called the Preisach plane. The system is
Figure 5.5 – (a) : Hysteresis loop of a single switching unit, showing the geometrical definition of the coercive field $E_c$ and the bias field $E_i$. (b) : The Preisach plane at zero external bias. The switching units outside of the dashed cone have well-defined states because their bias field is larger that their coercive field. Their contribution to the total polarization is shown in a circle. The switching units within the cone do not and their state depends on the prehistory of the system.

fully described by the probability density $f : E_i, E_c \rightarrow f(E_i, E_c)$; the number of switching units whose coercive field and internal bias field are respectively in $[E_i, E_i + dE_i]$ and in $[E_c, E_c + dE_c]$ is given by $f(E_i, E_c)dE_i dE_c$. Under zero bias, the units for which $E_c < |E_i|$ are in a well-defined polarization state, while the state of the units for which $E_c > |E_i|$ is not defined unless the prehistory is known, as shown in Fig. 5.5 (b); after cool-down from the paraelectric phase, they can be assumed to be in either state with equal probability, defining a cone in the Preisach plane.

The switching can be geometrically obtained from the Preisach plane as follows. If a cycling field $E(t)$ with oscillation amplitude $E_0$ is applied, only the switching units such that $E_0 > E_c + E_i$ and $-E_0 < E_c - E_i$ will contribute to the hysteresis in the steady state (the others will either never change their state, or change their state during the first cycle only). These units are below the line defined by $-E_0 = E_c - E_i$ and above the line defined by $E_0 = E_c + E_i$; this defines a triangle of toggling units in the Preisach plane as shown in Fig. 5.6 (where the line equations were rewritten to put $E_i$ on the left-hand side). When the field reaches $-E_0$, all units have the $-P_u$ state. When the field starts to increase again, all units for which the current field $E(t) > E_c + E_i$ will switch to the $P_u$ state. This defines a new line, parallel to the $E_0 = E_c + E_i$
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Figure 5.6 – Geometrical representation of the switching process for the electric field increasing from its minimum value. The striped red triangle is growing in the direction indicated by an arrow and the switching units switch from \(-P_u\) to \(P_u\) when they pass inside it.

The line and crossing the y-axis at \(E(t)\), below which all the units have the \(P_u\) state, which is represented by the red triangular zone in Fig. 5.6. This zone increases, as indicated by the red arrow, until \(E(t)\) reaches \(E_0\) and all units have switched to the \(P_u\) state. The decreasing part of the cycle then proceeds in a symmetrical manner. The macroscopic polarization change is given by the integration of the number of switched units at each infinitesimal time step \(dt\), which is known from the function \(f\).

Frequency does not enter into consideration for systems which can be described by the Preisach formalism, because as we can see from the previous description, the knowledge of the shape of \(E(t)\) alone is sufficient to obtain the switching behavior — the period of the signal does not need to be specified. It was shown that a system obeys the Preisach formalism if and only if the two following conditions are satisfied [134]:

1. Wiping-out property: for a given field profile, the final state of the system depends only on the highest extrema of the profile;

2. Congruency property: stationary hysteresis loops between two given field extrema are geometrically superimposable, irrespective of the previous history of the system.

The wiping-out property condition is unlikely to be fulfilled in practice, because of the well-known memory effect of ferroelectrics. Nevertheless, the formalism can be successfully applied to real systems in a number of situations [134–136].
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Figure 5.7 – Hysteresis loops for various systems. (a) : For a linear system with a fixed amplitude but various phase angle under the same driving field; arrows indicate how the curve is changing for increasing phase angles. (b) : For a Rayleigh system with various $\alpha/m_{\text{init}}$ ratios under the same driving field; an arrow indicate how the curve is changing for increasing $\alpha/m_{\text{init}}$ ratio. (c) : For a linear system with phase angle $\phi = 5^\circ$ under increasing driving field amplitude. (d) : For a Rayleigh system with $\alpha/m_{\text{init}} = 0.1$ under increasing driving field amplitude.

The two regimes of domain wall motion

The polarization response of PZT thin films at subswitching fields [108] and the piezoelectric response $d_{33}$ of PZT ceramics under low pressure loads [137] are two examples of systems where the Preisach formalism is applicable. In many circumstances, the response for both systems is well-described by the Rayleigh relation [138] for the hysteresis loop $R$ vs. $F$:

$$R(F) = (m_{\text{init}} + \alpha F_0)F \pm \alpha \frac{1}{2}(F^2_0 - F^2)$$

(5.12)

where $m$ is either the permittivity $\varepsilon$, (for polarization-field loops) or the piezoelectric coefficient $d_{33}$ (for charge-pressure loops). $m_{\text{init}}$ describes the linear, anhysteretic part of the response, while the coefficient $\alpha$ quantifies the hysteresis of the system. In other words, they describe the reversible and irreversible part of the response, respectively. The “+” and “−”
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Figure 5.8 – Schematic representation of the energy landscape for the domain wall motion: (a): in the fully clamped state; (b): in the random landscape corresponding to the Rayleigh-like response.

signs are used for increasing and decreasing $F_r$ respectively. Note that $\alpha$ also quantifies the non-linearity of the system, since for $\alpha = 0$, the response is linear. This is the central feature of the Rayleigh relation: non-linearity and hysteresis have the same origin and both properties share the same coefficient [121]. Figure 5.7 (a) shows a linear response for a fixed amplitude and various values for the phase angle. It is visible that higher phase angles increase the hysteretic character of the response. The same can be said for increasing $\alpha / m_{init}$ ratio in Fig. 5.7 (b), where the response is nonlinear as described by Eq. 5.12; however, unlike in the linear case, increased hysteresis is accompanied by a larger total response, due to the reversible and the irreversible parts of the response adding up to form the total response. For $\alpha = 0$, the response is linear without loss. Fig. 5.7 (c) shows the behavior for a given linear system with increasing driving field; the total response scales linearly with the field. Fig. 5.7 (d) shows the same with a Rayleigh system, where in this case, the maximum of the response increases with the square of the driving field. This is qualitatively different from the linear system.

The Rayleigh equation can be obtained with the Preisach approach by setting the distribution function to the constant value $f(E_i, E_c) = \alpha$. A microscopic interpretation was provided by Néel as magnetic domain walls moving in a random energy landscape [139] and by Kronmüller as magnetic walls moving in a field of force due to lattice defects [140]. In analogy to these interpretations, this type of response in ferroelectrics is associated with the irreversible motion of domain walls in a random potential landscape created by pinning centers [108, 137, 141]; this is schematically shown in Figure 5.8 (b). Deviation from this response beyond a threshold excitation range was observed and indicates a departure from this microscopic picture [142].

In accordance with its microscopic interpretation, the Rayleigh relation is not accurate in describing systems in which domain walls are expected to be clamped, e. g. in hard PZT compositions. A number of explanations have been proposed to explain domain wall clamping and will be discussed in more details later in the text. Clamped domain walls are expected to move at the bottom of a potential well, as schematically shown in Figure 5.8 (a). Robels and Arlt [143] have proposed a V-shaped potential to describe the response of domain walls clamped by electric or elastic dipolar defects, building on the description of the domain wall dynamic developed in previous publications [109, 144, 145]. The steepness of the potential...
well increases with time to account for aging, assumed to be the consequence of an increasing number of dipolar defects locally aligned with the polarization. This model presents the response of clamped domain wall as linear and nonhysteretic. To account for their observation of the non-linearity of the response, modified equations were introduced by Li et al. [132]. A smearing out of the bottom of the V-shaped potential was in addition proposed to capture the linear and anhysteretic movement of the wall near its rest position [121, 133]. The PV loop obtained by this analytical model is shown next to an experimental PV loop taken on a hard ceramic in Fig. 5.9. A non-linear and anhysteretic behavior is clearly not compatible with the Rayleigh law, which describes a process which is also non-linear but hysteretic.

Figure 5.9 – (a) : PV loop calculated with the modified V-shaped potential model proposed in Ref. [121, 133]; (b) : an experimental PV loop from a hard ceramic sample. From Ref. [121]. Courtesy Prof. D. Damjanovic.

In the extreme case, the harmonic polarization response of clamped domain walls to an oscillating electric field \( E(t) = E_0 \sin(\omega t) \) should be described by a purely anhysteretic response of the general form :

\[
P(t) = \sum_{n=1}^{+\infty} P_n \sin(n\omega t + \delta_n) \quad (5.13)
\]

where \( \delta_n = 0^\circ \) or \( 180^\circ \) for all \( n \), and in case of non-linearity, there exists \( P_n \neq 0 \) for at least one \( n > 1 \). By contrast, the Rayleigh relation describe the response of fully unclamped domain walls. The corresponding Fourier series is [108, 146] :

\[
P(t) = (\varepsilon_{\text{init}} + \alpha E_0)E_0 \sin(\omega t) - \frac{4\alpha E_0^2}{3\pi} \cos(\omega t) - \frac{4\alpha E_0^2}{15\pi} \cos(3\omega t)
\]

\[+ \frac{4\alpha E_0^2}{105\pi} \cos(5\omega t) + \ldots \quad (5.14)
\]

Note how all hysteretic terms (with cosine) and all non-linear terms contain the Rayleigh coefficient \( \alpha \). In addition, there are only odd harmonics and they are all in quadrature with the driving field \( E(t) \), meaning that the phase angle \( \delta_n = \pm 90^\circ \) for all \( n > 1 \). The presence
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of only odd harmonics is the consequence of the half-wave symmetry postulated by the Rayleigh response, i.e. the increasing and decreasing branches of the PV loop having the exact same shape. If the response is plotted against time, the two half-periods of the response are symmetrical with reference to the time axis. Half-wave symmetry is not restricted to the Rayleigh case, but should be present whenever the system responds symmetrically to a symmetrical excitation. Any deviation from such a symmetric response (e.g. for poled samples measured along the poling axis as in Ref. [132]) will give rise to non-zero even harmonics.

Experimental approach

This difference between the harmonic response of the fully clamped situation and the Rayleigh behavior allows to qualitatively estimate the magnitude of the domain wall clamping in the sample. The polarization harmonics can be obtained thanks to dielectric spectroscopy measurements. The lowest harmonic for which an unambiguous qualitative difference exists between the two responses is the third harmonic. Therefore, at minimum the $1^{\text{st}}$ and $3^{\text{rd}}$ harmonics should be recorded, under the application of an increasing driving field amplitude. If the dielectric constant changes linearly with the electric field amplitude $E_0$ and $\delta_3 = \pm 90^\circ$, then the response is Rayleigh-like and the domain walls are presumably moving in a random potential, which is the fully unclamped situation. If the dielectric constant remains constant with increasing field amplitude and $\delta_3 = 0^\circ$ or $180^\circ$ (or if $P_3 = 0$), then the domain walls are moving at the bottom of a potential well in a non-linear, nonhysteretic fashion (or linearly if $P_2 = P_3 = 0$, neglecting higher harmonics). All other results are the consequence of some intermediate situation, and the proximity to one of the two limiting responses indicates whether the domain walls are rather clamped or rather free in response to the external field, as depicted in Fig. 5.10. As shown there, domain walls become clamped because of aging, and can be de-clamped by the continuous application of an AC electric field (see the two next paragraphs). As soon as the latter is removed, aging sets in again. Because the increasing amplitude of the cycling field is expected to modify the current pinning state of the domain walls, it is usually informative to monitor the harmonic response for an ascending and then descending electric field amplitude, to reveal the disordering action of the driving field.

Figure 5.11 shows the result of a dielectric spectroscopy measurement. The amplitude of the driving field increases, then decreases, in a step-like manner. At each step, the $1^{\text{st}}$, $2^{\text{nd}}$, and $3^{\text{rd}}$ harmonics of the polarization response are recorded (the $2^{\text{nd}}$ harmonic is not shown here). Arrows indicate the increasing and decreasing branch. At the start of the experiment, the phase angle of the $3^{\text{rd}}$ harmonic $\delta_3$ is close to $-180^\circ$, and then starts increasing towards $-90^\circ$ above a threshold field. On the returning branch, it remains close to $-90^\circ$ until the field amplitude drops below about 7 kV/cm. The relative permittivity shows a more than linear increase with the field amplitude on the increasing branch, and decreases in a nearly linear fashion on the decreasing branch. $\delta_1$ shows very little hysteresis and increases with the electric...
field; the latter is consistent with the Rayleigh response for which we have:

$$\tan \delta_1 = \frac{4}{3\pi} \left(1 + \frac{\varepsilon_{\text{init}}}{\alpha E_0}\right)^{-1}$$ (5.15)

The interpretation of this measurement was given by Taylor and Damjanovic [108]: at the start of the first cycle, the domain walls are deeply pinned, as indicated by the in-phase 3rd harmonic response with $\delta_3 \approx -180^\circ$. As the field increases, the response deviates from this state and moves closer to the fully unclamped case, which is finally reached and retained on the decreasing branch, showing a hysteretic behavior. A similar discussion can be made for the behavior of the permittivity, where the linear dependence on the electric field is like the Rayleigh response. This suggests that the domain walls were irreversibly unclamped under the action of the driving field, similarly to de-aging experiments, where the loop pinching
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Figure 5.11 – $P'_1/\varepsilon_0 E_0$ (a), $\delta_1$ (b) and $\delta_3$ (b) for increasing, then decreasing field amplitude, for an unpoled, Nb-doped PZT 43/57 film with IDE, 20 min after annealing above the Curie temperature. Arrows indicate the direction of the curves. In (a), filled circles indicate the increasing branch and open circles the decreasing branch. The dashed line in (a) is a guide to the eye.

can be relieved by a sufficiently large number of switching cycles [117]. Subsequently, the sample ends up in the de-aged state, and aging sets in again immediately once the driving field is removed [118]. Hence, the measurement is a competition between the aging processes and the de-aging action of the measuring field, as pictured by the bottom arrows pointing in opposite directions in Fig. 5.10. Comparing samples measured in the same conditions, but in different initial states, therefore offers a qualitative way to assess the extent of the initial domain wall clamping in each sample. This is a destructive measurement: as we have seen, the clamping is either reduced or fully destroyed at the end of the measurement.

Within this framework, as pictured in Fig. 5.10, hardening can be understood as the local ordering of microscopic defects — irrespective of their nature — according to the local polarization direction, and, in essence, is thus a manifestation of the aging process [106, 118]. The de-aging process is then the disordering of these defects, which wipes out the memory of the aged domain pattern by allowing irreversible domain wall motion away from their original positions. Conversely, softening and the absence of aging are related properties. This view is supported by the soft-like behavior of quenched ceramics doped with Fe [106]: Aging was not allowed to set in because of the sudden drop of temperature from above the Curie point. This shows that the presence of defects alone does not induce hard properties; only their local ordering does so. We also observed in chapter 4 an Fe-doped film displaying features of a soft sample, which we explained by the rapid cool-down from the high temperature phase during the annealing process in an RTA tool. After a sufficiently long time had passed, this sample started to exhibit a response typical of that due to clamped domain wall motion, i.e. it became to harden. We refer the reader to this chapter for a detailed discussion.
5.2.4 Switching driving fields

If the sample is driven by an electric field \( E(t) = E_0 \sin(\omega t) \) such as \( E_0 > E_c \), the excitation is said to be switching. Polarization reversal within domains occur and the domain structure is erased or greatly changed within each period of the cycle. The complex interplay between domain wall movement and the nucleation and growth of new domains makes this regime difficult to analyze. In particular, the role of domain wall mobility is not evident. Indeed, it was shown that the switching kinetics can be well described in terms of a nucleation-limited process involving independent regions, each characterized by a local waiting time, after which the entirety of the region reverses polarization [147, 148]. The distribution of waiting times was explained for thin films by an inhomogeneous material-electrode coupling coefficient aiding nucleation [149], and by the random distribution of local bias fields for ceramics [150]. This contrasts greatly with the subswitching regime, where domain wall motion is the principal source of the response. Hence, it is not immediately clear how the mechanisms of aging, as understood above within the frame of clamped domain wall motion, can be accommodated within this description, even though the effect of aging is well visible in switching PV loops as well, for instance in the form of constricted loops. Nonetheless, valuable phenomenological information can be extracted from saturating PV loops. The internal bias as defined in Fig. 5.2 is the most widely reported example [117, 120, 151–153]. We will give a few other examples which are relevant for the study of the aging process. These examples will not be restricted to harmonic analysis which has seldom been employed for switching fields, because of the mentioned complexity. But these examples and their discussion involve some of the points we have introduced above, and are for this reason treated in this section.

Morozov and Damjanovic observed that the kinetics of the aging process could be followed by monitoring the evolution with time of \( \delta_3 \) for saturating PV loops [118]. \( \delta_3 \) displays a sharp transition from \(-240^\circ\) to \(-60^\circ\) (in logarithmic time scale) during the progress of de-aging of unpoled samples. This conspicuous feature can be used as a landmark to extract time constants for de-aging, instead of employing the merging of the current peaks as done by Carl and Härdtl [117], which can be ambiguous. Another possibility is the reconstruction of the probability density function of the Preisach plane. This can be accomplished by recording a well-designed sequence of partial PV loops, both saturating and subswitching, yielding first order reversal curve diagrams, or FORCs [154, 155]. This gives a “map” of the distribution of internal bias fields inside the sample, which allows to treat cases which are more complex than the simple example schematically pictured in Fig. 5.2, for instance if multiple current peaks are present. It has been recently employed to analyze the so-called “wake-up” behavior in ferroelectric doped HfO\(_2\) thin films, i.e. the opening of the PV loop of as-fabricated samples upon AC field cycling, which shows similarities with the de-aging process in hard PZT thin films [156]. Doped HfO\(_2\) thin films recently received much attention as they could provide ferroelectric properties in a material which is fully compatible with the CMOS process [157]. A more straightforward approach is to directly study the current vs. field curve, as proposed by Schenk and coworkers [158], which readily restricts the number of the possible underlying mechanisms. One disadvantage of using FORCs, is that the repeated cycling
necessary to construct them may induce some de-aging and hence, partly falsify the result of the experiment. Therefore their use should be restricted to deeply aged samples. Our samples did not fall into this category. Since we have mostly focused on aging in the poled state, we did not use the technique proposed by Morozov and Damjanovic [118] which was employed for unpoled samples. Indeed, samples aged in the poled state are characterized by an offset of the PV loop, and not by a constriction at 0 electric field. However, since the response of the aged poled samples is asymmetric because of the imprint, it should display a non-zero 2\textsuperscript{nd} harmonic response, which should gradually disappear during de-aging till a perfectly symmetrical PV loop, with no offset, is obtained. Note that, in reality, all samples show some 2\textsuperscript{nd} harmonic response, so that a control sample, possessing as high a degree of symmetry as is experimentally achievable, should be used as a reference point; a PZT thin film with IDE, with both polarity patterned in a single fabrication step (like for the samples measured in chapter 4), and freshly annealed above the Curie temperature, can be used for this purpose. This approach has not been attempted in our work; we have restricted our study of the switching field regime to the evolution of the internal bias.

5.3 Aging mechanisms

After having reviewed the measurement techniques relevant for the study of the aging phenomenon, we will present by which mechanisms aging can proceed. We remind the 3 categories of mechanisms proposed for aging:

1. The volume effect: the bulk of the domains is stabilized by the aging process;

2. The domain wall effect: some defects migrate to domain walls, or domain walls migrate towards defects, to fix their positions;

3. The interface effect: the compensation of bound charges present at interfaces makes one polarization state more stable than the other.

The volume effect is the most discussed in the literature, and the most likely candidates for its accomplishment are dipolar defect associates such as \((Fe^{\prime}_{Ti,Zr} - V_{O^*})^\ast\), as discussed by many authors [100, 101, 105, 111, 120, 143, 159–164]. Fe can be replaced by any acceptor dopant substituting on the B-site, such as Mn [162] or Cu [101]. According to this mechanism, dipolar defect associates have their direction initially randomized by the high processing temperature during fabrication, as pictured in Fig. 5.12 (a). They then slowly aligns along a preferential, low energy direction which depends on the local direction of the polarization, as shown in Fig. 5.12 (b) where the alignment is complete, illustrating the end of the aging process. If an electric field is applied, domain walls will move, and formerly aligned defects will become misaligned with the new local polarization direction, increasing the free energy of the system, as pictured in Fig. 5.12 (c). This is because the alignment process is much slower than the frequencies at which domain wall motion and polarization switching typically occur during experiments.
Figure 5.12 – Single crystal with two domains with various prehistories; misaligned dipoles (small arrows) are shown in red; they have larger energy than the well-aligned dipoles, shown in black. (a) : Just after cool-down from the Curie temperature, the dipolar defect associates are randomly oriented. (b) : At the end of aging, all dipolar defect associates are aligned with the local polarization. (c) : An external electric field makes one domain grow; the original position of the middle 180° domain wall is shown with a dotted line. Due to the domain wall displacement, some dipoles are now misaligned, increasing the free energy of the system.

Figure 5.13 – Tetragonal unit cell of PTO free of defect (a) and containing a dipolar defect associate (b). The lattice strain in (b) is exaggerated for clarity. Dimensions are not to scale. After T. M. Ræder [98].

or device operations [101]. The orientation of dipolar defect associates may be changed by the hopping of the oxygen vacancy about the acceptor ion to the neighboring positions of the oxygen octahedron, by thermal activation [120, 159]. The cations are not expected to move at temperatures lower than 1000 °C, because they have no nearest-neighbor cation-sites, whereas the oxygen sites form a continuous lattice in the perovskite structure [101]. The driving force for this process may be the minimization of the elastic or electrostatic energy [143]: The deformation of the unit cell by the presence of an oxygen vacancy makes it behave like a so-called elastic dipole [120]. This is schematically pictured in Fig. 5.13. Different de-aging behavior of 180° and non-180° domain walls in Fe-doped PZT ceramics [165] suggests than both the elastic and electrostatic energy minimization routes may coexist.

This mechanism explains well the aging process in the single domain state, in which no domain walls are present to become clamped [162]. In addition, the presence of dipolar defect associates and their alignment with an external electric field has been observed by numerous electron paramagnetic resonance (EPR) studies in Mn-doped BTO single crystals [166] and ceramics of BTO, SrTiO₃ (STO), PZT and (Pb,La)(Zr,Ti)O₃ (PLZT) [102, 104, 163]. Even undoped
Figure 5.14 – Domain wall effect: (a) initially, some concentration of defects (gray dots) is randomly distributed in the sample. (b) after enough time, some of those defects migrate to the 180° domain wall position (in blue), pinning it. The defects may be redistributed again, and the domain wall unclamped, under the action of a sufficiently large AC electric field, going back to the situation pictured in (a).

PZT samples showed a non-zero concentration of Fe$^{3+}$ in a concentration of $10^{16} - 10^{17}$ cm$^{-3}$ [102]. This is generally attributed to the fact that those elements are of a high relative natural abundance [167]. The stable orientation for the associate ($\text{Fe}'_{\text{Ti,Zr}} - \text{V}_0^*)$ is along the local polarization direction [100], and isolated Fe$^{3+}_{\text{Ti}}$ centers (i.e. without ancillary V$_0^*$) have a concentration below the detection limit of EPR [100, 101]. This means that virtually all Fe$^{3+}$ dopants are associated as ($\text{Fe}'_{\text{Ti,Zr}} - \text{V}_0^*)$. Ref. [104] finds an activation energy of about 0.9 eV for the movement of the V$_0$ around the oxygen octahedron for the defect associate alignment in BTO. This is close to the value of 0.84 eV obtained by density functional theory (DFT) by Erhart et al. in PTO [168].

The domain wall effect, pictured in Figure 5.14, is less discussed, but there is some evidence that it can contribute in addition to the volume effect. DFT simulations show that many defects have a lower formation energy at the domain wall, such as V$_0^*$ in PTO [169], and V$^{\prime\prime}_{\text{Pb}}$, La$^*_{\text{Pb}}$, and Nb$^*_{\text{Pb}}$ as well [111]; which implies a tendency to migrate there and have a pinning effect. Chandrasekaran and coworkers [111] found that V$_0$ had the strongest pinning effect among the lone defects, and that the associates ($\text{Fe}'_{\text{Ti}} - \text{V}_0^*$) and ($\text{V}'_{\text{Pb}} - \text{V}_0^*$) are several times stronger. The defects responsible for the volume effect could therefore have a physical pinning action on the domain wall, in addition to the volumetric pinning action described before. The motion of domain walls under the action of a small electric field, such as the one used for typical dielectric measurements, may also bring them into physical contact with defects which do not contribute to the volume effect (such as isolated V$_0^*$), which could from then on locally pin them at this new location. From an experimental point of view, the superposition of the clamping due to a volume and a domain wall effects may be difficult to separate. The former type of clamping, where the wall enters a region of higher potential energy, is called random field defect clamping; the local drop of potential energy at the site of an isolated point defect is called a random bond defect clamping [170]. In a recent publication, Mokrý and Sluka [171] showed that it was possible to monitor the progress of the pinning of 180° domain walls during aging by studying their non-linear response under very weak electric fields. In this regime, the domain wall movement is purely reversible and the pinning defects
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Figure 5.15 – Various modes for 180° domain wall motion. The original wall position is shown as a dotted line and the current position as a solid line. (a) : pure bending mode; (b) : pure planar mode; (c) : superposition of the bending and planar modes. After Ref. [172] and [171].

should not be disturbed, unlike the dielectric spectroscopy experiments described above. Two modes of non-ferroelastic 180° domain wall reversible motion may be distinguished: The planar mode is the oscillation of the domain wall around the pinning center, maintaining its planar shape; the bending mode is the oscillation of the domain wall as a free membrane bending between pinning points. The two modes can be superimposed; Fig. 5.15 pictures each separate mode and the superposition. The authors propose a method to identify the dominant oscillation mode by monitoring the evolution of the non-linear dielectric response with time. This is only possible under certain circumstances, but if applicable, it makes it possible to tell whether the pinning progresses through the uniform accumulation of pinning centers at the walls, or because of the redistribution of the pinning centers along specific directions. The latter process is consistent with the alignment of anisotropic defects such as dipolar defect associates, whereas the former process should not involve them, suggesting an aging process dominated by the migration of isolated defects to the wall. This method is only applicable to 180° domain walls aging, however. It was unfortunately not possible to test it within the frame of our work, but a weaker version of this method was successfully applied to a sol-gel PZT film in an earlier publication by Mokrý and coworkers [172]; if further confirmed, this could open up an additional route for investigating the mechanisms of aging.

Finally, we will discuss the interface effect. In a polycrystalline, polydomain sample, it is expected that polarization mismatch at grain boundaries or at charged domain walls may exist, and the resulting local depolarization fields can be the driving force for the redistribution of free charge carriers inside the system, whatever they may be, with the same consequence of a stabilized domain pattern and reduced domain wall motions. This redistribution is schematically shown in Fig. 5.16 (a) and (b). After 180° switching, the charge situation at the grain boundaries is unfavorable, as pictured in Fig. 5.16 (c), and therefore requires more energy to be reached.

There is experimental and theoretical support for this type of mechanisms. Lupascu et al. argue that the orientation of dipolar associates is insufficient to explain the sometimes very large bias fields encountered in aged samples, and that the drift of charge carriers to screen local depolarization fields at the grain boundaries can provide much more clamping pressure on domain walls, making it likely to be the predominant aging mechanism [173]. Genenko
Figure 5.16 – A polycrystalline sample composed of 4 grains, for which the orientation of the grains results in a polarization mismatch at the vertical grain boundaries. (a): the polarization mismatch causes that uncompensated bound charges (circled charges) are present at the grain boundaries. (b): at the end of aging, free charges (undecorated charges) have migrated to the grain boundaries to compensate for the bound charges. (c): after 180° switching of the aged state.

and coworkers [153] could well reproduce the time evolution of the internal bias field in PZT ceramics with increasing Fe-doping concentrations, from undoped to 1 at.\% doping, by assuming that oxygen vacancies migrate to the grain boundaries to compensate for the bound charges present there. The diffusion activation energy of oxygen atoms in the bulk of the grains was estimated at 0.9 eV in epitaxial thin films and ceramics of tetragonal PZT, unaffected by Nb doping up to 4 at.\%, with help of the depth profiling of the density of a $^{18}$O tracer after an exchange anneal [174]. It is, unfortunately, about the same as the activation energy estimated for the vacancy jumps along the oxygen octahedron for the alignment of the $(\text{Fe}^\bullet - \text{Ti}^\bullet - \text{V}_O^\bullet)$ associate, so that it does not seem possible to discriminate between the volume and interface effects only on the basis of an activation energy value alone. Diffusion was found faster along the grain boundaries with an activation energy of 0.7 eV; however, it is not clear whether the density of oxygen vacancies at the grain boundaries can be sufficiently large for the aging process to proceed predominantly along this route. Charge separation within a non-ferroelectric layer near the film-electrode interface, to compensate the strong depolarization field which is expected to be present in such cases, has also been investigated as a possible mechanism [152, 175], also yielding good agreement with experimental data. However, in the IDE system, the film-electrode interface appears to play only a minor role, as discussed in chapter 6; for this reason, such a process is unlikely to be predominant in our case.

Maybe more interesting from an experimental point of view, are the experimentations with bandgap light illumination performed by Dimos and coworkers [176]. By applying a sub-coercive voltage on a poled sample under monochromatic UV light illumination, they could suppress the switching polarization to an important degree, for PZT and PLZT ceramics and thin films. The maximum suppression occurs by application of a bias near the coercive voltage. The original PV loop can be reversibly restored by the appropriate combination of light and voltage. Dimos et al. [176] interpret this results as the freezing-in of domains due
to the compensation of local depolarization fields by the electron-hole pairs generated by the UV light. This novel instance of domain pattern stabilization can be interpreted as an extreme case of a restoring force to a memorized state: since a fraction of the sample volume is frozen-in and do not participate in the polarization switching any more, the restoring force can be considered as infinitely large. They report an increase in switchable polarization when switching is performed under illumination, suggesting a larger domain wall mobility in this case. This is consistent with the previous description: the continuous compensation of bound charges by the supply of photo-induced carriers would facilitate the switching process, while this same supply as a pulse of fixed duration can stabilize the static domain pattern by the local trapping of the generated charges. The latter mechanism has been proposed as a candidate for ferroelectric fatigue in thin film capacitors [110, 177]. Formally, this can also be regarded as a domain wall effect, since the photogenerated carriers can also compensate bound charges present at domain walls. These observations are not satisfactorily explained by the volume effect, however. Since the bandgap of PZT is quite large (3.4 eV according to Scott et al. [178]), it is expected that these mechanisms cannot be observed in regular experimental conditions, where bandgap light should be absent; PZT is a $p$-type semiconductor for which a significant amount of holes are trapped [179], and thereby cannot contribute much to any compensation mechanism in the absence of photogeneration. However, the experiments of Dimos et al. [176] strongly support the existence of uncompensated bound charges in the material, and these can also be compensated by ionic defects (i.e. charged oxygen vacancies) instead of by electronic charge carriers. Oxygen vacancies should always be positively charged as $V_{\text{O}}^+$ in PZT [111]. Note that uncompensated bound charges at domain walls are not restricted to the case where the neighboring polarization vectors meet head-to-head or tail-to-tail; a 180° domain wall which is not perfectly parallel to the polarization vectors of the domains it separates would bear a net uncompensated bound charge as well [110].

There is experimental evidence that several mechanisms are indeed active at the same time. Morozov and Damjanovic [107] extracted, from impedance spectroscopy data from an Fe-doped rhombohedral PZT ceramic, the activation energy for AC conductivity and DC conductivity, at 0.6–0.8 eV and about 1 eV, respectively. The conductivity process was attributed to hopping conductivity; higher energy barriers must be overcome for long-range drift in this case [180], explaining the energy difference. Earlier de-aging experiments by the same authors [118] showed that the activation energy for the de-aging process was field dependent, at 0.64 eV for low fields and 0.92 eV at higher fields. This strongly suggests that two separate mechanisms for aging are active, one involving short-range motion and one involving long-range motion of charges. The de-aging process then proceeds separately for each, with only the short-range relaxation being active at low fields, whereas larger fields are needed for the long-range relaxation — consistently with the larger activation energy required for long-range drift of charges.
5.4. Goals of this chapter

We are therefore presented with the picture of an aging process where several mechanisms are likely to be active at the same time, making their experimental separation very challenging. From the previous enumeration, we can make the following remarks in order to attempt this separation nonetheless:

1. The volume effect is also a local effect; the alignment of dipolar defect associates with the local direction of the polarization should not be sensitive to mesoscopic or macroscopic quantities, such as the domain wall density, the unpoled or poled state of the sample, or the polarization mismatch at grain boundaries.

2. The interface effect should be sensitive to the unpoled or poled state of the sample, since the shape of the (local) depolarizing field should be different in each case, unless domains are very wide in the unpoled sample.

3. UV light illumination may reveal the existence of uncompensated bound charges, i.e. of local depolarization fields, by the effects reported by Dimos et al. [176]. If their compensation is the main mechanism of aging, this compensation may be fully achieved by the photogeneration of free carriers. In other words, the sample may be fully aged in a short time with the appropriate illumination treatment, after which no aging should take place anymore.

4. Apart from using the method proposed by Mokrý and Sluka [171], it does not seem possible to experimentally separate between the volume effect and the domain wall effect. Even though charges are expected to travel over larger distances in the domain wall effect, separation would be possible in this case only if the activation energies for AC and DC conductivity significantly differ, and provided that the domain wall density is not too large, so that the drift distance is sufficiently large to require DC processes to be crossed.

5.4 Goals of this chapter

As we have seen in the above discussions, the topic of aging and imprinting remains controversial and in-depth investigations into this topic is beyond the scope of this work. However, there is great practical interest into the question of aging. For devices operated with small fields or used as energy harvesters, depolarization of the poled state is very detrimental and can turn the device inoperable. Thermodynamical stabilization of the poled state, even at the expense of some partial loss of the piezoresponse, is therefore a precious property. In addition, the reduction of hysteresis after aging is also an advantage for various kinds of applications. To our knowledge, the aging of PZT thin films with IDE is not documented yet, and this chapter is a first attempt at quantifying this process for that configuration.

Besides, there were little investigations on the effect of bandgap light illumination after the publication of the work of Dimos and coworkers [176] mentioned above. They also report
Table 5.1 – Evolution of the remanent $\varepsilon_f$, remanent small-signal $e_{33, \text{if}}$, and material figure of merit $e_{33, \text{if}}^2/\varepsilon_0\varepsilon_f$ after 8 weeks of aging at room temperature after the initial poling event on the day of anneal. The sample is an undoped PZT 53/47 film with IDE.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Rem. $\varepsilon_f$ (-)</th>
<th>Rem. s.-s. $e_{33, \text{if}}$ (C/m²)</th>
<th>$e_{33, \text{if}}^2/\varepsilon_0\varepsilon_f$ (GJ/m³)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Day of anneal</td>
<td>930</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>39</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8 weeks after anneal</td>
<td>710</td>
<td>16.5</td>
<td>43</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

that the combination of a voltage and UV light illumination aids the poling process. This treatment is therefore very interesting from both a scientific and application point of view, since it potentially provides not only improved stability but also a better poling.

The most interesting situation for energy harvesting is an asymmetric aging process which pins ferroelectric domain walls but not ferroelastic domain walls. This could be the case if the driving force for aging is principally of an electrostatic nature. Such a process would reduce $\varepsilon_{\text{ext}}$, thereby lowering the capacitance of the device, while the piezoelectric response is retained because $\varepsilon_{\text{ext}}$ does not change. This would increase the FOM, since it is equal to:

$$
(1 - \eta) \frac{e^2}{\varepsilon_0 \varepsilon_f} = \frac{1 - \eta}{\varepsilon_0} \frac{(\varepsilon_{\text{int}} + \varepsilon_{\text{ext}})^2}{\varepsilon_{\text{int}} + \varepsilon_{\text{ext}}}
$$

(5.16)

In this case, the aging process would bring two benefits: improved stability of the poled state, and larger harvesting efficiency. Such a process seems to occur naturally, as shown in table 5.1: after 8 weeks of aging at room temperature, the material figure of merit has slightly improved. It is therefore very desirable to gain some control over this process by appropriate material design and treatments.

### 5.5 Methods

All the samples measured in this study were fabricated with the gradient-free sol-gel route and patterned by photolithography and lift-off following the route described in chapter 4. Unless otherwise mentioned, two RTA steps were performed to grow the PZT films, yielding a thickness between 500 nm and 650 nm in all cases. XRD showed that the films were all fully in the perovskite phase; some of the films had the {100} texture while others were randomly oriented. If not mentioned otherwise, when two films are compared they possessed the same texture. The microstructure of all the films was similar to what is presented in chapter 4. Two PZT compositions were used, PZT 53/57 (MPB) and PZT 43/57 (tetragonal). The concentration of the dopants are 1 at.% for the Fe-doped samples and 2 at.% for the Nb-doped samples — all the doped films are the same as those studied in chapter 4.

The aixACCT® TF2000 setup was used for all the standard electrical measurements, and a triangle wave was used to record the PV loops. For dielectric spectroscopy measurements, we used an SR830 DSP lock-in amplifier (Stanford Research Systems) as the voltage source.
and for recording the polarization harmonics. A sine wave was used as the driving field. A wide-band power amplifier of model 7602M (Krohn-Hite Corporation) was used to amplify the voltage of the lock-in amplifier. Details on this setup are presented in appendix G. For UV light illumination, we used a 100 W mercury arc lamp (Ushio Inc.) with a 6281 power supply (Oriel Instruments), or a UV laser diode of wavelength 375 nm and optical output power of 70 mW (model RLU4116E, Roithner LaserTechnik GmbH). A fiber optic cable was used to direct the UV light from the Hg arc lamp towards the samples, which were located inside a cylindrical white cardboard case for illumination; both samples and case were standing on an alumina ceramic disc a few mm thick. No filter was used. If not otherwise specified, all the samples were annealed at 550 °C for 10 min under 100 sccm of oxygen flow prior to each measurement, to provide for an identical unaged state of reference for all samples at the start of the experiment.

As seen in chapter 3, it is necessary to apply a number of corrections for electrical measurements of PZT thin films with IDE. If not otherwise specified, the electric field shown in the figures is always obtained with the Igreja model, and the parasitic capacitance was estimated with the conformal mapping model, and subtracted.

For monitoring the progress of imprint, we recorded PV loops (with no prepolarization pulses) at fixed time intervals and at the same maximum field for all samples. The initial poling was accomplished by the first PV measurement. After each measurement, the sample is left in the same poled state. For practical reasons, the electrodes were short-circuited between measurements only for times lower than $10^{-4}$ s, after which the samples were left to age in open circuit conditions. With this limitation in mind, we still present the results for times after the short-circuit condition was lifted.

Unlike aging studies on ceramics, where the state after the slow cool-down from the sintering temperature can be used as a reference aged state for all samples, we do not have a convenient reference aged state for sol-gel PZT thin films. Cool-down from the crystallization temperature of 650 °C in the RTA tool takes only a few minutes, and none of the investigated samples showed any pinching when measured immediately afterwards. The pinching appears after several days (resp. weeks) at room temperature for samples with the tetragonal (resp. the MPB) composition and is erased after only a few saturating PV cycles at 20 Hz. On the contrary, the time evolution of the poled state was very fast: after poling, the PV loop offset typically reached half the coercive field after only 1 day at room temperature. For this reason, we have monitored the progress of imprint rather than attempting de-aging experiments; and we have also compared the effect of various treatments on the aged state of the sample.

The internal bias field $E_i$ is a measure of the energy difference between the two poled states \cite{120}. We calculate it as the field offset of the coercive fields, which are given by the position of the peaks of the $\partial P/\partial E$ loop, as:

$$E_i = \frac{E^+ - E^-}{2}$$  \hspace{1cm} (5.17)
where the positive and negative coercive fields $E^+_{c}$ and $E^-_{c}$ are taken with their sign. This is geometrically shown in Fig. 5.17. For the IDE configuration, this method depends on the model used to calculate the true electric field from the applied voltage. Unless specified otherwise, this model is the Igreja formula.

In the following we will use the terms “aging” and “imprint” interchangeably when we investigate aging in the poled state. The term “imprint” will be preferred when referring to features specific to the process of aging in the poled state, while “aging” shall be used whenever we mean the general process.

For all our measurements of aging in the poled state, we have initially poled the sample in the negative polarization state, so that it is always this state which is stabilized by the aging process, and the internal bias is always positive, i.e. the PV loop is shifted towards the right side of the chart. Therefore, the switching from the aged state to the other state will occur upon application of a positive electric field, and the switching from the other state to the aged state will occur with a negative electric field. In the following, in order to provide polarity-independent terms, we will refer to the former switching event as the “up-step” switching event (going to a state with larger free energy) and to the latter as the “down-step” switching event (going to a state with lower free energy). Note that, for either switching event, a potential barrier must be overcome in any case. The back-switching upon voltage removal is always the back-switching from the aged state, i.e. the “up-step” back-switching.
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5.6.1 General observations and UV light exposure

Figure 5.18 shows a typical sequence of PV loops measured over a period of 2 days from initial poling in the negative polarity state. The triangle wave starts at 0 electric field and increases first to the positive field values. We can make the following observations regarding the progress of imprint:

1. The PV loop field offset increases with time.
2. The PV loop becomes more square, with higher $\partial P/\partial E$ peaks at switching.
3. The switchable polarization decreases. Note that, since the current integration constant is arbitrary, the PV loops are centered by the measurement software such as $P(E_{\text{max}}) = -P(-E_{\text{max}})$.
4. The “up-step” $\partial P/\partial E$ peak shifts more quickly towards the right side of the chart than the “down-step” peak does.
5. The backswitching decreases with time.

The increasing asymmetry of the two $\partial P/\partial E$ peaks, and the difference in speed at which they shift, could be the consequence of aging in the poled state, but also of the asymmetry of the measurement, since we do not measure closed loops. The asymmetry of the two peaks is not always as pronounced as the example shown in Fig. 5.18; for some samples, it is the “down-step” peak which becomes the highest in the course of aging; however, the “up-step” peak is always more shifted than the “down-step” peak. At present, we do not have an explanation for this observation. The decrease in switchable polarization is presumably due to the fact that one polarity is less saturated than the other (the aged polarity is slightly more saturated after each cycle), and this lower saturation is not compensated by the increased saturation for the other polarity. This is suggested by the shape of the $\partial P/\partial E$ loop at high fields: At highly positive fields, the derivative is larger than at highly negative fields. That is a consequence of...
Figure 5.19 – PV loops for the same PZT thin film with various IDE gap distance and the same finger width, measured two weeks after initial poling. One sample was in addition exposed to UV light with the Hg arc lamp. The electric field was obtained with the Gevorgian model.

The shift of the $\partial P/\partial E$ peaks towards the positive side of the electric field axis. The increased squareness of the loop is very likely the consequence of aging. Aging in the poled state can be regarded geometrically as the pinching of the PV loop near saturation instead of near zero electric field, resulting in a larger slope on the branch leading towards the stabilized state. It is not clear however, why the “up-step” transition also becomes more abrupt. Since aging is related to the relaxation of internal stresses and charges, an aged sample may display a much more homogeneous coercive field for both “up-step” and “down-step” switchings, resulting in a squarer loop.

Figure 5.19 shows the PV loops of the same PZT film with various finger distance and the same finger width, measured two weeks after initial poling. One of the samples was in addition exposed to UV light with the Hg arc lamp prior to the PV measurement. The PV loops of the aged samples which were not illuminated superimpose very well. The trend for the $\partial P/\partial E$ peak height, which is larger for larger gaps, follows that observed for unaged samples in chapter 3. Hence, we conclude that the aging process is gap-independent, in the range of gap values investigated. UV light illumination has a significant effect on the PV loop. Our observations are the following:

1. The PV loop is significantly more offset.
2. The switchable polarization is further decreased.
3. The back-switching from the aged polarization state is further reduced, so that it is virtually absent.
4. The PV loop is more slanted.

The reduction in switchable polarization was also observed by Dimos et al. [176]. The fact that the PV loop becomes more slanted instead of more square — which translates in reduced height for both $\partial P/\partial E$ peaks — suggests that the effect of UV light illumination is not the continuation of the imprinting process, but the consequence of a different process which adds up to the progress of imprint already accomplished.
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Figure 5.20 – Series of sample exposed to the Hg arc lamp for 1 hour. (a) : the first two PV loops and the loop measured after UV light exposure. Details on the film is shown in the top-left corner of each chart. (b) : corresponding $\partial P/\partial E$ loop. The value of $E_i$ after UV light exposure is shown in the top right corner of each chart.

Figure 5.20 shows the result of 1 h exposure to the Hg arc lamp immediately after poling, for films of various compositions, thickness and texture. Two PV loops were recorded on the unpoled samples (blue curves in Fig. 5.20), which were then exposed all at the same time; after that, a single PV loop was recorded (red curve in Fig. 5.20). We can make the same observations as above, except that, this time, the PV loops do not appear more slanted after illumination. This could be because previously, we compared the effect of UV illumination for aged samples, while we now show fresh samples, whose PV loops are less square than the aged curves. The value of $E_i$ after illumination is the same for both tetragonal samples, and
is significantly lower for the sample with the MPB composition. Another film was treated in the same way, also of the MPB composition, and with similar thickness and texture as the MPB film shown in Fig. 5.20; it displayed $E_i = 17 \text{kV/cm}$ after the treatment. Lastly, we observe some degree of peak splitting in the $\partial P/\partial E$ curve for the tetragonal samples. This suggests that different parts of the films are being imprinted at different rates. This was also observed on poled samples left to age for a long time, without any illumination. We do not have an explanation for this observation at present.

Apart from the small differences that we reported, neither the texture nor the film thickness appears to have an influence on the resulting offset. It is not clear whether the aging process continues undisturbed in parallel to the effect of illumination; if it does, it can account however for only at most half of the total $E_i$, comparing with the offset obtained 1 h after the initial poling event without illumination (see Fig. 5.22 for the tetragonal sample and Fig. 5.23 for the MPB sample). The lower offset of the second MPB film tested can then be explained by the observation that this film showed a slightly lower aging rate (see light blue curve in Fig. 5.23). We also observe that the shift of the “up-step” $\partial P/\partial E$ peak is larger that that for the “down-step” peak. In Fig. 5.19, the exposed sample had aged for two weeks, after which time the rate of evolution of the offset has dropped dramatically; thus we can safely assume that the imprint did not progress during the illumination time, and we can state that the additional shift after exposure is entirely due to the effect of UV light. This additional shift is, in this case, the same for both peaks. This is qualitatively different from illumination immediately after the first poling event.

To confirm this latter observation, we have performed an additional illumination experiment on a sample aged for 1 month in the poled state. The sample was illuminated with the Hg arc lamp on the day of initial poling, and then left to age for 31 days. After this time has elapsed, the aging rate is practically zero. The sample was then illuminated for 10 min, and then 30 min, with the UV laser diode, and a PV loop was recorded just before the first illumination step and after each illumination steps. The measurements are shown in Fig. 5.21. Dashed lines indicate the position of the coercive fields on the $\partial P/\partial E$ loops, and the gray scale bars are of the same dimensions for the “down-step” and “up-step” peaks. Here also, the induced shift is the same for both peaks, and the loop also becomes more slanted. Note that the laser diode provides a much larger radiative energy per unit area, because there is direct line of sight between the source and the sample, and because the beam is collimated; this permits a significant shifting of the PV loop in a fraction of the time that would be required with the Hg arc lamp. After a total of 40 min of exposure, $E_i$ has doubled, and the “down-step” coercive field has almost reached 0.

Therefore, UV light illumination does not seem to have the same effect when applied to freshly poled samples instead of aged samples. With the present set of data, we cannot provide evidence that the aging process and the effect of UV light are independent and occurring in parallel. This may be the case only if aging, within the time frame of the experiment, is mostly due to a volume effect, or a domain wall effect involving the diffusion of uncharged defects,
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such as elastic, non-electrostatic dipoles. Both interface effect and domain wall effect, which rely on the drift of charged defects, would be affected by photogenerated carriers. The very fast offset build-up during illumination is due to the fact that the carriers are generated everywhere in the sample, and in particular in the vicinity of the uncompensated bound charges, so that they do not need to travel long distances to reach them. Note that, in the IDE configuration, the active PZT volume is not covered by electrodes and is therefore directly exposed to external radiations; thus, it is not surprising that it is so sensitive to bandgap light.

We observed that repeated illumination continues to increase the offset of the PV loop, but this effect becomes less and less pronounced with cumulative illumination time. This is visible in Fig. 5.21 where the offset increase after 30 min of exposure is only a fraction of the offset produced by the previous 10 min of exposure. This may be due to the decreasing intensity of the local depolarization fields, which are further compensated after each illumination step. There is a competition between bound charges compensation and recombination of photogenerated charge carriers. The latter is prevented by the presence of depolarization fields, which separate electrons and holes upon their creation; however, this separation mechanism becomes less effective after the intensity of these fields have decreased.

UV illumination offers an interesting tool to tune the stability of the poled state. It can be used as an “aging accelerator”, i. e. as a treatment to fully age samples, so that they do not age anymore in the rest of the device life. It can also be employed simply to improve the stability of the poled state, when this stability is critical for operations. Further investigations are needed to better understand the action of UV light on the films, and in particular to verify their influence on the piezoelectric properties, a point which has not been treated in this work.
5.6.2 Rate of imprint

In this section we present experimental results showing the rate of imprint for various sample compositions and doping. We recorded PV loops at specific time intervals; the initial poling was accomplished by the first PV loop. The driving field was a triangle wave at 20 Hz with a maximum electric field of 150 kV/cm. This measurement routine results in a competition between aging and the voltage cycle, which partially de-ages the sample at every measurement.

We expect that this competition will not greatly influence the aging process if the measurements are performed at sufficiently long time intervals. This is not the case for the beginning of the curves where measurements are performed only several seconds apart. However, since all the samples were measured in the same conditions, we can still compare the time evolution of the PV loop offset between them.

Figure 5.22 shows the influence of two kinds of doping for {100}-textured tetragonal films. As expected, the Fe-doped film is aging at the fastest rate and the Nb-doped film is aging at the slowest rate. Even though we did not reach saturation within the presented time frame, the evolution of the curves suggests that the saturating offset follows the same trend as the aging rate. Nb-doping has significant effect over the aging rate and extent, but does not cancel the effect of aging altogether, which is still significant. This is somewhat surprising considering that donor-doped PZT samples are often credited with small aging in the literature on ceramic samples [11, 107]. It may be the consequence of the small atomic content of the dopant used, which was 2 at.% for Nb. If the effect of donor doping merely compensates for the acceptor impurities naturally present in undoped compositions [11], then a small atomic content of the donor dopant may be insufficient to counterbalance the effect of those impurities, which may be more abundant in thin films than in ceramics due to the different processing conditions. The effect of acceptor doping is less pronounced, consistently with a lower atomic content of only 1 at.%. The dielectric spectroscopy experiments discussed in chapter 4 showed that, for aging in the unpoled state, the trend is the same.

Figure 5.23 shows the influence of Nb doping for {100}-textured PZT films with the MPB
composition. Two different undoped films with a similar texture and thickness were tested for comparison, and they show a very similar time evolution. As for tetragonal samples, Nb-doping reduces the aging rate and the saturating offset, and the effect is proportionally less pronounced than for the tetragonal composition, even though the atomic content is the same at 2 at.%. Fig. 5.24 (a) and (b) compare the offset build-up rate for the tetragonal and MPB composition. The MPB composition shows a drastically reduced aging rate as compared to the tetragonal composition, both with and without Nb doping.

Figure 5.25 compares the aging rate for two samples with the same composition and doping, one with the IDE configuration and the other one with the PPE configuration. The PPE sample is the same PZT film studied in chapter 4. This film shows some imprint even in the unaged state due to the presence of self-poling. Both the aging rate and the apparent saturating offset of the PPE sample are significantly lower than that of the IDE sample. This suggests that the aging process in samples with the IDE configuration may be qualitatively different from samples with the PPE configuration. A major difference between the two is the important role of the electrode-film interface in the PPE case, and the in-plane polarization vector, orthogonal to grain boundaries in sol-gel films, in the IDE case. Each could be a critical part of the aging process for each configuration. Further work is needed to fully determine this point. This
already means that, in addition to better retention and remanence properties, as seen in chapter 4, IDE samples also display a more pronounced stabilization of the poled state with time, and are therefore ideally suited for applications where depolarization leads to device failure.

Because Nb doping reduces the concentration of $V_{O}^{**}$ [101] as well as the sample conductivity [11], and since $Nb^{*}_T$ does not form an associate with its compensation defect $V_{Pb}^{*}$ [111], it is expected to reduce aging for the three classes of mechanisms. Conversely, because it increases the concentration of $V_{O}^{*}$ [101], associates with them to form a dipolar defect which can align with the local polarization [111], and increases the conductivity [11], Fe doping can contribute to all three mechanisms of aging. Therefore, since the doped samples behave as expected from these remarks, doping alone does not allow to distinguish between the aging mechanisms. The small difference in aging rate between the two undoped MPB films is not pronounced enough to be really significant.

The difference in aging rate between tetragonal and MPB samples is more delicate to interpret. For the same doping (Nb doping or no dopant), the defect nature and concentration should not be significantly different between the two compositions. Therefore, the dipolar defect associates content should be about the same. Eichel [101] mentions the presence of reduced Ti on the B-site, $Ti^{*}_T$, which can be formed in compounds containing BTO processed under low oxygen partial pressures. They are found to associate with $V_{O}^{**}$, which are formed along them in reducing conditions, creating the dipolar defect associate $(Ti^{*}_T - V_{O}^{**})^*$, which can contribute to aging like $(Fe^{*}_T - V_{O}^{**})^*$ in PZT [101]. The presence of $Ti^{3+}$ ions is reported in lead titanate doped with La and Cu [181], but only at temperatures below 160 K. If it exists in PZT, $Ti^{*}_T$ may have a larger concentration for Ti-richer compositions; however, our samples are processed in oxidizing conditions, hence it is not likely that its concentration exceeds that of the naturally occurring impurities. Indeed, Warren et al. [102] report a concentration (obtained by EPR) of $Ti^{3+}$ comparable to that of $Cu^{2+}$ and $Fe^{3+}$, at $10^{16} - 10^{17}$ cm$^{-3}$, in undoped PZT ceramics with the MPB composition. Hence, the more pronounced aging of the tetragonal samples cannot be satisfactorily explained by the larger Ti content alone. After Arlt and Neumann, the internal
bias $E_i$ at time $t$ is given by [120]:

$$E_i = \frac{\Delta n(t) \Delta W}{P_s}$$  \hspace{1cm} (5.18)

where $P_s$ is the spontaneous polarization within a domain, $\Delta n(t)$ the density of defects aligned in excess along the lowest energy direction, and $\Delta W$ the free energy difference between the highest and lowest energy directions. $P_s$ should be lower for the MPB composition as compared to our tetragonal composition [20]. As discussed above, we expect that $\Delta n(t)$ is similar for the two compositions. However, estimating the change of the $\Delta W$ value is problematic; at the MPB composition, the polarization can take additional directions as compared to the tetragonal composition. This is also true in our sol-gel films, for which only a fraction of the film volume actually has the MPB composition, whereas the rest should be evenly distributed between the tetragonal and the rhombohedral phase due to the small composition gradient which remains even in the gradient-free route [47]. It is not clear whether the difference in $\Delta W$ alone can explain the large difference of aging rate between the MPB and the tetragonal compositions. Since dipolar defect associates of the type $\left( \text{Fe}^{2+}_{\text{Ti}} - \text{V}^{0}_{\text{O}} \right)^*$ have a tetragonal symmetry, we could presume that $\Delta W$ should be larger for the tetragonal composition; as such, the ratio $\Delta W / P_s$ could be similar for both compositions. In this case, according to equation 5.18, $E_i$ should have a similar time evolution for both compositions. This would exclude the volume effect as the dominant process of aging. Note that, however, elastic effects such as the ones described by Robels and Arlt [143] were ignored. The elastic properties of defects, as well as the film stress, may differ for the two compositions, resulting in different aging rates as well. This additional complication is, unfortunately, seldom mentioned in the literature, which mostly focus on the electrostatically driven aging mechanisms (elastic effects are for instance absent from the review by Genenko and coworkers [119]). Even though, on the macroscopic scale, the stress situation of the film should be the same after the polarization is switched by 180°, local stress relief processes may exist and hinder domain wall motion upon switching. It is beyond the scope of this thesis work to further discuss these effects. These considerations illustrate well the complexities of the aging process, and we cannot unambiguously exclude the volume effect from the information of Figure 5.24 alone.

Table 5.2 shows the remanent polarization after the initial poling step for a selection of the investigated samples. Note that the remanent polarization increases in the course of the experiment, since, after every PV loop measurement, the aged state (which is the negative polarity side in our experiments) is slightly more saturated. Hence the value shown in Table 5.2 may not be valid at the end of the aging process. We still use them for the purpose of a qualitative discussion. The fact that they do not differ much between different compositions, for a given dopant concentration, excludes interface effects of the type proposed by Grossmann et al. [152, 175], for which the offset buildup should be driven by the net polarization of the film.
Table 5.2 – Remanent polarization after initial poling for some of the investigated films.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Film</th>
<th>Remanent pol. (µC/cm$^2$)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>PZT 43/57</td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nb:PZT 43/57</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PZT 53/47</td>
<td>27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nb:PZT 53/47</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nb:PZT 53/47 PPE</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

At this stage, we also cannot exclude the contribution of both a domain wall effect and an interface effect due to the polarization mismatch at the grain boundaries. The domain pattern is likely very different in the poled MPB and tetragonal films, since much less polarization direction are allowed in the tetragonal phase. It is difficult to discuss further how this could enhance the aging properties without more knowledge about the actual domain pattern after poling. Piezoforce microscopy (PFM) has been attempted on our samples. The small grain size, the absence of a counter-electrode at the bottom of the PZT film, combined to the much lower signal-to-noise ratio of the lateral mode of the PFM tip used to obtain the contrast for the in-plane components of the polarization vector, resulted in systematic failure to image the in-plane domain pattern of the films with the MPB composition. As a consequence, the two patterns could not be compared. The imaging was more successful for tetragonal compositions. Figures 5.26 (b) and (d) show in-plane PFM amplitude images of the same (100)-textured PZT 43/57 film with IDE, respectively unpoled and after a 30 s-long DC voltage pulse at 50 kV/cm. The topography images are also shown for both. The contrast in the amplitude image is given by the orientation of the in-plane component of the polarization vector inside the grain: out-of-plane components and in-plane components oriented along the PFM cantilever axis, as well as domain walls, appear black. We observe a relatively complex pattern inside large grains, while the pattern inside the small grains is barely discernible. This is not very informative, since the large grains are shallow and as such, are not representative of the sample volume. We imaged the film after increasingly larger poling voltages, and we could qualitatively observe that the domain pattern was becoming less complex, showing larger zones with the same pattern and favoring one specific direction for the domain walls rather than forming cross-hatched patterns. The domain size, even after poling, was of the order of 10 nm whenever visible, and it was not possible to observe domains inside small grains, so that we do not know with certainty whether they were in a polydomain or in a single domain state. Therefore, even this qualitative evolution of the domain pattern upon poling does not bring clear material to our discussion.
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Figure 5.26 – Topography image (a) and in-plane PFM amplitude image (b) of an unpoled (100)-textured PZT 43/57 film with IDE. (c) and (d) show the same, respectively, after a 30 s-long DC voltage pulse at 50 kV/cm. Note that a different zone has been imaged in (c)-(d).

However, the polarization mismatch at the grain boundary can be studied in more detail. In sol-gel PZT films with IDE, the in-plane component of the polarization vector, after alignment with the electric field following poling, is always orthogonal to the grain boundaries, because of the columnar grain growth during the crystallization anneal. This is an immediate source of polarization mismatch at the boundaries between adjacent grains, since the textured growth means that the in-plane orientation of the grains is random. If this mismatch is the driving force of the aging process, then a larger polarization mismatch at the grain boundaries should result in a faster aging rate and a larger value for the saturating internal bias. To qualitatively estimate the extent of the polarization mismatch for a tetragonal and an MPB sample, we have used a simple geometry with square grains with sides parallel to the electrode fingers, as pictured in Fig. 5.27 (a). We used calculations similar to those shown in appendix F in order to determine the polarization mismatch for an arbitrary relative orientation of two neighboring grains. Then we calculated the mismatch $10^6$ times for relative orientations chosen at random, yielding histograms for the grain boundaries orthogonal to the poling field direction, and for
Figure 5.27 – (a): simple model with square grains to estimate the polarization mismatch at the grain boundaries. Each grain has a random in-plane orientation and is shown after poling. (b): histogram of the normalized polarization mismatch at the horizontal grain boundaries for the undoped PZT 53/47. (c): same for the undoped PZT 43/57.

those parallel to the poling field direction. The histograms for the polarization mismatch at grain boundaries orthogonal to the poling field direction (shown as a dashed line in Fig. 5.27 (a)) are shown in Fig. 5.27 (b) for the undoped PZT 53/47 and in Fig. 5.27 (c) for the undoped PZT 43/57. Table 5.3 gives the average of the absolute value and the standard deviation of the polarization mismatch distribution $\Delta P$ as function of the spontaneous polarization $P_s$, for the MPB and the tetragonal film. For the MPB film we have used the “soft” approximation, i.e. the polarization vector can take the polar axis of either the rhombohedral or the tetragonal phase to minimize $P \cdot E$. $\Delta P_{\parallel}$ denotes the polarization mismatch parallel to the poling direction, i.e. at the grain boundaries orthogonal to the poling direction; $\Delta P_{\perp}$ denotes the polarization mismatch in the orthogonal direction. We observe that, for both sets of grain boundaries, the average mismatch and the standard deviation are significantly less for the MPB composition. Qualitatively, this means that the depolarization fields will be reduced, and that there are less charges to be compensated for; therefore, the aging rate should be lower, and the internal bias field should saturate at lower values for the MPB film than for the tetragonal film. This is in agreement with our observations.
5.6. Experimental results

Table 5.3 – Normalized polarization mismatch (in absolute value) and standard deviation for the model shown in Fig. 5.27 (a).

| Direction and film | ⟨|ΔP|⟩ | σ_{ΔP} |
|--------------------|------|--------|
| ΔP_∥ PZT 53/47    | 0.08P_s | 0.10P_s |
| ΔP_⊥ PZT 53/47    | 0.36P_s | 0.44P_s |
| ΔP_∥ PZT 43/57    | 0.11P_s | 0.14P_s |
| ΔP_⊥ PZT 43/57    | 0.49P_s | 0.60P_s |

The importance of the grain boundaries in the aging process is further supported by our observation that the field offset increases much more slowly, and saturates at a much lower value, for an epitaxial undoped PZT 53/47 film with IDE, with the {100} out-of-plane orientation and grown on an SrTiO_3 substrate, than for the {100}-textured, polycrystalline films of the same composition shown in Figure 5.23. The time evolution for all three films is displayed in Figure 5.28. Neglecting elastic effects, this last observation seems to exclude the volume effect as the dominant process of aging in polycrystalline films, since this local process takes place within the bulk of the domains and should not be sensitive to the presence or absence of grain boundaries. Unfortunately, we face the same difficulty as before, i.e. the experimental impossibility to observe the domain pattern of the two kinds of samples. This means that we cannot determine whether the absence of any grain boundary in the epitaxial PZT film lowers the aging rate because it influences the domain pattern, or because there is no polarization mismatch to be compensated for, and hence no local depolarization field. Further investigations with other experimental procedures may allow to separate the two effects and to determine which one is predominant.

Figure 5.28 – Offset evolution with time for two {100}-textured polycrystalline MPB PZT thin films and for one epitaxial PZT thin film of the same composition, all in the IDE configuration. The color code is given in the chart.
Figure 5.29 – $P'_1/\varepsilon_0E_0$ (a), $\delta_1$ (b) and $\delta_3$ (b) for increasing, then decreasing field amplitude, for an unpoled, undoped PZT 43/57 film with IDE, after various aging treatments. The color code is given in (a). In (a), filled circles indicate the increasing branch and open circles the decreasing branch. The dashed line in (a) is a guide to the eye. Arrows indicate the direction of the $\delta_3$ curves in (b).

### 5.6.3 Subswitching dielectric spectroscopy

To complement our study of the aging process by monitoring the time evolution of the internal bias, we have conducted subswitching dielectric spectroscopy on an undoped PZT 43/57 sample, which experienced various treatments, to compare the extent of domain wall clamping thereby introduced. For all experiments, we proceeded in the following way: the sample was annealed at 550°C for 10 min under 100 sccm of O$_2$ flow. After that, a 20 min waiting time was observed, after which a 1 h-long treatment was applied. The reference treatment against which we compare the effects of the other treatments, is aging at room temperature during 1 h, i.e. this is simply an additional waiting time. In this way, all the samples start in the same unpoled state aged for 20 min, and the applied treatment can be compared to the case where nothing is performed. Note that we have not corrected $P'_1$ for the parasitic capacitance; this is not important for comparison, because the same sample was used for all the spectroscopy measurements of this section. The parasitic capacitance behaves purely linearly and therefore, does not contribute to $\delta_3$. Its contribution to $\delta_1$ should be small.

Figure 5.29 compares various aging treatments during which the sample was in the unpoled state. The behaviors with increasing electric field amplitude of the samples aged at room temperature and at 70°C are similar and correspond to the case already described in section 5.2.3. The only difference is that the sample aged at high temperature displays a more pronounced pinning of the domain walls, as revealed by a reduced $P'_1/\varepsilon_0E_0$ and a change of $\delta_3$ from $-180^\circ$ to $-90^\circ$ which is more gradual on the increasing branch. On the decreasing branch, $\delta_3$ is the same as for the sample aged at room temperature, and $P'_1/\varepsilon_0E_0$ joins the decreasing curve of the sample aged at room temperature. This shows that the cycling electric field could remove all the additional clamping due to the time spent at higher temperature rather than
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Figure 5.30 – $P'_1/\varepsilon_0 E_0$ (a), $\delta_1$ (b) and $\delta_3$ (b) for increasing, then decreasing field amplitude, for an unpoled and a poled undoped PZT 43/57 sample with IDE, after 1 h aging at room temperature. The color code is given in (a). In (a), filled circles indicate the increasing branch and open circles the decreasing branch. The dashed lines in (a) is a guide to the eye. Arrows indicate the direction of the $\delta_3$ curves in (b).

The response after poling is much less hysteretic, as revealed by the value of $\delta_1$ very close to 0°, and much less non-linear, as seen in the significant reduction of the dependence of $P'_1/\varepsilon_0 E_0$ on the electric field. This is attributed to the reduced number of domain walls inside the film after poling. On the decreasing branch, $\delta_3$ has nearly reached $-90^\circ$ and the decreasing branch of $P'_1/\varepsilon_0 E_0$ is nearly a straight line, showing that we have attained a Rayleigh-like regime. However, the increase of $\delta_3$ from $-180^\circ$ to $-90^\circ$ is much more gradual for the poled case than for the unpoled case. This suggests a larger clamping of the domain walls in the poled case after 1 h. Thus, the aging appears to proceed faster in the poled state. This is likely the consequence of larger depolarization fields, as discussed in the previous section for explaining the aging rate of tetragonal and MPB samples.
Depolarization fields for the unpoled samples are expected to be much smaller and localized, because minimizing the depolarization fields is one of the driving force for domain splitting after cool-down below the Curie temperature. This is an interface effect. However, the domain pattern is likely greatly changed between the unpoled and the poled state, and this difference could explain the faster aging rate for poled samples as well, \textit{i.e.} with a domain wall effect. As was discussed when commenting the PFM studies shown in Figure 5.26, we could not make any definitive conclusion about the change of the domain pattern between the poled and the unpoled state. As such, we cannot decide which effect, between the interface and the domain wall effects, is the main mechanism behind the faster aging rate of the poled state. However, as a local phenomenon, the volume effect should not be sensitive to the poled or unpoled state of the sample, and should therefore result in the same domain wall clamping situation after an identical time has elapsed. This is not what we observe in Figure 5.30; therefore, we conclude that the volume effect is not predominantly responsible for the faster aging rate of the poled state. Note that, as in section 5.6.2, we did not discuss elastic effects, even though the stress situation of the film should be different in the poled and unpoled state.

5.7 Conclusion

We have reviewed the possible mechanisms for aging in PZT thin films. Aging can be caused by so-called volume effects, domain wall effects, or interface effects. The results from several studies indicate that in the general case, more than one mechanism is active. However, their experimental separation is not straightforward. As such, the combination of several experimental techniques is an approach of choice to exclude inconsistent mechanisms and to obtain mutually supporting results. The time evolution of the sample response can be probed either by switching or by subswitching fields. The former allows access to macroscopic properties which reveal the global behavior of the system, and is usually closest to device operation conditions. The latter provides rich information on the behavior of the domain walls on the local scale, and on their interactions with the defects which cause aging.

The study of aging on our PZT thin films with IDE did not provide an unambiguous answer as to the predominant mechanism in this case. Volume effects could be excluded, but we could not determine whether a domain wall effect or an interface effect is more likely. Volume effects of the elastic type could possibly play a role, but were not investigated further. The discussion of the domain wall effect is hindered by the experimental difficulty of imaging the domain pattern of PZT thin films with IDE. It was not possible to realize it with the samples with the MPB composition. In the absence of an effective visualization technique, studying the time evolution of the small-signal response with the method developed by Mokrý and Sluka [171] could prove helpful to discriminate between the two effects. Another route for investigations would be the analysis of additional samples with different microstructures, \textit{e.g.} epitaxial samples with the tetragonal compositions, or polycrystalline samples with a different grain size distribution or a different texture. Epitaxial samples of various Zr/(Ti+Zr) ratio could help to evaluate the contribution of a volume effect and, in the absence of grain boundaries,
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should reveal the extent of the domain wall effect as well, for a range of compositions and phases.

UV light illumination offers interesting opportunities to adjust the sample response and the polarization stability. With sufficiently long exposure time, we managed to offset the PV loop to the point that the “down-step” coercive field was nearly 0, which should drastically improve the stability of the poled state. Without UV light exposure, the offset saturated at about half of the initial coercive field value. Further investigations should be pursued to fully understand the effect of bandgap irradiations on the sample behavior, and to evaluate its potential for applications in commercial devices. The IDE configuration is particularly well-suited for this kind of study, since no special, transparent electrode is needed in this case, because the active volume is not covered.
6 PZT thin films with asymmetric electrodes

6.1 Introduction

In the PPE configuration, the interface between the ferroelectric thin film and the electrode plays a very important role for the properties of the ferroelectric capacitor [99]. For instance, it was speculated that the preferential trapping of charges at one of the film-electrode interfaces may induce self-poling in the as-fabricated sample [182]. Self-poling denotes the partially poled state of an as-fabricated ferroelectric thin film, before any poling treatment is performed [102, 183, 184]. Self-poling is a desirable property for some of the applications of ferroelectric thin films, since, if sufficiently pronounced, it can remove the necessity for poling the film. This concerns applications where a low or even no voltage at all is applied, such as for piezoelectric sensors and energy harvesters as well as for pyroelectric detectors. Self-poled films usually also exhibit a more stable polarization than the ones poled by an external field. This then leads in addition to a more stable operation characteristics of the sensors. The presence of a non-zero net polarization state, which is spontaneously stable, solves thus a number of problems. Unlike aging where the properties of the sample change with time, self-poling may not involve degradation of properties. Self-poling can be very stable, to the point of still being present after annealing above the Curie temperature [185]; mastering such a mechanism would provide an excellent stability to the poled state at room temperature, and thereby excellent reliability of the sensor or harvester. This also prevents depolarization caused by the application of a reverse bias in bipolar operations.

Many studies attempted to address the question of the origin of self-poling. Local interface bias field between the film and the electrode [186], strain gradients [187, 188], damage from the top electrode deposition by sputtering deposition processes [189], have all been proposed as an explanation for the presence of self-poling. Baek et al. [190] report a record internal bias field accompanied by self-poling in a 1 µm-thick Pb(Mg\textsubscript{1/3}Nb\textsubscript{2/3})O\textsubscript{3}−PbTiO\textsubscript{3} (PMN-PT) thin film, which shifts the PV loop so much that both coercive fields are negative, providing spontaneous stability to the poled state at zero external bias. They attributed this behavior to the asymmetry of the electrode they employed, namely Pt/PMN-PT/SrRuO\textsubscript{3}. Unfortunately, in the PPE
configuration, the asymmetries introduced by the growth of the film, by the different thermal budget between the top and bottom film-electrode interfaces, and by different mechanical stresses at the two interfaces, does not allow to unambiguously conclude that the internal bias field is an effect of the different electrode materials only.

In this chapter, we studied the influence of electrodes made of dissimilar materials using the IDE configuration, and also the PPE geometry for comparison. In the IDE design, both electrode types are grown on the same surface of the ferroelectric material. Inhomogeneities along the growth direction should play a very much smaller role, because the field lines are mostly perpendicular to the growth direction. Therefore, the comparison of the behavior of the IDE and the PPE sample should allow to separate the effects due to the asymmetry of the materials alone, and those due to the processing route. We then proposed a design which induced self-poling in samples with the IDE geometry.

This chapter is adapted from the following publication:


and from the master thesis work of Trygve M. Ræder under our supervision:


### 6.2 Sample fabrication

We followed the same fabrication route as described in chapter 4. Three 500 nm-thick undoped PZT 43/57 thin films were deposited by sol-gel with the gradient-free route on Si wafers with 2 μm wet oxide buffered with an evaporated 100 nm-thick MgO layer. 2 crystallization anneals at 650 °C for 1 min under 100 sccm of O₂ flow were performed to obtained the desired thickness. A PTO seed layer was deposited first for seeding the perovskite phase. XRD scans showed that the films had a random texture. In all other respects, their structure is similar to the undoped MPB film shown in chapter 4, with dense, columnar grains with a smooth surface. The asymmetric IDE were prepared by photolithography and lift-off like described in chapter 4. Two photolithography steps were performed, one per electrode side. The first set of electrode structures to be deposited was always Pt, and after deposition this set was annealed at 550 °C for 10 min under 100 sccm of O₂ flow before the fabrication process was resumed. For one of the tetragonal films, both sets of Pt electrodes were deposited in a single step and then annealed at 550 °C as described above. This provided a symmetrical electrode situation which served as a reference. Pd and indium tin oxide (ITO) were chosen as electrode materials for the
second polarity electrode for the remaining two tetragonal films. These materials were chosen because of their availability in our cleanroom facility, and because they provide a varied set of works functions: The work function is 5.9 eV for Pt [191], 5.4 eV for Pd [191], and 4.4–4.5 eV for ITO [192]. All electrodes were 50 nm thick. Figure 6.1 shows optical microscope images of the final structures; as can be seen, excellent alignment of the second mask was achieved. The structures were then diced into 1.5 mm × 15 mm cantilevers.

In addition to the IDE devices, PPE devices have been fabricated. One 500 nm-thick undoped PZT 43/57 film was deposited on a Pt/TiO₂/Ti-buffered Si wafer with 500 nm wet oxide, following the same gradient-free sol-gel route as above. XRD scans showed that this film was fully in the perovskite phase and (100)-textured, as expected. The microstructure was similar to that of the films grown on the MgO underlayer. After deposition and patterning of a photoresist by photolithography, a 50 nm-thick Pt layer was sputtered on half of the wafer to serve as top electrode. The other half was screened by a piece of dummy wafer. A 50 nm-thick ITO layer was then sputtered on the other half of the wafer in the same fashion, while the Pt layer was screened by the dummy. We proceeded to lift-off in one step, for both electrodes at the same time. The PZT film was then wet-etched to access the bottom Pt electrode. The etched zones were patterned by photolithography. Finally, the wafer was diced into 1.5 mm × 15 mm cantilevers, with were therefore of two kinds but with the same PZT film: Pt/PZT/Pt or ITO/PZT/Pt. No annealing of the top electrodes was performed in this case, in order to study the effect of
In this chapter, the Gevorgian model with the empirical parasitic capacitance model was used for the correction of the PV loops. The reader is referred to chapter 3 for details on this model.

6.3 Results

6.3.1 IDE structures

We used the same setups and measurement conditions as the ones presented in chapter 4. Figure 6.2 (a) shows the PV loops for Pt-Pt, Pt-ITO and Pt-Pd IDE structures on undoped PZT 43/57, as fabricated. This means that the Pt electrodes have all been annealed at 550 °C, whereas the Pd and ITO electrodes are as-deposited. In case of asymmetric electrodes, the samples were always cycled with the Pt electrode grounded and the driving voltage applied to the Pd or ITO electrode. We observe that the Pt-ITO and Pt-Pd loops show a lower maximum polarization, more slanting, and lower coercive fields than the Pt-Pt loop. The slanting is more pronounced for the as-fabricated Pt-ITO sample. Figure 6.2 (b) shows the same as Fig. 6.2 (a), but after annealing all the samples at 650 °C for 10 min under 100 sccm of O2 flow. After this anneal, all samples reach the same switchable polarization and become more square. However, the Pt-ITO and Pt-Pd sample loops still retained some slanting, and, interestingly, the Pt-Pd IDE sample is this time the most slanted. It also has a larger coercive field than before annealing, unlike the other samples for which the coercive field remains essentially unchanged. TEM cross-section of the Pt-Pd sample revealed the partial oxidation of the Pd electrode by oxygen exchange with the underlying PZT, which may explain the slanting of this loop by the presence of a dead layer at the film-electrode interface [99]. In chapter 4, we also observed that the loop becomes more square, along with a moderate increase of the coercive field and of the switchable polarization, after annealing as-deposited symmetric Pt-Pt electrodes. This indicates that at least part of the above observations are related to the deposition process rather than to the electrode materials.

The offset of the PV loop which may be observed in Fig. 6.2 (a) and (b) is the consequence of imprint in the poled state. Figure 6.3 shows the aging rate for the 3 samples. All samples have been annealed at 550 °C for 10 min under 100 sccm of O2 flow prior to the aging measurement. The aging rates are comparable for all the samples. The Pt-ITO sample appears to age at a slightly lower rate, but to saturate at about the same value as the other samples. It is not clear whether the random texture could explain the variation of aging rate. It is expected to have some influence if the aging mechanism involves the compensation of depolarizing fields caused by the polarization mismatch at the grain boundaries, as discussed in chapter 5.

We could not observe a PV loop without an offset: Indeed, the onset of the aging process after the poling action of the PV loop is very fast, reaching several kV/cm within seconds as seen in Fig. 6.3. As a consequence, it may be masking any internal bias present in the samples because of the use of asymmetric electrodes. However, as seen from Fig. 6.3, if any internal
Figure 6.2 – (a) : PV loops of as-fabricated IDE samples with PZT 43/57. The Pt electrodes (both in the Pt-Pt version and in the asymmetric versions) were annealed at 550 °C, whereas the ITO and Pd electrodes are as-deposited. (b) : PV loops after annealing at 650 °C under 100 sccm O₂ flow for 10 min. The color legend is the same for (a) and (b).

bias exists in addition to the internal bias caused by the aging process, it must be smaller than 2 kV/cm for the asymmetric samples. In addition, all the samples display the same offset vs. time evolution at low times. This rather suggests that, if any internal bias is present due to the asymmetry of the electrode materials, its effect is negligible.

Figure 6.3 – Offset evolution with time for randomly oriented, tetragonal PZT thin films with symmetric and asymmetric electrodes. The electrode materials is indicated in the chart.
6.3.2 PPE structures

The behavior of the PPE structures was quite different from that of the IDE structures. As explained above, two PPE configurations were prepared on the same PZT 43/57 film: Pt/PZT/Pt and ITO/PZT/Pt. The PZT film with the PPE structures has a similar thickness and microstructure as the films with the IDE structures. As-deposited, none of the PPE samples could be switched below 100 kV/cm (we did not try to cycle the samples at higher fields since the breakdown field was about 120 kV/cm); in addition, all displayed some self-polling. The latter was estimated by measuring the $e_{31,f}$ piezoelectric coefficient in direct mode [39]. This is a non-destructive measurement. $e_{31,f}$ is non-zero if and only if the sample is already poled to some extent. For as-deposited samples, we found $e_{31,f} = -4.9 \text{C/m}^2$ for Pt/PZT/Pt and $e_{31,f} = -1.2 \text{C/m}^2$ for ITO/PZT/Pt. The latter is not a very large value, but the former is more than 25% of the best value reported for PZT by Baek et al. [190]. This is, therefore, a significant value which may even be used as such for some applications.

To probe the stability of the self-polling of our PPE structures, we have performed a sequence of annealing treatments in an RTA tool, during which the temperature was maintained for 10 min under 100 sccm of O$_2$ flow. After each treatment, a PV loop was recorded and the value of $e_{31,f}$ was tested. We starting the sequence at 150 °C, and increased the annealing temperature by step of 100 °C until reaching 750 °C. The PV loops and the values of $e_{31,f}$ after each treatment and for each type of sample are shown in Fig. 6.4. Above a threshold temperature of 300–400 °C, the self-polarization was lost and the samples became switchable. The switchable polarization increased with increasing annealing temperatures. Below the threshold temperature, the self-polarization was pointing downward, consistently with positive charge accumulation at the top electrode and contrary to similar studies on sputtered PZT films [185, 193]. Its disappearance after annealing under oxygen flow suggests that an accumulation of oxygen vacancies below the top electrode, due to the sputter deposition process, may be causing it. The fact that the as-fabricated Pt/PZT/Pt samples displayed higher $e_{31,f}$ values than the ITO/PZT/Pt samples, and that the self-polarization direction is in both cases the same and opposite to the electric field induced by the work function difference between ITO and Pt, suggests that the work function difference between the top and bottom electrodes plays a very minor role.

6.3.3 Discussion

In contrast to the PPE configuration, none of the IDE samples showed any piezoelectric activity prior to electrical measurements, even though the Pt and ITO electrodes were deposited with the same tools for both IDE and PPE samples. Therefore, the same type of sputter damage should be present at the top-electrode/PZT interface in both cases. All IDE samples could readily be switched, albeit with a slightly slanted PV loop, immediately after fabrication and without any annealing treatment. The same was true for the as-deposited, symmetric Pt-Pt IDE electrodes studied in chapter 4. It appears that any asymmetry in switching with the
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Figure 6.4 – Third PV loop for Pt/PZT/Pt (a) and ITO/PZT/Pt (b) PPE samples after annealing treatments at various temperatures under 100 sccm O\(_2\) flow for 10 min. (c) : \(e_{31, f}\) of virgin samples after annealing treatments at various temperatures under 100 sccm O\(_2\) flow for 10 min. An annealing temperature of 25 °C means that no annealing treatment was performed. We gave \(e_{31, f}\) a negative sign for self-polarization pointing downward (positive poling with reference to top electrode), and positive for pointing upward (negative poling).

asymmetric IDE is predominantly due to a rapid imprinting when the sample stays in a poled state, so that the influence of using asymmetric electrodes has a negligible impact on the switching process. This shows that the electrode/film interface has a only a minor influence on the behavior of the IDE system. This supports the IDE switching scenario where the nucleation of reverse domains occurs within the field concentration region at the edge of the fingers (covered by photoresist during electrode sputter deposition), while the majority of the electrode/PZT interface experiences no electric field at all, as seen in chapter 3. We attribute the difference of loop slope, coercive field and maximum polarization between the Pt-Pt IDE samples and the Pt-ITO and Pt-Pd samples on tetragonal PZT , to the defects introduced during top electrode sputter deposition. These defects can be completely or almost completely cured by annealing under oxygen flow. It is therefore believed that these defects are mainly oxygen vacancies and dislocations. It is not clear whether the impossibility to reach steeper switching slopes for Pt-ITO and Pt-Pd samples on tetragonal PZT, is due to incomplete curing of the sputtering damage, to another kind of defect which cannot be cured at the temperature involved, such as a lower dielectric layer due to an imperfect ferroelectric-metal interface, or to some influence of the electrode/film interface, which, albeit minor, may still manifest itself. We performed TEM examination of the Pt/PZT, Pd/PZT and the ITO/PZT interfaces to
further investigate these points. Unfortunately, this did not reveal any clear evidence in favor of any of the proposed scenarios, apart from the partial oxidation of the Pd electrode which we discussed earlier.

The loss of self-poling for PPE samples after annealing above a threshold temperature, in addition to a self-polarization direction opposite to what we could expect given the work function difference between the top and bottom electrode, shows that the work function difference has no significant impact. Besides, the largest self-poling effect was observed in Pt/PZT(43/57)/Pt capacitors, thus in the version with identical contact metals. The self-poling of the PPE samples is more likely due to the difference in thermal and processing history of the contacts. The bottom film/electrode interface has repeatedly been annealed at 650 °C during the crystallization step of the sol-gel process, whereas the top-electrode/film interface was processed at room temperature. The damage from the top electrode sputtering, therefore, can be a primary cause for self-poling in the PPE configuration. The difference in the self-poling experienced by the two stack designs can be due to the fact that a different sputtering tool was used for the deposition of the Pt and the ITO top electrode, with different processing conditions: the Pt film was deposited by DC sputtering whereas the ITO film was deposited by RF sputtering. This is different from the results of Kwok et al., who observed strong self-poling of their sol-gel PZT film with RF-sputtered RuO$_2$ top electrodes, but none at all with DC-sputtered RuO$_2$ top electrodes [189]. These apparently contradictory results simply show that the top electrode/film interface is very sensitive to the processing route. Type of bias, chamber pressure and gas mix in the plasma for top electrode sputtering deposition may all have some influence on the final properties of the PPE capacitor, through ion bombardment and UV light absorption. Further investigations on this topic are needed to properly assess their impact and their role in self-poling. Self-poling aided by the flexoelectric effect could also occur at non-relaxed interface layers at the bottom of the film, particularly if epitaxial growth with some lattice mismatch is possible on the bottom electrode. We finally note that, even if sputtering defects can be a primary cause for self-poling in the PPE configuration, such defects could also be the cause for the observed low breakdown field. The impossibility to switch the as-fabricated films suggests the presence of a non-ferroelectric layer at the top-electrode/film interface [99], induced by the sputtering damage. The interface layer having a lower dielectric constant, it is subject to larger electric fields, and as the material is less dense or more defective, this allows for more detrimental conduction paths. This low breakdown field is detrimental for the reliability of the device during operations.

### 6.4 Introduction of self-poling into the IDE system

From the above discussion, it appears that sputtering damage from the top electrode deposition is a convenient way to induce a significant amount of self-poling into a PPE sample. Since the direction of self-poling observed in this case is consistent with the presence of oxygen vacancies near the top-electrode/film interface, where the sputter deposition took place, it is also possible that a gradient of oxygen vacancy density can also be used to cause or promote
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the self-poling of the sample. In order to introduce some amount of self-poling into the IDE system, it is however not sufficient to limit this sputtering damage or vacancy gradient to the vicinity of the electrodes, as we observed. For this reason, we have fabricated additional IDE devices in an effort to obtain self-poled IDE systems. In this section, we will describe the processing and testing of these devices.

6.4.1 Fabrication

We deposited a 500 nm-thick sol-gel PZT film with the MPB composition following the same route as in section 6.2. Symmetrical, 50 nm-thick Pt-Pt IDE electrodes were patterned on top by photolithography, sputtering and lift-off in a single fabrication step. A 2 nm-thick Ti-layer was deposited on top of the Pt electrodes to provide adhesion with the next layer. These electrodes were not annealed. We then patterned, on top of the Pt IDE structures, a SiO$_2$ layer by photolithography, sputtering and lift-off. The SiO$_2$ layer was 150 nm thick. This layer did not lift-off very well, and for this reason we performed an additional dry etching step with fluoride chemistry to remove the SiO$_2$ remaining in the contact pad area; after that, remover was used to dissolve the underlying photoresist (PR) and lift-off (LOR) resist. The wafer was patterned with a PR layer during the dry etching step, so that only the contact pad area were exposed to the etching gas during processing; this PR layer was dissolved in the remover solution along with the PR and LOR layers which were still present below the SiO$_2$ parts which did not lift-off. At the end of the patterning process, the wafer was diced into 1.5 mm × 15 mm cantilevers for testing.

Figure 6.5 presents the two types of cantilever designs which were used. In design “H” (standing for “half”), the SiO$_2$ layer covers one IDE finger and extends on both sides until it reaches midgap. This design corresponds to Fig. 6.5 (a) and (c). In design “F” (standing for “full”), the SiO$_2$ layer covers one IDE finger and covers the gap on each side completely, stopping only at the start of the IDE finger of opposite polarity. This design corresponds to Fig. 6.5 (b) and (d).

A mask-less aligner MLA150 (Heidelberg Instruments GmbH) was used for the direct patterning of the PR for the SiO$_2$ layer deposition. This technique was favored since it allowed more precise alignment as compared with a traditional mask aligner operated manually. Optimization of this process step allowed the positioning of the edges of the SiO$_2$ layer within 200 nm of their intended location. Figure 6.6 shows a view of the patterned SiO$_2$ layer on the Pt electrodes as an illustration.

6.4.2 Results

We measured the direct mode piezoelectric coefficient $e_{IDE}$ of as-fabricated samples for both designs H and F for various gap distances. The results are shown in Fig. 6.7. All the samples tested displayed some self-poling, whose extent was gap-dependent. The highest $e_{IDE}$ are obtained for the smallest gap values. For small gaps, the H design consistently displays larger
Figure 6.5 – (a) and (c): optical microscope images of the interdigitation zone for design H (half), for a large gap in (a) and a small gap in (c). (b) and (d): optical microscope images of the interdigitation zone for design F (full), for a large gap in (b) and a small gap in (d). An overlay at the bottom of each image shows the corresponding cross-section view.

$\varepsilon_{\text{IDE}}$ values than the F design. At large gap values, this trend seems to reverse, but the $\varepsilon_{\text{IDE}}$ values do not differ much. The maximum $\varepsilon_{\text{IDE}}$ was obtained for a sample with design H at 1.65 C/m$^2$; this represents nearly 20% of the $\varepsilon_{\text{IDE}}$ value obtained after poling the sample with a triangle pulse of frequency 20 Hz and maximum field of 150 kV/cm, after annealing the sample at 550°C for 10 minute under 100 sccm of O$_2$ flow. The annealing treatment was found to destroy the self-poling of all the samples. For all samples, the net polarization was directed away from the covered Pt electrode and towards the uncovered Pt electrode, as schematically shown in Fig. 6.8. This is, to our knowledge, the first instance of self-poling reported for PZT thin films with IDE structures.

In an effort to introduce oxygen vacancies in a localized way, we have annealed the samples in forming gas (FG, 5 at.% H$_2$ in N$_2$), which has a strong reducing power. Oxygen exchange with the atmosphere should only take place in exposed PZT area and at the edge of the Pt electrode fingers, which may serve as a catalyst for the oxygen exchange reaction. In this way, we expect to introduce oxygen deficiency over half the gap distance in design H, and in the vicinity of the electrode finger only in design F. All anneals were performed at 650°C for 10 minute under
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200 sccm of FG flow. One set of samples was annealed for 20 min to assess the influence of the annealing time. We also annealed some samples under 100 sccm of O\textsubscript{2} flow instead as a control group. The $e_{\text{IDE}}$ measured after these treatments are shown in Fig.6.9. For all types of samples, they are greatly lower than the as-fabricated value, and not much larger than values corresponding to the samples annealed in oxygen. Since no self-poling is expected in the latter case, a value of 0.2 C/m\textsuperscript{2} for $e_{\text{IDE}}$, which the highest value obtained after such a treatment, can be considered as the noise floor for this measurement. Hence, some self-poling is present only below a threshold gap value, and for these samples, the value of $e_{\text{IDE}}$ is again larger for the H design than for the F design. The polarization direction in all cases is the same as that shown in Fig. 6.8. Increasing the annealing time seems to slightly increase the $e_{\text{IDE}}$ value.

6.4.3 Discussion

The FG anneal is not effective as a poling treatment. The obtained value of $e_{\text{IDE}}$ are too small to be of any practical interest. The direction of the net polarization may be explained by the diffusion of the generated V\textsubscript{O} away from the exposed surface, since they should be mobile at 650 °C, leaving behind two electrons e' (or one lead vacancy V\textsubscript{Pb}' if oxygen exits the sample as lead oxide) to compensate for the introduced doubly positive charge. This creates an electric field pointing towards the exposed area, which can pole this volume during cool-down below
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Figure 6.7 – $e_{\text{IDE}}$ values measured for the H and F designs, on as-fabricated samples, for various IDE gap values. A curve of the form $B/a$, were $B$ is a constant and $a$ is the gap, is shown as a dashed line.

Figure 6.8 – Direction of self-poling indicated on a sample with design H.

The as-fabricated self-poling is more interesting. Unfortunately, the small gap geometry for which it is the most pronounced, is also the geometry where the footprint of the electrodes on the PZT film is the largest. This yields a small active-to-passive-volume ratio, because the PZT volume below the IDE fingers is not active, as we saw in chapter 3. The gap-dependence of $e_{\text{IDE}}$ is close to a function of the form $B/a$, where $B$ is a constant and $a$ is the IDE gap, as shown in Fig. 6.7. This suggests the presence of some built-in voltage dropping across the gap distance. The interesting feature is that the self-poling appeared at room temperature during fabrication, when the coercive field is about $25 \text{kV/cm}$ for the tested composition;

Figure 6.9 – $e_{\text{IDE}}$ values measured for the H and F designs, after various annealing treatments, for various IDE gap values.
indeed, no anneal was performed after the crystallization step of the sol-gel film. The built-in polarization was visible when recording a PV loop on as-fabricated samples, which possessed a pinched shape. No such polarization or shape were observed for films with un-annealed, as deposited symmetrical Pt-Pt IDE electrodes. This suggests the presence of an electric field sufficiently strong to partially pole the sample at room temperature, which originated during the fabrication process after the patterning of the Pt IDE structures.

Unfortunately, the origin of such an electric field remains obscure. Sputtering damage is a likely candidate for the presence of this field. For this reason, we have experimented with the deposition of an additional SiO$_2$ layer on top of the sample. The patterned SiO$_2$ layer behaves as a hard mask, so that any damage can only be introduced where the PZT is originally exposed. Depositing an additional layer of SiO$_2$ on top of an as-fabricated sample had no significant influence on the value of $e_{\text{IDE}}$. This is not unexpected, since in this way we simply make the sample symmetrical, i.e., we bring any field which may be present to 0; the poling should be retained, because no counter-voltage is applied against it. On the contrary, if, prior to the additional SiO$_2$ deposition, the sample is annealed at 550 °C for 10 minutes under 100 sccm of O$_2$ flow (which destroys the self-poling), $e_{\text{IDE}}$ remains zero after deposition. This shows that the asymmetric sputtering damage introduced by the deposition of the SiO$_2$ layer cannot alone explain the presence of self-poling. The presence of sputtering damage originating from both the Pt and SiO$_2$ depositions seems to be necessary.

Another physical explanation exists for the observed $B/a$ dependence of the self-poled $e_{\text{IDE}}$. If a volume within the gap is self-poled, and if this volume is the same independently of the sample geometry, then the amount of charge per gap $\Delta Q_g$ generated during actuation should be the same for all samples. From equation 2.16 in chapter 2, $e_{\text{IDE}}$ is of the form:

$$e_{\text{IDE}} = D \frac{\Delta Q_g}{l - (a + b)N_g} \quad (6.1)$$

where $D$ is a constant which depends on the geometry of the setup, the film thickness and the finger length, which are the same for all samples; $l$ is the distance between the clamp and the actuating tip, which is also the same for all samples; $a$ is the gap distance; $b$ is the finger width; and $N_g$ is the number of gaps. This expression is qualitatively of the same form as the observed dependence. Our samples have $N_g = 200$ for small gaps and $N_g = 100$ for large gaps, hence a regime change should be observed. This is not immediately apparent in Fig. 6.7, but this could be due to the very low value of $e_{\text{IDE}}$ for large gaps, close to the noise floor of the experiment. The presence of a self-poled volume independent of the geometry can be explained by the presence of some built-in voltage, but this time dropping across an identical distance for all samples, e.g., between some point below the SiO$_2$-covered Pt electrode up to some point a fixed distance away, outside of the electrode finger area and still below the SiO$_2$ coating.

Another possibility could be the flexoelectric effect. The wafer is expected to reach about 100 °C during the sputtering process. This could induce local thermal mismatch between the
Pt, SiO$_2$ and PZT layers after cool-down to room temperature, generating strain gradients. The electric field generated by the flexoelectric effect is of the form $g \partial \epsilon / \partial x$, where $g$ is the flexoelectric coefficient and $\epsilon$ is the strain. Since the coercive field of the samples is 25 kV/cm, the product $g \partial \epsilon / \partial x$ must be of the order of $10^6$ V/m to pole some volume of PZT. Since $g$ is of the order of 1 V, $\partial \epsilon / \partial x$ must be of the order of $10^5$ m$^{-1}$. This is realized if $\epsilon$ varies by $10^{-3}$ over a distance of 1 nm. Such a strain gradient is plausible only over a very short distance, so that the total strain remains reasonable, i.e. over a few nm. Therefore, the electric field is present only in an extremely small volume; it is unrealistic that such a small volume may produce an $e_{IDE}$ value reaching 20% of the poled case in the small gap samples. The flexoelectric effect is therefore not a satisfying explanation of the observed self-poling.

Local exposure to UV light during the PR exposure step should not cause any field to appear in the sample. Indeed, charge separation of the photogenerated carrier could occur, leading to charge accumulation in some regions and therefore electric field build-up, but only if there already exists an electric field to separate the charges — which otherwise simply recombine. Hence, the exposure step may enhance the effect of an already present electric field, but may not generate one. The moderate dose of 130 mJ/cm$^2$ is used in the mask-less aligner, and a large portion of this energy should be absorbed by the PR layer which lies between the PZT surface and the UV light source. Hence, UV light likely plays a minor role in the self-poling process, if it plays a role at all. The most likely explanation for the self-poling of our IDE structures is some interaction between the sputter damage caused by the sputter deposition of the Pt and the SiO$_2$ layers, or by a combination of effects provoked by the two deposition processes performed in a sequence. The exact nature of those effects remains unfortunately elusive.

### 6.5 Conclusion

The use of dissimilar electrode materials had no observable influence on both self-poling and switching asymmetries, in both PPE and IDE samples. Self-poling of PPE samples could be attributed to a difference in thermal and processing history of the contacts. In the IDE configuration, it can reasonably be assumed that any asymmetry in switching is exclusively due to a rapid imprinting when the sample stays in a poled state, and no self-poling was observed. The use of dissimilar electrode materials only has a modest influence on the dielectric and aging properties.

A specific sample design was developed in an effort to introduce some self-poling into the IDE system. A SiO$_2$ layer was patterned in an asymmetrical fashion on top of symmetrical Pt IDE structures. As-fabricated samples displayed some amount of self-poling, which was larger for shorter gap distances. The maximum piezoelectric coefficient measured on self-poled samples reached nearly 20% of the poled value; still, the absolute value was too small to be really interesting for any practical application. From the dependence observed in Fig. 6.7, a gap of less than 0.7 µm would be required to reach above 50% of the piezoelectric
activity of a poled sample, assuming that the scaling rule remains valid in this gap range. Such small structures would require advanced photolithography tools to be fabricated. In addition, designs with small gaps also have a smaller active-to-passive-volume ratio, which results in a lower amount of charges generated in direct mode for a given device size, and thus a lower output power for energy harvesting.

Therefore, the costs for reaching a sufficiently large extent of self-poling in IDE systems do not seem to be compensated by the gains. A control over the aging process is more promising in this respect to ensure the reliability of the device by improving the stability of the poled state.
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7.1 Introduction

The previous chapters gave many insight into the behavior of the IDE system. From the investigations we have performed, we will review in this chapter the possible applications for which this system is particularly suited, and more attractive than the PPE configuration. We will then propose a set of design rules for optimal performance of PZT thin films with IDE.

7.2 Applications for PZT thin films with IDE

First, we remark that none of the IDE samples investigated in chapter 4 is well-suited for large-field operation. Even though both IDE and PPE configurations have the same effective piezoelectric coefficient at large fields, tens to hundreds of volts are needed to reach saturation in the IDE configuration, because the IDE gap is of the order of several \( \mu \text{m} \). For similar electric fields, PPE devices can reach the same excursion at a fraction of the voltage necessary to drive IDE samples, because the voltage is dropping across the PZT film thickness instead of across the gap distance. The PZT film thickness is typically 1–2 \( \mu \text{m} \) for PPE devices with sol-gel films, much less than the gap distance realized in our devices.

In addition, for IDE samples, the tip end excursion does not solely depend on the material piezoelectric coefficient \( e_{33, f} \) and on the size of the interdigititation zone (as would be the case for PPE samples), but also on the metalization ratio \( \eta = b/(a + b) \), where \( a \) is the gap distance and \( b \) is the electrode finger width. This is the consequence of the electric field distribution inside the ferroelectric layer. As we saw in chapter 3, there is no electric field below the electrode fingers; this volume of material is therefore inactive and does not contribute to the cantilever bending through the converse piezoelectric effect, nor does it participate to the charge generation through the direct piezoelectric effect. Consequently, the tip excursion will be dictated by an averaged curvature, so that the overall bending is described by an effective
Table 7.1 – Comparison between a Nb-doped PZT 53/47 film in the IDE and PPE configurations, for the small-signal remanent (rem.) $e$ coefficient and an effective large-signal coefficient.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sample</th>
<th>Rem. small-sig. $e$ coeff. (C/m$^2$)</th>
<th>Large-sig. $-\sigma_{\text{max}}/E_{\text{max}}$ (C/m$^2$)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>IDE material value</td>
<td>14.5</td>
<td>15.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IDE engineering value</td>
<td>8.7</td>
<td>9.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PPE value</td>
<td>-8</td>
<td>-20</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

or engineering stress $\overline{\sigma_f}$, which is given by:

$$\overline{\sigma_f} = (1 - \eta)\sigma_f$$  \hspace{1cm} (7.1)

where $\sigma_f$ is the ferroelectric film stress developed between the IDE fingers. Table 7.1 compares the two Nb-doped PZT 53/47 samples shown in Fig. 4.20 in chapter 4. One film is a 640 nm-thick film with IDE, and the other one is a 1.25 μm-thick film in the PPE configuration. Table 7.1 shows the small-signal $e$ coefficient ($e_{31,f}$ for the PPE sample and $e_{33,if}$ for the IDE sample) at remanence, which is representative of small-field operations, and the large-signal maximum stress $\sigma_{\text{max}}$ reached at the maximum field $E_{\text{max}} = 150$ kV/cm (the same for both samples) divided by $E_{\text{max}}$, which is representative of large-field actuation. The IDE sample has $\eta = 0.4$. We observe that the engineering value is much reduced as compared to the material response for both large and small-signal, because of the large value of $\eta$. The fact that the remanent small-signal $e_{33,if}$ and the large signal $e_{33,if}$ are close for the IDE sample, shows its excellent retention properties. On the contrary, for the PPE sample, the remanent small-signal $e_{31,f}$ is less than half of its large-signal value. However, the large-signal $e_{31,f}$ is significantly larger than the large-signal $e_{33,if}$ — not only for the engineering value, but also for the material value. This shows that IDE samples are less suited for large field operations also from a material response point of view. The difference may be explained by larger extrinsic contributions to $e_{31,f}$ than to $e_{33,if}$: because of the residual tensile stress in the PPE sample, more ferroelastic domain walls are expected to be present, unlike in the IDE case where the poled state is more elastically stable, reducing the driving force for ferroelastic domain wall formation.

Hence, for large-field operations, the PPE configuration is more advantageous, for three reasons:

1. The driving voltage is much lower for PPE samples.
2. For a given sample size, the active volume is larger for PPE samples, because IDE samples must have $\eta > 0$ to be operated.
3. The larger extrinsic contributions to $e_{31,f}$ means that the material response in large-field operations is larger in the PPE configuration.

However, the excellent remanence and retention properties of the IDE samples make them ideal for energy harvesting or sensor applications, where the stability of the poled state and a high sensitivity at low fields are critical. The lower capacitance of IDE devices, as compared to
PPE devices, allows a larger voltage output for the same amount of generated charges, which is essential for good rectification efficiency. Provided that the larger remanence compensates for the lower excursion, actuation for small displacements could be also envisioned. One advantage of IDE for large-field operations, however, is the reduced hysteresis and larger linearity at high fields. This is an interesting feature if precise actuation is more important than a large displacement or a large force, in particular for open loop configurations. Since the stress developed in the film is compressive, the active layer will also be less sensitive to mechanical failure.

Due to lower remanence and retention properties, doped compositions always have a lower piezoelectric response at low fields, while the response at high fields is comparable or slightly inferior. In addition, they all increased the dielectric constant of the film, increasing the capacitance of the device. Undoped compositions should therefore be preferred. Although the undoped tetragonal composition has the best retention of all the 5 compositions and dopings investigated in chapter 4, the largest remanence, switchable polarization, and piezoelectric response was obtained with the undoped MPB film, showing a record small-signal $e_{33, \text{if}}$ of 17.5 C/m$^2$ at remanence. The tetragonal compositions show a nearly field-independent $e_{33, \text{if}}$ on the return branch whatever the doping employed, for both large and small signals. Consequently, this composition should provide very little hysteresis and nearly perfect linear behavior under unipolar excitation. Although the MPB composition also shows little hysteresis, its behavior is less linear. The remanent small-signal $e_{33, \text{if}}$ of the undoped tetragonal film is significantly lower, at 12.5 C/m$^2$; a more advantageous compromise between linearity and piezoelectric response may be obtained by choosing a tetragonal composition closer to the MPB. We have not explored the rhombohedral side of the PZT phase diagram, where better trade-offs could also exist. The excellent remanence and retention properties of IDE samples are likely due to the more stable stress situation of the poled state, as discussed above. Unfortunately, this also reduces the extrinsic contributions to $e_{33, \text{if}}$ and means that PPE samples are more competitive at large fields.

The fabrication of IDE is more challenging than that of PPE structures. One difficulty resides in the fact that periodic patterns with a small feature size should occupy a significant area; this makes the quality of the finished structures more sensitive to defects, even localized ones, in the photoresist coating (in particular for lift-off processes, in which the lift-off resist layers are more likely to have these kinds of defects than most types of photosensitive resists), or to any damage occurring during resist development after UV exposure. Their fabrication therefore requires a good quality control over the whole patterning process. Moreover, efficient poling of the ferroelectric layer requires geometrical dimensions not too much larger than the film thickness (see next section for more details), that is, of the order of 10$\mu$m at the maximum. Photolithography techniques must therefore be employed; it is not possible to use a hardmask for patterning the structures, making them more expensive and more complex to produce than PPE devices.
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7.3 Design rules

The design rules for ferroelectric thin films with IDE naturally appear when considering the regime in which they have the lowest performance, i.e. large-field operations. Studying how the performance could be improved for this regime will provide golden rules for all types of operations.

The driving voltage can be reduced for IDE by reducing the gap distance, and the \( \eta \) factor can be made smaller by reducing the electrode finger width while keeping the gap distance constant. However, FE simulations show that when the finger width \( b \) becomes comparable to or less than the PZT film thickness \( t_f \), the electric field is unevenly distributed within the gap region and can even polarize zones below the electrode fingers. The latter is detrimental, because the effect of the \( e_{31,f} \) coefficient below the fingers opposes that of the \( e_{33,f} \) coefficient within the gap. Thus, disadvantages for small \( b \) values are twofold:

1. Only a fraction of the PZT volume within the gap region is active;
2. The tensile stress generated by the polarization of the PZT volume below the electrode fingers cancels out a fraction of the compressive stress generated within the gap region.

This limits the downscaling of the finger width \( b \) to at least 2 times the film thickness \( t_f \), as a rule of thumb — precise FE analysis could predict a different lower threshold.

Keeping \( b \) constant, a compromise must be found between minimizing \( \eta \) — which by reducing the footprint of the electrode fingers, increases the active volume to inactive volume ratio — and minimizing \( a \) — to keep the driving voltage reasonably low. An additional motivation for keeping \( a \) low is the observation that the piezoelectric response shows a weak gap dependence and is larger for small gaps, as seen in chapter 3. Furthermore, if a conductive substrate such as Si is used, the electric field between the electrode fingers will dramatically drop for large gaps, due to the substrate behaving as a floating electrode, as seen in chapter 3. This can be avoided for a Si substrate by employing a thick SiO\(_2\) insulation layer, much thicker that the 2\( \mu \)m-thick layer used in this study. Orders of magnitude estimates show that even commercially available highly resistive Si wafers are not resistive enough to prevent their behaving as a floating potential — for frequencies of the order of the kHz or less, which are typical frequencies for operation. If it is not possible to use an insulating substrate (e.g. for mechanical performance reasons), nor to increase the insulating layer thickness to sufficiently large values, then an upper limit for the gap distance \( a \) will exist, above which complete poling of the PZT volume within the gap region cannot be realized below the breakdown voltage. This places a lower threshold for the reduction of \( \eta \) by the increase of \( a \). The drop of electric field at midgap is avoided if \( C_{\text{gap}}^{\text{top}} >> C_{\text{fing}} \), which is realized if the following criterium is fulfilled:

\[
\frac{\varepsilon_f t_f}{a} >> \frac{\varepsilon_u b}{t_u}
\]  

(7.2)

where the subscript \( f \) refers to the ferroelectric layer (PZT in our case) and the subscript \( u \)
Table 7.2 – Effect of geometrical parameters on the IDE system. The condition on the driving voltage can also be read as a condition on the poling voltage.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>$a$</th>
<th>$\eta$</th>
<th>$r_a &amp; r_b$</th>
<th>$c$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Effect for high value</td>
<td>high driving voltage, low capacitance</td>
<td>response-per-area ratio is small</td>
<td>low field uniformity within layer</td>
<td>constant field across gap</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Effect for low value</td>
<td>low driving voltage, high capacitance</td>
<td>response-per-area ratio is large</td>
<td>high field uniformity within layer</td>
<td>drop of field at midgap</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

refers to the insulating layer (SiO$_2$ in our case). We write $c$ as the ratio of those two capacitances:

$$c = \frac{\varepsilon_f t_f t_u}{\varepsilon_u a b}$$  \hspace{1cm} (7.3)

The criterium is fulfilled if $c >> 1$.

Lastly, lower $a$ values result in a larger capacitance, which is detrimental for the voltage output. But, for application when a voltage output is desired, no driving is necessary; therefore, there is no competition between keeping the capacitance low, and keeping the driving voltage low. However, one should keep in mind that samples with large $a$ value require a larger voltage to be poled; even more so if the IDE structures are patterned on a conductive substrate, as discussed. A large poling voltage involves a risk of electrical breakdown, so that a compromise is to be found if a low capacitance is also desired.

Table 7.2 sums up the various trade-offs that must be addressed for optimized IDE design. We wrote $r_a = t_f / a$ and $r_b = t_f / b$. Minimizing both $r_a$ and $r_b$ and maximizing $c$ ensures efficient poling between the IDE fingers, while minimizing $\eta$ allows more force and displacement, or charge generation, for a given sample size. As seen in chapter 3, the condition for good field uniformity within the ferroelectric layer is the same as for the validity for the simplification of the Gevorgian and Igreja formulas; it is satisfied as soon as both $a$ and $b$ are several times larger than $t_f$, i. e. both $r_a$ and $r_b$ should be at least lower than 1/2.

### 7.4 Conclusion

The excellent remanence and retention properties of IDE samples make them very attractive for energy harvesting, sensors, and possibly small-fields operations. They display much less hysteresis, in particular for the tetragonal composition, which could be an advantage for some large-field operations where a large stroke is less important than precision. We reviewed the trade-offs involved by the IDE design and proposed design rules to maximize the performance of such devices.
The IDE configuration opens a new area for studying the behavior of ferroelectric thin films. The stress situation in IDE samples after poling is very different from that of poled PPE samples, because the in-plane polarization can relieve some of the tensile stress often present in sol-gel-prepared PZT films. In PPE devices, there is a competition between the electrostatic energy, which is minimized when the polarization is aligned with the out-of-plane electric field, and the elastic energy, which is minimized when the polarization remains in-plane if a residual tensile stress is present. Comparing the behavior of IDE and PPE devices offers the opportunity to better understand the interplay between electrostatic and elastic energies in ferroelectric thin films, which is beneficial for optimizing thepoling process and improving the remanence and retention properties.

Note, however, that the present investigation was presented for PZT thin films on Si substrate. Other substrates, such as metal sheets, may have thermal expansion coefficient larger than that of Si, resulting in a residual compressive stress in the PZT film. Since we attributed the fact that $|e_{3_{1\parallel}}| > e_{3_{3\parallel}}$ to the larger number of ferroelastic domain walls in the PPE configuration, due to tensile stress relief, we expect that, in case of residual compressive stress, the situation should reversed, and that we have $e_{3_{3\parallel}} > |e_{3_{1\parallel}}|$ and better retention for the PPE configuration instead of the IDE configuration.

Finally, the in-plane orientation of the polarization in poled IDE samples, orthogonal to the grain boundaries in the common case of columnar grain growth, also makes it possible to investigate the influence of the grain boundaries on the overall properties of the film, as well as the properties of the grain boundaries themselves, in a novel way.
In this PhD work, we have investigated and explained a number of aspects of the properties of PZT thin films with interdigitated electrodes for use in piezoelectric energy harvesters.

We have proposed an analytical model for extracting the effective material properties from standard characterization measurements. This model is well supported by FE simulations and by the good coincidence of these properties for various IDE geometries. The IDE capacitor behaves like a PPE capacitor with an area given by the sections parallel to the finger electrodes, and with an electrode distance given by $a + \Delta a$, where $\Delta a$ is derived from conformal mapping transformations according to Igreja and Dias [79] and is proportional to the ferroelectric film thickness. The effective electric field needs to be scaled by $1/(a + \Delta a)$. It also shows that the active region of the PZT thin film with IDE is not limited to the volume located between the IDE fingers, but extends over a slightly larger distance equal to $a + \Delta a$. We demonstrated that the effective area which should be used to obtain the polarization from current integration corresponds to the simple model case, where the IDE fingers traverse through the film. The polarization response is closely related to the local behavior of the film at the middle of the gap. We also found that if the substrate is conductive enough, like is always the case for commercially available Si, it behaves as a floating electrode, causing a parasitic capacitance to be present in parallel to the material response. This parasitic capacitance will greatly reduce the electric field within the active volume when the gap distance is too large, which may lead to insufficient poling if this effect is not accounted for. We have provided a method to subtract the contribution of the parasitic capacitance to the overall sample response, which has an accuracy of better than 4% in a wide range of IDE geometries as determined by FE simulations. Here again, the obtained experimental data support well the validity of this model. The model is applicable for the geometry range which is relevant for a PEH device, i.e. where the finger width and the gap distance are both several times larger than the ferroelectric film thickness. The possibility to accurately extract the effective material coefficients for the IDE configuration — which has a much more complex behavior than the PPE configuration, but is better suited as a piezoelectric energy harvester device — makes material response optimization possible, and permits to design the appropriate structure geometry to maximize
the harvesting performances.

We have thoroughly investigated the performances of doped PZT thin films with IDE, for several combinations of dopant and composition. We have improved an existing fabrication route to obtain textured PZT films on an insulating MgO layer. It was possible to obtain more than 90% of the crystallites with the [100] texture for all the wafers of a given batch in certain circumstances. Even though the MgO layer did not fully prevent lead interdiffusion between the PZT and the SiO$_2$ underlayer, this did not have any influence on the properties of the investigated samples. The deposition route yielded a dense and columnar microstructure, similar to state-of-the-art sol-gel PZT thin films grown on Pt bottom electrodes. The composition gradient along the growth direction was satisfactorily limited by the gradient-free sol-gel route, and for the doped films, the dopant concentration was well homogeneous. We found that dopants systematically reduced the performances, so that undoped compositions should be chosen. Dopants always reduced the piezoelectric response and the retention capability of the sample, and increased the dielectric constant of the material. These features indicate that dopants stabilize higher domain wall densities, and seeds or small domains of opposite orientation. All three are detrimental for energy harvesting. Of the two compositions tested, the MPB composition displayed a far better piezoelectric response, but the tetragonal composition showed a better retention and a much lower dielectric constant. It appears that there is a trade-off to be addressed between the piezoelectric response, the stability of the poled state, and the relative permittivity. All are equally important for good harvesting performances, so that the evaluation should be performed on a case-by-case basis.

Finally, we have studied the possibility to improve the stability of the poled state through aging and self-poling. The stability of the poled state is of critical importance in a PEH device, since depolarization of the sample means the loss of the power source of the entire microsystem. Although it seems possible and attractive to exploit self-poling in the PPE configuration, its introduction into the IDE configuration — as a kind of symmetry breaking imposed on the top surface — did not provide sufficiently strong effects to be of real practical interest. The aging process appears more promising, since it may allow to tune the extrinsic contributions to the dielectric and piezoelectric response of the sample. It is desirable to lower the former, in order to decrease the capacitance of the device and reach a larger voltage output. On the contrary, the latter should be prevented from decaying with time, so that the fraction of mechanical energy converted into electrical energy, which is at the heart of the energy harvesting operation, remains constant over the entire lifetime of the device. We could not unambiguously determine the mechanisms of aging in our IDE sample, which prevents us for the moment from fully optimizing this phenomenon. The most likely mechanism is charge compensation of polarization discontinuities at grain boundaries. This would also explain the faster aging of IDE structures as compared to PPE structures. Nonetheless, our observations with UV light exposure are promising, and further investigations should permit to gain some control over the aging process to the benefit of the harvesting performances.

From our investigations, we could deduce and propose golden rules for the design of IDE
structures for typical applications. The main concerns to be addressed are the electric field homogeneity within the film to achieve proper poling and actuation; the reduction of the footprint of the IDE structures to obtain larger performances for a given sample size; the magnitude of the voltage bias necessary to drive the sample; and the capacitance of the device. The excellent retention properties and low capacitance of the IDE samples make them ideally suited for sensors and energy harvesters. Their increased linearity and lower hysteresis could also make them interesting for specific actuation applications. The compressive stress that is generated in the ferroelectric layer may be better suited for some applications than the tensile stress developed in the PPE configuration, and in particular, it should limit the risk of mechanical failure of the ferroelectric film. However, this comes at the cost of a reduced generated stress for a given driving field for the IDE configuration. This is presumably due to a lower number of ferroelastic domain walls, because the poled state shows a more stable stress situation than in the PPE case.

Our investigations have significantly improved the understanding of the IDE system. However, a number of open questions remain. The material values extracted with our analytical model still display some geometry dependence: smaller gap samples show a larger dielectric and piezoelectric response. This could be explained by the particular domain pattern which must exist near the electrode finger's edge, which is a zone presenting two complexities. First, there is a field concentration region near the electrode finger. It is not clear how this region could influence the overall sample behavior. In particular, we speculate that the nucleation of reversed domains during switching takes place at this location. Unfortunately, PFM imaging did not provide evidence in favor or against this assumption. If switching is nucleation-limited, promoting the nucleation of reversed domains by tuning the geometry of the electrode finger edge should allow a more efficient poling process. Further study into the switching dynamics of PZT thin film with IDE could elucidate this point. Second, the polarization direction, which is located in the plane of the film within the gap, must change its direction when approaching the electrode fingers, to be able to transfer to the electrodes the charges generated within the gap by the direct piezoelectric effect. There must, therefore, exist a zone near the electrode finger's edge, where the out-of-plane polarization is not zero — even though it should be zero within the middle of the electrode finger. This zone should extend over some distance into the electrode finger. This fact could explain why the IDE system behaves as if the active volume had a length of \( a + \Delta a \), larger than the gap distance \( a \). Phase-field simulations of the domain pattern at the edge of the electrode finger could shed some light on the exact domain configuration at the junction between the active zone and the electroded zone, to understand how the polarization changes its direction by 90°.

The latter discussion also raises the question of how to treat the inhomogeneities which are intrinsic to ferroelectric films with IDE. Because the electric field strength varies within the active region, so do the local dielectric constant, piezoelectric coefficient, and domain configuration. These variations are not limited to the material volume situated near the electrode finger: In the case where the structures are patterned on top of a conductive substrate which behaves as a floating potential, the strength of the electric field will drop at midgap in
some situations. In our model, we have postulated a homogeneous response, which appears to describe well the film behavior; but this assumption does not hold in real samples. Here again, further simulation efforts, taking into account the piezoelectric properties of the material which we have neglected in our simulation work, may provide some insight into the validity and limitations of the homogeneous approach, and help to build a model which could also address the inhomogeneous case.

The sensitivity of the IDE sample to UV light exposure could offer a valuable tool to tune the extrinsic response according to the need of the application. This may be used to lower the dielectric response so that the capacitance of the sample is decreased, providing a larger voltage output. It could also be employed to reinforce the stability of the poled state and, thus, improve the reliability of the device. Finally, it is reported that enhanced poling can be achieved by the simultaneous application of a poling bias and UV radiations. All these features are beneficial for energy harvesting operations.

The principal challenge of piezoelectric energy harvesting with ferroelectric thin films is to provide both a large power output and a large voltage output. The latter can be obtained with the IDE configuration. The former, however, greatly depends on the quality and performance of the ferroelectric active layer. This is the reason why the improvement and tuning of the material properties are of primary importance for the advancement of piezoelectric energy harvesting technology. In this thesis work, we have contributed to that goal through accurate and systematic characterization, and by investigating novel routes to adjust the material behavior.
In this work, we used a 2-methoxyethanol (2MOE) sol-gel route adapted from Blum and Gurkovich [92, 194] and from Budd et al. [195]. Not including the precursor solution preparation, the film deposition is a three-step process:

1. Spin-coating of the precursor solution onto the substrate;

2. Pyrolysis at 350 °C for 1 min;

3. Crystallization in a rapid thermal annealing tool (RTA) at 650 °C for 1 min under O₂ flow.

Using a concentration of 0.45 mol L⁻¹ for the precursor solutions, each spin-coating step yields a film thickness of 60–70 nm after pyrolysis. Four spin-coating steps are performed before the wafer is brought to the RTA tool for crystallization. This yields a perovskite film about 250 nm-thick. The sequence is then repeated to reach larger thicknesses. The coating of a 1 µm film requires 16 spinning steps and 4 RTA anneals, and double this amount for reaching a thickness of 2 µm. The final composition of the film is dictated by the stoichiometry of the precursor solutions; lead is always present in excess of 10 at.% to 30 at.% to compensate for lead oxide volatilization during the high temperature steps. The solution preparation procedure is described in detail in Chidambaram’s PhD thesis [93].

The pyrolysis step evaporates the solvent and turns the metal alkoxides M(OR)ₓ from the precursor solution into a gel made of a three-dimensional network of M–O–M bonds [49,194]. The monomer units form by hydrolysis as follows:

\[ M(OR)_x + H_2O \rightarrow M(OR)_{x-1}(OH) + ROH \] (A.1)

Polymerization then proceeds by condensation through water or alcohol elimination, respectively:

\[ 2 M(OR)_{x-1}(OH) \rightarrow (OR)_{x-1}M-O-M(OR)_{x-1} + H_2O \] (A.2)

\[ M(OR)_{x-1}(OH) + M(OR)_x \rightarrow (OR)_{x-1}M-O-M(OR)_{x-1} + ROH \] (A.3)
Due to the much larger energy required for the nucleation of the perovskite phase than for its growth [25], the crystalline phase is formed by heterogeneous nucleation on the substrate surface, causing columnar grain growth. After the first RTA step is performed, each new PZT layer nucleates quasi-epitaxially on the previous one [44], yielding a final film with the same thickness as the grains. These films are typically dense and smooth [44], with a similar microstructure for growth on Pt or MgO [35]. The crystallization in an RTA tool reduces the amount of lead loss (because of the shorter duration of the high temperature step) and delays the nucleation of the perovskite phase to higher temperatures, which favors heterogeneous nucleation at the substrate [49]. Heterogeneous nucleation and the quasi-epitaxial growth allows texture control by the use of an appropriate seed layer [25]. PTO is generally used for {100} growth and a thin TiO$_2$ seed layer is chosen for {111} growth, resulting in more than 90% of the film volume having the desired orientation for a large range of Zr/(Ti+Zr) ratio [50]. PTO has also been used as a seed layer to obtain {100} films on MgO [35], albeit with limited reproducibility [51].

During growth, the crystalline front progresses from the bottom to the top of the amorphous gel as a flat plane [196]. If only one solution is used for all spinning steps, the final film shows a gradient of composition within each crystallized layer [44]. Ti ions are preferentially incorporated into the perovskite lattice during the crystallization anneal, because the energy required to form PTO is lower than that to form PZO [97]. The ions are quite mobile in the amorphous gel, and not at all inside the perovskite lattice because the sol-gel growth temperature is too low; as a consequence, a Ti flow towards the growth front and a Zr flow away from the growth front are established [13], yielding a Ti-rich composition at the bottom and a Ti-poor composition at the top of the crystallized layer, as compared to the nominal composition of the precursor solution. It is possible to reduce the dispersion around the nominal composition from ±12 at.% to ±2.5 at.% by using a set of 4 solutions with compositions opposing the natural Zr/(Zr+Ti) gradient, as shown by Calame and Muralt [47]; this is the so-called gradient-free route. The more homogeneous film they obtained resulted in a 20%-larger $e_{31,f}$ as compared to a film fabricated with the one-composition route. They worked with the nominal MPB composition, so that the portions of the film whose composition deviates from the MPB is expected to exhibit a significantly lower response. The increase in $e_{31,f}$ may therefore be more marginal if the nominal composition is away from the MPB.

This route requires the preparation of more precursor solutions (4 instead of 2), and therefore is more expensive to pursue, so that the one-composition route remains sometimes preferred even though it results in lower performances. In this work, we have exclusively used the gradient-free route to exclude any possible effect due to the presence of a composition gradient.
B Piezoelectric coefficient for the cantilever beam architecture

In this appendix, we will review how to obtain the piezoelectric coefficient of a ferroelectric thin film for the cantilever beam architecture, with the PPE or the IDE configuration, for both converse and direct mode.

B.1 Piezoelectric coefficient in converse mode

We use beam-shaped 1.5 mm wide and 15 mm long sample for our measurements. This design allows ready electrical and piezoelectric response characterization with the equipment at our disposal, following a technique propose by Dubois and Muralt [39], for both parallel plate and interdigitated electrode configurations.

An aixACCT® TF2000 setup was used to record the PV and CV loops. This setup is combined with a single laser beam interferometer to measure the cantilever tip excursion in order to monitor the stress in the ferroelectric film. In this way, we record the PV, CV and stress-field loops simultaneously. The principle is described in detail by Mazzalai and coworkers [40]. Particularly noteworthy is the fact that a good linear fit is obtained for all top electrode length down to 2 mm, meaning that the clamping has no measurable rigidifying effect as long as the active area extends at least 2 mm from the clamping position. The active area should also occupy a significant fraction of the cantilever width — 2/3 for all our samples, similarly to the cited work [40].

Figure B.1 pictures the setup configuration for the converse mode measurement for a cantilever with IDE. The cantilever is clamped at the start of the interdigitation zone which is the active zone. When the electrodes are biased, compressive stress builds up between the IDE fingers, which bends the substrate downward. The curvature of the active zone is then amplified by the slope of the cantilever in the inactive zone. The cantilever tip excursion is measured by interferometry by shining a laser beam onto a dedicated reflector at the sample end, or with a photonic sensor placed at the same location [40]. In the PPE cantilever, the beam would bend upward.
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Figure B.1 – Configuration of the clamping stage. The dimensions are not to scale. The cantilever tip excursion \( w(x_2) \) is exaggerated for clarity. Samples with IDE will bend downward as pictured; samples with PPE will bend upward.

Figure B.2 shows the geometry of the interdigitation zone and the definition of lengths for the IDE configuration. Note that the polarization vector can only take discrete orientations whereas the electric field lines are curved, and will attempt to locally maximize \( P \cdot E \) for \( E \) larger than the coercive field. The finger length \( W \) is 980 \( \mu m \) and the structures either have 100 or 200 fingers (that is 50 or 100 for each polarity, respectively). \( t_f \) is the thickness of the PZT layer, \( a \) is the IDE gap and \( b \) is the finger width.

Figure B.2 – Definition of lengths for the IDE configuration. The polarization is pictured as taking discrete orientation to locally align with the electric field.

B.1.1 Cantilever bending geometry

We place the origin of lengths at the start of the unclamped zone, which coincides with the start of the active area. We assume constant curvature in the active area (extending from 0 to \( x_1 \)), caused by the stress in the PZT film from the transverse piezoelectric coefficient; and zero curvature in the inactive area (which extends from \( x_1 \) to the end of the cantilever). We name \( w(x) \) the (small) excursion of the point at coordinate \( x \) of a fiber along the cantilever axis and situated on the neutral plane of the beam (i.e. which experiences no lateral or longitudinal deformation upon bending of the cantilever). The laser spot shines on the point
of coordinate $x_2$. The situation is pictured in Figure B.1. In the PPE configuration, a tensile stress will appear in the film upon biasing, causing the cantilever to bend upward instead of downward as pictured. Downward bending will happen in the IDE configuration, where a compressive stress is developed instead.

From our assumptions, the excursion at $x_1$ is then given by:

$$w(x_2) = w(x_1) + (x_2 - x_1)w'(x_1)$$ (B.1)

And the excursion at $x \in [0, x_1]$ is given by:

$$w(x) = \frac{1}{2} \kappa x^2$$ (B.2)

where $\kappa$ is the curvature : $\kappa = 1/R$ where $R$ is the radius of curvature. From equations B.1 and B.2 we obtain the curvature in the active zone as function of the excursion:

$$\kappa = \frac{2w(x_2)}{x_1(2x_2 - x_1)}$$ (B.3)

### B.1.2 Parallel plate electrodes

Figure B.3 shows the definition of the axes. Axis 3 is directed out of the plane of the film while both axes 1 ans 2 are situated in the film plane. The ferroelectric film is clamped by the substrate and free to deform in the out-of-plane direction, therefore we assume than the film stress or strain is uniform within the film, and we have $\epsilon_1 = \epsilon_2 = 0$ and $\sigma_3 = 0$. In the parallel plate configuration, the crystallites are randomly oriented within the plane of the film but have all the same out-of-plane direction (textured film), and the film is poled in the out-of-plane direction by the electric field $E = E_3e_3$. It has therefore the $\infty/mm$ symmetry in that direction,
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and writing the piezoelectric constitutive equations for this symmetry, we obtain:

\[ \sigma_1 = c_{13}^E e_3 - e_{31} E_3 \]  
\[ \sigma_2 = c_{13}^E e_3 - e_{31} E_3 \]  
\[ \sigma_3 = c_{33}^E e_3 - e_{33} E_3 = 0 \]  
\[ D_3 = e_{33} e_3 + \kappa_{33}^E E_3 \]

(B.4)

Thus \( \sigma_1 = \sigma_2 = \sigma_f \) and we have :

\[ \sigma_f = -\left( e_{31} - e_{33} \frac{c_{13}^E}{c_{33}^E} \right) E_3 = -e_{31, f} E_3 \]  

(B.5)

where \( e_{31, f} \) can also be written as \( e_{31, f} = d_{31} / (s_{11}^E + s_{12}^E) \).

Since the film stress \( \sigma_f \) is assumed to be constant across the film thickness \( t_f \), the film exerts a force per unit width \( F_f = \sigma_f t_f \) on the substrate. In reaction, the substrate exerts an equal and opposite force \( F_s = -F_f \). Since the points of application of these two equal and opposite forces do not coincide (one is applied at the middle of the film, the other one at the middle of the substrate), they generate a moment \( M_F \) at a point situated midway between their respective point of application, which is hence given by :

\[ M_F = F_f \frac{t_s + t_f}{2} + F_s \frac{t_s + t_f}{2} \]
\[ = F_f \frac{t_s + t_f}{2} \]  

(B.6)

This moment will be compensated by internal bending moments of the substrate and the film [197] such as \( M_F = M_s + M_f \). They are given by, from section 9.3.2 of the cited work [197], for isotropic elastic materials in uniaxial stress and per unit width :

\[ M_s = \frac{E_s t_s^3}{12R} \]
\[ M_f = \frac{E_f t_f^3}{12R} \]

(B.7)

(B.8)

where \( E \) is Young's modulus and \( t \) the thickness, and the subscript \( s \) (resp. \( f \)) refers to the substrate (resp. the film). Therefore :

\[ F_f \frac{t_s + t_f}{2} = \frac{1}{12R} \left( E_s t_s^3 + E_f t_f^3 \right) \]

(B.9)

Neglecting terms in \( t_f / t_s \) or in higher orders of this ratio, and knowing that \( F_f = \sigma_f t_f \), we obtain the so-called Stoney formula per unit width :

\[ \sigma_f = \frac{1}{6R} \frac{E_s t_f^2}{t_f} \]

(B.10)
In case of equi-biaxial stress, $E_s$ should be replaced by $E_s/(1 - \nu_s)$ where $\nu_s$ is the Poisson's ratio of the substrate material:

$$\sigma_f = \frac{1}{6R} \frac{E_s t_s^2}{(1 - \nu_s) t_f}$$ (B.11)

Equation B.10 was first given by Stoney in 1909 [198]. From the assumption that the film thickness $t_f$ is much less than the substrate thickness $t_s$, it provides a relationship between the film stress and the bow of the substrate, which is independent of the elastic properties of the film.

Mazzalai and coworkers [40] assume equi-biaxial stress under the top electrode and uniaxial stress (along the cantilever axis) outside of the zone covered by the top electrode. The linear fits they obtained in Figure 5 of their work justifies the description of the cantilever bow by a single curvature present within the active area. Because the lateral extension of both the uncovered zone (0.25 mm on each side of the 1 mm-wide electrode) and the electrode-covered zone is much larger than the film thickness (at most 4 $\mu$m for sol-gel processed films), it is reasonable to assume uniaxial stress in the uncovered zone. Thus, if we write $c_f$ the electrode width $w_{el}$ to cantilever width $w_{ca}$ ratio, or electrode coverage factor (which is 2/3 for our PPE samples), the film equi-biaxial stress $\sigma_f$ in the active zone is obtained by:

$$F_f = \sigma_f t_f w_{el} = (w_{ca} - w_{el}) \frac{1}{6R} E_s t_s^2 + w_{el} \frac{1}{6R} \frac{E_s}{1 - \nu_s} t_s^2$$ (B.12a)

$$\sigma_f = \frac{1}{6R} \frac{E_s t_s^2}{(1 - \nu_s)c_f t_f} \left( (1 - \nu_s)(1 - c_f) + c_f \right)$$ (B.12b)

Thanks to equation B.3 we can now link the tip displacement and the film stress as follows:

$$\sigma_f = \frac{1}{3} \frac{E_s t_s^2}{(1 - \nu_s)c_f t_f} \left( (1 - \nu_s)(1 - c_f) + c_f \right) \frac{w(x_2)}{x_1(2x_2 - x_1)}$$ (B.13)

Single crystal Si wafers are no isotropic materials. Hence, in equation B.13, orientational Young's modulus and Poisson's ratio must be used. They are given by Hopcroft and coworkers [76] but more generally can be obtained from the elastic stiffness matrix of Si, which is available from various sources (Hopcroft et al. give 5 references). Our cantilever long axis is along the Si [110] direction (parallel to the main flat) and the orthogonal axis is along the [110] direction, hence we should use $E_s = 169$ GPa and $\nu_s = 0.064$ [40, 76]. Alternately, equations B.10 and B.11 can be obtained for anisotropic materials by directly using the elastic stiffness matrix as done by Janssen et al. [199]. Note that the neutral axis is not situated in the middle of the Si substrate as stated by Mazzalai and coworkers [40], but $2t_s/3$ away from the film/substrate interface, independently of $\sigma_f$; see Janssen et al. [199] for a derivation of the position of the neutral axis with mechanical equilibrium equations, and section 2.1 of the book by Freund and Suresh [200] for a derivation through minimization of the elastic energy.

Dividing by the electric field strength in the out-of-plane direction $E_3 = V / t_f$, where $V$ is
the bias across the parallel plate electrodes, we obtain the effective transverse piezoelectric coefficient $e_{31, f}$:

$$ e_{31, f} = -\frac{1}{3} E_s x_f^2 \left( (1 - v_s)(1 - c_f) + c_f \right) \frac{w(x_2)}{x_1 (2x_2 - x_1)} $$

(B.14)

This latter formula is used to obtain $e_{31, f}$ from small-signal measurements; then $V$ is the small-signal amplitude and $w(x_2)$ the tip displacement amplitude. For large signal measurements, one should rather calculate $\sigma_f$ from equation B.13 and then use $e_{31, f} = d\sigma_f / dE_3$ as discussed by Mazzalai and coworkers [40], to capture both the field and history-dependence of $e_{31, f}$ in ferroelectric thin films.

### B.1.3 Interdigitated electrodes

Figure B.4 shows the definition of the axes. The electric field is directed along axis 3, with the electrode fingers along the 1 direction, while axis 2 is pointing out-of-plane. Note that since the PZT is poled by the electric field, even though the electric field changes sign at each gap, it is always in the poled direction. Without loss of generality, we will therefore assume that $E_3 > 0$. Again the film is clamped, causing $e_1 = e_3 = 0$ and $\sigma_2 = 0$. Like Chidambaram et al. [35] we assume that the crystallites have the same properties along the unpoled directions 1 and 2, even though axis 2 is the film growth direction; this approximation gives similar calculations to the PPE case, and allows ready estimates for effective coefficients using commercial material data of PZT ceramics. As a consequence, the poled film has the $\infty/\text{mm}$ symmetry in the 3 direction, and the piezoelectric constitutive equations are:

$$ \sigma_1 = c_{12}^{\parallel} e_2 - e_{31} E_3 $$

(B.15a)

$$ \sigma_2 = c_{11}^{\parallel} e_2 - e_{31} E_3 = 0 $$

(B.15b)

$$ \sigma_3 = c_{13}^{\parallel} e_2 - e_{33} E_3 $$

(B.15c)

$$ D_3 = e_{31} e_2 + \kappa_{33} E_3 $$

(B.15d)
B.1. Piezoelectric coefficient in converse mode

Hence, \( \varepsilon_2 = e_{31}E_3/c_{11}^E \), and we have:

\[
\sigma_1 = -\left(1 - \frac{c_{12}^E}{c_{11}^E}\right) e_{31}E_3 = -e_{31,\parallel}E_3 \quad \text{(B.16a)}
\]

\[
\sigma_3 = -\left(e_{33} - \frac{c_{13}^E}{c_{11}^E} e_{31}\right)E_3 = -e_{33,\parallel}E_3 \quad \text{(B.16b)}
\]

Because \( e_{31} < 0 \) and the stiffness coefficients are positive, \( e_{33,\parallel} > e_{33} > 0 \) and \( \sigma_3 < 0 \) is compressive when the field is along the poled direction. The sign of \( e_{31,\parallel} \) depends on the value of the ratio \( c_{12}^E/c_{11}^E \); this ratio is typically less than 1, and thus gives typically tensile stress along the 1 direction since \( e_{31} < 0 \). Note that, if \( c_{12}^E/c_{11}^E < 1 \), then \( |e_{31,\parallel}| < |e_{31}| \). For the parallel plate case, we had \( |e_{31,\parallel}| > |e_{31}| \), which was a consequence of the film clamping. In the IDE configuration, the net effect along the poling direction comes from the \( e_{33,\parallel} \) parameter and is a combination of the longitudinal and the transverse piezoelectric coefficients.

Because the stress between the electrode fingers is not equi-biaxial, the bending of the Si substrate cannot be described by a single curvature. Instead, it is described by a curvature of its main axis \( \kappa_3 \) (named after the stress component that causes it) and a curvature of the orthogonal axis \( \kappa_1 \). Then a reasoning similar to that used to obtain the Stoney formula (Freund and Suresh [200], section 3.7.1) yields, per unit width:

\[
\kappa_3 = \frac{6(\sigma_3t_f - \nu_s\sigma_1t_f)}{E_s t_f^2} \quad \text{(B.17a)}
\]

\[
\kappa_1 = \frac{6(\sigma_1t_f - \nu_s\sigma_3t_f)}{E_s t_f^2} \quad \text{(B.17b)}
\]

In case of equi-biaxial stress the previous equations reduce to equation B.11. Like before, this is valid for an isotropic substrate. For our cantilevers on Si [100] substrates, axis 1 is along the [\bar{1}10] direction and axis 3 is along the [110] direction, thus in both cases we must use \( E_s = 169 \text{ GPa} \) and \( \nu_s = 0.064 \) [76]. The cantilever tip excursion gives access to \( \kappa_3 \) only, which is nonetheless influenced by \( \sigma_1 \) as shown in equation B.17a. We have, from equations B.16a and B.16b and writing \( R_3 = 1/\kappa_3 \) :

\[
\sigma_3 = \frac{1}{6R_3} \frac{E_s t_f^2}{(1 - \nu_s\sigma_1/\sigma_3)t_f} = \frac{1}{6R_3} \frac{E_s t_f^2}{(1 - \nu_s e_{31,\parallel}/e_{33,\parallel})t_f} \quad \text{(B.18)}
\]

Thus in the IDE case, and unlike the PPE case, the bending of the substrate depends on the film piezoelectric properties. Since \( e_{31,\parallel}/e_{33,\parallel} < 0 \), this is a mechanically softening effect. This is because both the effective longitudinal and transverse piezoelectric coefficients contribute to increase the compressive stress along the electric field direction.

Table B.1 shows the values of the effective piezoelectric coefficients encountered so far, for two common commercial PZT ceramic grades. We observe, like Chidambaram and coworkers [35], that \( e_{33,\parallel} > e_{33} \) and \( |e_{31,\parallel}| > |e_{31}| \), that \( e_{33,\parallel} > |e_{31,\parallel}| \), and finally that \( e_{31,\parallel} \) is much smaller than...
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Table B.1 – Effective piezoelectric coefficients for standard PZT ceramic grades.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>PZT grade</th>
<th>( e_{31} ) (C/m²)</th>
<th>( e_{33} ) (C/m²)</th>
<th>( e_{31,f} ) (C/m²)</th>
<th>( e_{31,if} ) (C/m²)</th>
<th>( e_{33,if} ) (C/m²)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>PZT-4</td>
<td>−5.2</td>
<td>15.1</td>
<td>−15</td>
<td>−2.3</td>
<td>17.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PZT-5H</td>
<td>−6.55</td>
<td>23.3</td>
<td>−23.3</td>
<td>−2.4</td>
<td>27.7</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

all the others. Thus, the film clamping increases the response also in the IDE case, but this increase is less pronounced than in the PPE case. The anisotropy in the piezoresponse in the IDE case is very marked, since \( e_{31,if} \) is much less than \( e_{33,if} \).

Since \( \nu_s = 0.064 < \ll 1 \), the factor \( 1 - \nu_s e_{31,if}/e_{33,if} \) can be neglected in first approximation, as done by Chidambaram and coworkers [35]; the film is then considered to experience pure uniaxial stress and the formula reduces to equation B.10. We will nonetheless keep this factor in the rest of the derivation for the sake of completeness.

Now we must link the curvature within the gap to the cantilever tip displacement. We assume that the regions below the electrode fingers are inactive and as such, show no stress. We name \( a \) the gap distance and \( b \) the finger width, and \( \eta = b/(a+b) \) the metalization ratio. Then we can assume one of the following [35]:

1. The Si substrate shows a constant, averaged curvature within the interdigitation zone, given by \( (1-\eta)\kappa_3 \).
2. The Si substrate shows a step-wise curvature equal to \( \kappa_3 \) within the gaps and 0 below the fingers.

In case 1, the averaged curvature \( (1-\eta)\kappa_3 \) and the tip displacement are connected by equation B.3. Case 2 is similar to the thin substrate case treated by Chidambaram et al. [35]. It gives the following formula for the tip displacement:

\[
\begin{align*}
\frac{w(x_2)}{2} &= N_g^2 a^2 \kappa_3 \left( 1 + \left( 1 + \frac{b}{a} \right) \frac{b}{N_g} \right) + N_g a \kappa_3 (x_2 - x_1) \\
&= g_1(x_2) + g_2(x_2 - x_1) \tag{B.19}
\end{align*}
\]

where \( N_g \) is the number of gaps. The active zone extends over a distance \( x_1 = N_g(a+b) - b \), assuming that the first electrode finger is clamped. If \( N_g \gg 1 \), cases 1 and 2 are equivalent. For convenience in the rest of the calculation, we write \( w(x_2) = g_1 \kappa_3 \) where \( g_i \) is a geometric factor given by either:

\[
\begin{align*}
g_1 &= \frac{1}{2} x_1 (2x_2 - x_1)(1 - \eta) \tag{B.20a} \\
g_2 &= \frac{1}{2} N_g^2 a^2 \left( 1 + \left( 1 + \frac{1}{N_g} \right) \frac{b}{a} \right) + N_g a(x_2 - x_1) \tag{B.20b} 
\end{align*}
\]

and the index \( i = 1, 2 \) corresponds to case 1 and 2 respectively.

Assuming uniaxial stress in the substrate outside of the interdigitation zone and equating the
moments, we obtain:

\[ F_f = \sigma_3 t_f w_{el} = (w_{ca} - w_{el}) \frac{K_3}{6} E_s t_s^2 + w_{el} \frac{K_3}{6} \frac{E_s}{1 - \nu_s} \frac{1}{\varepsilon_{31,if}} \frac{1}{\varepsilon_{33,if}} \]  

(B.21a)

\[ \sigma_3 = \frac{w(x_2)}{6g_i} \frac{E_s t_s^2}{c_f t_f} \left( 1 - c_f + \frac{c_f}{1 - \nu_s} \frac{\varepsilon_{31,if}}{\varepsilon_{33,if}} \right) \]  

(B.21b)

Lastly, dividing by the electric field within the gap region \( E_3 = \frac{V}{a} \), we find \( e_{33,if} \) as a function of the tip displacement:

\[ e_{33,if} = -\frac{w(x_2)}{6g_i} \frac{aE_s t_s^2}{V c_f t_f} \left( 1 - c_f + \frac{c_f}{1 - \nu_s} \frac{\varepsilon_{31,if}}{\varepsilon_{33,if}} \right) \]  

(B.22)

Neglecting the ratio \( \nu_s \varepsilon_{31,if}/e_{33,if} \) and using the geometric factor \( g_1 \) (resp. \( g_2 \)), we obtain the same formula as in equations 16 and 18 (resp. 31) of the cited work [35]. As seen in chapter 3, it is more accurate to write \( E_3 = \frac{V}{a + \Delta a} \) where \( a + \Delta a \) is an effective gap for electrical properties. In this case we have:

\[ e_{33,if} = -\frac{w(x_2)}{6g_i} \frac{(a + \Delta a)E_s t_s^2}{V c_f t_f} \left( 1 - c_f + \frac{c_f}{1 - \nu_s} \frac{\varepsilon_{31,if}}{\varepsilon_{33,if}} \right) \]  

(B.23)

This corresponds to the material coefficient \( \varepsilon_{33,if} \) for \( g_1 \) (material coefficient for thick substrate case) or \( \varepsilon_{33,\text{if}} \) for \( g_2 \) (material coefficient for thin substrate case) of Chidambaram and coworkers [35]. If \( N_g \) is large, \( g_1 = g_2 \) and \( \varepsilon_{33,\text{if}} = \varepsilon_{33,\text{if}} \), i.e. it is not possible to distinguish between a step-like curvature and an average curvature solely by monitoring the tip displacement.

**B.2 Piezoelectric coefficient in direct mode**

**B.2.1 Setup description and cantilever bending geometry**

For measuring the transverse piezoelectric coefficients through the direct piezoelectric effect, we use a setup first proposed by Dubois and Muralt [39]. In this setup a cantilever beam is clamped at one end and a piezoelectric actuator applies an alternating force on the beam free end. Since the piezoelectric film is much thinner than the substrate, it is assumed to experience the same strain as that induced at the surface of the bent substrate. This strain is readily obtained thanks to beam theory formulas [201]. Both the static and oscillating strains must remain small for these formulas to be valid. The electrodes are connected either to a charge amplifier to collect the piezoelectric charges generated by the oscillating strain — the piezoelectric film is then in closed-circuit condition, since the charge amplifier input behaves as a virtual ground; or to a voltage amplifier to measure the voltage difference induced by the oscillating strain — the open-circuit condition is then realized in the film. An oscilloscope is used to visualize the charge amplifier (resp. the voltage amplifier) output and we record the peak-to-peak variation of the charge (resp. the voltage). This allows to obtain the effective
Figure B.5 – Configuration of the clamping stage for direct transverse piezoelectric effect measurements. The dimensions are not to scale. The cantilever excursion $y$ is exaggerated for clarity. The piezoelectric actuator moves back and forth as indicated by arrows, causing a small excursion oscillation around an average excursion value.

transverse $e$ and $h$ coefficients, respectively. The setup is pictured in Figure B.5. The peak-to-peak displacement of the actuator is monitored thanks to a strain gauge and can be adjusted.

We set $x = 0$ at the clamping position and $x = l > 0$ at the point where the actuator is in contact with the substrate at zero excursion. Excursion is denoted as $y$ and counted positive when pointing towards the left in Figure B.5. The excursion is given by [39] :

$$y = \frac{F}{6E_s I_{ca}} (3lx^2 - x^3) \quad (B.24)$$

$$I_{ca} = \frac{w_{ca} l^3}{12} \quad (B.25)$$

$I_{ca}$ is the moment of inertia of the cantilever with reference to its neutral axis. In this case the neutral axis is located at the centroid of the cross-sections of the cantilever [201], which have a rectangular shape. The small deformation can be described by a local curvature given by :

$$\kappa = \frac{d^2 y}{dx^2} \quad (B.26)$$

The strain along the cantilever axis at the film/substrate interface then is:

$$\epsilon_i = -\frac{t_s}{2} \kappa = -\frac{t_s}{2} \frac{F}{E_s I_{ca}} (l - x) \quad (B.27)$$
The strain index is $i = 1$ for the PPE configuration and $i = 3$ for the IDE configuration, according to the reference frames previously defined. Here the substrate is in uniaxial stress. Writing the actuator peak-to-peak displacement as $\Delta y_{act}$, imposed on the cantilever beam at $x = l$, the peak-to-peak strain is given by, from equations B.24 and B.27:

$$\Delta y_{act} = \frac{\Delta F l^3}{3E_s l_{ca}}$$ \hspace{1cm} (B.28a)

$$\Delta \epsilon_i = -\Delta y_{act} \frac{3t_s}{2l^3} (l - x)$$ \hspace{1cm} (B.28b)

The maximum strain is reached at $x = 0$, i.e. at the end of the clamped region, and is of the order of $t_s \Delta y_{act}/l^2$. In our setup the piezoelectric actuator induces a peak-to-peak oscillating deflection of $\Delta y_{act} = 4.5 \mu m$, $t_s$ is typically 0.5 mm and $l = 9$ mm. This gives a maximum peak-to-peak strain close to $3 \times 10^{-5}$. Hence the assumption of small strains is justified, as long as the static strain remains small as well. The latter is controlled thanks to a micrometric screw commanding the distance between the actuator tip and the clamping stage; this allows precise positioning of the cantilever beam and hence accurate limitation of the static strain to sufficiently low values. Dubois and Muralt [39] observed a dependence of the $e_{31, f}$ coefficient on the static strain; in this work we performed all the measurements as close as possible to the zero-strain point, on the compressive side. Chidambaram and coworkers [43] treated the case for the IDE configuration.

Our electrode pattern, both in the PPE and in the IDE case, is designed so that the active zone starts exactly where the clamping ends. If the active zone starts at coordinate $x_s$ from the end of the clamped section, one would need to start the following integrals from $x_s$ instead of 0, but the reasoning is otherwise unchanged. The cited works [39, 43] provide formulas for the case $x_s \neq 0$.

### B.2.2 Parallel plate electrodes

#### Short circuit

Let $d$ be the distance over which the top electrode covers the cantilever along the $x$ direction. As before we name $w_{el}$ the (rectangular) top electrode width. We use the same reference frame as in Figure B.3. The strain state of the film is then the strain state of the substrate surface at the film/substrate interface and is given by, for $x \in [0, d]$ and from equation B.28b:

$$\epsilon_1(x) = -\frac{3t_s}{2l^3} (l - x)$$ \hspace{1cm} (B.29a)

$$\epsilon_2(x) = -\nu_s \epsilon_1(x)$$ \hspace{1cm} (B.29b)

where $y_{act}$ is the actuator position at any given time, i.e. the excursion at $x = d$. $\nu_s = 0.064$ is the Poisson's ratio of Si between the directions [110] and [\bar{1}10].
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From the constitutive equations we can write, since $\sigma_3 = 0$:

\[
\begin{align*}
\epsilon_1 &= s_{11}^{E} \sigma_1 + s_{12}^{E} \sigma_2 + d_{31} E_3 \\
\epsilon_2 &= s_{12}^{E} \sigma_1 + s_{11}^{E} \sigma_2 + d_{31} E_3 \\
D_3 &= d_{13}(\sigma_1 + \sigma_2) + \kappa_{33}^E E_3
\end{align*}
\] (B.30a)

In short circuit conditions, $E_3 = 0$ and we have:

\[
\sigma_1 + \sigma_2 = \frac{\epsilon_1 + \epsilon_2}{s_{11}^{E} + s_{12}^{E}}
\] (B.31)

And, using equation B.29b:

\[
\begin{align*}
D_3 &= d_{13}(\sigma_1 + \sigma_2) = \frac{d_{13}}{s_{11}^{E} + s_{12}^{E}} (1 - \nu_s) \epsilon_1 \\
D_3 &= (1 - \nu_s) e_{31,f} \epsilon_1
\end{align*}
\] (B.32a)

For one strain oscillation cycle, the peak-to-peak charge signal is thus given by:

\[
\Delta Q = w_{el} \int_{0}^{d} \Delta D_3(x) \, dx
\] (B.33a)

\[
\Delta Q = -e_{31,f} w_{el} (1 - \nu_s) \Delta y_{act} \frac{3t_s}{2l^3} \int_{0}^{d} (l - x) \, dx
\] (B.33b)

\[
\Delta Q = -e_{31,f} w_{el} (1 - \nu_s) \Delta y_{act} \frac{3t_s}{2l^3} d \left( l - \frac{d}{2} \right)
\] (B.33c)

This gives $e_{31,f}$ as function of the sample geometry, peak-to-peak actuator displacement and recorded peak-to-peak charge signal:

\[
e_{31,f} = -\frac{2l^3 \Delta Q}{3 \Delta y_{act} t_s (1 - \nu_s) w_{el} d \left( l - \frac{d}{2} \right)}
\] (B.34)

If the electrode starts at a distance $x_0 > 0$ from the clamp, the formula becomes [39]:

\[
e_{31,f} = -\frac{2l^3 \Delta Q}{3 \Delta y_{act} t_s (1 - \nu_s) w_{el} d \left( l - x_0 - \frac{d}{2} \right)}
\] (B.35)

**Open circuit**

For the open circuit case, we will use another set of constitutive equations [43]:

\[
\begin{align*}
\sigma_3 &= c_{11}^{D}(\epsilon_1 + \epsilon_2) + c_{13}^{D} \epsilon_3 - h_{33} D_3 = 0 \\
E_3 &= -h_{13}(\epsilon_1 + \epsilon_2) - h_{33} \epsilon_3 + \beta_{33}^E D_3
\end{align*}
\] (B.36a)
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This is valid at any coordinate \( x \) below the top electrode. In open circuit condition, the voltage difference between the electrodes is constant and each electrode bears no charge on average. This means that the product \( E_3(x) t_f(x) \) is constant for all \( x \) below the top electrode, and \( \int D_3(x) dx = 0 \) (but \( D_3(x) \) is not necessarily 0 at a given \( x \)). Thus, if we multiply the previous equations by \( dx/d \) and integrate, we obtain:

\[
0 = \frac{1}{d} \int_0^d c_{13}^D(x) (e_1(x) + e_2(x)) dx + \frac{1}{d} \int_0^d c_{33}^D(x) e_3(x) dx - h_{33} \frac{1}{d} \int_0^d D_3(x) dx \quad \text{(B.37a)}
\]

\[
\frac{1}{d} \int_0^d E_3(x) dx = -h_{13} \frac{1}{d} \int_0^d (e_1(x) + e_2(x)) dx - h_{33} \frac{1}{d} \int_0^d e_3(x) dx + \frac{1}{d} \int_0^d \beta^{e}_{33}(x) D_3(x) dx \quad \text{(B.37b)}
\]

The film is free to move in the 3 direction, and \( D_3(x) \) is not constant, so that the film thickness and, hence, the electric field, as well as the elastic stiffness coefficients and the dielectric susceptibility should vary with \( x \), and as such should remain within the integral. This would lead to cumbersome calculations. As an approximation, we assume like the cited work [43] that the film thickness and the material coefficients are constant. This approximation is more accurate for short electrodes, that is for a small \( d/l \) ratio. As a consequence, \( E_3 \) is constant, and since \( \int D_3(x) dx = 0 \) and \( e_2 = -\nu s e_1 \), this yields:

\[
0 = c_{13}^D (1 - \nu s) \langle e_1 \rangle + c_{33}^D \langle e_3 \rangle \quad \text{(B.38a)}
\]

\[
E_3 = -h_{13} (1 - \nu s) \langle e_1 \rangle - h_{33} \langle e_3 \rangle \quad \text{(B.38b)}
\]

where \( \langle \cdot \rangle \) denotes averaging. We obtain:

\[
E_3 = -\left( h_{13} - h_{33} \frac{c_{13}^D}{c_{33}^D} \right) (1 - \nu s) \langle e_1 \rangle = -(1 - \nu s) h_{31, f} \langle e_1 \rangle \quad \text{(B.39)}
\]

where we define an effective transverse piezoelectric coefficient \( h_{31, f} \) like we did before with \( e_{31, f} \). We have, after equation B.29a:

\[
\langle e_1 \rangle = -y_{act} \frac{3 t_f}{2 t_s^2} \left( l - \frac{d}{2} \right) \quad \text{(B.40)}
\]

Writing \( V = E_3 t_f \), we relate the measured peak-to-peak voltage to the effective coefficient \( h_{31, f} \):

\[
h_{31, f} = \frac{2 P^3 \Delta V}{3 \Delta y_{act} t_s (1 - \nu s) t_f \left( l - \frac{d}{2} \right)} \quad \text{(B.41)}
\]
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B.2.3 Interdigitated electrodes

Short circuit

We use the same reference frame as in Figure B.4. The strain state of the film is:

\[
\epsilon_3(x) = -y_{act}\frac{3t_s}{2l_3}(l - x) \quad \text{(B.42a)}
\]
\[
\epsilon_1(x) = -\nu_s \epsilon_3(x) \quad \text{(B.42b)}
\]

where \(y_{act}\) is the actuator position at any given time. \(\nu_s = 0.064\) is the Poisson's ratio of Si between the directions [110] and [\bar{1}10]. From the constitutive equations we can write, since \(\sigma_2 = 0\) and \(E_3 = 0\) in short circuit conditions:

\[
0 = c_{12}E_1 + c_{11}E_2 + c_{13}E_3 \quad \text{(B.43a)}
\]
\[
D_3 = e_{31}(\epsilon_1 + \epsilon_2) + e_{33}\epsilon_3 \quad \text{(B.43b)}
\]

Therefore:

\[
\epsilon_2 = \frac{\nu_s e_{12}^E - e_{13}^E}{c_{11}^E} \epsilon_3 \quad \text{(B.44)}
\]
\[
D_3 = \left( e_{31} \left( \frac{\nu_s e_{12}^E - e_{13}^E}{c_{11}^E} - \nu_s \right) + e_{33} \right) \epsilon_3 = e_{ID\text{E}} \epsilon_3 \quad \text{(B.45)}
\]

Note that \(e_{ID\text{E}}\) is not a material parameter but depends on the Poisson's ratio of the substrate, as noticed by Chidambaram et al. [43]. Notably it is not equal to \(e_{33,\text{if}}\) which is the coefficient obtained in the converse effect measurement. We have:

\[
e_{ID\text{E}} = e_{33,\text{if}} - \nu_s e_{31,\text{if}} = e_{33,\text{if}} - e_{33,\text{if}} \left( 1 - \nu_s \frac{e_{31,\text{if}}}{e_{33,\text{if}}} \right) \quad \text{(B.46)}
\]

The factor on the right-hand side of \(e_{33,\text{if}}\) in equation B.46 was encountered in equation B.18. If the ratio \(\nu_s e_{31,\text{if}}/e_{33,\text{if}}\) is small enough to be neglected, then we have \(e_{ID\text{E}} = e_{33,\text{if}}\).

For a given gap situated between coordinates \(x_1\) and \(x_2\), the peak-to-peak dielectric displacement is \(1/a \int_{x_1}^{x_2} D_3(x)\,dx\) where \(a = x_2 - x_1\) is the gap distance. The same integral over \(\epsilon_3\) yields, from equation B.42a:

\[
\frac{1}{a} \int_{x_1}^{x_2} \epsilon_3(x)\,dx = -\frac{1}{a} y_{act}\frac{3t_s}{2l_3} \int_{x_1}^{x_2} (l - x)\,dx \quad \text{(B.47a)}
\]
\[
= -\frac{1}{a} y_{act}\frac{3t_s}{2l_3} a(l - x_0) \quad \text{(B.47b)}
\]
\[
= -y_{act}\frac{3t_s}{2l_3} (l - x_0) \quad \text{(B.47c)}
\]

where \(x_0 = (x_2 + x_1)/2\) is the coordinate of the point at the middle of the gap. Therefore the
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total electric displacement is, from equation B.45:

\[ D_{\text{tot}} = -e_{\text{IDE}} y_{\text{act}} \frac{3t_f}{2l^3} \sum_{\text{gaps}} (l - x_{\text{mid-gap}}) \]  

(B.48)

Since \( x = 0 \) at the start of the interdigitation zone, for gap \( n \) we have \( x_{\text{mid-gap}} = n\lambda/2 - a/2 \) where \( \lambda \) is the IDE period. Then:

\[ \sum_{\text{gaps}} (l - x_{\text{mid-gap}}) = \sum_{n=1}^{N_g} \left( l + \frac{a}{2} - \frac{\lambda}{2} n \right) \]  

(B.49a)

\[ \sum_{\text{gaps}} (l - x_{\text{mid-gap}}) = N_g \left( l + \frac{a}{2} - \frac{d N_g}{2} \right) \]  

(B.49b)

where \( N_g \) is the number of gaps and \( d = \lambda(N_g + 1)/2 \) is the length of the interdigitation zone (assuming \( d \gg a \), which is reasonable for \( N_g \gg 1 \)). Since \( l \gg a \) in our case of micrometric IDE geometry, we obtain:

\[ D_{\text{tot}} = -e_{\text{IDE}} y_{\text{act}} \frac{3t_f}{2l^3} N_g \left( l - \frac{d}{2} \right) \]  

(B.50)

For one cycle, the peak-to-peak charge signal is given by \( \Delta Q = w_{\text{el}} t_f \Delta D_{\text{tot}} \), where \( w_{\text{el}} \) is here the IDE finger active length — the length over which electrode fingers of opposite polarity are facing each other — and \( t_f \) is the piezoelectric thin film thickness. Hence:

\[ \Delta Q = -e_{\text{IDE}} y_{\text{act}} \frac{3t_f}{2l^3} w_{\text{el}} t_f N_g \left( l - \frac{d}{2} \right) \]  

(B.51)

\[ e_{\text{IDE}} = -\frac{2l^3 \Delta Q}{3\Delta y_{\text{act}} t_f w_{\text{el}} t_f N_g \left( l - \frac{d}{2} \right)} \]  

(B.52)

If we write \( A_{\text{eff}} = w_{\text{el}} t_f N_g \) the effective area of the IDE capacitor, we obtain:

\[ e_{\text{IDE}} = -\frac{2l^3 \Delta Q}{3\Delta y_{\text{act}} t_f A_{\text{eff}} \left( l - \frac{d}{2} \right)} \]  

(B.53)

This is the same equation as equation B.34 for which the capacitor area was \( w_{\text{el}} d \). In the present case however the substrate’s Poisson’s ratio is included in \( e_{\text{IDE}} \). If the electrodes start at \( x_0 > 0 \) from the clamp, the formula becomes [43]:

\[ e_{\text{IDE}} = -\frac{2l^3 \Delta Q}{3\Delta y_{\text{act}} t_f A_{\text{eff}} \left( l - x_0 - \frac{d}{2} \right)} \]  

(B.54)
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Open circuit

For the open circuit condition, we use the following set of equations within the gap:

\[ 0 = c_{12}^D \varepsilon_1 + c_{11}^D \varepsilon_2 + c_{13}^D \varepsilon_3 - h_{13} D_3 \]
\[ E_3 = -h_{31}(\varepsilon_1 + \varepsilon_2) - h_{33} \varepsilon_3 + \beta_{33} D_3 \]  
(B.55a)
(B.55b)

As for the parallel plate case, we will assume that the thin film material coefficients are constant along the cantilever axis (within each gap and from gap to gap as well), and that the gap distance remains unchanged to its unstrained value \( a \). Then, averaging over all the gaps, we obtain:

\[ 0 = c_{12}^D \langle \varepsilon_1 \rangle + c_{11}^D \langle \varepsilon_2 \rangle + c_{13}^D \langle \varepsilon_3 \rangle \]  
\[ E_3 = -h_{31}(\langle \varepsilon_1 \rangle + \langle \varepsilon_2 \rangle) - h_{33} \langle \varepsilon_3 \rangle \]  
(B.56a)
(B.56b)

This is similar to equation B.45, and gives:

\[ E_3 = -\left(h_{31} \left(\frac{v_s \varepsilon_{12}^D - \varepsilon_{13}^D}{c_{11}^D} - v_s\right) + h_{33}\right) \langle \varepsilon_3 \rangle = -h_{IDE} \langle \varepsilon_3 \rangle \]  
(B.57)

Replacing the superscript \( E \) by \( D \) we can define \( h_{33,if} \) and \( h_{31,if} \) like \( e_{33,if} \) and \( e_{31,if} \), and:

\[ h_{IDE} = h_{33,if} \left(1 - v_s \frac{h_{31,if}}{h_{33,if}}\right) \]  
(B.58)

From the previous calculations, we find, for \( N_g >> 1 \):

\[ \sum_{gaps} \int_{x_{start}}^{x_{end}} (l - x) dx = aN_g \left(l - \frac{d}{2}\right) \]  
(B.59)

Hence from equation B.42a:

\[ \langle \varepsilon_3 \rangle = -\frac{1}{aN_g} \Delta y_{act} \frac{3t_s}{2t_3} aN_g \left(l - \frac{d}{2}\right) = -\Delta y_{act} \frac{3t_s}{2t_3} \left(l - \frac{d}{2}\right) \]  
(B.60)

We note that this is the same average value as for the parallel plate case. Writing \( V = E_3 a \):

\[ h_{IDE} = \frac{2l^3 \Delta V}{3 \Delta y_{act} t_s a \left(l - \frac{d}{2}\right)} \]  
(B.61)

As will be seen in a later section, it is more accurate to write \( V = E_3 (a + \Delta a) \) where \( a + \Delta a \) is an effective gap value for electrical properties. The formula then becomes:

\[ h_{IDE} = \frac{2l^3 \Delta V}{3 \Delta y_{act} t_s (a + \Delta a) \left(l - \frac{d}{2}\right)} \]  
(B.62)
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Again this formula will be more accurate for a small $d/l$ ratio. This is the same formula as in equation B.41, replacing the film thickness $t_f$ by the effective gap $a + \Delta a$, and including the substrate’s Poisson’s ratio in $h_{IDE}$. 
Conformal mapping and elliptic functions

In this appendix we discuss features of conformal mapping techniques and elliptic functions which arise in calculations involving Schwartz-Christoffel transformations.

C.1 Conformal mapping

C.1.1 Definition

Conformal mapping is a section of complex analysis that is resourceful for a number of physical problems. Conformal mapping functions are complex functions of the complex number — therefore, they transform two-dimensional shapes into new two-dimensional shapes — that preserve angles: This means that the image, by a conformal mapping function \(f\), of two curves intersecting at a point \(z_0\) under the angle \(\delta\) intersect at \(f(z_0)\) under the same angle \(\delta\), taken with unchanged orientation [84]. Chapter 5 of the cited work by Henrici [84] contains a thorough description of conformal mapping functions and their properties. Unless otherwise specified, this section is based on the general results presented in that chapter.

It can be shown that it is equivalent for a function to be a conformal map and to be holomorphic with non-zero complex derivative. A holomorphic function is a function of the complex variable which is complex-differentiable in its domain of definition. This gives a number of simple examples of conformal maps, such as rational functions (\(i.e.\) the quotient of two polynomial functions) of the complex variable when the denominator is not zero. Moebius transformations and Schwartz-Christoffel transformations are two important examples of conformal maps for solving boundary-value problems in physics [84]. The latter type will be described in more details in section C.1.3. The interest of working with complex numbers is that we can use the general theorems of complex analysis to solve two-dimensional problems, by interpreting two-dimensional vectors as complex numbers.
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C.1.2 Conformal transplants and boundary-value problems

Let \( D \) be a region of the complex plane and \( f \) a holomorphic function such as \( f : D \to f(D) = E \) is bijective (that is, for any point \( w \in E \), there is one and only one point \( z \in D \) such as \( f(z) = w \)). The variable plane of which \( D \) is a subset is often called the \( z \)-plane, and the image plane containing \( E \) the \( w \)-plane. Let \( \phi : (x, y) \to \phi(x, y) = \phi(z) \in \mathbb{R} \) be a scalar function defined on \( D \). We use the usual convention that \( z \) is identified either as a complex number or a point \((x, y) \in \mathbb{R}^2 \) such as \( z = x + iy \). \( \phi \) is typically a potential defined in a domain \( D \) of the two-dimensional plane. We can then define an image potential \( \psi \) in \( E \) such as for all \( w \in E \), we have:

\[
\psi(w) = \phi(f^{-1}(w)) \quad (C.1)
\]

If \( w_0 = u_0 + iv_0 = f(x_0, y_0) \), then we have \( \psi(u_0, v_0) = \phi(x_0, y_0) \), that is the value of \( \psi \) at \( f(x_0, y_0) \) is equal to the value of \( \phi \) at \( (x_0, y_0) \). \( \psi \) is called the conformal transplant of \( \phi \) under the mapping \( f \).

An important property of conformal transplants is the following: If \( \phi \) is harmonic, meaning it satisfies Laplace’s equation \( \Delta \phi = 0 \), then \( \psi \) is also harmonic and satisfies the Laplace’s equation as well. If we must find the potential function which is the solution of a boundary-value problem in the \( z \)-plane, we know that this potential exists and is unique. Choosing an appropriate conformal mapping function \( f \) which simplifies the geometry of the problem, we can solve the problem in the \( w \)-plane instead. Using the same notations as before, if \( \psi \) is the solution of the problem in the \( w \)-plane, then \( \psi \circ f \) — which is the conformal transplant of \( \psi \) under the mapping \( f^{-1} \) — is the (unique) solution of the problem in the \( z \)-plane. This property can be used to find the field lines in two-dimensional electrostatics or the flow lines in two-dimensional fluid dynamics for complex geometries which can be transformed into simpler ones where the solution is known or easy to derive. The \( z \)-plane is then called the physical plane and the \( w \)-plane is the model plane. Some examples are given in section 5.7 and 5.8 of the cited work [84].

C.1.3 The Schwartz-Christoffel transformation

The Schwartz-Christoffel transformation is a particular case of conformal map which maps a complex half-plane onto the interior of a polygon. Usually the upper half-plane is chosen, \( i.e. \) the plane containing all \( z \in \mathbb{C} \) such as \( \text{Im}(z) > 0 \); in that case the pre-image of the corners of the polygon are situated on the real axis, which as a whole is mapped onto the boundary of the resulting polygon (the points at infinity on the real axis can be mapped as finite points on a given side of the polygon). Apart from adding to the list of known transformations, this conformal map is also interesting because it is possible to derive an explicit formula for an arbitrary polygon (see section 7.5 of the book by Saff and Snider [202] for a method). Details and some examples can be found in section 5.12 of the cited work [84].
C.1. Conformal mapping

In the case of layers with interdigitated electrodes, the Schwartz-Christoffel transformation of interest is the one mapping the upper half-plane onto a rectangle [78, 79, 86]. Here we follow the example given by Henrici in section 5.13 of the cited work [84]. We would like to map the $z$-plane onto the $w$-plane with a mapping function $f$.

We use the configuration shown in Figure C.1 where the rectangle is symmetrical with reference to the imaginary axis of the $w$-plane and has one side on the real axis. The rectangle has width $D$ and height $H$. We note $w_i = f(z_i)$ for $i = 1 \ldots 4$ (all the $z_i$ are situated on the real axis) and we impose $f(0) = 0$ and $z_1 = 1$. In that case, we have $z_4 = -1$ and $z_2 = -z_3 = 1/k$ with $0 < k < 1$. The mapping function is then given by, for $z_0 \in \mathbb{C}$ such as $\text{Im}(z_0) \geq 0$:

$$f(z_0) = C \int_0^{z_0} \frac{dz}{(1-z)^{1/2}(1+z)^{1/2}(1-kz)^{1/2}(1+kz)^{1/2}} \quad (C.2)$$

The integral is evaluated along an arbitrary path in the upper half $z$-plane such as there is continuity of the branch used to calculate each of the square roots all along the chosen path. The square root branch should be chosen such as it is continuous for $\text{Im}(z) \geq 0$ and equal to 1 for $z = 0$. $C$ in equation C.2 is then a positive real value. It can be shown that $k, C, D$ and $H$ are related by the following equations:

$$D = 2CK(k) \quad (C.3a)$$

$$\frac{D}{H} = \frac{K(k)}{K(k')} \quad (C.3b)$$

where $K : k \rightarrow K(k)$ is the complete elliptic integral of the first kind:

$$K(k) = \int_0^1 \frac{dz}{(1-z^2)^{1/2}(1-k^2z^2)^{1/2}} \quad (C.4)$$

Figure C.1 – Pictures of the $z$-plane and the $w$-plane showing the position of the $z_i$ and $w_i$ points. The zones in gray are images of each other by the mapping function or its inverse. The real axis of the $z$-plane (in bold) is mapped onto the boundary of the rectangle (also in bold).
Equation C.3a is a direct consequence of Equation C.2 for \( z_0 = 1 \). The derivation of Equation C.3b is more involved and is presented by Henrici [84] in section 5.13. \( k \) is called the modulus. Elliptical integrals were given this name in the seventeenth century as mathematicians of the time used them to evaluate arc lengths of ellipses [84]. The modulus \( k \) then corresponds to the eccentricity of the ellipse, which is 0 for a circle and approaches 1 for very elongated ellipses. Note that \( C \) is only a normalization factor stemming from the fact that we imposed \( z_1 = 1 \).

### C.2 Elliptic functions

#### C.2.1 Motivations

In the analytical treatment of the capacitance of structures with interdigitated electrodes, the cited authors [78, 79, 86] employ a first transformation mapping a subset of the IDE geometry onto the upper half-plane — which is the inverse of a Schwartz-Christoffel transformation — and a Schwartz-Christoffel transformation mapping the upper half-plane onto an equivalent parallel plate capacitor. In the previous section we gave the Schwartz-Christoffel transformation formulas. If \( k \) is known, we can readily calculate the position of an image point. The problem is now to find \( k \) from the knowledge of \( D \) and \( H \) for the inverse transformation. This can be achieved thanks to the elliptic and theta functions.

#### C.2.2 Jacobi elliptic and theta functions

If \( \varphi \in \mathbb{R} \), we define \( u \) as:

\[
u = \int_0^\varphi \frac{d\theta}{(1 - m \sin^2 \theta)^{1/2}}
\]

\( u \) is the (incomplete) elliptic integral of the first kind (see sections 17.1 to 17.3 of Abramowitz and Stegun [203]). \( m \in [0, 1] \) is called the parameter and \( \varphi = \text{am} u \) the amplitude. Writing \( m = k^2 \) and setting \( \varphi = \pi/2 \), we obtain the complete elliptic integral of the first kind:

\[
K(k) = \int_0^1 \frac{dz}{(1 - z^2)^{1/2}(1 - k^2 z^2)^{1/2}} = \int_0^{\pi/2} \frac{d\theta}{(1 - m \sin^2 \theta)^{1/2}}
\]

The Jacobi elliptic functions can be defined as functions of \( \varphi \), but a number of other approaches are possible for elliptic functions in general (see section 16.1 of the handbook by Abramowitz and Stegun [203], sections 20.1 and 20.2 of the handbook by Whittaker and Watson [204], or a geometric construction based on Schwartz-Christoffel transformations at the end of section 5.13 in the book by Henrici [84]). Igreja and Dias [79] and Cattaneo [86] use the sine amplitude function \( \text{sn}(u, k) = \sin \text{am} u = \sin \varphi \) for the inverse transformation. \( k \) must be specified since the result of the elliptic integral depends on the values of both \( \varphi \) and \( k \).

Related to the elliptic functions are the Jacobi theta functions \( \vartheta_i(z, q) \) for \( i = 1 \ldots 4 \). \( z \in \mathbb{C} \) is the
variable and \( q \in \mathbb{C} \) is called the nome, \(|q| < 1\). Their definitions as infinite sums and important relations are given in sections 16.27 and 16.28 of the cited book [203]. The sums are:

\[
\begin{align*}
\vartheta_1(z, q) &= 2q^{1/4} \sum_{n=0}^{\infty} (-1)^n q^{n(n+1)} \sin(2n+1)z \\
\vartheta_2(z, q) &= 2q^{1/4} \sum_{n=0}^{\infty} q^{n(n+1)} \cos(2n+1)z \\
\vartheta_3(z, q) &= 1 + 2 \sum_{n=1}^{\infty} q^{n^2} \cos 2nz \\
\vartheta_4(z, q) &= 1 + 2 \sum_{n=1}^{\infty} (-1)^n q^{n^2} \cos 2nz
\end{align*}
\] (C.7)

If the nome is chosen such as \( q = e^{-\pi K'/K} \), where \( K = K(k) \) and \( K' = K(k') \) for a given modulus \( k \), sections 16.36 and 16.38 of the same work [203] give the expressions of the various variables in terms of theta functions:

\[
\begin{align*}
K &= \frac{\pi}{2} \vartheta_3(0)^2 \\
K' &= \frac{\pi}{2} \vartheta_3(0, q_1)^2 \\
k &= \frac{\vartheta_2(0)^2}{\vartheta_3(0)^2} \\
k' &= \frac{\vartheta_2(0)^2}{\vartheta_4(0)^2} \\
\text{sn} u &= \frac{\vartheta_3(0) \vartheta_1(v)}{\vartheta_2(0) \vartheta_4(v)}
\end{align*}
\] (C.8-12)

where \( q_1 = q(k') \) and \( v = \pi u/(2K) = u \vartheta_3(0)^{-2} \). Here we omitted \( k \) and \( q \) in the notation of the elliptic and theta functions, respectively, as is sometimes done for brevity when no confusion is to be expected [203,204]. \( \vartheta_i(0, q) \) may also be written \( \vartheta_i \). Note that only the ratio \( K'/K \) needs to be known to obtain all the above values. This ratio is given by the rectangle dimensions as seen in Equation C.3b.

These relations give a definition of \( \text{sn} u \) for \( u \in \mathbb{C} \) and we can calculate an inverse mapping of the Schwartz-Christoffel transformation.

The elliptic functions and the theta functions are usually available in most scientific programming languages, and if not they can be evaluated for instance thanks to the definition of theta functions as sums. \( K \) is usually available. Note that sometimes the parameter \( m \) is used instead of the modulus \( k \), and similarly for the theta functions which can take either the argument \( v \) or the argument \( u \). The documentation should be carefully consulted to determine which variables should be used.
Derivation of the simplified Gevorgian model

In section D.1 and D.2 we derive the simplification of $k$ and $K(k)$ and $K(k')$ respectively, in the case where $a, b >> t_f$, for which $k$ is very close to zero.

### D.1 Simplification of $k$

Defining $A = e^{-\pi a/4t_f}$ and $B = e^{-\pi b/4t_f}$, we have:

\[
\sinh \left( \frac{\pi b}{4t_f} \right) = \frac{B^{-1} - B}{2} \tag{D.1a}
\]

\[
\sinh \left( \frac{\pi (a+b)}{4t_f} \right) = \frac{(AB)^{-1} - AB}{2} \tag{D.1b}
\]

\[
\cosh \left( \frac{\pi b}{4t_f} \right) = \frac{B^{-1} + B}{2} \tag{D.1c}
\]

\[
\cosh \left( \frac{\pi (a+b)}{4t_f} \right) = \frac{(AB)^{-1} + AB}{2} \tag{D.1d}
\]
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Now \( k \) is given by:

\[
\frac{\sinh \left( \frac{\pi b}{4 t_f} \right)}{\sinh \left( \frac{\pi (a+b)}{4 t_f} \right)} \sqrt{\frac{\cosh^2 \left( \frac{\pi (a+b)}{4 t_f} \right) + \sinh^2 \left( \frac{\pi (a+b)}{4 t_f} \right)}{\cosh^2 \left( \frac{\pi b}{4 t_f} \right) + \sinh^2 \left( \frac{\pi b}{4 t_f} \right)}} \quad (D.2a)
\]

\[
= \frac{B^{-1} - B}{(AB)^{-1} - AB} \sqrt{\frac{((AB)^{-1} + AB)^2 + ((AB)^{-1} - AB)^2}{(B^{-1} + B)^2 + ((AB)^{-1} - AB)^2}} \quad (D.2b)
\]

\[
= A \frac{1 - B^2}{1 - A^2 B^2} \sqrt{\frac{1 + A^4 B^4}{1 + A^2 + A^2 B^4 + A^4 B^4}} \quad (D.2c)
\]

\[
= \sqrt{2} A \frac{1 - B^2}{1 - A^2 B^2} \sqrt{\frac{1 + A^4 B^4}{(1 + A^2)(1 + A^2 B^4)}} \quad (D.2d)
\]

We have \( A \xrightarrow{a/\tau_f \to +\infty} 0 \) and \( B \xrightarrow{b/\tau_f \to +\infty} 0 \), so we can use Taylor series expansion in the neighborhood of 0 to simplify the previous expression.

In the following we use the Landau little-\( o \) notation: If \( f \) and \( g \) are two real and regular enough functions defined on an interval containing \( a \in \mathbb{R} \), such as \( g \) is not zero near \( a \), then \( f(x) = o(g(x)) \) is equivalent to \( f(x)/g(x) \xrightarrow{x \to a} 0 \).

We have:

\[
k = \sqrt{2} A (1 - B^2) \left( 1 + A^2 B^2 + o(A^2 B^2) \right) \left( 1 + \frac{A^4 B^4}{2} + o(A^4 B^4) \right) x \\
\quad \left( 1 - \frac{A^2}{2} + o(A^2) \right) \left( 1 - \frac{A^2 B^4}{2} + o(A^2 B^4) \right) \quad (D.3a)
\]

Keeping only second order terms, since \( A^2 B^4/2 + o(A^2 B^4) = o(AB) \), and using the rules for multiplication, we obtain:

\[
k = \sqrt{2} A (1 - B^2) \left( 1 + o(AB) \right) \left( 1 + o(AB) \right) \left( 1 - \frac{A^2}{2} + o(A^2) \right) (1 + o(AB)) \quad (D.4a)
\]

\[
= \sqrt{2} A (1 - B^2) \left( 1 + o(AB) \right) \left( 1 - \frac{A^2}{2} + o(A^2) \right) \quad (D.4b)
\]

\[
= \sqrt{2} A (1 - B^2) \left( 1 - \frac{A^2}{2} + o(A^2) + o(AB) \right) \quad (D.4c)
\]
D.2  Simplification of $K(k)$ and $K'(k')$

For this derivation we rely on Taylor series expansion of the elliptic integrals [205] used in the Gevorgian formula, which gives, for $k$ close to 0:

$$K(k) = \frac{\pi}{2} \left( 1 + \frac{1}{4} k^2 + o(k^2) \right) \quad (D.5a)$$

$$K'(k) = \frac{2}{\pi} \ln \left( \frac{4}{k} \right) K(k) - \left( \frac{k^2}{4} + o(k^2) \right) \quad (D.5b)$$

where $K'(k) = K(\sqrt{1 - k^2}) = K'(k')$. Since after equation D.5a, $K(k) > 0$ for $k$ close enough to 0, we can divide by $K(k)$ and expand in Taylor series:

$$\frac{\pi K'(k)}{2 K(k)} = \ln \left( \frac{4}{k} \right) - \frac{\pi}{2} K(k)^{-1} \left( \frac{k^2}{4} + o(k^2) \right) \quad (D.6a)$$

$$= \ln \left( \frac{4}{k} \right) - \left( 1 - \frac{k^2}{4} + o(k^2) \right) \left( \frac{k^2}{4} + o(k^2) \right) \quad (D.6b)$$

$$= \ln \left( \frac{4}{k} \right) - \left( \frac{k^2}{4} + o(k^2) \right) \quad (D.6c)$$

$$= \ln(4) - \ln(k) - \frac{k^2}{4} + o(k^2) \quad (D.6d)$$

Figure D.1 shows the dependencies of $k$, as well as an evaluation of the accuracy of the developed approximation. It can be seen that $k$ can be approximated by the first order term with an error lower than 1% as long as $a$ and $b$ are both a few times larger than $t_f$. The color code is given in (b).

Figure D.1 – (a) $k$ dependency on $a$ and $b$. For large $a/t_f$ and $b/t_f$ ratio, $k$ quickly drops to 0. In this region, $\sqrt{2}A$ seems to be a good approximation. This is confirmed by (b), which shows that the error is less than 1% as long as $a$ and $b$ are a few times larger than $t_f$. The color code is given in (b).
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We have:

\[ k^2 = 2A^2 (1 - B^2)^2 \cdot \left( 1 - \frac{A^2}{2} + o(A^2) + o(AB) \right)^2 \]  
\[ = 2A^2 (1 - 2B^2 + o(B^2)) \cdot (1 - A^2 + o(A^2) + o(AB)) \]  
\[ = 2A^2 (1 - A^2 - 2B^2 + o(A^2) + o(B^2)) \]  
\[ = 2A^2 + o(A^2) + o(B^2) + o(AB) \] 

(D.7a)

As a consequence, \( o(k^2) \) can be replaced by \( o(A^2) \) in equation D.6d. We can similarly expand \( \ln(k) \):

\[ \ln(k) = \ln(\sqrt{2}A) + \ln(1 - B^2) + \ln \left( 1 - \frac{A^2}{2} + o(A^2) + o(AB) \right) \]  
\[ = \ln(\sqrt{2}A) - B^2 - \frac{A^2}{2} + o(A^2) + o(B^2) + o(AB) \] 

(D.8a)

(D.8b)

Therefore:

\[ \frac{\pi K'(k)}{2 K(k)} = \ln(4) - \ln(k) - \frac{k^2}{4} + o(k^2) \]  
\[ = \ln(4) - \ln(\sqrt{2}A) + B^2 + \frac{A^2}{2} - \frac{A^2}{2} + o(A^2) + o(B^2) + o(AB) \]  
\[ = \ln(2\sqrt{2}/A) + B^2 + o(A^2) + o(B^2) + o(AB) \] 

(D.9a)

(D.9b)

(D.9c)

We know that \( A \xrightarrow[\alpha/\gamma \to +\infty]{} 0^+ \), thus \( \ln(2\sqrt{2}/A) \xrightarrow[A \to 0^+]{} +\infty \), and we can proceed to factorization:

\[ \frac{\pi K'(k)}{2 K(k)} = \ln \left( \frac{2\sqrt{2}}{A} \right) \left( 1 + \frac{B^2}{\ln \left( \frac{2\sqrt{2}}{A} \right)} + o(A^2) + o(B^2) + o(AB) \right) \] 

(D.10a)

\[ \frac{2 K(k)}{\pi K'(k)} = \frac{1}{\ln \left( \frac{2\sqrt{2}}{A} \right)} \left( 1 - \frac{B^2}{\ln \left( \frac{2\sqrt{2}}{A} \right)} + o(A^2) + o(B^2) + o(AB) \right) \] 

(D.10b)

\[ = \frac{1}{\ln \left( \frac{2\sqrt{2}}{A} \right)} \left( 1 - \frac{B^2}{\ln \left( \frac{2\sqrt{2}}{A} \right)} + o(A^2) + o(B^2) + o(AB) \right) \] 

(D.10c)
Even at the first order, the approximation is expected to be very accurate since $A$ and $B$ exponentially decrease with increasing $a/t_f$ and $b/t_f$. Thus we will restrict ourselves to the first order term, and omit the $o(x)$ terms in the rest of the calculation.

Since $A = e^{-\pi a/4t_f}$, we have:

$$\ln \left( \frac{2\sqrt{2}}{A} \right) = \ln(2\sqrt{2}) + \frac{\pi a}{4t_f}$$  \hspace{1cm} (D.11a)$$

$$= \frac{\pi}{4t_f} \left( a + \frac{4t_f \ln(2\sqrt{2})}{\pi} \right)$$  \hspace{1cm} (D.11b)$$

$$= \frac{\pi}{4t_f} (a + \Delta a)$$  \hspace{1cm} (D.11c)$$

where we wrote:

$$\Delta a = \frac{4\ln(2\sqrt{2})}{\pi} t_f$$  \hspace{1cm} (D.12a)$$

$$\approx 1.324 t_f$$  \hspace{1cm} (D.12b)$$

The elliptic integral ratio is therefore given by, in the first order for $a,b \gg t_f$, according to equation D.10c:

$$\frac{K(k)}{K(k')} = \frac{2t_f}{a + \Delta a}$$  \hspace{1cm} (D.13)$$
Derivation of the simplified Igreja model

In this appendix we derive the simplification of the Igreja formula for \( a, b \gg t_f \). We remind \( \eta = b/(a + b) \) and \( \lambda = 2(a + b) \); therefore, \( 0 < \eta < 1 \). The outline of this derivation was proposed by C. H. Nguyen.

In order to simplify the derivation, we will use the Hilberg approximation \([206]\), which provides a simplified relationship between the modulus \( k \) and the value of \( K = K(k) \):

\[
\begin{align*}
\frac{K}{K'} & \approx \pi \ln \left( 2 \sqrt{\frac{1 + k}{1 - k}} \right) \quad \text{for} \quad 1 \leq \frac{K}{K'} \leq \infty \quad \text{and} \quad 1 \leq k \leq 1 \\
\frac{K}{K'} & \approx \frac{1}{2} \ln \left( 2 \sqrt{\frac{1 + k'}{1 - k'}} \right) \quad \text{for} \quad 0 \leq \frac{K}{K'} \leq 1 \quad \text{and} \quad 0 \leq k \leq \frac{1}{\sqrt{2}}
\end{align*}
\]

We wrote, as usual, \( k' = \sqrt{1 - k^2} \) and \( K' = K(k') \). The conditions for the value of the ratio \( K/K' \) and the value of \( k \) are equivalent. This gives the following formulas for obtaining \( k \) and \( k' \):

\[
\begin{align*}
k & \approx \frac{y - 4}{y + 4} \quad \text{for} \quad 1 \leq \frac{K}{K'} \leq \infty \quad \text{and} \quad 1 \leq k \leq 1 \\
k' & \approx \frac{1 - 4q}{1 + 4q} \quad \text{for} \quad 0 \leq \frac{K}{K'} \leq 1 \quad \text{and} \quad 0 \leq k \leq \frac{1}{\sqrt{2}}
\end{align*}
\]

where we wrote:

\[
\begin{align*}
q & = \exp(-\pi K'/K) \\
y & = \exp(\pi K/K')
\end{align*}
\]
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In the Igreja model, we have:
\[
\frac{K'}{K} = \frac{4t_f}{\lambda} = \frac{2t_f}{a + b}
\] (E.4)

Since \(a, b \gg t_f\), we are in the case where \(K/K' \gg 1\), and therefore:
\[
k = \frac{y - 4}{y + 4} = \left(1 - \frac{4}{y}\right)\left(1 + \frac{4}{y}\right)^{-1}
\] (E.5)
\[
\approx \left(1 - \frac{4}{y}\right)\left(1 - \frac{4}{y}\right)
\] (E.6)
\[
\approx 1 - \frac{8}{y}
\] (E.7)

at the first order, because \(y = \exp(\pi K/K') \gg 1\).

We have \(K(0) = \pi/2\), so that, for \(k \approx 1\), \(K' \approx \pi/2\), and we have, according to equation E.1:
\[
\frac{2K}{\pi} = 2 \ln \left(\frac{2\sqrt{2}}{\sqrt{1-k}}\right)
\] (E.8)
\[
K = \ln \left(\frac{4}{\sqrt{1-k^2}}\right)
\] (E.9)

multiplying the numerator and denominator inside the logarithm by \(\sqrt{1+k} \approx \sqrt{2}\).

Since \(k \approx 1\), we have [207]:
\[
\text{sn}(K\eta, k) \approx \tanh(K\eta)
\] (E.10)

And we can write, for \(x >> 1\):
\[
\tanh x = 1 - \frac{2}{e^{2x} + 1} \approx 1 - 2e^{-2x}
\] (E.11)

Since \(K(k) \xrightarrow[k \rightarrow 1]{} +\infty\), and since in real samples \(0 < \eta < 1\) is not infinitesimally small, for \(k\) close to 1 we have \(K\eta \gg 1\), and hence:
\[
\tanh K\eta = 1 - 2\exp\left(-2\eta\ln\left(\frac{4}{\sqrt{1-k^2}}\right)\right)
\] (E.12)
\[
\tanh K\eta = 1 - 2\left(\frac{\sqrt{1-k^2}}{4}\right)^{2\eta}
\] (E.13)
According to equation E.7:

\begin{align*}
    k^2 &= 1 - \frac{16}{y} \quad \text{(E.14)} \\
    \sqrt{1 - k^2} &= \frac{4}{y^{1/2}} \quad \text{(E.15)}
\end{align*}

And so:

\[ \tanh K \eta = 1 - \frac{2}{y^{\eta}} \quad \text{(E.16)} \]

Defining \( \beta = \text{sn}(K \eta, k) \), we can write \( k_I \) as follows:

\[ k_I = \frac{\beta \sqrt{1 - k^2}}{\sqrt{1 - \beta^2 k^2}} \quad \text{(E.17)} \]

According to equations E.15 and E.16, and since \( y >> 1 \) and \( \eta > 0 \), we have:

\[ \beta \sqrt{1 - k^2} = \left(1 - \frac{2}{y^{\eta}}\right) \frac{4}{y^{1/2}} \approx \frac{4}{y^{1/2}} \quad \text{(E.18)} \]

Similarly, neglecting higher order terms:

\begin{align*}
    \sqrt{1 - \beta^2 k^2} &= \left(1 - \left(1 - \frac{4}{y^{\eta}}\right) \left(1 - \frac{16}{y}\right)\right)^{1/2} \\
    &= \left(1 - 1 + \frac{4}{y^{\eta}} + \frac{16}{y}\right)^{1/2} \quad \text{(E.19)} \\
    &= \frac{4}{y^{1/2}} \left(1 + \frac{y^{1-\eta}}{4}\right)^{1/2} \quad \text{(E.20)}
\end{align*}

Finally, we can write:

\[ k_I = \frac{\beta \sqrt{1 - k^2}}{\sqrt{1 - \beta^2 k^2}} = \frac{1}{\left(1 + \frac{y^{1-\eta}}{4}\right)^{1/2}} \quad \text{(E.22)} \]

Since \( 0 < \eta < 1, 1 - \eta > 0 \) and thus \( k_I \) is close to 0 for \( y >> 1 \). In appendix D we saw that, in this
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case and at the first order, we have:

\[
\frac{\pi}{2} \frac{K'(k_I)}{K(k_I)} = \ln(4) - \ln(k_I) \quad \text{(E.23)}
\]

\[
= \ln(4) + \frac{1}{2} \ln \left(1 + \frac{y^{1-\eta}}{4}\right) \quad \text{(E.24)}
\]

\[
\approx \ln(4) + \frac{1}{2} \ln \left(\frac{y^{1-\eta}}{4}\right) \quad \text{(E.25)}
\]

\[
= \ln(4) + \frac{1}{2} (1 - \eta) \ln(y) - \frac{1}{2} \ln(4) \quad \text{(E.26)}
\]

\[
= \ln(2) + \frac{1}{2} \frac{a}{a + b} \ln(y) \quad \text{(E.27)}
\]

And from equations E.3 and E.4:

\[
\ln(y) = \ln \left(\exp \left(\frac{\pi K}{K'} \right)\right) = \pi \frac{a + b}{2t_f} \quad \text{(E.28)}
\]

Therefore:

\[
\frac{K'(k_I)}{K(k_I)} = 2 \frac{\ln(2) + \frac{1}{\pi} \frac{a}{a + b} \frac{a + b}{2t_f}}{\pi} \quad \text{(E.29)}
\]

\[
= 2 \frac{\ln(2)}{\pi} + \frac{a}{2t_f} \quad \text{(E.30)}
\]

\[
= \frac{1}{2t_f} \left(4 \ln(2) - \frac{\pi}{\pi} t_f + a\right) \quad \text{(E.31)}
\]

from which we can finally write:

\[
C_I = \varepsilon_f \varepsilon_0 \frac{K(k_I)}{K'(k_I)} = \varepsilon_f \varepsilon_0 \frac{2t_f}{a + \Delta a} \quad \text{(E.32)}
\]

where:

\[
\Delta a = \frac{4 \ln(2)}{\pi} t_f \quad \text{(E.33)}
\]
In this appendix we calculate explicitly the maximum reachable polarization after poling of a PZT thin film with IDE structures, for tetragonal and rhombohedral symmetry having the \{100\}, \{110\} or the \{111\} out-of-plane orientation of the crystallites.

Since 180° switching is always possible, it is sufficient to consider a misalignment angle $\theta$ between the most favorable polarization direction and the poling direction comprised between $-\pi/2$ and $\pi/2$. Therefore, in the following, we always have $\theta \in [-\frac{\pi}{2}, \frac{\pi}{2}]$. We define $e_z$ as the poling direction, $e_y$ the orthogonal in-plane direction, and $e_x$ the out-of-plane direction pointing away from the substrate, such as $(e_x, e_y, e_z)$ is a direct base (a bold font denotes a vector variable). We assume that, in all cases, the crystal chooses the polarization axis and direction closest to the poling direction, independently of any other consideration (notably, neglecting any mechanical clamping). $P_s$ is defined as the saturating polarization, such as $\|P\| = P_s$, and $P_i$ are the components of $P$ where $i$ is $x$, $y$, or $z$. 
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Figure F.1 – (a) : Drawing of the tetragonal unit cell with the (100) direction out-of-plane. Here the poling direction $e_z$ is aligned with one of the principal crystallographic direction. The polar axes are shown in blue. (b) : The structure seen from the out-of-plane direction, with the projection of the allowed polarization vectors in the $(e_y, e_z)$ plane, and the origin of the angles. The poling direction $e_z$ is shown to make a 30° angle with the $\theta = 0$ direction.

## F.1 Tetragonal (100)

In that case, one polar axis is directed along $e_x$ and the two others are in the $(e_y, e_z)$ plane. The polarization will be directed along one of the latter. Figure F.1 shows the situation and the origin of the angles. We thus have:

$$P_{z}^{tet(100)} = \begin{cases} P_s \cos \theta & \text{if } |\theta| \leq \pi/4 \\ P_s \sin \theta & \text{if } \pi/4 \leq |\theta| \leq \pi/2 \end{cases} \quad (F.1)$$

Changing the origin of the angles, we can also write the more direct formula:

$$P_{z}^{tet(100)} = P_s \cos \left( \frac{\pi}{4} - |\theta'| \right) \quad (F.2)$$

By symmetry, the average value of $P_{z}^{tet(100)}$ on all possible orientations is given by :

$$\langle P_{z}^{tet(100)} \rangle = \int_{-\pi/4}^{\pi/4} \frac{2}{\pi} P_s \cos \theta \, d\theta \quad (F.3a)$$

$$= \frac{2\sqrt{2}}{\pi} P_s \quad (F.3b)$$
F.2 Tetragonal (110)

In this case, one polar axis lies in the \((e_y, e_z)\) plane and the two others are out of that plane, with two directions being equivalent for our calculation. The polarization can be directed along one of each depending on the in-plane orientation of the grain. Figure F.2 shows the definition of the origin of the angles. We have:

\[
P_{z}^{\text{tet}(110)} = \begin{cases} 
    P_s \cos \theta & \text{if } |\theta| \leq \theta_{\text{lim}} \\
    \frac{\sqrt{2}}{2} P_s \sin \theta & \text{if } \theta_{\text{lim}} \leq |\theta| \leq \pi/2 
\end{cases}
\]

\(\theta_{\text{lim}} = \arctan(\sqrt{2}) \approx 54.74^\circ\) (F.4)

\(\theta_{\text{lim}}\) is the misalignment angle beyond which it is more favorable for the polarization to be directed along one of the out-of-plane axes. By symmetry, the average value of \(P_{z}^{\text{tet}(110)}\) is given by:

\[
\langle P_{z}^{\text{tet}(110)} \rangle = \int_0^{\pi/2} \frac{2}{\pi} P_{z}^{\text{tet}(110)}(\theta) \, d\theta 
\]

\(= \frac{3}{\pi} P_s \sin \theta_{\text{lim}}\) (E5b)

\(= \frac{\sqrt{6}}{\pi} P_s\) (E5c)
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Figure F.3 – (a) : Drawing of the tetragonal unit cell with the (111) direction out-of-plane. The polar axes are shown in blue. (b) : The structure seen from the out-of-plane direction, with the projection of the allowed polarization vectors in the (e_y, e_z) plane, and the origin of the angles. The poling direction e_z is shown to make a 30° angle with the θ = 0 direction.

E3 Tetragonal (111)

In that case all the polar axes are out of the (e_y, e_z) plane, making an angle θ_1 = arctan(√2/2) ≈ 35.26° with it. Their projection onto this plane are thus of norm P_s cos θ_1, and are evenly spaced with an angle π/3. The situation is depicted in Figure F.3. Therefore:

\[ P_{\text{tet}(111)}^z = \begin{cases} P_s \cos \theta_1 \cos \theta & \text{if } |\theta| \leq \pi/6 \\ P_s \cos \theta_1 \cos(\pi/3 - |\theta|) & \text{if } \pi/6 \leq |\theta| \leq \pi/2 \\ \cos \theta_1 = \sqrt{6}/3 & \end{cases} \] (F.6)

Hence, by symmetry, the average value of \( P_{\text{tet}(111)}^z \) is given by:

\[ \langle P_{\text{tet}(111)}^z \rangle = \frac{3}{\pi} P_s \cos \theta_1 \] (F.7a)

\[ = \frac{3}{\pi} P_s \cos \theta_1 \] (F.7b)

\[ = \frac{\sqrt{6}}{\pi} P_s \] (F.7c)
Figure F.4 – (a) : Drawing of the rhombohedral unit cell with the (100) direction out-of-plane. Here the poling direction $e_z$ is aligned with one of the principal crystallographic direction. The polar axes are shown in blue. (b) : The structure seen from the out-of-plane direction, with the projection of the allowed polarization vectors in the ($e_y$, $e_z$) plane, and the origin of the angles. The poling direction $e_z$ is shown to make a 30° angle with the $\theta' = 0$ direction.

F.4 Rhombohedral (100)

In that case, all the polar axes are out of the ($e_y$, $e_z$) plane, making an angle $\theta_1 = \arctan(\sqrt{2}/2) \approx 35.26^\circ$ with it. Their projection into the ($e_y$, $e_z$) plane gives the same situation as for the tetragonal (100) case, but with a polarization of norm $P_s \cos \theta_1$ instead (see Figure F.4). Thus:

$$P^{rh(100)}_z = \begin{cases} 
P_s \cos \theta_1 \cos \theta & \text{if } |\theta| \leq \pi/4 \\
P_s \cos \theta_1 \sin \theta & \text{if } \pi/4 \leq |\theta| \leq \pi/2 
\end{cases}$$

(F.8)

Changing the origin of the angles, we can also write the more direct formula:

$$P^{rh(100)}_z = P_s \cos \theta_1 \cos \left(\frac{\pi}{4} - |\theta'|\right)$$

(F.9)

As a consequence, the average value of $P^{rh(100)}_z$ is given by:

$$\langle P^{rh(100)}_z \rangle = \frac{2\sqrt{2}}{\pi} P_s \cos \theta_1$$

(F.10a)

$$= \frac{4\sqrt{3}}{3\pi} P_s$$

(F.10b)
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Figure F.5 – (a) : Drawing of the rhombohedral unit cell with the (110) direction out-of-plane. Here the poling direction $e_z$ is aligned with one of the principal crystallographic direction. The polar axes are shown in blue. (b) : The structure seen from the out-of-plane direction, with the projection of the allowed polarization vectors in the ($e_y, e_z$) plane, and the origin of the angles. The poling direction $e_z$ is shown to make a 30° angle with the $\theta = 0$ direction. The angles $\chi$ and $\varphi$ are also shown.

F.5 Rhombohedral (110)

This case is slightly more complex than the tetragonal (110) geometry. We have two axes in the ($e_y, e_z$) plane, and two axes out of that plane, making an angle $\varphi$ with it. The two out-of-plane axes are equivalent for the polarization. The in-plane axes are separated by an angle $\chi = \arccos(1/3) \approx 70.53^\circ$; $\chi$ gives its name to the 71° domain walls. Similarly, $2\varphi = \pi - \chi \approx 109.47^\circ$ gives its name to the 109° domain walls. See Figure F.5 for a display of the situation. Fortunately, the peculiar geometry of this case allows to write $P_{z}^{rh(110)}$ with a simple formula, when choosing the proper origin for the angles as shown in Figure F.5:

$$P_{z}^{rh(110)} = P_s \cos \left( \frac{\chi}{2} - |\theta| \right)$$  \hspace{1cm} (F.11)

Therefore, the polarization will always be in-plane, unless the electric field is aligned with the projection of the out-of-plane axes into the ($e_y, e_z$) plane, in which case it is equivalent for the polarization to remain in the plane or to go out-of-plane.
By symmetry, we can integrate between $\theta = 0$ and $\theta = \pi/2$. For easier calculations, we place the origin at $\theta = \chi/2$, and the average value of $P_{\text{rh}}^{(110)}$ on all possible orientations is then given by:

\[
\langle P_{\text{rh}}^{(110)} \rangle = \int_{-\frac{\chi}{2}}^{\frac{\chi}{2}} \frac{1}{\phi + \frac{\chi}{2}} P_s \cos \theta \, d\theta \quad (F.12a)
\]

\[
= \frac{2P_s}{\pi} \int_{-\frac{1}{2}}^\phi \cos \theta \, d\theta \quad (F.12b)
\]

\[
= \frac{2P_s}{\pi} (\sin \phi + \sin \frac{\chi}{2}) \quad (F.12c)
\]

\[
= \frac{2\sqrt{3}}{3\pi} P_s (1 + \sqrt{2}) \quad (F.12d)
\]
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Figure F.6 – (a) : Drawing of the rhombohedral unit cell with the (111) direction out-of-plane. The polar axes are shown in blue. (b) : The structure seen from the out-of-plane direction, with the projection of the allowed polarization vectors in the \((e_y, e_z)\) plane, and the origin of the angles. The poling direction \(e_z\) is shown to make a 30° angle with the \(\theta = 0\) direction.

### E6 Rhombohedral (111)

This case is equivalent to the tetragonal (111) geometry. One polar axis is directed fully out-of-plane and plays no role. The three other polar axes are out of the \((e_y, e_z)\) plane, making an angle \(\theta_2 = \arccos(2\sqrt{2}/3) \approx 19.47°\) with it. Their projection onto this plane are thus of norm \(P_s \cos \theta_2\), and are evenly spaced with an angle \(\pi/3\). The situation is depicted in Figure F.6. Therefore:

\[
P_{2}^{Rh(111)} = \begin{cases} 
P_s \cos \theta_2 \cos \theta & \text{if } |\theta| \leq \pi/6 \\ 
P_s \cos \theta_2 \cos(\pi/3 - |\theta|) & \text{if } \pi/6 \leq |\theta| \leq \pi/2 \\ 
\cos \theta_2 = 2\sqrt{2}/3 
\end{cases} \quad (F.13)
\]

Hence, we have:

\[
\langle P_{2}^{Rh(111)} \rangle = \int_{-\pi/6}^{\pi/6} \frac{3}{\pi} P_s \cos \theta_2 \cos \theta \, d\theta \quad (E.14a)
\]

\[
= \frac{3}{\pi} P_s \cos \theta_2 \quad (E.14b)
\]

\[
= \frac{2\sqrt{2}}{\pi} P_s \quad (E.14c)
\]
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G.1 Experimental setup

The dielectric spectroscopy setup is used to record the harmonics of the polarization response of the sample. Figure G.1 pictures the equivalent circuit of the measurement setup. The ferroelectric film with IDE is modeled by two capacitors in parallel: $C_f$ corresponding to the ferroelectric film, and $C_{par}$ to the parasitic capacitance. A wide-band power amplifier of model 7602M (Krohn-Hite Corporation) is used to amplify the sinusoidal voltage generated by the function generator of a SR830 DSP lock-in amplifier (Stanford Research Systems). The amplified signal $V_{applied}$ is applied to one electrode side by a micromanipulator, while the other electrode side is connected in series to the resistor $R$. The resistor is connected in parallel to the input of the lock-in amplifier as shown in Fig. G.1, so that the voltage drop across the resistor is measured by the lock-in. $V_C$ is the voltage drop across the IDE sample while $V_R$ is the voltage drop across the resistor, and by construction we have $V_{applied} = V_C + V_R$. $i$ is the current flowing through the circuit.

The resistance $R$ must be chosen small enough in order to avoid any transient effect in the circuit due to a too large $RC$ time constant. Besides, $R$ must be chosen small enough so that the voltage drops mostly across the capacitor and not at the resistor. Since the signal intensity is proportional to the resistor value, the resistance should however not be too low, to provide a sufficiently large signal-to-noise ratio at the input of the lock-in. As a rule of thumb, the resistor $R$ is therefore chosen such as:

$$RC \leq \frac{1}{100\omega} \quad (G.1)$$

where $\omega = 2\pi f$, $f$ is the frequency of $V_{applied}$ and $C = C_f + C_{par}$ is the capacitance of the IDE sample. In addition, it should not be chosen no too much below this value. This condition is straightforward to verify a posteriori, since:

$$\frac{V_i}{V_{applied}} = RC\omega \quad (G.2)$$
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![Electrical circuit](image)

Figure G.1 – Electrical circuit of the situation.

where $V_1$ is the amplitude of the first harmonic of the voltage signal at the resistor $V_R$. Hence, the above conditions on $R$ are satisfied if $V_1/V_{\text{applied}} \leq 0.01$ for all values of $V_{\text{applied}}$ during the measurement.

A charge amplifier may be used instead of a resistor, for instance if a great change of the capacitance of the sample is expected in the course of the measurement. The treatment of this case is very similar and will not be shown.

### G.2 Derivation of the polarization harmonics

$V_{\text{applied}}$ is a sinusoidal signal such as $V_{\text{applied}} = V_0 \sin(\omega t)$. Any variable of time $X(t)$ can be written as a Fourier series of in-phase (denoted $X_n'$) and out-of-phase or quadrature (denoted $X_n''$) terms in the following way (neglecting the DC component):

$$X(t) = \sum_{n=1}^{+\infty} \left( X_n' \sin(n\omega t) + X_n'' \cos(n\omega t) \right) \tag{G.3}$$

The sum can also be written in terms of amplitudes and phase angles:

$$X(t) = \sum_{n=1}^{+\infty} X_n \sin(n\omega t + \varphi_n) \tag{G.4}$$

The various variables are related as follows:

$$\begin{cases} X_n = \sqrt{(X_n')^2 + (X_n'')^2} \\ \varphi_n = \tan^{-1} \left( \frac{X_n''}{X_n'} \right) \\ X_n' = X_n \cos \varphi_n \\ X_n'' = X_n \sin \varphi_n \end{cases} \tag{G.5}$$
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The parasitic capacitance $C_{\text{par}}$ of the IDE structures will contribute to the charges flowing through the measurement apparatus when cycling with a sinusoidal field, as given by the following formula:

$$Q_{\text{sample}} = Q_{\text{ferroelectric charges}} + Q_{\text{par}} \quad (G.6)$$

$$= A P + Q_{\text{par}} \quad (G.7)$$

where $A = (2N - 1)Wt_f$ is the effective area for deriving the polarization of the PZT layer with IDE structures from the integrated current, and $Q_{\text{par}}$ is the additional charge coming from the polarization of the parasitic capacitance. Because $Q_{\text{par}}$ does not scale linearly with the area of the IDE structure, it is not straightforward to decompose as the product of an area and a polarization, in the form $Q_{\text{par}} = A_{\text{par}} P_{\text{par}}$. It should be evaluated separately, by recording the harmonic response of the IDE structures with the interdigitation cleaved away. This gives the contribution of the contact pads and the bus line to $Q_{\text{par}}$, but the contribution from the interdigitation zone remains unknown. The conformal mapping technique proposed in chapter 3 cannot be applied for the loss part (i.e. the quadrature component) of $Q_{\text{par}}$. The only possibility to estimate it, is to fabricated IDE structures directly on a SiO$_2$ layer. This has not been done. For this reason, at the present time, we can correct for the parasitic contributions from the contact pad and bus lines, but not for the parasitic contributions of the SiO$_2$ underlayer within the interdigitation zone. In the rest of the text, we will keep the $Q_{\text{par}}$ term in the equations, for the purpose of allowing the correction whenever a full model will be available.

Since $RC \leq 1/100\omega$, that is $RC < < 1/\omega$, there is no transient effect. We have $V_R(t) = Ri(t)$ from Ohm's law. In addition, since the IDE sample is much more resistive than $R$ (typical values for $R$ are in the range of 1 to 10 kΩ), most of the voltage $V_{\text{applied}}$ drops across the IDE sample. Therefore, $V_{\text{applied}}/(a + \Delta a)$ is an accurate evaluation of the electric field within the PZT layer, where $a$ is the IDE gap and $\Delta a$ the gap correction for the drop of electric field within the gap (see chapter 3). The harmonics of $V_R(t)$ are measured by the lock-in amplifier (amplitude and phase).

Neglecting all leakage currents through the capacitors, the current is solely due to the change of polarization of the capacitors, and we have:

$$\begin{align*}
    i(t) &\approx \frac{\partial Q}{\partial t} = A \frac{\partial P}{\partial t} + \frac{\partial Q_{\text{par}}}{\partial t} \\
    i(t) &\approx \frac{V_R(t)}{R}
\end{align*} \quad (G.8)$$

with $Q_{\text{par}}$ the polarization charges of the parasitic capacitance under the action of $V_{\text{applied}}$. 
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We write:

\[ V_R(t) = \sum_{n=1}^{\infty} \left( V_n \sin(n\omega t) \cos \varphi_n + V_n \cos(n\omega t) \sin \varphi_n \right) \quad (G.9) \]

\[ P(t) = \sum_{n=1}^{\infty} \left( P_n' \sin(n\omega t) + P_n'' \cos(n\omega t) \right) \quad (G.10) \]

\[ Q_{\text{par}}(t) = \sum_{n=1}^{\infty} \left( Q_{\text{par}}' n \omega \cos(n\omega t) + Q_{\text{par}}'' n \omega \sin(n\omega t) \right) \quad (G.11) \]

\( V_n \) is the amplitude and \( \varphi_n \) the phase of the \( n^{\text{th}} \) harmonic \( V_n \sin(n\omega t + \varphi_n) \) of \( V_R(t) \). \( V_n \) and \( \varphi_n \) are the values measured by the lock-in amplifier. In practice the output of the lock-in amplifier is a root-mean-square (rms) amplitude and needs to be multiplied by \( \sqrt{2} \) to obtain \( V_n \). Note that the Fourier components are mixing \( V_n \) and \( \varphi_n \) because \( \sin(n\omega t + \varphi_n) = \sin(n\omega t) \cos \varphi_n + \cos(n\omega t) \sin \varphi_n \), since \( \sin(a + b) = \sin a \cos b + \sin b \cos a \). \( \varphi_n \) is always given between \(-180^\circ\) and \(180^\circ\) by the lock-in amplifier.

The time derivative is given by:

\[ \frac{\partial P}{\partial t} = \sum_{n=1}^{\infty} \left( P_n' n \omega \cos(n\omega t) - P_n'' n \omega \sin(n\omega t) \right) \quad (G.12) \]

\[ \frac{\partial Q_{\text{par}}}{\partial t} = \sum_{n=1}^{\infty} \left( Q_{\text{par}}' n \omega \cos(n\omega t) - Q_{\text{par}}'' n \omega \sin(n\omega t) \right) \quad (G.13) \]

And from G.8 we have:

\[ \frac{V_R(t)}{R} = A \frac{\partial P}{\partial t} + \frac{\partial Q_{\text{par}}}{\partial t} \quad (G.14) \]

We can identify term by term, and we obtain for all \( n \):

\[ \begin{cases} 
V_n \cos \varphi_n = -An\omega P_n'' - n\omega Q_{\text{par}}'' \\
V_n \sin \varphi_n = An\omega P_n' + n\omega Q_{\text{par}}'
\end{cases} \quad (G.15) \]

\[ \begin{cases} 
-AN\omega P_n'' = \frac{V_n}{R} \cos \varphi_n + n\omega Q_{\text{par}}'' \\
AN\omega P_n' = \frac{V_n}{R} \sin \varphi_n - n\omega Q_{\text{par}}'
\end{cases} \quad (G.16) \]
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\[
\begin{align*}
    p''_n &= -\frac{V_n}{A\omega R} \cos \varphi_n - \frac{Q''_{\text{par}_n}}{A} \\
    p'_n &= \frac{V_n}{A\omega R} \sin \varphi_n - \frac{Q'_{\text{par}_n}}{A}
\end{align*}
\]  

(G.17)

Following Equation G.5, the phase angle \( \delta_n \) and the amplitude \( P_n \) of the \( n \)th harmonic of the polarization \( P \) of the ferroelectric is given by:

\[
\begin{align*}
    \delta_n &= \tan^{-1} \left( \frac{p''_n}{p'_n} \right) \\
    P_n &= \sqrt{(p'_n)^2 + (p''_n)^2}
\end{align*}
\]  

(G.18) (G.19)

The harmonic response of a cleaved sample can be measured to obtain \( Q'_{\text{par}_n} \) and \( Q''_{\text{par}_n} \) for the harmonics of interest, as a function of the dimensions of the structures — which are essentially the length of the bus lines, since all the contact pads have the same size. The uncleaved bus line contribution can then be extrapolated for each sample geometry. For a cleaved sample without any interdigitation, the PZT plays no role, and we have:

\[
\begin{align*}
    Q''_{\text{par}_n} &= -\frac{V_n}{n\omega R} \cos \varphi_n \\
    Q'_{\text{par}_n} &= \frac{V_n}{n\omega R} \sin \varphi_n
\end{align*}
\]  

(G.20)
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